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Southern California Gas Company 
Airport Land Use Commission, County of Riverside 
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NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES AND RELATED ENTITIES 
Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians 
Native American Heritage Commission 
Native American Heritage Commission 
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La Sierra Neighborhood 
Old Riverside Foundation for Historic Preservation 
Richard Block, Friends of Riverside’s Hills 
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January 3, 2005
To: Craig Aaron, Principal Planner
City of Riverside, Planning and Building Department
3900 Main Street, 3rd Floor
Riverside, CA 92522

From: Friends of Riverside's Hills

Re: 

Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report ("DEIR") for the
General Plan 2025 Program (the "Project") for the City of Riverside

The Project represents a major effort encompassing many changes, some of them
commendable, to the City's current General Plan, and Zoning and Subdivision Codes.
However, some of the proposed changes have negative environmental impacts which
need to be analyzed and avoided or mitigated. We refer in particular to changes in the
Zoning Code, such as those allowing flag lots and weakening conditions on density for
PRDs in the RC zone, which constitute amendments to the voter-passed Measures R and

C, and thus are illegal without a vote of the people, as well as having negative
environmental impact. In addition, the DEIR is deficient in other respects, including
failure to consider appropriate alternatives, failure to adequately analyze negative
impacts, and failure to propose adequate mitigation measures some of which are readily
available. The comments below are comments for the environmental review of all aspects
of the Project, including the proposed new Zoning and other Codes. In various places
statements are made to the effect that the General Plan policies or other recommendations
relied upon in the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures;
similar wording is meant to apply to other comments made below, even in cases where it

is not explicitly stated.

DEIR Section 5.1 Scenic Vistas

The DEIR relies upon General Plan policies to mitigate scenic impacts. These policies
are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in the EIR should
be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

DEIR Section 5.2 Agricultural Resources

The DEIR relies upon General Plan policies to mitigate agricultural resource impacts.
These policies are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in
the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

DEIR Section 5.3 Air Quality
p.5.3-13

"SCAQMD Regulations
Fugitive Dust: Rule 403 is an existing AQMD regulation that requires watering
and other actions to reduce the amount of fugitive dust particles released into the
air due to grading, construction, demolition and other activities."
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AQMD Rule 403, as amended in April, 2004, prohibits (except in certain exceptional
circumstances) the use of disking for weed abatement for fIfe control purposes, and
instead allows mowing provided that 3 inches of vegetation are left standing. (Even in the.-
exceptional circumstances when disking is allowed, the land must be watered during and
frequently after the disking, which is prohibitively expensive.) The City has been
breaking this law, and encouraging private citizens to do so: in its maintenance of
undeveloped parks it continues to disk (as at Mt. Vernon park; Islander Park is a recent
exception because of neighborhood protest, but even there the mowing is too low,
scraping the ground), and it continues to have its contractors disk land for weed
abatement that the owners have not cleared. Moreover, its weed abatement notices fail to
inform landowners of the present law that effectively bans disking. The City can help
with air quality PM10 mitigation by itself following AQMD Rule 403 and seeing that
those doing weed abatement also abide by Rule 403. Moreover, by discouraging disking,
the City would also discourage illegal grading (often on environmentally sensitive sites)
done in the guise of weed abatement for fire control, which has been a problem in the

City.
The City should adopt the following mitigation meaures:

.Disking for fire control is prohibited. Fire control shall only be accomplished by
mowing, to a minimum height of three inches.

.Any notification to property owners of the need for weed abatement shall contain
a notice of the no disking requirement.

.Any property on which illegal disking has occurred shall be required to re-seed
with native vegetation within 30 days after disking and shall be required to water
until the native vegetation has been adequately reestablished.

.Any property on which illegal grading has occurred shall be required to re-seed
with native vegetation within 30 days after grading and shall be required to water
until the native vegetation has been adequately reestablished.

.The City and all of its departments shall conduct week abatement only by moving
to a minimum height of three inches.

.The City shall establish fines for violation of the no disking requirement of not
less than $500.00 for the first offense and not less than $1,000.00 for each
subsequent offense. Any willful violation, defined as disking after receiving
notice of the anti-disking requirements shall be subject to a minimum fine of
$5,000.00.

.The City shall establish fines for illegal grading of not less than $500.00 per acre
for the first offense and not less than $1,000.00 per acre for each subsequent
offense.

Other Air Quality mitigation measures that should be adopted include:
.All warehouses of over 90,000 square feet of gross area shall provide electrical

hookups at the loading docks so that refrigerated tractor trailer units can hook up
to electrical power and shut down diesel powered units.

.All proposed warehouse facilities of over 90,000 square feet shall conduct a toxic
air contaminates study for diesel emissions of the project and the project
combined with all cumulative projects, prior to acceptance of the application as

being complete.
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.

All proposed projects that are expected to employ more than 100 persons shall be
required to submit a Trip Reduction Plan prior to the application being deemed to
be complete.
All development projects shall be required to mitigate a minimum of 80% of
PM1O construction emissions.

The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate air quality impacts.
These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in
the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

DEIR Section 5.4 Biological Resources

The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate biological resource
impacts. These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied
upon in the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

In addition, the following mitigation measures should be adopted:
.For any project on property with an identified blue line stream, a wetlands

delineation study must be reviewed and approved by the applicable resource
agency prior to deeming the application for a development project complete.

.Any development proposal for over five acres in size shall provide a detailed
biological assessment including an assessment of all biological resources,
including habitat and potential wildlife corridors, that identifies all rare,
threatened and endangered species as well as all species of special concern and all
rare plant materials and including mitigation proposals prior to the application
being deemed to be complete.

.

Development, including associated grading, shall not be permitted within the
arroyos and tributaries identified in accordance with Measures R and C, nor
within 50 foot setbacks from said arroyos and tributaries.

DEIR Section 5.5 Cultural Resources
The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate cultural resource
impacts. These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied
upon in the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

DEIR Section 5.6 Geology- Soils
The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate geology, soils impacts.
These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in
the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

In addition, the following mitigation measure should be adopted.

The City shall require applicants to submit a site specific slope analysis

.
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identifying the following ranges: 0-25%, 25-50%, and greater than 50%

.

The City shall consider areas with slopes of 25% or over as unsuitable for types of
development which require extensive grading or land disturbance.

DEIR Section 5.7 Hazards and Hazardous materials
The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Hazards and Hazardous
materials impacts. These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan
policies relied upon in the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation
measures.

DEIR Section 5.8 Hydrology- Water Quality
The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Hydrology- Water
Quality impacts. These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan
policies relied upon in the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation
measures.

DEIR Section 5.9 Land Use and Planning
Section 5.9 of the DEIR focuses on direct land use impacts, which as it states includes
interference with other land use plans. We note that Measures R and C are environmental
policies and land use plans. Referring to the City's land use plans and policies, Measure
R says "These plans and policies also destroy the City's remaining citrus groves,
agricultural land, natural resources and historic Victoria Avenue. Our hills, ridgelines,
arroyos and watersheds are being bulldozed. All these are priceless and irreplaceable
civic amenities which enhance the quality of life and which we wish to preserve for
ourselves and future generations." The voter passed measure then states specific
provisions that affect the RA and RC zones. The measure further stated that "These
provisions are minimum requirements for the promotion of the public health, safety and
general welfare. This ordinance may be amended by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the
City Council only to further its purposes." Measure C was passed by the voters in 1987
(and states that "Proposition R" means "Measure R "). Section 4 of Measure C, titled
"Amendment to Proposition R to Correct City Abuse of Proposition R ", incorporates
Proposition R by reference, and provides that "This ordinance [thus including all
provisions of Measures R and C] may be amended or repealed only by a vote of the
people." We will provide lengthy details below on how certain provisions of the proposed
Zoning Code violate Measure R.

The DEIR, at p. 5.9-13 states
"for the purposes of this EIR, a significant impact will occur if implementation of
the General Plan will: ...Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect; or Conflict with any applicable
habitat conservation plan."

Since (as we will show below) the Project conflicts with Measures Rand C, which are
applicable land use plans, policies and regulations of an agency (namely the City itself)
with jurisdiction over the project, and since Measures R and C were adopted for the
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purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect, and to conserve habitat, and
since these Zoning Code changes are at the programmatic level, this constitutes a
significant environmental impact, which must be analyzed. This impact can be avoided
by changing certain provisions of the proposed Zoning Code ("part of the project
analyzed in this EIR" -p. 5.9-21) noted below. Before discussing this, we will continue
going through other aspects of the DEIR in roughly the order presented there.

p. 5.9-14 (also at p. 5.15-41) Objective CCM-7: Minimize or eliminate cut-
through traffic within Riverside's residential neighborhoods.

If the City is serious about this, it will eliminate the Overlook Parkway extension across
the Alessandro Arroyo from the General Plan. See also further comments on this below.

p. 5.9-20 Objective OS-6: Preserve and maintain wildlife movement corridors.
Springbrook Wash (connecting the Box Springs Mountains to the Santa Ana River,
mentioned on p. 5.9-21) and the City's other major arroyos should be added to the list
given here.

The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Land Use impacts.
These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in
the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

DEIR Section 5.10 Mineral Resources
The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Mineral Resource
impacts. These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied
upon in the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

DEIR Section 5.11 Noise
The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Noise impacts. These
measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in the
EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

The following additional mitigation measures should be incorporated:

All commercial or industrial development projects of five acres or more and
residential development projects of twenty units or more shall submit a construction
noise reduction plan prior to the application being deemed to be complete. The
Construction Noise Reduction Plan shall identify the methods to be used to ensure
that city noise standards are not exceeded during construction along with
calculations to support the conclusions.

All commercial or industrial projects of five acres or more shall conduct an
acoustical analysis to identify the impact of the project. This analysis shall be
submitted prior to the application being deemed complete. The analysis shall
identify the individual and cumulative impacts of the project. All individual and
cumulative impacts shall be fully mitigated by the construction of sound walls
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and/or the contribution of "fair share" fees adequate to compensate for all impacts
to nearby properties.

Section 5.12 Population and Housing

The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Population and housing
impacts. These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied
upon in the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

This Section states
"The Zoning Code and Subdivision Code essentially serve as implementing
instruments of the General Plan; they will not directly or indirectly induce
population growth."

As we shall see below, this statement is false. In particular, by relaxing the presently
stringent conditions for benchmark and bonus densities for PRDs (in all residential
zones), the changes allow and indeed give incentives for substantially greater densities,
thus inducing substantial population growth in many areas, which (p. 5.12-3) is a
significant impact. These are changes at the programmatic level that must be analyzed
and mitigated.

p.5.12-4
"Objective LU-8: Emphasize smart growth principles through all steps of the land
development process."

The DEIR at several places claims that the Project incorporates "smart growth"
principles. But a basic principle of "smart growth" is to have more compact development
in some places in order to have more open space (and other environmental amenities)
outside the more compact development areas. However, this project is lacking in the
creation of open space. The issue of creating more open space, in return for allowing
higher densities, needs to be addressed. This must be part of the mitigation for the
impact of creating (at the programmatic level) higher population densities.

Section 5.13 Public Services

The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Public Service impacts.
These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in
the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

p. 5.13-10, 16:
Of the two school districts in the City, for RUSD,

"During the 2003-04 school year, 17 of the District's 30 elementary schools, 4 of
the 5 middle schools, and 5 of the 6 high schools operated with enrollments
exceeding capacity Elementary enrollment exceeded capacity by 140 students,
while middle school capacity was exceeded by 1,103, and high schools were
overenrolled by 1,341 students. Overall, RUSD schools educated 2,584 more
students than the facilities were designed to handle."

while for the Alvord district,
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"With the exception of one school (Villegas Middle School), Alvord Unified
School District school capacity currently exceeds enrollment for schools serving
the Planning Area.6"

The DEIR (p. 5.13-17) states
"With the projected increase in population and new development, new or
expanded education facilities will be required to adequately accommodate new
students. This is a potentially significant impact. ...Table 5.13-3 indicates that
the Project could generate approximately 27,000 new students through buildout
who will attend either Riverside or Alvord Unified School District schools. When
analyzed by education level, the Project will result in approximately 14,000 new
elementary school students, 4,000 middle school students, and 8,000 high school
students over the 20-year buildout period of the General Plan."

It is obvious that the population growth envisaged by the Project will make the school
overcrowding much worse, and that the minimal development fees allowed by State law
will not be adequate. The DEIR claims that no measures to improve the situation can be
imposed, because of the State Government Code Section 65995. However, State
Government Code Section Section 65997 states

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a public agency may deny or
refuse to approve a legislative act involving, but not limited to, the planning, use,
or development of real property, on the basis that school facilities are inadequate,
except that a public agency may not require the payment or satisfaction of a fee,
charge, dedication, or other financial requirement in excess of that levied or
imposed pursuant to Section 65995 and, if applicable, any amounts specified in
Sections 65995.5 or 65995.7."

Thus the City needs to, and is pennitted to, come up with some solution to the problem
other than increasing developer fees, perhaps through the General Fund or by limiting
residential development (as a largely bedroom community, the City already has more
than its share of such development). The City manages to adequately fund its police and
fire services. Surely it should and can do as much for its schools, and (considered next)
its libraries.

The following mitigation measure should be adopted:
.For any residential project for which a General Plan amendment or Specific Plan

is required, the project applicant shall submit an analysis of the impacts of the
project on schools. The analysis shall include the existing capacity of schools
serving the project and the fiscal impact of the project on the schools. This
analysis shall be submitted prior to the application being deemed complete.

5.13-21
"The Riverside Public Library has indicated that City adopted standards for library
service are not being met under existing conditions. ...Even following
construction of planned new libraries for Orangecrest and Eastside and the
planned expansion of the Arlington Library (additional 8,000 square feet), and the
proposed expansion of the Main Library (additional 29,000 square feet), an
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adverse impact to public library services will remain. Future development
pursuant to the Project policies and regulatory standards will increase demand
for library services and thus exacerbate the current City library deficiency. ...
there is no certainty that an acceptable service standard for library services can
be achieved, particularly since the collection of the library parcel tax will cease in
2012 unless extended by voters. The Project does not include any other features
that will help the City achieve its service standard for libraries. In order for the
City to achieve library service that is deemed "acceptable" by the City's own
measurement standards, the City will need to create additional library facilities
above those already planned and ensure that facilities have sufficient volumes,
hours of operation, staff and other features to ensure compliance with the City's
standards -which are not being met under existing conditions. Impact is
significant and mitigation is required. ...
Mitigation Measures
The continued collection of funds through the library parcel tax will work to
minimize impact. However, absent any extension of the tax beyond 2012 by voter
approval, which is not within the City's ability to control, or absent any other
levied fee which would also require voter approval, the City cannot be assured of
meeting its established service standards. Another option would be for the City to
impose development impact fees that would include a proportion for library
services and facilities. However, the potential for this measure to be adopted by
the City Council cannot be known, nor is it clear that such a measure would
generate funding sufficient to fully fund library service improvements triggered by
new development. No other mitigation is considered feasible."

The obvious solution to the Project impact on libraries is for the City Council to adopt the
option of imposing appropriate development fees for libraries. The City Council can do
that at the same time as it adopts the project. Compared to the roughly $6,700 per
house levied under the recently imposed TUMF fee for transportation, the amount
needed for libraries would be tiny. When there is such a straightforward mitigation, there
can be no approval of overriding considerations.

The following mitigation measure should be adopted:
.All residential developments shall pay a "library Impact Fee" of $200.00 per

residential unit at the time of issuance of building permits.

5.13-25
The proposed General Plan includes several objectives and policies related to
community centers:

"Objective PF-10: Meet the varied recreational and service needs of Riverside's
diverse population.
Policy PF-1 0.1: Provide every neighborhood with easy access to recreation and
service programs by decentralizing community centers and programs. Promote
the development of shared facilities and satellite offices in each Riverside
neighborhood. ...
The City is committed to providing community centers and access to centers to
meet needs of existing and future residents. Adherence to the policies listed
above will reduce impact to below a level of significance. Individual development
proposals will continue to comply with existing City standards and practices
regarding review of adequacy of community center facilities. These standards
and practices include: Implement CEQA during the development review process
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for future projects. Analyze and mitigate potential public facility, service and utility
impacts to the maximum extent practicable. For projects that require construction
of new public facilities or extension of utilities, ensure that the environmental
documentation considers related off-site physical environmental impacts of these
activities. Adhering to the project policies and City standards/practices listed
above will reduce impacts related to community centers below a level of
significance at the programmatic level. No further mitigation is required at the
programmatic level."

There is a problem here. Many neighborhoods, including recently developed
neighborhoods, do NOT have "easy access to recreation and service programs" and do
NOT have community centers. This regrettable lack is the result of application of existing
City standards and practices. And yet the DEIR proposes to mitigate the problem by
applying "existing City standards and practices". This obviously will not mitigate the
problem below the level of significance. At the programmatic level, there needs to be
proper mitigation. A straightforward mitigation would be an appropriate increase in the
developer fee for these improvements.
The following mitigation measure should be adopted:

.All residential developments shall pay a "Community Center Impact Fee" of
$300.00 per residential unit at the time of issuance of building permits.

Section 5.14 Recreation

The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate Recreation impacts.
These measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in
the EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

p.5.14-3: The 40.2 acres stated for Islander Park is about double the actual size.
Also, regarding acreage of developed parks, much the same remarks apply as above for
community centers.

Section 5.15 Transportation-traffic
The EIR relies upon the policies of the General Plan to mitigate traffic impacts. These
measures are not legally enforceable. The General Plan policies relied upon in the
EIR should be adopted as legally enforceable mitigation measures.

Section 5.15 shows serious and not entirely mitigable impacts on transportation, with
some terrible peak-hour levels of service and concomitant air pollution. As noted on p.
5.15-23, this is based on SCAG's current projections for population increase that do not
assume implementation of the Project. To the eXtent that the Project allows greater
population growth than the present plan and ordinances (and we show below that it does
allow and encourage such growth), it exacerbates an already serious problem. The EIR
fails to analyze this. It also fails to consider some measures to improve traffic flow, such
as over-or-under-passes at railroad grade crossings, and fails to consider an increase in
developer fees (beyond the TUMF fee) to fund additional transportation improvements.
Without such analysis and measures, a declaration of overriding concern is improper.

We have mentioned several times that increased developer fees can be used to fund
mitigation measures. We note that with the recent enormous increase in the average price
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of new homes and the resultant enormous increase in profit by owners of developable
land, the present developer fees (even with the new TUMF fee) are small in relation to
new home prices and profits, and can stand being significantly raised to help mitigate
some of the environmental impact caused by population growth.

p.5.15-59
The DEIR provides some excellent goals for alternative modes of transportation:

"Objective CCM-10: Provide an extensive and regionally linked public bicycle,
pedestrian and equestrian trails system.

Policy CCM-10.1: Ensure the provision of bicycle facilities consistent with the
Bicycle Master Plan.
Policy CCM-1 0.2: Incorporate bicycle and pedestrian trails and bicycle racks in
future development projects. ..."

and 1 0 more such Policies. However, the Project lacks actual implementation measures
(at the programmatic level) for such Objective and Policies. This issue needs to be
addressed.

The following mitigation measure should be adopted:
.All development projects shall be responsible for fully mitigating their individual

and cumulative impacts on circulation resources. All developments shall be
responsible for contributing fees sufficient to fully offset their contribution to any
exceedance of a Level of Service "D" for any roadway intersection or link. Fees
shall be based upon the cost of all improvements necessary to achieve a level of
Service "D" for all impacted intersections and links.

Section 7 Alternatives

Only three alternatives are considered, and only briefly, namely 1. No project (meaning
continuation of the existing General Plan and ordinances), 2. 25 percent reduction, and 3
Concentration of new growth along the L corridor. The choice and treatment of
alternatives is set up to make the Project seem environmentally superior.

What is needed is consideration of an alternative which would allow mixed use (with
concentration of new growth) in the L corridor but would compensate for the increased
growth there by reduction of densities elsewhere (and public acquisition of relatively
undevelopable land, such as steep hillsides and arroyos, with increased development fees
paying for this and public service improvements), and would include updating of the
zoning and subdivision codes (but consistent with the requirements of Measures R and
C). We believe this alternative would be much superior environmentally, and needs to be
considered to meet the requirements of the CEQA Guidelines.

Some of the reasons given for rejecting some of the alternatives include such reasons as
that they do not allow updating of the codes or provision for mixed-use development. But
this is only an artifact of a too-narrow definition of the alternatives. For example, there is
no reason why the existing General Plan and ordinances could not be amended
appropriately.
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Hawarden Hills Specific Plan and Victoria Avenue Specific Plan

The Project eliminates the existing Hawarden Hills Specific Plan and Victoria Avenue
Specific Plan. Both of these Specific Plans were environmental plans and policies,
adopted to preserve important environmental assets of the City. The DEIR fails to
provide an analysis of which provisions of those Specific Plans are merely being
transferred elsewhere into the Project texts, and which provisions are being deleted and
the environmental impact of each such deletion. One such deletion is that of the trail
provisions in the Hawarden Hills Specific Plan. Regarding this, an email from Planning
Staff states

"Regarding the Tiburon Knoll issue in the new Hawarden Hills Neighborhood
Plan As of this Draft document, Tiburon Knoll is not mentioned in the
Neighborhood Plan. The City Council made a decision not to acquire the knoll,
as was recommended in the Hawarden Hills Specific Plan (HHSP), under case
GP-OO2-812 approved on December 8, 1981. Staff also notes that the proposed
"trail" is not reflected on the Park and Recreation Master Trail Plan. For these
reasons the knoll and trail issue were not carried forward to the new
Neighborhood Plan.
Nevertheless, in regard to the trail in the last iteration of the Cherrywood map a
condition was included for a trail dedication that would facilitate a trail from the
Alessandro Arroyo to the knoll. We believe it is appropriate that the trail be
added to the Parks, Open Space and Trails Map (PR-l) in the draft General Plan
to support this recommendation. We will make this recommendation in the staff
report to the Planning Commission. Thank you for bringing this to our attention."

Mitigation needs to be provided for any decision not to acquire the knoll, and the
knolland trail issues need to be carried forward to the new Neighborhood Plan. In
addition to adding the trail to the Trails Map, legally enforceable provisions need to be
added to see that this trail, and all trails on the Trails Map, are actually acquired and
constructed. And the question remains: what other environmental provisions of the said
Specific Plans have been ignored?

New Zoning Code

The new Zoning Code (New Chapter 19 of Municipal Code), by Section 19.030.010,
repeals and supersedes the provisions of the present Zoning Code. Therefore it is
important to analyze the many changes with potential environmental impact, in
particular, provisions that would allow higher residential densities than the present Code,
We present the following comments for the environmental review of the proposed new
Zoning and Subdivision Codes

New Section 19.040.050 (p. 1-4) "Conflicts with Overlay Zones" states "In the event of
any conflict between the requirements of the Zoning Code and standards in an adopted
Overlay Zone or Planned Residential Development ["PRD"], the requirements of the
Overlay Zone or applicable PRD shall govem."(and similarly for Development
Agreements, new Section 19.040.070, p.I-5) At present, when e.g. the lots in a PRD in
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the RC zone are smaller than allowed in the RC zone (without a PRD), the City considers
granting variances. The new Section 19.040.050 appears to eliminate the need for such
variances, and thus violates the provisions of Measure R and so is an illegal amendment
to Measure R. While new Section 19.040.040 says that in case of conflict with "other
regulations adopted by the City, the more restrictive provisions shall apply", which might
prevent such violations of Measure R, there are ambiguities here which need to be
resolved. A specific question: for a PRD or Overlay Zone or Development Agreement for
land to which Measures R and C apply (such as the RC zone), will variances for lot size,
lot width, density, or building height (or other requirements of the underlying zone) still
be required if the strict standards of the underlying zone are not met?

Is approval of a PRD a quasi-judicial act, as opposed to a legislative act? By allowing a
less stringent (e.g., on the specific requirements for findings -see below) approval
process for PRDs than for variances, the new code (in allowing PRDs and overlay zones
to trump the standards of the underlying zone) weakens the standards for development.
The effect of this on density (and concomitant effects on population, traffic, infrastructure
etc.) needs to be analyzed.

Zoning Administrator Authority

Provisions in the new Zoning Code giving the Zoning Administrator discretionary
authority over matters including interpretation of the Code and determination of zone
boundaries (e.g. section 19.060.030 D and E) reduce transparency and public
participation in planning matters, leading to environmental impacts (e.g. on density for
RC zoned and other properties) which need to be analyzed. In particular, all issues to be
considered and any decisions made by the Zoning Administrator need to be posted on the
Web (as with Planning Commission and Council planning agenda items) in a timely
fashion to allow public comment and appeal of decisions.
The authority granted to the Zoning Administrator regarding "any ambiguity in the
regulations of the zoning code" under Article II of (page 8) Chapter i9.060
interpretation of Code is an attempt to modify Measure R and Proposition C without a
vote of the people. This provision should be removed from the new Zoning Code. Any
"ambiguities" that the City Councilor Planning Department may feel exist in the Zoning
Code should be modified by the City Council on a case-by-case basis, not through
discretionary decisions made by one individual. Allowing the Zoning Administrator the
authority to interpret the meaning of the code in cases of "ambiguity" amounts to a
judicial action. Creatin modi in and inte retin the Ie ali or meanin of the
Zoning Code is a right reserved for elected I!overnment officials and the Courts. not the
Zoning Administrator.

Average Natural Slope

The new Section 19.100.050 C (p. V -5) deals with the method of calculating Average
Natural Slope (" ANS"). The notion of ANS plays a key role in Measure R, in
determining what land is to be in the RC zone and the density and lot sizes for such land,
as well as in the Grading Code. Any tinkering with or ambiguities in the definition of
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ANS would have a substantial environmental impact that would need to be analyzed. The
technical definition given in 19.100.050 of the new Code, which definition appears to
coincide with that in the present zoning code and in the Grading Ordinance (Title 17 of
the Code), leaves open what is "natural". The obvious meaning of "natural" (in referring
to slope), and clearly the meaning intended in Measure R, is the slope in ungraded
condition. However, recently we have seen a proposed tract map and a proposed grading
plan for an individual lot, each in the RC zone, where there had been prior illegal grading
and where the Staff report gave figures for Average Existing Slope instead of Average
Natural Slope (for use in connection with minimum lot area and maximum pad size). If
Average Existing Slope can be used instead of Average Natural Slope, developers will
have a huge incentive to (illegally) grade land to reduce its slope, with devastating
environmental consequences. The proposed (and existing) Code, after giving the formula
for computing ANS, says "The average natural slope shall be computed from
photogrametric maps, grading permit plans and other data or evidence approved by the
Public Works Department." We maintain that this does not authorize the use AES, that is
data for previously graded slopes, in place of ANS, but in view of current Planning
Department practice, this needs to be spelled out to require the use of historical data (such
as photogrametric maps) from prior to any grading.

Further, language of the following sort on calculation of ANS also needs to be added to
the ordinance:

When the slope calculations of a particular lot or parcel are disputed, the
calculations shall be verified by a California Licensed Surveyor within the Public
Works Department. Any discrepancies in the slope calculations shall be rectified
by using the results of the Public Works Department survey."

This change is necessary to ensure that the provisions of Measure R and Proposition C
are implemented and enforced. Currently, the City Public Works and Planning
Departments have no authority to question or verify the results of independent
engineering and land surveying firms. The use of independent engineering and land
surveying firms is a conflict of interest given that grading and development contracts
often rely on the survey results.

Density bonus for lower income housing

Regarding the provisions in the proposed Section 19.545 for density bonuses for
provision of lower income housing: the DEIR needs to analyze the potential effect of
such density bonuses on the increase in population and concomitant impacts, including
on traffic etc.

Lot width

The proposed Zoning Code, by changing the definition of building setback line, in effect
amends the previous minimum lot width requirement, in particular in the RC zone, to
allow flag lots (or "corridor access lots"), thus constituting an illegal amendment of
provisions of Measure R, as well as having an unmitigated and unnecessary negative
environmental impact through allowing and encouraging additional hillside density, with
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the potential for concomitant increased grading, erosion, and other environmental
impacts. Here is the pertinent provision of the proposed Zoning Code:

19.630.030 Building Setback Measurements
B. Front Yard Setbacks

The front setback line is a line parallel to the front property line abutting
the street, at a minimum distance specified by the base zone measured at right
angles from the front property line, except as follows:

1 2. Flag lots

Regardless of the orientation of the main building, the
measurement shall be taken from a parallel line established where the access strip
meets the buildable area of the parcel closest to the public street or right-of-way.

The present code says
Section 19.04.070 Building line.
"Building line" means a line parallel with the front lot line or planned street line
and distance therefrom the depth of the required front yard.

and provides no exception (except by variances). Thus the proposed new Code would
newly allow flag lots and other lots whose lot width would not be sufficient under the
present code but where the "buildable area" would be sufficiently wide. The notion of
"buildable area" is sufficiently flexible to allow many lots which would not meet the
previous minimum lot-width requirement. The potential increase in density and other
impacts of this change in all zones needs to be examined. Moreover, by now allowing in
the RC zone flag and other lots not meeting the previous lot-width requirement, the
proposed new code would be an amendment of the provisions of Measure R and thus
illegal by Measure C.

A good example of the effect of the proposed change is Tract Map 29628 (the 2002
approval of which was rescinded in 2004 as the result of an FRH lawsuit, but which we
understand the developer plans to resubmit in much the same form). That case involved a
number of lot width variances in the RC zone, for flag lots and for lots fronting on curves
and cul-de-sacs. The staff report for that case makes it clear that because of the terrain
and previously approved street design, it would not have been feasible to design the map
to legally allow nearly as many as the 35 lots which were approved unless variances were
granted; such variances would be unnecessary if the proposed new Code were to take
effect. This effect of increasing density would potentially occur in numerous tracts
(developers would predictably exploit the weakening of the lot width standards)
throughout the city, and not just in the RC zone. The DEIR gives no analysis of the
potential impact of this increased density. Any claim that Projects facilitated by these
changes will be reviewed pursuant to CEQA on a case by case basis is unacceptable as
improper deferral of environmental studies. Since, in general, weakening minimum lot
dimension requirements allows more lots, there needs to be an analysis, not provided in
the DEIR, of the legality of the proposed change in relation to Measure R, as well as its
effects in allowing more lots, whether flag lots or lots with reduced frontage around cul-
de-sacs, than would otherwise be allowed unless granted variances
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Here are more specifics on the relation of lot width requirements to Measures R and C.
The voter-approved Measure R was adopted in November, 1979. The portion of Measure
R specifically pertaining to zoning requirements for hillside land is in Section 4 of
Measure R, which states, in pertinent part, "The Residential Conservation (RC) Zone ~
describeg in the Riverside Municioal Code on Mav 15. 1979 is herebv ao{21ied to all
property having an average natural slope of 15 percent or more, except that all lots having
an average natural slope of 15 to 30 percent shall be limited to one single family dwelling
per two acres. Lots having an average natural slope of greater than 30 percent shall be
limited to one single family dwelling per five acres." [emphasis added] (There are also
exceptions in Measure R for land which had previously been zoned RC, for construction
of one owner-occupied dwelling on a then pre-existing lot of less than the minimum lot
size, and for subdivisions which had then already been issued building permits.)

As we shall note below, the Code for the RC Zone on May 15, 1979 included provisions
for both minimum lot width and for minimum lot size, and the language in the portion of
Measure R quoted above just strengthens the then existing provision of the RC zone with
regard to minimum lot size. However the fact that Measure R did not stren£rthen (or
indeed chan e in an wa the then existin rovision of the RC zone for minimum lot
width merely means that that Drovision was to aDmv without change. as a provision
specified by Measure R. By the language of Measure R, which by an Appellate Court
decision means what it says, that provision, ''as described" then in the Code, was "hereby
applied" to all property with slope of 15% or more, and could not earlier and cannot now
be changed except by the manner of amendment specified in Measures R and C.

The present Code provisions regarding minimum lot width and minimum lot size are both
in Code Section 19.09.050. The legislative history of the provisions given there shows
that the said Code section is as enacted in Ordinance 5585 Section 20, adopted in 1987,
and that the previous versions were in Ordinance 4564 Sections 1 and 2, 1978; and
Ordinance 4399, Section 1 (part), 1977. So we need to go back to Ordinances 4399 and
4564 to see what were the provisions as described in the Code on May 15, 1979.

Ordinance 4399, adopted April 12, 1979, is titled "AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA, AMENDING CHAPTER 19.09 OF THE MUNICIPAL
CODE IN ITS ENTIRETY AND SECTION 19.06.010 BY ESTABLISHING A
RESIDENTIAL CONSERVATION (RC) ZONE." Its provision for lot width is included
in the following: "19.09.050 LOT AREA. The lot area requirements shall be as follows:
Every lot shall have a minimum width at the building line of one hundred thirty feet and a
minimum area of one-half acre, ..." [emphasis added]

Ordinance 4564 was adopted July 5, 1978. It is concerned only with the Hawarden Drive
special design area. Its only mention of lot width is: "where a lot or parcel located within
the Hawarden Drive special design area has less width or less area than herein required
and was a legally created lot of record prior to June 16, 1977, such lot may be occupied
by a single-family residential use if the lot has a minimum area of one-half acre."
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Thus the provision with regard to lot width which was "hereby applied" by Measure R to
all steep lots zoned RC and created after May 15, 1979 is that stated above for Ordinance
4399, namely that the "lot shall have a minimum width at the building line" of 130 feet.
[emphasis added]

Measure R, Section 7, states "These provisions are minimum requirements for the
promotion of the public health safety and general welfare. This Ordinance may be
amended by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the City Council only to further its purposes.
This ordinance may be amended or repealed by a vote of the people." Measure C, passed
by the voters on Nov. 3, 1987 and formally adopted by the City one week later, in its
Section 4 states that, regarding Proposition R (which is the above Measure R by
Definition 3b. of Measure C): "Proposition R is attached hereto and incorporated herein
by this reference. Section 7 of Proposition R is hereby amended to read as follows:
Section 7. These provisions are minimum requirements for the protection of the public
health, safety, and general welfare. This Ordinance may be amended or repealed Q!!ly by
a vote of the people." [emphasis added]

The legislative record quoted above shows that the provisions of Measure R concerning
minimum lot width or area were amended just once, in Section 20 of Ordinance 5585.
Said Ordinance 5585 was adopted November 3, 1987, with the explicit statement in its
Section 29 that "The City Council hereby declares that this ordinance furthers the
purposes of Measure R, enacted November 13, 1979. A two-thirds affirmative vote of the
City Council is required for adoption of this ordinance." This language used in Section
29, copying the language of Section 7 of Measure R, shows that this is an amendment of
the provisions of Measure R and therefore constitutes an amendment of Measure R.

The parts of said Section 20 of Ordinance 5585 which state anything about lot width are
included in the following: "19.09.050 LOT AREA.
A. The lot area requirements for land zoned RC prior to May 15, 1979 shall be as
follows: (1) Every lot shall have a minimum width at the building line of one hundred
thirty feet and a minimum area of one-half acre... .(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of
paragraph (1) of this subsection, every lot or parcel located within the Hawarden Drive
Special Design Area shall have a minimum width at the building line of one hundred
thirty feet and a minimum area of two acres; provided, however that where a lot or parcel
located within said area has less width or less area than herein required and was a legally
created lot of record prior to June 16, 1977, such lot may be occupied by a single-family
residential use if the lot has a minimum area of one-half acre.
B. The lot area requirements for land zoned RC on or after May 15, 1979 shall be as
follows: (1) Every lot with an average natural slope of less than 15% shall have a
minimum width at the building line of one hundred thirty feet and a minimum area of
one-half acre; every lot with an average natural slope from 15% to 30% shall have a
minimum width at the building line of one hundred thirty feet and a minimum area of two
acres; every lot with an average natural slope over 30% shall have a minimum width m
the building line of two hundred feet and a minimum area of five acres; ..." [emphases

added]
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Thus we have the following three categories for lots on land in the RC zone, the first two
of which with the provision that the minimum lot width at the building line shall be 130
feet.
1. For lots on land zoned RC on or after May 15, 1979 and having average natural slope
of 15% or more, the provision holds by the terms of Measure R itself, with its reference
to the RC zone as described in the Code on May 15,1979. By Section 7 of Measure R as
amended by Section 4 of Measure C, this lot width provision cannot be amended except
by a vote of the people.
2. For lots which are either on land zoned RC prior to May 15, 1979 (but are not one of
the Hawarden Drive lots in category 3 below) or on land having avemge natural slope
less than 15% and zoned RC on or after May 15, 1979, the provision holds by the 1987
amendment in Ord. 5585, with the explicit declaration in that amendment "that this
ordinance furthers the purposes of Measure R". By Section 7 of Measure R as amended
in Section 4 of Measure C, the lot width provision cannot be further amended except by a
vote of the people.
3. For certain lots in the Hawarden Drive Special Design Area which were of record prior
to June 16, 1977, there is no restriction on the lot width if the lot has a minimum area of
one-half acre; this is by Measure R since the latter incorporates the provisions of
Ordinance 4564.

Note that in present Code section 19.09.050 (and in the ordinances preceding it, including
that establishing the RC zone), minimum lot width (always at the building line) is always
prescribed together with any provision for minimum lot size, and is indeed always
mentioned first. This implies that the provisions for lot width are just as important as
those for lot size, and are to be applied just as strictly, and in the same context, as those
for lot size.

The term "one hundred thirty feet" (or "two hundred feet") is clear enough. We now
analyze the rest of the phrase, "at the building line", which is conjoined with it, and of
which the proposed new Code would change the meaning, as noted above. By present
Code Section 19.04.070,

""building line" means a line parallel with the front lot line or planned street line
and distance therefrom the depth of the required front yard."

So we need to examine the term "required front yard" as it relates to the RC zone. Code
Chapter 19.09 is entitled "Residential Conservation (RC) Zone". Section 19.09.060
thereof is entitled "Yards"; the legislative history for this Section is: Ordinance 5585
Section 21,1987; and Ordinance 4399 Section 1 (part), 1977. Said Section 19.09.060
states in pertinent part:

"there shall be established and maintained the following minimum yards:
A. A front yard having a depth of not less than thirty feet; ...
D. Notwithstanding subsection A of this section, no lot which fronts onto
Hawarden Drive within the Hawarden Drive special design area shall have a front
yard depth of less than fifty feet."

Here part A. is exactly as in Ordinance 4399 (the ordinance which established the RC
zone) and repeated in Ordinance 5585, and D. is essentially exactly as in Ordinance 4399
and repeated in Ordinance 5585 Section 21.
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What this means is that Measure R, when it stated "The Residential Conservation (RC)
Zone as described in the Riverside Municipal Code on May 15, 1979 is hereby applied"
to certain steep land, included the Drovision that the minimum lot width is to be 130 feet
at a line 30 feet or 50 feet in the case of certain Hawarden Drive lots from the front lot
line or Dlanned street line, since this provision is part of Ordinance 4399 which was in
force on May 15, 1979. Moreover this provision was extended to the rest of the RC zone
by Ordinance 5585. Hence this provision, by Measures R and C, cannot be amended
except by a vote of the people.

The net result of the above facts is that the City cannot, without a vote of the people,
amend the present provisions of the Zoning Code for the RC zone with regard to
minimum lot width and where it is to be achieved or measured. Any attempt to tinker
with these provisions, as in the proposed change in the definition of "building line" with
regard to where it is measured, is illegal as contrary to Measures R and C, unless done by
a vote of the people.

Such tinkering with lot width requirements in most zones other than RC might be legal,
but much of it is unwise. In particular, allowing flag or panhandle or corridor access lots
is simply bad planning. As a 2003 Planning Staff report says, "It is still noted that flag
lots are not an effective or desirable design in many cases". The fact noted in that Staff
report that some cities in the area do allow such lots and others do not is hardly to be
taken as encouragement for Riverside to allow them. We think Riverside should be in a
leadership position among cities as a beautiful city, with high standards for planning and
not the lowest common denominator of standards. In any case, the proposed change
needs an analysis of its environmental impact, in particular with regard to its effect in
allowing higher density than could otherwise be achieved. One of the advantages of
having a fixed minimum lot width at the building setback line (as measured from the
front lot line) in the RC zone is that it helps to deter developers and their engineers from
playing games with the map to try to exploit a variable lot width to squeeze in more lots
and achieve a higher density than is appropriate for the terrain.

Floor Area

The present code contains the following requirement for multiple family housing (RJ and
RJ(H), the latter now to be designated R4):

Section 19.16.060 Floor area per dwelling unit.
The minimum floor area per dwelling unit in any multiple-family residential zone
shall be as follows:
A. Four hundred square feet for each efficiency unit;
B. Five hundred square feet for each unit having one bedroom;
C. Six hundred fifty square feet for each unit having two bedrooms;
D. Seven hundred fifty square feet for each unit having three bedrooms;
E. An additional one hundred square feet shall be required for each bedroom
exceeding three.

By contrast the proposed new code 19.100.070 (p. V-9) has the following provisions:
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A. Floor Area per Dwelling Unit
The minimum floor area per dwelling unit in the R-3 and R-4 zones shall be as
follows:
1.350 square feet for each unit; and
2. An additional 150 square feet shall be required for each bedroom in excess of
two bedrooms.

The proposed new minimums thus constitute a sharp reduction in the current minimums,
potentially changing the character of apartment life in the City. The potential impact of
the change needs to analyzed in the EIR.

Reduction of required open space for multiple-family housing

The proposed new section 19.100.070 (p. V -9 to 11) sharply reduces the amount of
common usable open space required in multiple-family zones, as compared to that
presently required (cf. Section 19.16.080 "Usable open space" of the present code). The
impact of this reduction needs to analyzed in the EIR.

The present code Section 19.16.070 "Distance between buildings" contains requirements
on the minimum distance between building in multiple-family housing. We did not find
such restrictions in the proposed new code. There may be other requirements in the
present code, not cited here, which are weakened or eliminated in the proposed new code.
The EIR needs to make a thorough comparison of the current and proposed new Codes
and analyze the impact of each such weakening or elimination.

Variance findings

At present, by Zoning Code Section 19.64.130 (which remains valid although the
pertinent part was mistakenly deleted in 2003 by a clerical error; staff has inform us by
email that they are currently working with the City Clerk to get it added back to the text
of the existing Code) for each variance to be granted by the City, every one of the four
following findings must be made

"1. That the strict application of the provisions of this title would result in practical
diffic~lties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the general purpose and intent
of this title;
2. That there are exceptional circumstances or conditions applicable to the

property involved or to the intended use or development of the property that do
not apply generally to other property in the same zone or neighborhood;

3. The granting of such variance will not be materially detrimental to the public
welfare or injurious to the property or improvements in the zone or neighborhood
in which the property is located;

4. That the granting of such variance will not be contrary to the objectives of any part
of the General Plan adopted by the Planning Commission or City Council."

In the new version, Section 19.720.040 (p. IX-30), the word "either" needs to be
eliminated or the text edited for the word to make sense. The four required findings in the
text of Section 19.720.040 have essentially the same wording as those of Section
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19.64.130 listed above, with the following exception: the new version of finding number
2 changes the fonner wording "in the Sanle zone or neighborhood" to "in the vicinity and
under the identical zoning classification." The crucial change here is from "or" to "and".
This is especially pertinent to the RC zone, which is applied specifically to the City's
steep hillside properties. The problem is that some of the hills are isolated, and there are
no other RC zoned properties in the vicinity of some of these parcels. For such cases,
under the previous but not the present version, a comparison would need to be made to
other RC zoned properties. This easing of the variance findings requirements for RC
zoned property constitutes an anlendment to Measure R, and is thus illegal. Also, the
environmental impact of any such change needs to by analyzed and mitigated.

Second units and Auxilliary units

Section 19.480.030 (p. VII-95) of the proposed zoning code allows second
dwelling units on any lot meeting certain size requirements, which in zones
requiring a minimum lot area of at least 10,000 sq. ft. would be any conforming
lot. Moreover there would be no maximum size for the second unit. Since these
provisions would apply to built-out neighborhoods as well as to vacant land, this
would have the potential to enormously increase density throughout much of the
City. This needs to analyzed in the EIR, and mitigation provided.

Moreover, Subsection 0 of proposed Section 19.480.030 says
"D. The number of total dwellings permitted on a single lot in any single-
family residential zone, except the RC and RA-5 Zones, shall be limited to
no more than two, ..."

Measure R does not permit a second dwelling in the RC and RA zones. The
intent here may have been to not allow a second dwelling in the RC and RA-5
zone lots, but the wording would allow a second or even third dwelling. The
wording needs to be corrected to be in accord with the requirements of Measure
R.

Chapter 19.425 (p. VII-81) of the proposed Zoning Code says that Auxiliary
Dwelling Units (Granny Housing) are permitted as set forth in Article V, Base
Zones, subject to the requirements in this Chapter 19.425. Since Measure R
limits lots in the RC zone to a single-family dwelling, and it is not clear that the
wording in said Article V prohibits Auxiliary Dwelling Units, it needs to be made
clear that this Chapter 19.425 does not apply to lots in the RC and RA-5 zones.
Otherwise the provisions of the Chapter would be illegal amendments of
Measure R.

PRDs and Density

The present PRD ordinance, Section 19.65, in Section 19.65.050 Density, includes the
following provisions:

The following regulations shall determine the maximum number of dwelling units
per acre allowable in a planned residential development:
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A. The Planning Commission shall detenIline the maxinlum number of dwelling
units per acre allowable in a planned residential development based on benchmark
densities established for the underlying zone in which the project is located. The
following benchmark densities are based on the planned residential development
being located in reasonably close proximity to schools, shopping areas and public
and semipublic facilities, the site having good access and advantageous slope
conditions, the project being well designed and exhibiting desirable amenities and
other appropriate criteria with which a planned residential development is
evaluated.
Zone Density per Acre RC 0.5 HR 1.2 RR 3.0 R-1-130 3.0 R-1-125 4.8
R-1-100 5.5 R-1-80 6.3 R-1-65 7.3 R-3-40 10.8 R-3-30 14.5 R-3-R 17.5
R-3-20 21.5 R-3 29.0
(The site area used as the basis for determining the number of dwelling units per
acre shall not include abutting public streets or alleys, but may include property to
be dedicated for new public streets within the development or for the widening of
existing public streets which abut the property.);
B. The Planning Commission may determine that in the RC zone up to a twenty-
five percent increase in dwelling unit density and in the remaining zones up to a
ten percent increase in dwelling unit density beyond the established benchmark
density may be permitted if the following conditions are applicable to the project:
1. The property is well located in close proximity to schools, shopping, and public
and semipublic facilities. Proximity to schools is not to be considered when
projects are designed to be occupied only by adults;
2. The property enjoys excellent access from the adjoining public street or streets;
3. The project is designed or otherwise intended for occupancy by adults
demonstrated by a low bedroom- to-unit ratio for the project;
4. The design of the project exhibits superior utilization of the site as evidenced
by the following:
a. Varied placement of buildings demonstrating sensitivity to the natural
topographic features of the site,
b. Retention of unique natural features of the site and incorporation of such
features into the project's overall design,
c. Except in the RC zone relatively level land set aside for active recreation

pursuits,
d. Majority of dwelling units afforded direct access to common usable open areas
well designed for their intended purposes,
e. An efficient internal circulation system consisting of private streets and
driveways that follow natural courses in the case of hilly land;
4. The project reflects sensitivity to the impact of buildings on surrounding

properties;
5. The project contains varied building elevations exhibiting excellence of design
that complement each other and the surrounding area;

The present ordinance also contains provisions for up to a 50% reduction from the
benchmark density under certain conditions, namely:
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C. A unit density less than the benchmark density established for the underlying
zone may be established by the Planning Commission if one or more of the
following negative factors are applicable to the project:
1. The property is inadequately located in terms of easy access to schools,
shopping or public and semipublic facilities;
2. The property has inadequate access from the adjoining public street or streets;
3. The property is characterized by steep slope necessitating extensive grading for
project development. In cases where slopes average between five and ten percent,
the Planning Commission may reduce unit density by up to twenty-five percent of
the benchmark density, and in cases where slopes exceed ten percent, the
Commission may reduce unit density by up to fifty percent of the benchmark
density to minimize and discourage unnecessary and undesirable grading;
4. The project fails to adequately incorporate the following desirable design
features:
a. Unique natural features of the site are not retained or are inadequately
incorporated into the project's overall design,
b. Common usable open spaces are inadequately located in terms of accessibility
of units served and are inadequately designed for their intended purposes,
c. An inefficient or poorly designed internal circulation system;
5. Certain facilities (freeways, railroads, airports and the like) are situated
adjacent or in close proximity to the property creating a detrimental
environmental impact for residential uses thereon;
6. The project unduly inhibits or interferes with the development of surrounding
properties. (Ord. 5585 §§ 26, 27, 28, 1987; Ord. 5274 § 4, 1985; Ord. 4260 § 2,
1976; Ord. 4208 § 4, 1975; Ord. 3972 § 2 (part), 1972)

The ordinance (5585) allowing up to a 25% density bonus in the RC zone was adopted by
the City Council on Nov. 3, 1987, the same day as the voters passed Measure C (which
was certified by the Council one week later, on Nov. 10, 1987). As noted above (under
the Lot-width section), this provision constituted an amendment to Measure R, allegedly
to further that Measure's purposes. As an amendment to Measure R, the PRD provisions,
including the density bonus in the RC zone, may be invalid as violating the provision of
Measure C barring such amendments except by a vote of the people, since the ordinance
was passed by the City Council on the same day, November 3, 1987, as the voters passed
Measure C. Measure C was certified by the City on November 10, 1987; one of its
provisions was its "effective date" was the date of its passage. That preceded the effective
date of Ordinance 5585. However, assuming that Ordinance 5585 was passed in time to
for its RC-zone provisions to be valid, we say by its provisions (quoted above) that there
are rather stringent conditions to meet the benchmark density (in any zone), and even
stricter conditions to qualify for a density bonus. These conditions need to be strictly
stated and interpreted in view of the tendency of the City to indulge developers' requests.
Any weakening of the present conditions for PRD density will lead to higher densities,
with associated environmental impacts that need to be analyzed. This applies to all zones.
In addition, any weakening of the PRD density conditions in the RC zone would
constitute an amendment to Measure R Gust as Ordinance 5585 constituted such an
amendment), and so by Measure C would be illegal without a vote of the people. We now
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consider the provisions for PRD density in the proposed new code, and will note that in
significant ways they constitute a weakening of current provisions.

Note that the benchmark requirement of "reasonably close proximity to schools, shopping
areas. .." is being replaced by the less stringent requirement of "good access to public
and private services". Note also that a number of present requirements for a density
bonus are eliminated, including the following:

"close proximity, as opposed to the benchmark requirement of merely
"reasonably close proximity", to schools and shopping;
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"excellent access" from adjoining streets as opposed to the benchmark "good
access". ,

a low bedroom-to-unit ratio;
majority of units having direct access to common usable open areas.

These eliminations represent a weakening of the present PRD ordinance to allow greater
density. Of still greater significance is the change in the language directing the City's
actions in approving a PRD density bonus. The present ordinance says that such a bonus

"may be permitted if the following conditions are applicable to the project"
and then lists the conditions. The common English meaning of "if the following
conditions are applicable" is that all of the conditions must be satisfied, not just one or
two or three (there is no contradiction between the condition on proximity to schools and
that on adult occupancy, since a careful reading shows that the latter condition, phrased in
terms of a low bedroom-to-unit ratio, merely means that the project is mainly but not
exclusively for adult occupancy). But the proposed new code changes the language to

"may qualify for a density bonus... based on the following criteria. .."
which is much more vague and would seem to allow a maximum density bonus merely
for meeting just one of the conditions, perhaps merely for following the standard design
guidelines. There should be no density bonuses permitted merely for conforming to the
city codes and design guidelines. Our experience shows that developers will generally
ask and lobby for the maximum density bonus, regarding it as an entitlement. The
weakening of the language on conditions for a density bonus will lead to greater density.
The extent of such greater density, and its environmental impact, need to be analyzed in
the EIR. Further, for the RC zone, such weakening of the requirements for a density
bonus (a serious matter since this is the only zone where a large 25% bonus can be given)
constitutes an amendment to Measure R, and thus is illegal.

Subsection C of the proposed new Section 19.780.050 (p. IX-50) allows density transfers
between zones within a PRD. This appears to conflict with Measure R, and thus may be
illegal. The issue needs to analyzed in the EIR.

Transfer of Density

Proposed new Code Section 19.780.050 introduces the following provision (it appears
that no such provision is in the present code):

"C. Transfer of Density
When two or more General Plan land use designations or base zones exist within
a planned residential development, the density may be transferred between
designation and/or zones within the same development as necessary to provide for
a superior development based upon good planning principles and to promote the
general welfare of the neighborhood and maximum benefit to the natural
environment. ...In the case of such a density transfer, the overall maximum
density shall not exceed that otherwise permitted by the General Plan
designation(s)... For purposes of this Section, a project may consist of more than
one underlying legal parent parcel... contiguous unless separated by an existing
public or private street."
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We note first that the criteria used -"superior development", "good planning principles",
"promote general welfare", "maximum benefit" -are lacking specificity and allow a
virtually limitless range of interpretation. Also, the provision appear to allow a density
transfer to an RC-zoned parcel from another zone, as well as the other way. Most
important, hidden within the language is the following situation: a steep hilly parcel in
the RC zone (with GP designation RHS) with average natural slope greater than 30%
requiring minimum lot sizes of at least 5 acres could have its density transferred to a
flatter parcel a considerable distance away (although "contiguous" by a chain of
intervening parcels). Say the steep hilly parcel has area 50 acres, and thus by the 5-acre
minimum would qualify for a maximum of 10 lots (actually less ifnot in a PRD, because
of the area needed for roads). But since the General Plan designation (contrary we believe
to Measure R) for the steep land has a maximum density of 0.5 per acre, i.e., 2-acre
minimum lots, the parcel would qualify for a density transfer of 25 units, a 150% bonus.
(This is not purely a hypothetical situation; it appears that a developer and the City want
to do something like such a density transfer in a specific case.) Such a provision is clearly
an amendment of explicit provisions of Measure R, and thus illegal.
The provisions should be amended to clarify that density transfers into an RC zone are
not permitted and that density transfers into areas with natural slopes in excess of 15%
are not permitted.

PRD development standards

The present code Section 19.65.060 requires that PRDs provide 500 sq. ft. of common
usable open space per bedroom for each dwelling unit having three or more bedrooms,
but allow a credit of up to 40% for private open space above the minimum requirement.
This means that for each 5- (respectively, 4-, 3- )bedroom unit there must be at least 1,500
(respectively, 1,200,900) sq. ft. of common usable open space. But the proposed new
Code only requires a minimum of 500 sq. ft. of common open space per dwelling.
Assuming all of that is "usable", that is a reduction of 67% (respectively, 58%,44%) in
the required open space for each 5- (respectively, 4-, 3-)bedroom unit. Thus for a PRD
with an average of say 3.6 bedrooms per unit (like some recent PRDs in Riverside), this
would be a reduction of at least 54% in the required usable open space. This huge
reduction in the requirement for common usable open space needs to have its impact (e.g.
on density and on recreation) analyzed in the EIR. For the RC zone, this reduction
constitutes an amendment of Measure R (as previously amended) and thus is illegal. The
proposed new Code also comments on natural open space in the RC zone, but of course
that is not within the meaning of "usable" open space.

The present code Section 19.65.070 requires 250 square feet of private open space per
unit, but the proposed new code (p. IX-53) only requires 200 sq. ft.

The present code says that the maximum building coverage in a lot in a PRD cannot
exceed the standard of the underlying zone, but the proposed new code (p. IX-51) leaves
the matter to the discretion of the Planning Commission.
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Some other provisions for PRDs of the present Code, including Section 19.65.120 for
minimum distance between buildings, and Section 19.65.160 for storage area, are simply
eliminated in the new Code.

Proposed new Subsection C1 of 19.780.060 (p. IX-53) says:
"Lot Size [for RC Zone PRDs]

lf2 acre minimum lot size (net), independent of lot slope."
Since some of the residential lots in a proposed RC Zone PRD might have average
natural slope greater than 15%, this proposed provision is a clearly would amend
Measure R, and thus is illegal.

Proposed new Subsection C5 of 19.780.060 (p. IX-53) says
5. Common Natural Open Space and Clustering
"... There is no minimum standard [for common open space in an RC Zone PRD]
although each development is encouraged to set aside a substantial portion of the
site toward natural open space."

Under the present ordinance and Measure R, clustenng of a project in the RC zone would
require variances, with the appropriate careful consideration. The proposed provisions
allowing clustering without variances amend Measure R and thus are illegal. The mere
"encouragement" of setting aside natural open space, without any specifics on what
constitutes a "substantial portion", are subject to low expectations and abuse.

Two general provisions for PRDs in the proposed Code deserve special attention. First,
19.780.060 A. Relationship to Base Zone Development Standards (p. IX-51) says

"The development standards set forth in this Section, if in conflict with the
development standards of the underlying base zone, shall supercede the
development standards of the underlying base zone. ..."

And second, 19.780.060 E. Modification of Development says
"The Approving Authority may modify the development standards set forth in
this Chapter for an individual PRD upon the finding that such modification better
achieves the intent and purpose of this Chapter than strict application of the PRD
standards. "

The first of these changes eliminates the present use of variances e.g. in the RC zone
when a the lot size of a lot in a PRD conflicts with the minimum required by the RC zone
and Measure R. This appears to be an illegal amendment of Measure R. The second
change is more drastic. It essentially makes meaningless (as so easily overridden) any of
the specific requirements for development standards for PRDs. In view of the observed
tendency of the Approving Authority (Zoning Administrator, Planning Commission or
City Council) to fall in line with whatever certain developers want, and the political
influence wielded by developers, to leave the application of development standards for a
particular tract to what is essentially a political process is a remarkable change from the
previous requirement of proper variance findings. The environmental impact of these
changes needs to be analyzed in an EIR. And for the RC zone, these changes certainly
constitute an illegal amendment of Measure R.
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OTHER COMMENTS
SUBDIVISION CODE -TITLE 18

The authority granted to the Zoning Administrator regarding "any ambiguity in the
regulations of the zoning code" under Article II of the (Article II, Page 8) Chapter 18.060
Interpretation of Code is an attempt to modify Measure R and Proposition C without a
vote of the people. This provision should be removed. Any "ambiguities" that the City
Councilor Planning Department may feel exist in the Subdivision Code should be
modified by the City Council on a case-by-case basis, not through discretionary decisions
made by one individual. Allowint the Zoning Administrator the authority to interpret the
meaning of the Code in cases of "ambuiguity" amounts to a legislative or judicial action,
reserved for the City Council and the Courts.

General Plan: More on Overlook Parkway

The General Plan (GP) makes several references to the extension of Overlook Parkway
across the Alessandro Arroyo (e.g., Land Use and Urban Design Element, Circulation
and Community Mobility Element). Within the Land Use and Urban Design Element the
GP proposes the minimization of public development in and in close proximity to any of
the city's arroyos.

Extending Overlook Parkway is contradictory to nearly every other element of the GP.
The extension of Overlook Parkway will have significant environmental impacts on the
city's arroyos, hillsides, wildlife (including endangered and threatened species) and an
important wildlife corridor, and Victoria Avenue.

Amazingly, the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared for the GP states that "No
mitigation is required, as is less than significant at the programmatic level". Simply
stating that adhering to the elements of this updated GP will reduce the level of impacts
below a level of significance at the programmatic level is not adequate to address the
cumulative environmental impacts that the extension of this roadway will have on these
important elements of our city.

The EIR ignores the real impacts associated with extending this road. Development in
and around the Alessandro Arroyo has already devoured vital habit for our most
vulnerable species including the California Gnat Catcher and Burrowing Owl.

Piecemeal development near the Alessandro Arroyo and Overlook Parkway over thelast
decade has pushed development into Water Course and Open Space zones and through
Blue Line Streams. Preserving small sections of scattered open space in and around these
developments has destroyed most of the connectivity of the arroyo to other wildlife areas
(e.g., Sycamore Canyon, Prenda Arroyo, etc.).

The EIR also ignores the majority of the comments submitted by Riverside's citizens
who came to California Baptist University in September 2003. All one has to do is.
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the public comments contained in the "Citizens Plan Summary -Riverside General Plan
Program" (September 13,2003) to see that a large majority of the comments submitted
regarding Overlook Parkway were in opposition. Nothing in the EIR does anything to
address or mitigate the issues raised in these purportedly "important" scoping sessions.
Connecting Overlook Parkway will have significant environmental impacts that can not
be mitigated on a "project by project basis" (EIR 5.4-26). The whole point of having a
GP is to provide a master plan to implement the important goals outlined in the plan.

Managing on a case-bv-case or Droiect-bv-Droject basis creates a Dowerfulloop;hole for
developers with connections to City Hall. This lanl!ual!e Drovides sDecial interests with
the arbitrary/nebulous language necessary to work around the defmed objectives of the

~
The proposed OP City of Riverside must provide mitigation above and beyond the
programmatic level for the increased population, traffic, and loss of wildlife that will
result if Overlook Parkway is to be extended.

More Comments on the Hawarden Hills Specific Plan

The current General Plan incorporated Alternative B of the Hawarden Hills Study dated
December 1976. The Hawarden Hills Study was adopted April 5, 1979 under City
Council Resolution Number 13073 and later incorporated into the GP.

Under the newly proposed GP (Hawarden Hills section of the Land Use and Urban
Design Element) the Hawarden Hills Specific Plan and Alternative B of the Hawarden
Hills Study are removed from the plan. These plans are the heart and soul of many
decades of work by the Citizen's of Riverside to preserve and protect our hillsides and
arroyos. The loss of these measures violates Measure R and Proposition C in that it
weakens and does not increase the protection afforded to the RC and RA zones. This
amounts to an amendment of Measure R and Proposition C without a vote of the people.

Respectfully submitted,
Friends of Riverside's Hills

4477 Picacho Dr., Riverside, CA 92507
(951) 781-7346 watkinshill@juno.com 1O-.t/ L

Communicated for Friends of Riverside's Hills by Richard Block ~(, ~~~..t_-V~C--
424 Two Trees Rd., Riverside, CA 92507
(951) 683-8762 rblock31@charter.net

Please communicate responses to comments to both addresses
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       Riverside/San Bernardino Chapter 

 
 
November 12, 2007 
 
 
TO:  Riverside City Council 
RE: Comments on September 2007 version of General Plan 2025 and EIR, and Appendices 
FROM:  California Native Plant Society, Riverside-San Bernardino Chapter 
 
The California Native Plant Society (CNPS) is a non-profit organization of more than 10,000 
laypersons and professional botanists organized into 32 chapters throughout California.  The 
mission of the California Native Plant Society is to increase understanding and appreciation of 
California’s native plants and to conserve them and their natural habitats, through education, 
science, advocacy, horticulture and land stewardship.  The CNPS has been very involved in the 
conservation of native plants in Riverside County for many years and was a major participant in 
vegetation surveys and clasification of vegetation for the Western Riverside County Multiple 
Species Conservation Plan (MSHCP).  Please see the CNPS website http://www.cnps.org/ for 
more information about CNPS. 
 
Our comments focus on Section 5.4 (Biological Resources) of the EIR and the General Plan 
Open Space Element.  Both and contain many factual errors pertaining to natural vegetation 
communities and plant species that occur in the Riverside area.  The text needs to be revised so 
that the local flora is not misrepresented.  The classification of vegetation and vegetation maps 
should also be updated to be consistent with current MSHCP usage and the 2005 vegetation 
maps.  A presentation on the MSHCP mapping project conducted by the CNPS and DFG can be 
viewed at http://www.cnps.org/cnps/vegetation/pdf/Integrated_Classification-
Mapping_WRiverside_Fremontia_2006.swf.  The final report can be viewed at 
http://imaps.dfg.ca.gov/references/ds170/WRIV_Vegetation_CNPSFinalReport_April2006.pdf, 
and a published paper about the project by Evens and Klein at 
http://www.cnps.org/cnps/publications/fremontia/Fremontia_Vol34-No2.pdf.  The plant surveys 
and 2005 vegetation maps use the system of classification based on A Manual of California 
Vegetation by Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf (1995).  CNPS published the book and has made the it 
available for public use on-line (http://davisherb.ucdavis.edu/cnpsActiveServer/intro.html).  The 
classification system for vegetation presented in this publication is the preferred standard. 
 
Based on our experience, we offer suggestions for changes to the Riverside City General Plan 
2025.  The local chapter of the CNPS would be happy to work with city staff to correct the 
section on plant communities so that it reflects the actual nature of the General Plan Area 
(henceforth Plan Area).   
 
In addition to comments on the sections on vegetation communities, we also encourage the City 
Council to include policy recommendations by the Riverside Arroyo Watershed Policy Study: 
Recommendations and Appendices that would protect watercourses, arroyos, riparian vegetation, 
and buffering upland vegetation to a much greater extent than is happening currently in the City. 
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Some Errors in Plant Species and Vegetation Community Descriptions for Riverside Area: 
According to Vegetation Communities Reported in General Plan and EIR Section 5.4, 
pages 6-15 
 
The General Plan discussion of native plant communities in the Plan Area mentions many 
species that do not actually occur in the Plan Area or which are uncommon as major components 
of local native vegetation.  For example, the major description for scrub vegetation is for 
vegetation that occurs in higher rainfall regions north and west of Riverside County, and 
descriptions of riparian vegetation are for more northerly or higher elevation areas.  It makes 
little sense to describe plant communities common to northern Los Angeles County northward or 
mountainous areas rather than focusing on descriptions of plant communities that actually exist 
in the Plan Area.  The section needs to be revised so that it describes plant communities and 
plant species common to vegetation communities in the Plan Area.   
 
The General Plan should be an accurate historical record of the vegetation communities and 
species that exist in the Plan Area because it will serve as a resource for the public, planners, and 
various agency staff.  For example, if a project is approved in a wildland area or in the wildland-
urban interface on the condition that open space in a particular area be restored with local native 
plant species, or that no non-native species be planted or native species be removed, then sloppy 
or inaccurate descriptions of plant communities would mislead the people that plan restoration, 
revegetation, and other native planting projects.  The sloppy descriptions can also mislead 
planners and agency workers that review projects and recommend their approval.  This can lead 
to unsuccessful projects, wasted dollars, and damage to natural plat communities and the wildlife 
that depend on them, including rare and endangered species.  Policy OS-5.4 states: “Protect 
native plant communities in the General Plan Area, including sage scrub, riparian areas, 
and vernal pools, consistent with the MSHCP”.  Policy OS-6.3 states “Preserve the integrity 
of Riverside’s arroyos and riparian habitat areas through the preservation of native 
plants.” 
 
To adequately protect and manage native plant communities and wildlife, information about 
native vegetation communities needs to be presented accurately.  Some of the factual errors that 
need to be corrected are described below.  Many other errors not mentioned here also need to be 
corrected. 
 
Scrub Communities.   

Coastal Sage Scrub: “Coastal Scrub” is an overarching term under which many different 
assemblages of scrub vegetation are classified.  The most common coastal scrub community in 
the Plan Area is a form of coastal sage scrub often referred to as “Riversidean Sage Scrub” (e.g., 
in Holland’s Terrestrial Natural Communities of California and the 20003 MSHCP document), 
but this diverse plant community can be subdivided into numerous “alliances” that are named 
according to which shrub species are the most abundant at a particular site.  The forms of coastal 
sage scrub that actually occurs in the plan area should be described in the paragraph about 
Coastal Scrub rather than what is presented.  In addition, very little description is given for 
“Riversidean Sage Scrub” which as stated on 5.4-7, occurs in the Plan Area “on steep slopes on 
the southern hillsides, as well as at Sycamore Canyon, Alessandro Hills, Box Springs Mountain, 
Arlington Heights, Woodcrest,…”.  What is presented in the General Plan and EIR 5.4 is 
insufficient and makes light of this dynamic and endangered plant community which is also 
home to rare species of wildlife such as coastal California gnatcatcher, Stephens kangaroo rat, 
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and Cactus wren, plus many other species of wildlife.  Coastal sage scrub is a dynamic plant 
community that has been impacted negatively by air pollution, frequent fire intervals, invasion of 
exotic grasses, and a multitude of human disturbances.  It is important to accurately describe this 
plant community so that it can be preserved. 
 
In the Plan Area, the most common species in coastal sage scrub (dominating the shrub layer) 
include: California sagebrush (Artemisia californica), California buckwheat (Eriogonum 
fasciculatum – especially ssp. polifolium), Calfornia brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), California 
broom aka. deerweed (Lotus scoparius ssp. brevialatus), black sage (Salvia mellifera), and white 
sage (Salvia apiana).  Other common shrubs include the yellow bush monkeyflower (Mimulus 
aurantiacus forma longiflorus in the city; grading toward the red bush monkeyflower, forma 
puniceus south of Woodcrest), valley cholla (Opuntia parryi), costal prickly pear (Opuntia 
littoralis), golden yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum), and yellow bush-penstemon (Keckiella 
antirrhinoides).  Common herbaceous perennials include wishbone plant (Mirabilis laevis), wild 
cucumber (Mara macrocarpus var. macrocarpus), and climbing milkweed (Funastrum 
cynanchoides ssp. hartwegii).  The areas between shrubs are rich in annual herbaceous species in 
the spring during good rainfall years, especially in the first few years after wildfires.  Some 
notable, common annuals include California poppy (Eschscholzia californica), baby blue eyes 
(Nemophila menziesii), popcorn flowers (Cryptantha intermedia), slender goldfields (Lasthenia 
gracilis), southern goldfields (Lasthenia coronaria), and tidy-tips (Layia plattyglossa).  In rocky 
ravines and places where the soil accumulates moisture, occasional stands of the deep rooted 
evergreen shrubs such as laurel sumac (Malosma laurina), and sugar bush (Rhus ovata) may 
occur.  The rocky ravines with ephemeral watercourses often support stands of giant wildrye 
(Leymus condensatus) and Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana).  The relative abundance 
and dominance of species varies from place to place such that numerous “series” or “alliances” 
of coastal sage scrub can be named based on the dominant species.  For example, one common 
alliance in the Plan Area is the Artemisia californica-Eriogonum fasciculatum alliance.  Another 
is the Encelia farinosa- Eriogonum fasciculatum alliance.  A less common series type is the 
Salvia mellifera- Artemisia californica alliance. 
 
The General Plan and EIR describe a very different assemblage of species under Coastal Scrub 
in section 5.4-7 than occurs here.  The form of coastal scrub vegetation described in 5.4-7 does 
not occur anywhere in the Plan Area, its Sphere of Influence, or in Riverside County south of 
Riverside.  Curiously, 5.4-7 describes an assemblage of scrub species that occur in coastal areas 
north of Orange County, primarily north Los Angeles in Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties.  
For example, neither Eriogonum cinereum or Salvia leucophylla, which are listed as common, 
are native to Riverside or to its sphere of influence.  The former species occurs primarily north of 
Los Angeles County along the coast and the later occurs primarily from Chino Hills, north.  
Hazardia squarrosus, Trichostemma lanatum, and Venegia carpesioides are generally absent to 
uncommon in coastal scrub vegetation in the Riverside Plan area.  In the Plan area, Baccharis 
pilularis is occasional along watercourses and Encelia californica, which is primarily a coastal 
species, occurs in the Gavilan hills and into the flood plan of Cajalco Creek.  Instead, in the Plan 
Area, Encelia farinosa is the common local species of Encelia, Eriogonum fasciculatum ssp. 
polifolium (and less commonly E. f. ssp. foliolosum) are the local species of Eriogonum, and 
Salvia apiana and S. mellifera are the local shrub species of Salvia.  These distinctions are 
important ecologically and geographically. 
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Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub:  This General Plan section also needs improvement.  See 
http://www.tlma.co.riverside.ca.us/mshcp/volume1/sec2.html for example.  Riversidean alluvial 
fan sage scrub occurs in drainages in the Plan Area.  Large acreages of the vegetation occur on 
the Santa Ana River near Lake Evans in the City of Riverside and in drainages of the Gavilan 
Hills above Cajalco Creek, west of Cajalco and Wood Roads. 
Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub is a Mediterranean shrubland type that occurs in washes and 
on gently sloping alluvial fans.  Alluvial scrub is made up predominantly of drought-deciduous 
soft-leaved shrubs, but with significant cover of larger perennial species typically found in 
chaparral.  Scalebroom (Lepidospartum squamatum) is often regarded as an indicator of 
Riversidean alluvial fan scrub.  In addition, alluvial scrub typically has some of the same species 
as coastal sage scrub including California sagebrush (Artemisia californica), white sage (Salvia 
apiana), occasionally redberry (Rhamnus crocea), flat-top California buckwheat (Eriogonum 
fasciculatum ssp. foliolosum), our lord’s candle (Yucca whipplei), California croton (Croton 
californicus), coastal cholla (Opuntia littoralis), tarragon (Artemisia dracunculus), giant wildrye 
(Leymus condensatus), and mule fat (Baccharis salicifolia).  Two sensitive annual species are 
endemic to alluvial scrub vegetation in the Plan Area: slender-horned spine lower (Dodecahema 
leptocerus) and Santa Ana River woollystar (Eriastrum densifolium ssp. sanctorum). 
 
Riparian Communities:  The General Plan lists species within Riparian Woodland as 
commonly occurring that actually grow at elevations above those present in the Plan Area, 
although some may be found very occasionally at low elevations along the Santa Ana River (e.g., 
Alnus rhombifolia, Umbellularia californica, Populus trichocarpa, Acer macrophyllum, and 
Lilium humboldtii).  Pacific willow was used as the common name for Salix lasiandra (=Salix 
lucida ssp. lasiandra).  The more common name used locally is yellow willow.  It is a species 
that is occasional in tributaries of the Santa Ana River and most common along the main stem of 
the Santa Ana River.  Also, S. hindsiana is not the currently recognized scientific name for 
narrow-leaved willow.  Salix exigua is the local species.  
 
Other Communities:  There are problems with the description of Oak Woodland.  For example, 
Quercus lobata does not occur in Riverside County, Umbellularia californica occurs at 
elevations higher than found in the Plan Area, and very little Heteromeles arbutifolia occurs 
within the Plan Area.  The common oak in Oak Woodland in the Plan Area is coast live oak 
(Quercus agrifolia).  Vernal pool habitat in the Plan Area is also quite different from that 
described. 
 
Cismontane alkali marsh:  In the Plan Area, this vegetation community occurs in the flood 
plains of major watercourses where soil is alkaline.  It is comprised of species such as saltgrass 
(Distichlis spicata), alkali-heath (Frankenia salina), cattails (Typha spp.), rushes (Juncus 
balticus, J. mexicanus), marsh flea-bane (Pluchea odorata), yerba mansa (Anemopsis 
californica), and bracted saltscale (Atriplex serenana), and sometimes coastal goldenbush 
(Isocoma menziesii).  This habitat is becoming very scarce and it potentially supports some rare 
plant species, including smooth tarweed (Centromadia pungens ssp. laevis), and Coulter’s 
goldfields (Lasthenia glabrata ssp. coulteri).  This habitat is a type of wetland and may be under 
the jurisdiction of the California Department of Fish and Game (CDF), requiring a consultation 
before removing vegetation. 
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CCAC Arroyo Watershed Policy Study   
 
Recommendations from a recent policy study approved by the City Council would help to better 
protect native habitats, especially riparian plant communities, if the recommendations were 
included in the General Plan.  In November 2006, the County-City Arroyo Watershed 
Committee (CCAC) submitted their Riverside Arroyo Watershed Policy Study: 
Recommendations and Appendices to the Riverside City Council and County Board of 
Supervisors.  With respect to plants, the Appendix included a compendium of appropriate local 
native plant species for planting projects, their official upland or wetland habitat status, moisture 
zones appropriate for their use, and information about specific habitat affinities.  Species and 
populations that are genetically local to the region should be used in wildland planting projects 
and those in the wildland-urban interface.   
 
The appendix also included a “Do Not Plant List” of introduced species that invade wildland 
areas when planted near natural areas and stream corridors.  Invasive species are one of the 
biggest threats to native plants and habitats, next to habitat destruction by humans, and should 
never be used in City projects.   
 
The recommendations regarding use of native plants and avoidance of use of invasive species 
were implicitly approved as per county staff’s recommendations by the Riverside County Board 
of Supervisors (June 5, 2007), by the Riverside City Land Use Committee (August 16, 2007), 
and by the Riverside City Council shortly thereafter (agenda item 13, September 11, 2007).  The 
recommendations were to be considered during formation, updates, and implementation of 
General Plans.  It would make sense to add a General Plan policy statement regarding the use of 
appropriate native plants in restoration projects and in planting projects in the wildland-urban 
interface. 
 
CNPS supports Policy LU-53 of the General Plan (consistent with the CCAC study) that states: 
“Encourage that any crossings of the City’s major arroyos are span bridges or soft bottom arch 
culverts that minimize disturbance of the ground and any wetland area. At grade crossings are 
strongly discouraged in major arroyos.  To minimize disturbance of the arroyo the design will 
take into consideration aesthetics, biological, hydrological and permitting (i.e., MSHCP, ACOE, 
DFG, etc.) requirements to promote the free movement of water and wildlife.”  CNPS, however, 
supports the CCAC recommendation that all major watercourses, not just the major arroyos, be 
similarly bridged.  The current grading ordinance has not been successfully protecting arroyos, 
let alone the many blue-line watercourses that occur in the city. 
 
The CCAC also found that regulations meant to protect watercourses and their riparian and other 
wetland vegetation from destruction are little known or understood by the public and that 
different local government departments often don’t talk to each about the regulations or even 
realize their existence.  The EIR does a good job of pointing out the local, state and federal 
regulations that protect watercourses (State and Federal Jurisdictional Waters), but the General 
Plan needs to publicize that these regulations exist and that landowners are required to consult 
with the agencies that do the permitting before doing any grubbing, filling, grading, or removal 
of vegetation from watercourses.  We encourage the City Council to take up the CCAC 
recommendation about making the protective regulations more upfront and transparent. 
 
The General Plan could accommodate this need by including in the text under Open Space, the 
summary of the regulations (5.4-25 to 31) and tables (5.4-43 to 47) presented in the EIR.  The 
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summary and tables show the regulations and regulatory process.  Placing such information in 
the General Plan document would make regulations and the regulatory process more obvious to 
property owners.  It is well known that many poorly designed projects and illegal grading 
activities slip through because the regulatory and land resource agencies are understaffed and 
overwhelmed with projects to review and cases to prosecute.  Without adequate publicity and 
summarizing of regulations within the General Plan, we can expect that the high level of illegal 
grading, filling, grubbing, and vegetation removal that has been happening in the area for years 
will continue.  We are loosing many acres of valuable watercourse and habitat each year from 
illegal activities and poorly designed development projects, in part due to ignorance of 
landowners such as the over 10 acres of dramatic disturbance along the Woodcrest Arroyo.  
Unless something is done, the cumulative impacts on water quality, runoff, erosion, habitat, and 
ground water recharge will continue to be significant. 
 
The General Plan mentions the Box Springs and University Arroyos (aka. Big Springs Arroyo) 
were mentioned as significant watercourses in the City of Riverside in addition to the six mapped 
in the Arroyo Hillside Grading Ordinance and in the General Plan (see EIR 5.4, 3-4).  In 
addition, the La Sierra, Harrison, and Praed Arroyos are significant watercourses with significant 
stands of riparian vegetation and streams worthy of explicit protection by the Arroyo Hillside 
Grading Ordinance.  These, and headwater areas of all arroyos are specifically mentioned in the 
CCAC’s Policy Report as needing protection.  Please note that EIR Figure 5.8-2 shows hazard 
areas associated with major watercourses and arroyos.  The location of flood hazard areas 5, 10, 
15, and 18 shows the areas within which these additional major arroyos and watercourses run.  
All these watercourses are also shown as blue-line watercourses on USGS maps.  These 
watercourses support significant stands of riparian vegetation and some support nesting pairs of 
the endangered bird, the least Bell’s vireo.  In the sphere of influence, Cajalco Creek and its 
tributaries are also worthy of mention in the General Plan.  Cajalco Creek supports riparian 
vegetation with a combination of intermittent and perennial flows along its length.  There are 
also disappearing communities of cismontane alkali marsh in the floodplain along some reaches 
of Cajalco Creek that need to be conserved.   
 
Setbacks to riparian areas: The Arroyo Hillside Grading Ordinance is meant to protect blue-line 
watercourses in addition to the 6 mapped arroyos but has not been successful.  It supports having 
50 foot setbacks for all arroyos and blue-line watercourses.  The CCAC study explained why 
watercourses should have their banks and riparian vegetation protected with a buffer and it 
recommended a model for a flexible setback policy that considers variable topography and 
stream conditions.  For example, the General Plan policy could state:  Development next to 
arroyos and other watercourses should be set back at least 50 feet from the outside boundary of 
riparian vegetation, top of the stream bank, top of the 30% average natural slope of land sloping 
out of a watercourse, or from the edge of the100 year flood plain, whichever is greater.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Arlee Montalvo, Ph. D.  
Conservation Co-Chair CNPS 
montalvo@ucr.edu, 951/781-7346 
 
(P.S.  Arlee Montalvo is a coauthor of the 2007 book, A Flora of the Santa Ana River and 
Environs, has conducted ecological research with native plants for over 30 years, and has 
published research and accounts of local native plants.) 
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: ARROYO AND WATERSHED POLICY 
 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The County/City Arroyo-Watershed Committee (CCAC) has created a Geographic Information 
System (GIS) mapping project of arroyos and watercourses in the project area as a GIS 
Watercourse Layer Map.  The digital Watercourse Layer is accompanied by recommendations 
for proactive and sensitive development that occurs near watercourses and arroyos.   
 
1.2 PURPOSE AND BENEFIT TO THE CITY AND COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 
Recommended policies and practices are intended to assist the Planning Departments of the City 
and County of Riverside in making land use decisions with watershed implications across 
adjoining boundaries.  They will also assist staff in forming planning liaisons that preserve and 
protect watersheds, arroyos, and watercourses throughout the project area.  Where appropriate, 
policy recommendations are accompanied by suggested design guidelines.  There are numerous 
benefits to City and County agencies, developers and land owners, and community stakeholders 
in adopting this approach to managing arroyos and watersheds in the CCAC study area.  These 
include: 
 

1. Create dynamic scenarios for protecting watercourses and other watershed values 
described in General Plan vision statements by applying policy recommendations in 
combination with the new GIS Watercourse Protection Map. 

2. Reduce the occurrence of code violations due to consistent and clear rules across 
boundaries for developers, land owners, staff, and land use decision-makers. 

3. Lessen potential for citizen complaints, litigation, and development delays over code 
violations due to consistent and clear rules across boundaries and an approach that is 
integrative in nature. 

4. Enhance public safety through incorporation of best management practices (BMPs) that 
reduce downstream flooding, landslides and erosion, and water quality impacts from new 
and existing development. 

5. Lower flood management and water quality management costs through controlling 
runoff and water quality at the source while providing multiple benefits that include 
habitat protection, recreation enhancement, aesthetic improvements, and high quality 
development. 

6. Improve neighborhood and community quality of life through increased opportunities 
for recreation, significant protection and enhancement of the aesthetic quality of 
Riverside, and high quality development. 

7. Enhance funding opportunities for acquiring State and federal funds, including the 
recently passed Proposition 84 water bond funds, to make flood management and water 
quality protection improvements that are consistent with the CCAC policy 
recommendations and design guidelines. 
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1.3 ARROYO-WATERSHED POLICY AND PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS 
A watershed is a region or area bounded peripherally by a divide and draining ultimately to a 
particular watercourse or water body, in this case, the Santa Ana River.  Watersheds are 
important sociological and ecological linkages between all living things and the watercourse and 
landscape in which they are associated.  In order to protect watercourses in their natural and 
semi-natural state, protect water quality and wildlife, restore important overall watershed 
function in urbanizing areas, and to avoid the need to channelize watercourses, the CCAC makes 
the following recommendations.   
 
Among the most important are the need for bridging systems and protective setbacks.  Setbacks 
to watercourses and steep arroyos are ungraded and undeveloped buffers between development 
and watercourses that serve to protect watercourses, riparian areas, and adjacent slopes from a 
variety of negative impacts.  When planning subdivisions, incorporating setbacks and bridging 
systems rather than culvert pipe and fill crossings over U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-delineated 
Waters of the U.S. and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG)-delineated Waters of 
the State can avoid the need for time consuming permitting processes, and thus provide savings 
on construction costs. 
 
Recommendation 1: Consistent Illegal Grading Policy 
The CCAC recommends that the City and County adopt a consistent policy with respect to 
illegal grading. The City may wish to consider the addition of higher effective penalties, such as 
the land use restrictions imposed by the County, to achieve compliance with abatement requests 
following illegal grading of watercourses, banks, and protective vegetation.  In addition, it is 
important to require property owners to mitigate any damage to a watercourse or its buffering 
riparian and upland vegetation to encourage compliance. Similarly, the County may wish to 
consider the addition of effective penalties for any grading begun without a permit. Penalties 
with a substantial deterrent effect should facilitate the job of code compliance officers in 
encouraging landowners to comply with existing regulations. 
 
Recommendation 2: Watercourse Layer Preservation Tool 
The CCAC is providing the City of Riverside and County of Riverside the GIS Watercourse 
Layer and Riparian Layer to be combined into a Watercourse Protection Map with the 
recommendation that this spatial information will be considered and used to “flag” projects prior 
to issuance of permits on parcels traversed by watercourses.   
 
Recommendation 3: Cooperative Arroyo Planning Areas and Conservation Zoning 
A Watercourse Layer that is enforced through a zoning ordinance will protect stream function 
and riparian habitat from new land use modifications, while providing for additional flood flow 
capacity unimpeded by manmade constructs.  The Watercourse Layer Map can also provide a 
foundation for establishing County-City Cooperative Arroyo Planning Areas as well as 
strengthened conservation zoning in both City and County jurisdictions. 
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Recommendation 4: Model Setback Policy 
The CCAC recommends that a flexible model for setback policy be included in the ordinance.  
The setback model needs to take into account variable topography, slope, the permeability of 
substrates, flow velocity, and the dynamic nature of stream meandering.  The steeper the land, 
the higher the velocity of runoff, and the lower the filtering of chemical pollutants and sediments 
carried in runoff.  Wildlife habitat, corridor value, and recreational uses also need to be 
considered.  Land uses, slope, substrate type and erosion sensitivity are all important in 
determining appropriate setbacks.   
 
Recommendation 5: Setbacks to Golf Courses 
Adequate setbacks to arroyos and watercourses of at least 50 feet from new golf courses or 
modifications of existing golf courses should be required because of the copious water, fertilizer, 
and pesticides used to maintain greens and fairways.  Too much direct runoff can also cause 
failure of banks.  Water should not be allowed to drain directly into streams without first being 
cleansed and allowed to infiltrate through a bioswale or other water quality/water infiltration 
feature.  In addition, turf grasses, including hybrid Bermuda, invade riparian banks and channels 
and should be setback sufficiently to deter invasion.  Furthermore, golf play into riparian habitat 
is detrimental to sensitive wildlife. 
 
Recommendation 6: Associating Slope, Lot Size, and Setback Distance 
CCAC recommends the City and County consider zoning land along all watercourses in a way 
that provides a minimum lot size and a minimum setback width suitable for extended protection 
of watercourses.  Land divisions should not be approved unless each lot has a suitable building 
site outside of the required setback to a watercourse and 100 year flood plain. 
 
CCAC suggests modifying the County Land Use Ordinance using a model similar to the City of 
Riverside’s Title 17 Grading.  In Title 17, a minimum 50-foot protective setback to an arroyo 
begins at the point where the slope flattens out to less than 30% slope as determined by a 
Sectional Slope Analysis (rather than Average Natural Slope, see glossary).  This could be 
modified so that all structures would be setback far enough so that fuel modification does not 
have to occur on steep slopes of arroyos or in the protective setbacks.   
 
The CCAC recommends setback width take into consideration the overall topography and 
geology of arroyos and watercourses.  Suggested setback and lot sizes should be determined 
using the Sectional Slope Analysis (SSA) of the parcel, as determined by a qualified engineer.   
CCAC recommends development of a model that varies setbacks and parcel sizes according to 
steepness of slope, type of watercourse, underlying substrate, and wildlife value of a watercourse 
and its corridor such as that presented in Table 1-1. 
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Table 1-1. Recommended Lot Size and Setback Schedule 
 

Sectional 
Slope 

Analysis 
(% Slope) 

Minimum 
Lot Size 
(acres) 

Minimum 
Setback 

from 100-
Year 

Floodplain 
to Graded 

Pads 
(feet) 

  

Minimum 
Setback 
from top 
edge of 
slope to 
graded 

pad when 
slope > 
30% 
(feet) 

Setback w/ 
Unstable 

Substrate, 
Impervious 

Soil, or 
Bedrock 

(feet) 

Setback w/ 
Wildlife 
Corridor 

for 
Terrestrial 

Species* 
(feet) 

Setback w/ 
Fuel 

Modification 
Zone ** 

(feet) 

Setback 
w/ Trail 

(feet) 

0 to 15% 1 50 n/a 75 to 100 ft Add 250 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>15 to 20% 2 50 n/a 75 to 100 ft Add 250 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>20 to 25% 5  75 n/a 115 to 150 ft Add 225 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>25 to 30% 10 100 n/a 150 to 200 ft Add 200 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>30 to 40% 20  150 50 225 to 300 ft Add 150 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>40% No Building Allowed 

*Increase from outer edge of minimum setback.  If watercourse is deeply incised with steep slopes, add enough 
distance for wildlife to escape high storm flows even if watercourse is not targeted as major wildlife corridor. 
**Increase so that any structure is 100 ft from outer edge of vegetated setback (already adjusted for unstable or 
impervious substrate) to structures 

 
 
Recommendation 7: Design Guidelines for Bridging Systems 
Bridging systems should provide crossings over rather than within watercourses and should 
avoid impacts to channels and riparian resources.  CCAC recommends that design guidelines for 
economical and ecological “bridging” systems be studied, prioritized, and incorporated by both 
the City and County.  Crossings should be aesthetically pleasing and open to allow the free 
movement of water, wildlife, and watercourse maintenance teams.  

 
Recommendation 8: Conservation Easements and Conservation Lots 
Conservation lands can be easements or lots in fee title that are dedicated as open space for 
conservation of native plants, animals, and natural resources.  Easement boundaries should 
conform to setback conditions to preserve the natural boundary of a watercourse and take into 
consideration the dynamic nature of the watercourse.  Only “see through” fencing should be 
permitted and limited to the outside of setbacks.  Fuel modification should occur only in non-
sloped portions of easement outside of setback with no planting of invasive species or removal of 
native species.  No lighting of OHV use shall occur within the watercourse area.  Homeowner's 
Associations should employ an experienced non-profit conservation group to manage /maintain 
the conservation easement.  Alternatively, developers can provide for a conservation lot in fee 
title to a conservation organization with an endowment to finance management of the 
conservation lot.  All new developments must provide for a 100 ft fuel modification zone within 
the footprint of the developed portions of parcels, and shall not depend on fuel modification 
within conservation easement and conservation lots. 
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Recommendation 9: Water Quality Protection 
Stormwater detention basins, recharge basins, water quality basins, or similar larger scale water 
capture devices should be incorporated into projects according to the conditions of the site and 
project scope.  In the event such facilities are used, sensitive design and placement for ecological 
and aesthetic conditions should be required.  If at all possible, such facilities should be designed 
for multiple purposes such as parks, playgrounds, street medians, or habitat, and so on.  Facilities 
should treat water before entering a watercourse.  They should not be in a watercourse.  
Biofiltration measures should also be incorporated into the site plan and site design, such as the 
use of engineered bio-swales that incorporate plants that slow and filter urban water runoff 
before entering an arroyo or watercourse. 
 
Recommendation 10: Arroyos/Watercourses as Neighborhood Amenities 
Rather than situating houses with backyards protruding into arroyos or watercourses, and 
allowing fire clearance on steep slopes, houses should face arroyos or watercourses with the 
street and trail between homes and top border of arroyo or watercourse. This scenario provides a 
scenic area to the public and a firebreak between homes and native vegetation while providing 
protection to arroyo and watercourse resources.   
 
Recommendation 11: Stormwater Management and Runoff Reduction as a Design Element 
All new and redeveloping projects in the arroyo planning areas as well as throughout the City 
and adjacent County areas should incorporate site specific and regional measures to improve 
stormwater management, increase groundwater recharge, and reduce urban runoff towards a 
post-development goal of “no net gain in runoff.”  Some measures include: 

 Use of permeable paving materials for many surfaces that require hard materials rather than 
traditional impervious materials. 

 Relocate sidewalks away from roadways or direct their runoff into an open drainage system 
(vegetated swale) that leads to an infiltration area.  

 Build narrower residential streets or restrict parking and sidewalk areas to one side of the 
road to create open pervious spaces for stormwater infiltration.  

 Incorporate low, pervious areas into landscaped parking lot islands and landscaped strips to 
reduce runoff volume and filter pollutants.  

 Use multi-functional open drainage systems in lieu of more conventional curb-and-gutter 
systems such as a curb and swale system, concave street medians that capture water, and cul-
de-sac circles that provide a concave, landscaped circle to capture water.  

 Home and public area landscape design that incorporates water capture, permeable areas with 
vegetation to filter water and recharge groundwater, and other measures including the use of 
native plant species and/or noninvasive California friendly plant species. 

 Controlled irrigation systems that provide only the amount of water required and result in no 
overspray or runoff. 

 Creative capture of rooftop runoff for irrigation and use of green roof designs. 
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Recommendation 12: Restrict Use of Septic Systems on the Slopes of Arroyos and 
Watercourses Outside of Graded Pads 
CCAC recommends that the City and County require septic systems and leach fields to be 
located away from sensitive steep slopes of arroyos and watercourses and require generous 
setbacks (at least 100 feet from leach fields to edge of a watercourse) to prevent groundwater or 
surface water pollution.  In addition, CCAC recommends the requirement of minimum lot sizes 
of at least two (2) acres along arroyos and other major watercourses in hilly areas and one (1) 
acre in areas with < 18% slope along watercourses to ensure adequate space for setbacks. 

 
Recommendation 13: Restrict New Sewage Pump Stations Adjacent to Watercourses 
To eliminate problematic overflow of sewage from malfunctioning pumping stations, CCAC 
recommends that all new sewage pumping stations be located away from watercourses.  In the 
event that locations are limited to an area adjacent to a watercourse, provide appropriate Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) that result in strong protection for watercourses in the event of an 
accidental sewage overflow. 
 
Recommendation 14: Restrict Fencing in Arroyos and Watercourse Channels 
No arroyo, watercourse channel or bank should be fenced or otherwise obstructed.  Free flow of 
water and debris is necessary.  Fencing causes debris dams that can dam or divert streams.  
Watercourses are also important habitat and movement corridors for wildlife.  Fencing obstructs 
free travel of many native animals. The perimeter of arroyos and watercourses should not use 
fencing that interferes with the free travel of most animals among the segments of networks of 
open spaces.  To eliminate impacts from fencing in sensitive arroyo and watercourse areas, it is 
important to prohibit fencing across arroyos, require any residential fencing to be placed on 
graded pads only, and require that any security fencing for public facilities be placed 
immediately around the facility only considering water flow and wildlife movement needs. 
 
Recommendation 15: Restrict New Golf Course Development within the Boundaries of 
Arroyos, Watercourses, and Wetlands 
New golf courses need to protect wetlands and watercourses.  Developers should plan projects 
such that housing, structures, and greens are outside of the boundaries of arroyos, watercourses 
and wetlands.  Golf courses can have value as firebreaks between homes and native vegetation, 
but they are problematic to water quality and other beneficial uses.  To eliminate impacts to 
watercourses from golf courses, the CCAC recommends the following: 

 Require a minimum 50- to 100-foot setback to watercourses with riparian vegetation for all 
golf course activities. 

 Orient fairways parallel to or away from watercourses to avoid hitting balls into riparian 
areas. 

 Use Best Management Practices (BMPs) and water filtration and infiltration areas to capture, 
treat, and/or slow runoff before it enters watercourses. 

 Utilize Integrated Pest Management measures that reduce the use of chemicals that impact 
water and habitat quality in watercourses through runoff. 
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 Use high-efficiency irrigation systems, regionally-appropriate non-invasive landscape 
species, minimal turf, and other water use efficiency BMPs to reduce on-site water usage and 
dry weather runoff. 

 Encourage and assist existing golf courses to install water quality, stormwater, and water use 
efficiency Best Management Practices (BMPs) that protect riparian corridors, reduce 
irrigation and stormwater runoff, and treat runoff water before it enters watercourses. 

 
Recommendation 16: Restrict Domestic Animal and Farm Livestock Keeping in Arroyos 
and Watercourses 
Keeping domesticated animals and livestock in arroyos and watercourses results in significant 
loss of native vegetation, denuded landscapes that are prone to erosion, and water quality impacts 
due to concentrated animal wastes.  The CCAC recommends that the City and County require 
review and permits for animal keeping near arroyos and watercourses so that the uses can be 
analyzed and approved according to site-specific circumstances and probable impacts. 
 
Recommendation 17: Restrict Animal Grazing Farm Stock 
Under limited conditions, the grazing of farm stock such as horses, cattle, sheep, and goats or 
other farm stock (not including hogs) can be acceptable but would require large parcels of land 
(open range areas, hundreds of acres).  Grazing animals compact soils and reduce vegetative 
cover on slopes of watercourses leading to a decrease in infiltration and increase erosion 
potential.  The CCAC recommends that the City and County require review and permits for 
animal grazing near arroyos and watercourses so that the uses can be analyzed and approved 
according to site-specific circumstances and probable impacts. 

 
Recommendation 18: Restrict Nurseries and Agriculture from Placement in Arroyos and 
Watercourses 
Agricultural uses including nurseries, orchards, and other crops often result in significant impacts 
such as cleared lands, erosion, introduction of non-native invasive species, and runoff water 
containing pesticides and fertilizers.  Placement of these uses should not jeopardize 
watercourses.  Agricultural uses should be avoided or should be very limited in and next to 
arroyos and watercourses to limit runoff of pesticides and require review and permits for new 
agricultural land adjacent to arroyos and watercourses so that the uses can be analyzed and 
approved according to site-specific circumstances and probable impacts.  The CCAC also 
recommends that the City and County encourage existing agricultural uses to install agricultural 
Best Management Practices (BMPs) that protect riparian corridors, reduce agricultural runoff, 
and treat runoff water before it enters watercourses. 
 
Recommendation 19: Restrict Telecommunications Towers and Utility Infrastructure 
within Arroyos and Watercourses 
Watercourses are often used inappropriately as conduits for telecommunication and utility 
infrastructure.  Such uses result in increased, inappropriate access to watercourses, habitat 
damage, and facilities in floodplains that require special flood protection measures.  The CCAC 
recommends that the City and County prohibit telecommunications and utility agency equipment 
and facilities from being placed in or along arroyos and watercourses and prohibit any new 
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access to existing or future telecommunication or utility facility or corridor from being placed 
through or in an arroyo or watercourse.  Fuel modification areas should be placed away from 
watercourses and adjacent slopes and locations of occupied structures should be restricted in 
accordance with fuel modification requirement of State and Local Governments. 
 
1.4 ARROYO, WATERCOURSE, AND WATERSHED MANAGEMENT NEEDS 

 Development a comprehensive Riverside Arroyo Watershed Management Plan (Plan).  
The plan should address the connection between land use decisions and habitat, water 
quality, stormwater management, and overall watershed function.  The necessary challenge 
will be to incorporate these approaches into the long-term general plan and zoning process 
within the City and County of Riverside.  This should be a multi-objective, stakeholder-based 
Plan to identify short-term actions and long-term strategies for effective and responsible 
watershed management. 

 Conduct an “at-risk assessment” regarding planned and potential land use conversions 
from open space to a developed purpose.  The assessment should take into account 
potential impacts of such conversions to existing conditions regarding stormwater runoff, 
water quality, habitat and open space, and recreation needs of the City of Riverside and 
adjacent County unincorporated areas. 

 Establish various levels of governance and coordination on a watershed basis.  This 
could include the creation of a decision tree, a multi-agency involvement task force, and the 
establishment of a stakeholder watershed council 

 Conduct an objective evaluation of the effectiveness of existing protection measures and 
their implementation. Assess the City of Riverside’s existing grading ordinance, 
Proposition R, and Measure C, and the County of Riverside’s protection measures in 
protecting arroyo, hillside, and watershed resources in the project area 

 
1.5 NEXT STEPS FOR CCAC 
According to the goals in establishing the CCAC, next steps and immediate future roles include: 
 
 Work with City and County staff to refine policy recommendations that further the goal of 

establishing consistent policies for land use and watershed management in areas that affect 
both jurisdictions. 

 Refine GIS program and documentation and provide to City and County. 

 Implementation of Riparian Vegetation Layer within GIS Mapping Project. 

 Develop GIS models for delineating watercourse setbacks and riparian buffers. 

 Promote programs and educational materials to enhance community awareness about the 
importance watercourse preservation and methods to achieve a healthy watershed. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
2.1 PROJECT AREA AND BACKGROUND 
The project area is within the lower half of the Middle Santa Ana River Watershed Management 
Area (WMA), and include two subwatersheds and ten tributary watersheds of the Santa Ana 
River Watershed. The project area specifically includes watercourse networks within the City of 
Riverside and those that cross County/City boundaries.  The area contains a combination of hills, 
valleys, and old alluvial plains intersected by watercourses that supply water to the Santa Ana 
River.  “Watercourse” is a general term for any channel through which water flows or has flowed 
(Macdonald 1972) and includes rivers, streams, brooks, and ephemeral drainages (see Figure 2-
1).  In the project area, a number of watercourses that cross County/City boundaries represent 
significant tributary-watersheds of a channel network that drains into the Santa Ana River.  
Although the study area extends north to the Spring Brook Wash and its main tributaries, most of 
the CCAC’s research and mapping efforts focused on the extensive network of watercourses that 
cross the eastern and southern boundaries of the City of Riverside.  Some of the networks extend 
south as far as Cajalco Road and Lake Mathews, and others extend east to the east-facing slopes 
of the Box Springs Mountains and the western boundary of the City of Moreno Valley.  The 
major watercourses defined in this study include those listed in Table 2-1 and Figures 2-2, 2-3, 2-
4, and 2-5. 
 
Table 2-1. Study Area Watercourses and Associated Tributary-Watersheds, North to South 
 

Watercourse Tributary-Watershed Master Drainage Plan* 

Spring Brook Wash Spring Brook Wash NA (north of University) 

Tequesquite Arroyo Tequesquite Arroyo Box Springs 

Big Springs Arroyo Tequesquite Arroyo University Area Above, Box 
Springs Below 

Box Springs Arroyo Tequesquite Arroyo Box Springs Below Dam 

Sycamore Canyon Creek Tequesquite Arroyo Box Springs Below Dam 

Castle View Creek/Benedict 
Castle 

Tequesquite Arroyo Box Springs 

Alessandro Arroyo Alessandro Arroyo Central Area Below Dam 

Prenda Arroyo Prenda Arroyo Monroe Below Dam, NA 
Above Dam 

Woodcrest Arroyo Woodcrest Arroyo Monroe Below Dam, NA 
Above Dam 

Mockingbird Canyon Mockingbird Canyon Southwest Riverside Below 
Dam, Monroe Above 

Harrison Arroyo Harrison Arroyo Southwest Riverside Below 
Dam 
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Figure 2-1. Characteristics of a basic watercourse in cross section. (From NRCS 
Publication) 

Watercourse Tributary-Watershed Master Drainage Plan* 

McAllister Arroyo McAllister Arroyo Southwest Riverside 

Praed Arroyo Praed Arroyo Southwest Riverside 

La Sierra Arroyo La Sierra Arroyo Southwest Riverside Above, 
La Sierra Below 

Cajalco Creek Cajalco Creek Lake Mathews 

Orangecrest East San Jacinto River NA 

Canyon Springs San Jacinto River NA 

*NA = plan not available 
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Figure 2-2.  Santa Ana Region Watershed Management Areas (WMA) and Project Area.  
The WMA’s represent subwatersheds of the Santa Ana River Watershed. (Region 8 Basin 
Plan).  The project area is in the Middle Santa Ana River WMA, south of the Santa Ana River. 
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Figure 2-3.  Approximate Boundary of Project Area.  The project area includes all 
watercourses and tributary-watersheds that cross the County of Riverside and City of 
Riverside boundary. The City of Riverside is represented by the stippled area inside the 
project area.  Two Watershed Management Areas (Figure 2-1) and multiple Master 
Drainage Plan areas (MDP) occur in the project area (Figure 2-4).  See Figure 2-4 for 
clear view of MDP boundaries.  USGS blue-line streams are indicated in dark blue.  The 
six delineated arroyos of the City of Riverside are indicated in light blue.  See Figure 2-
3 for detailed map of the six arroyos. (Map built from CCAC GIS project). 

CCAC Project Area 
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Figure 2-4.  Six Major Arroyos as identified and mapped by the City of 
Riverside. Map provided by Riverside City Planning Department. 
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Figure 2-5.  Master Drainage Plans in Project Area.  A master drainage plan is not available for unlabeled 
areas (light buff colored) such as over Orangecrest and Woodcrest.   See Figure 2-2 for project area. 
(http://www.floodcontrol.co.riverside.ca.us/districtsite/downloads/Master%20Drainage%20Plans/MDPs.pdf) 
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A WATERSHED is that area of 
land, a bounded hydrologic 
system, within which all living 
things are inextricably linked by 
their common water course and 
where, as humans settled, simple 
logic demanded that they 
become part of a community. 

John Wesley Powell 

2.2 FORMATION OF COUNTY/CITY ARROYO-WATERSHED COMMITTEE  
The County/City Arroyo-Watershed Committee (CCAC) was established in an advisory capacity 
in July 2004 by the County of Riverside Board of Supervisors and in December 2004 by the 
Riverside City Council.  The CCAC was formed to gather information and make 
recommendations to the relevant planning authorities regarding strategies for the conservation 
and preservation of arroyos and watersheds located in the City of Riverside and adjacent 
unincorporated communities within the County of 
Riverside, all within the Santa Ana River Watershed.  A 
watershed is a region or area bounded peripherally by a 
divide and draining ultimately to a particular watercourse 
or water body, in this case, the Santa Ana River.  As 
early as 1869, through his exploration of the Colorado 
River and the American Southwest, John Wesley Powell 
recognized important sociological and ecological 
implications of watersheds and the link between all living 
things and the watercourse and landscape in which they 
are associated.  Much has changed since his exploration 
due to the density of human development and the human 
use of water.  Today, a collaborative, multidisciplinary approach by the community is needed to 
find effective strategies for conservation of watercourses and a healthy watershed.  
 
The CCAC consists of up to 22 citizens (voting members) representing each elected member of 
the Board of Supervisors and City Council with most members appointed Fall 2005.  County and 
City staff provide technical and administrative assistance and represent their respective agencies 
as non-voting participants.  Other members of the public and outside agencies have dedicated 
time and information to the CCAC in developing policy and mapping recommendations.  
Committee participants are listed in the Tables 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4. 
 
TABLE 2-2. Appointed Representatives to the CCAC (Voting Members) 

CITY OF RIVERSIDE 

Ward 1 (Dom Betro) Rick Thomas 

Ward 2 (Andy Melendrez) Wendy Eads 

Ward 3 (Art Gage) Frank Heyming 

Ward 4 (Frank Schiavone) Dave Wahlquist 

Ward 5 (Ed Adkison) Terry Wold 

Ward 6 (Nancy Hart) Richard Puckett 

Ward 7 (Steve Adams) Don E. Coon 

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 

District 1 (Bob Buster) Lee Cussins; Arlee Montalvo 

District 2 (John F. Tavaglione) Dick Frick; Hazel Frick 
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District 3 (Jeff Stone) Vacant (not in project area) 

District 4 (Roy Wilson) Cindy Nance 

District 5 (Marion Ashley) Jane Block, Citizen Chair; Kalina Cox 
 
 
Table 2-3. Staff Representatives to the CCAC (Past and Present, Non-Voting Participants) 

CITY OF RIVERSIDE 

Scott Barber Riverside City Community Development 

Troy Brown Riverside City Manager’s Office 

Clara Miramontes Riverside City Planning 

John Swiecke Riverside City Planning 

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 

Robert Caliva Legislative Aid, District 1 

Art Diaz  Flood Control District 

Mekbib Degaga  Flood Control District 

Kathy Gifford Riverside County Executive Office 

Jerry Jolliffe Riverside County Planning 

Jeff Letterman Riverside County GIS 

Sam Martinez Riverside County Environmental Health and Safety 

Stuart McKibbin  Flood Control District 
 
 
Table 2-4. Other Non-Voting Participants in CCAC Activities* 
(*These participants have provided their technical expertise to assist CCAC members) 

Jennifer Becker Resident; adhoc committee on code enforcement 

Gail Egenes Riverside Land Conservancy 

Shelli Lamb Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District 

Kim Morgan-Davidson Past member of CCAC 

Len Nunney UCR Biology and Center for Conservation Biology 

Cathy Perring Past member of CCAC 

Diana Ruiz Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District 

Kerwin Russell Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District 

Debbie Walsh CCAC intern, resident County of Riverside 

GIS Students  Mt. San Jacinto College  
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2.3 PURPOSE AND GOALS OF CCAC 
The County/City Arroyo-Watershed Committee (CCAC) was formed as an advisory committee 
to provide guidance, information, and recommendations to the County of Riverside Board of 
Supervisors and the Riverside City Council on matters related to conservation and preservation 
of arroyos and watershed resources in the project area.   
 

Goal 1: Provide recommendations to establish consistent policies for land use and watershed 
management in areas that affect both jurisdictions.   

 
Goal 2: Develop a Geographic Information System (GIS) data compilation of arroyos and 
other important watercourses as a Watercourse Layer Map together with data layers from a 
variety of sources, including flood control features, engineered contour lines, U.S. Geological 
Survey “blue-line streams,” and a sensitive bird species in the local riparian habitat. 
  
Goal 3: Develop GIS models to calculate setbacks that would buffer watercourses and 
riparian areas from adverse effects.  
 
Goal 4: Develop educational materials and workshops to inform the public about the 
importance of practices that protect the local watershed. 

 
This policy document and its accompanying mapping project represent the first two goals of the 
CCAC.  The CCAC has also worked on Goal 4 by participating in the following activities: 1) 
collaboration on an article on arroyo protection published in the newsletters of the Riverside-
Corona Resource Conservation District and the Riverside Land Conservancy; 2) assisting in 
organizing a workshop through the University of California Riverside Extension on “Water 
Quality Basins and Bioswales for the Inland Empire”.  The workshop introduced developers, 
planners, and other citizens to methods of low impact development that serve to reduce and clean 
runoff from storm water and irrigation; and 3) by sharing research and working collaboratively 
with staff from local departments and external agencies. 
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3.0 POLICY ANALYSIS AND MAPPING 
 
The CCAC examined City of Riverside ordinances and the proposed 2025 General Plan, the 
current County of Riverside General Plan and Draft Land Use and Development Ordinance and 
the Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP) regarding 
protection of watercourses, arroyos, and riparian habitat.  The following discussion points to 
some areas that could benefit by a careful analysis by both City and County staff involved in 
policy review and revisions of General Plan and land use ordinances meant to implement general 
plan policies and the MSHCP agreement.  In Section 4.0, we provide suggested land use policy 
concepts and practices that will assist the City and County in the development of compatible 
policies that foster cooperative, consistent, and comprehensive efforts to protect important 
watersheds, arroyos, and watercourses.  A discussion of associated watershed features and 
functions, such as wetlands, recharge basins, and beneficial uses (as defined by the Santa Ana 
Regional Water Quality Control Board) is provided together with a glossary (Appendix 7.1).  
Supporting research on watercourses, ordinances, wetland delineation, other factors important to 
recommendations about appropriate setbacks, and details about the mapping project are provided 
in Appendices 7.2-7.15.  
 
3.1 ARROYOS, WATERCOURSES AND DYNAMIC PROCESSES 
An arroyo can be defined as a rocky ravine or trench through alluvium with a watercourse at the 
bottom.  Arroyos widely vary in size, from just a few feet wide and deep to a mile or more in 
width and hundreds of feet deep. 

 

Arroyos contain watercourses which can be dry at the bottom much if the year (i.e., intermittent 
or ephemeral), flowing most of the year (perennial), or flowing throughout the year (permanent) 
(Figures 3-1, 3-2).  In the field of geomorphology of rivers and fluvial processes, “arroyo” is a 
term used in the southwestern United States for entrenched channels or cut-and-fill river systems 
that are named for the processes that form them (Graff 1987, Brierley and Fryirs 2005).  Arroyos 

Figure 3-1. Perennial watercourses in the project area.  Left, Castleview Creek.  Right, 
Sycamore Canyon Arroyo.  Many creeks are fed by springs. 
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are dynamic, changing systems that involve alternating phases of sediment deposition and 
removal.  Watercourses frequently meander over time, such that the position of incision is 
dynamic.  Arroyos and watercourses are influenced by the stormwater runoff conditions of the 
overall watershed.

 
 

 

Development patterns throughout the Riverside project area are the result of innumerable 
individual site planning decisions that have been made without consideration of the watershed 
context.  The cumulative effects of these urban and rural land use decisions have dramatically 
altered the landscape of Riverside’s arroyos and watercourses and their floodplains.  This has 
resulted in a dramatically different relationship between Riverside’s watercourses and receiving 
waters in the Santa Ana River Watershed.  Today, as a result of land use demand, increasingly 
more sensitive upstream arroyo landscapes that include steeper slopes, important riparian and 
upland habitat, and habitat corridors are being developed without consideration of the dynamic 
processes of arroyos and watercourses or the need for protecting groundwater recharge areas.   
 
The CCAC makes the following observations regarding dynamic watercourse features in the 
project area: 
 

1. Erosion/Sedimentation – Erosion and sedimentation are natural processes of 
watercourses in the project area, but under natural conditions can be a gradual process.  
Land use changes are altering the natural process of erosion and sedimentation.  Urban 
development, roads, culvert crossings that constrict flows, dams, concrete channels, 
removal of vegetation, the addition of rip rap or other bank stabilization structures all 
influence runoff quantity and dynamics.  During storm events, the result of these land use 
changes is larger, higher velocity water flows that can produce high erosion rates and 
large amounts of sediment deposited downstream of eroded sections.  

Figure 3-2. Left, Upper portion of the Prenda Arroyo on the County-City boundary 
has a stream that flows all year long and supports riparian vegetation.  Right, Lower 
tributary is an ephemeral watercourse with water dependent plants.  
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2. Infiltration/Recharge – Open space, native shrubland on slopes above watercourses, 
riparian vegetation on the banks and borders of watercourses, and soft bottom 
watercourses provide natural opportunities for stormwater to slow and recharge to 
groundwater aquifers.  Removal of these naturally permeable surfaces continue under 
traditional development approaches, resulting in less infiltration of rainfall and a less 
dynamic natural system. 

3. Urban Runoff – Typical development results in removal of native vegetation and an 
increase in hard surfaces resulting in a decrease in the infiltration of water, increased 
runoff carrying sediments, and introduction of other nonpoint sources of urban runoff 
pollutants into watercourses.  “Low impact development” (LID) is a more 
environmentally sensitive approach to developing land and managing stormwater runoff 
that takes clues from the natural 
dynamics of a project site to provide 
opportunities for permeability, 
biofiltration, and protection of 
vegetative cover. 

 
Policies are needed that allow for sensitive 
new development and redevelopment which 
preserve dynamic natural processes of arroyos 
and other watercourses.  Low impact 
development, green infrastructure, multi-
purpose land uses, or other environmentally 
sensitive development approaches that 
conform to the natural dynamics of a project 
site should be incorporated.  These include 
measures which protect soil permeability (e.g., 
limiting hardscape, using porous paving 
materials), water quality (i.e. biofiltration, 
bioswales, vegetated water quality basins), water resources (i.e., on-site stormwater capture, rain 
gardens, irrigation management), and habitat (i.e., setbacks, use of native and noninvasive plant 
species).  These measures should be incorporated in new development to the maximum extent 
feasible.  In the event more invasive development practices are the only option, appropriate and 
significant mitigation measures should be required within the affected arroyo or watercourse.  
Mitigation must compensate for adverse impacts by the development project on the arroyo, 
watercourse, watershed, habitat, recreation, or public safety including potential increases in the 
severity of dynamic events, such as floods and an increase in hydromodification (see glossary).   
 
3.2 ARROYO AND WATERCOURSE PROTECTION: A COMPARISON OF 
 CURRENT AND PROPOSED POLICIES OF THE COUNTY AND CITY 
There are differences between the County and City in regulations that protect arroyos and 
watercourses.  Currently, the County of Riverside has no specific ordinances in place to protect 
arroyos and other watercourses.  Only minor protection is provided under current ordinances, but 
proposed draft ordinances afford some additional protection (Appendix 7.7).  Section 3.4, 
Analysis of Grading Codes and Enforcement, provides an analysis of the differences between 
County and City code enforcement of illegal grading, especially into watercourses.  

Figure 3-3. Permeable parking and 
biofiltration strip at Inland Empire 
Utilities Agency 
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City of Riverside 
The City of Riverside has a grading ordinance in place meant to protect U.S. Geological Survey 
recognized “blue-line streams,” and six major arroyo systems (see Figure 2-2).  Current blue-line 
stream protection measures are weak and the implementation and enforcement of these 
protection measures have been inconsistent at best.  Protection measures for the six major arroyo 
systems are stronger, but also provide significant opportunities for improved protection.  The 
proposed City of Riverside 2025 General Plan and associated Zoning Ordinance also provide 
language intended to protect the six identified arroyos, but the language does not adequately 
provide protection of other important watercourses and their associated values.   
 
City Ordinance No. 6673, Section 1, provides a definition in paragraph 17.08.011 that amends 
the original Ordinance 6453. The language serves as a model for delineating the boundaries of 
arroyo protection.  
 

17.08.011 Arroyo. “Arroyo” shall mean those areas shown within the limits of the Mockingbird 
Canyon, Woodcrest, Prenda, Alessandro, Tequesquite, or Springbrook Arroyos and associated 
tributaries as shown on Exhibits A-F of this Title.  The limits of these arroyos and arroyo 
tributaries shall include all the land within the water course area, the adjacent slopes having an 
average natural slope of 30% or greater, and all other areas within the boundaries shown on 
Exhibits A-F of this Title. 

 
The City of Riverside proposed General Plan and Zoning Code would benefit from incorporating 
aspects laid out explicitly in the County’s Draft Land Use and Development Ordinance and by 
expanding the Watercourse Overlay to incorporate more protections to watercourses. 
 
County of Riverside 
In comparison, the County has little current regulation regarding watercourses.  Ordinance 
457.93 prohibits obstruction or diversion of watercourses during construction projects: 
 

Under Section 3313.7. Stockpiling. A stockpile is a supply of earth material placed on a site, for a 
temporary period of time not to exceed 12 months. It shall be authorized in conjunction with an 
approved construction project and shall not obstruct or divert natural drainage or water courses. It 
shall be carefully maintained and under no circumstances cause an adverse effect to adjacent 
properties. 

 
Unlike the City ordinance, County ordinance 457.93 (section 3316.3) makes it clear that 
construction sites regulated by the ordinance must have a Storm Water Pollutant 
Prevention Plan (SAWPPP) to protect water quality, and dischargers must file a notice of 
intent with applicable regulatory agencies. 
 

Under Section 3316.3:  During site construction, construction activities shall be designed and 
conducted to minimize runoff of sediment and all other pollutants onto public properties, other 
private properties and into waters of the United States as required by this Section and Riverside 
County Ordinance No. 754. If practicable, phased grading shall be conducted. Erosion and 
sediment control measures utilized by the permittee shall not conflict with the requirements of 
Riverside County Ordinance Nos. 695 and 787. All dischargers who are required to file a Notice 
of Intent (NOI), under the provisions of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) General Permit No. CAS000002, State Water Resources Control Board Order Number 
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92-08-DWQ, shall develop and implement a Storm Water Pollutant Prevention Plan (SWPPP), a 
monitoring program, and a reporting plan as required by the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
(Clean Water Act) and implementing regulations promulgated by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

 
The County’s Draft Land Use and Development Ordinance (October 2006) would afford 
increased protection to watercourses in its Watercourse Overlay and Open Space Foundation-
Water sections (Appendix 7.7 includes sections of the DRAFT County of Riverside Land Use 
and Development Ordinance relevant to this project).  In addition, the Draft County of Riverside 
Transportation and Land Management Agency Development Manual (May 2006 version) 
expresses an intention to protect watercourses and riparian habitat.  Both include provisions to 
implement General Plan objectives regarding watercourses and floodplains such as “… The 
intent of the County along floodplains and riparian areas it to sustain ‘living’ riparian habitats to 
the maximum extent possible…” (see OS 5.1-5.7 of County General Plan).  The Development 
Manual promotes a number of practices that if approved would help to preserve watercourses, 
for example:  

 Various development proposals are to be coordinated so that they do not hinder 
development potential of upstream properties.  

 Large tracts with lots larger than 1 acre are to minimize roads and driveways and locate 
them away from and parallel to watercourses.  

 Natural drainage patterns are to be respected. 

 Developments shall implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) to mitigate their 
impacts to water quality. 

 Projects shall comply with the County Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP) to be 
in compliance with the federal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Clean Water Act 
requirements.  In the project area, this would be the Santa Ana River Watershed WQMP. 

 If projects may affect “waters of the United States”, “wetlands” or “jurisdictional 
streambeds”, regulatory constraints must be considered. 

 Land divisions will not be approved unless each lot has a suitable building site outside of 
the 100-year floodplain. 

 
To better protect watercourses, this list should add that “Land divisions will not be approved 
unless each lot has a suitable building site outside of the required setback to a watercourse as 
determined by characteristics of the particular site”.  For recommended setback distances to 
watercourses, see Section 4.4. 
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The Western Riverside County 
MSHCP requires that the County 
and City “adopt and implement 
ordinance or resolution to protect 
species associated with riparian-
riverine habitat.” 

Multiple Jurisdictions- Joint County-City 
Agreements.  The County of Riverside, the City of 
Riverside, and other cities that signed the landmark 
Western Riverside County MSHCP, agreed to adopt 
and implement an ordinance or resolution to protect 
species associated with riparian-riverine habitats 
and vernal pools (Appendix 7.11).  Providing 
buffering setbacks from development and avoiding 
disturbance of watercourses can protect riparian/riverine habitat and their sensitive wildlife.  In 
addition, in the MSHCP Section 6.1.2, mapping of Riparian/Riverine areas and vernal pools is 
regarded as an important part of the implementation plan.  An example of such mapping of 
sensitive habitat and species is provided in the CCAC GIS Mapping Project and Watercourse 
Layer Map (section 3.5).  Other species in addition to the example of least Bell’s vireo could be 
added by the County and City to the CCAC GIS Mapping Project. 
 
3.3 PAST AND CURRENT ARROYO STUDIES 
The dynamic nature of arroyo systems, the results of past arroyo studies, and an understanding of 
the regulatory framework surrounding arroyos, watercourses, and associated watershed resources 
(such as wetlands) is important to formulating a sound policy for their conservation and 
preservation.  CCAC is unaware of any watercourse studies for Riverside County.  The CCAC is 
aware of the following three studies of arroyos in the City of Riverside. 
 
Standards for Arroyo Grading and Preservation in Alessandro Heights (1989) 
The “Standards for Arroyo Grading and Preservation in Alessandro Heights” was a study 
prepared in 1989 by Smith, Peroni & Fox and approved by the City of Riverside in 1990.  
Arroyos in the project area included the Alessandro, Woodcrest, and Prenda Arroyos.  The study 
served as a guide for assembling the City of 
Riverside’s Title 17, Hillside and Arroyo 
Grading Ordinance.  One of the primary 
recommendations of this study was the 
provision of setbacks from arroyos that would 
provide space for trails and open space 
corridors.  It anticipates that a City trail 
system along arroyos could connect to a 
County trails network. 
 
The Arroyos of Riverside Reconnaissance 
Study (2001) 

The “Arroyos of Riverside Reconnaissance 
Study” was prepared for the City of Riverside 
in 2001 by The Dangermond Group in 
cooperation with the Riverside Land 
Conservancy and included the following 
arroyos: Springbrook Wash, Big Springs, Box 
Springs, Tequesquite, Sycamore, Alessandro, 

Box 3-1. Key Recommendations Identified 
in Previous Arroyo Studies 
 
1. Create a joint County-City arroyo task 

force. 

2. Establish cooperative arroyo planning 
areas and arroyo habitat preservation 
plans. 

3. Require setbacks for trail networks, trail 
access, and open space corridors. 

4. Provide setbacks to allow for natural 
watercourse meanders, and protection of 
habitat and habitat corridors. 

5. Increase protective power of residential 
conservation zoning. 
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Prenda, Woodcrest, and Mockingbird.  The report examined potential uses for arroyos, focusing 
on habitat value, recreational trails, wildlife corridors, and education.  Also included in this 
report were physical characteristics of each arroyo, including locations of installed dams, 
concrete channels, detention basins, parks, or golf courses, and potential effects of adjacent land 
uses on arroyos.  Encroachment threats, natural values, and possible access points for trail 
systems were also summarized.  Several threats to arroyos were identified, including:  

 Habitat Quality – Fragmentation of natural corridors, loss of habitat, degradation by 
invasive species. 

 Grading – Grading of banks of watercourses where cut and fill is adding to 
sedimentation of channels. 

 Water Quality – Sedimentation, urban run-off, and loss of vegetative (filtration) cover. 

 Off-Road Vehicles – Compacting of soil and degradation of fragile systems. 

 Illegal Dumping – Contributing to health and water quality issues. 
  
A set of important recommendations were made: 
 

1. Create a special Joint Powers entity to: 
- Create a Riverside City-County Cooperative Planning Task Force 
- Establish and map the City and County cooperative arroyo planning areas 
- Create preservation plans for the arroyos 

2. Increase the proposed boundaries of the arroyos.  Include a large enough buffer to 
allow for natural meander and protection of water quality and riparian areas from 
adjacent human uses. (Note: an optimal buffer between human development and the 
riparian zone was recommended as 155 feet to allow for stream meander, filtration of 
animal wastes and fertilizer runoff.) 

3. Re-examine the protective power of the residential conservation zoning designation.  
The current zoning and grading ordinances do not provide enough protection for the 
arroyos. 

4. Investigate the possible access and uses identified in the report when revising trail 
master plans. 

5. Study enhancement, protection and restoration of natural habitat of all arroyos. 
6. Conduct specific studies to determine feasibility of recommended trails. 

 
These recommendations are as relevant today as they were in 2001.  The CCAC is working on 
aspects of 1, 2, 4, and 5 within its policy study and arroyo/watercourse mapping project.  
 
Springbrook Wash (2003) 
The Springbrook Wash study was commissioned through a grant to the Riverside Land 
Conservancy in late 2003 to examine its potential as a wildlife corridor and community trails 
corridor. This study recommended finding a solution for improving wildlife crossings under the 
freeway.  Discussions began for collaboration with CalTrans in 2004. 
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Figure 3-4. Illegal Grading of 
Watercourse and Clearing Riparian 
Vegetation, Woodcrest Arroyo 

Figure 3-5. Illegal Obstruction of 
Watercourse, Woodcrest Arroyo 

3.4 ANALYSIS OF GRADING CODES AND ENFORCEMENT 
There has been an ongoing problem with the grading of watercourses, clearing of riparian 
vegetation, and obstruction of watercourses in both the City and County (Figures 3-4 and 3-5).  
Although State and Federal codes apply to illegal activity near and in watercourses, these 
agencies are not always prepared to respond quickly enough to mitigate or prevent further 
destruction. While the majority of illegal grading may occur because landowners are simply 
ignorant of existing ordinances, a small percentage of landowners are aware of land use 
restrictions impacting their parcel(s) yet choose to proceed with their project while ignoring 
restrictions.  Strict enforcement of codes is necessary at the local level.  The CCAC has 
examined current Riverside County and 
City ordinances and has recommendations 
for improvement of enforcement (see 
Section 4.1). 
 
Effectiveness and Consistency of Grading 
Code Enforcement 
The CCAC has reviewed existing City and 
County codes that pertain to grading and 
development of areas in and around 
arroyos. The rapid development of 
sensitive areas adjacent to the City has 
served to highlight past inconsistencies in 
development policy between the City and 
unincorporated areas. The recent passage 
of Policy F-6 by the Board of Supervisors 
puts in place a defined protocol for 
addressing illegal grading in the County. 
Although the County of Riverside does not 
have a grading policy specifically focused 
on watercourses, the recently adopted 
policy strengthens its ability to curb illegal 
grading in general (see Box 3-2).  Fines 
ranging from approximately $100 to $500 
per month, plus administrative costs, are to 
be imposed on landowners caught grading 
illegally. More significantly, the County 
may impose a five (5) year hold on 
building permits and land use clearances if 
the landowner does not pay fines and abate 
the disturbance as required. This provision 
should provide an effective deterrent to 
illegal grading undertaken for housing and 
other development.  
 
The County is also authorized to retain a 
contractor to reclaim the property to prevent offsite drainage and slope erosion if the property 
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has not been restored within 90 days of the Board’s issuance of an Order to Abate. This 
provision is especially important to ensure the timely restoration of disturbed arroyos. In 
addition, the County recognized that agricultural exemptions for grading permits were 
increasingly being used to grade and clear parcels for future development. In response, the 
ordinance granting agricultural exemptions was clarified to prevent inappropriate use of the 
exemption. The County still does not appear to impose significant penalties for grading begun 
without a permit when a permit is eventually granted. 
 
The City of Riverside also has in place a protocol to address illegal grading (see Box 3-3).  Once 
grading has begun without a permit, the permit fee increases to three times the amount that it 
would have cost before commencement of grading.  If the proposed grading is not approved, the 
owner may be required to bring the land back to its original condition.  If a violator does not 
comply with the initial warning letter, the City Attorney may send a letter outlining potential 
criminal and civil action.  The monetary penalty and involvement of the City Attorney should 
result in a high rate of compliance once illegal activity is reported. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3-6. Springbrook Wash. A poor history of watercourse 
protection can be reversed through restoration.  This portion of 
Springbrook Wash was severely damaged and lined with broken 
concrete. 
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Box 3-2.  Board of Supervisor Policy F-6, Grading Without a Permit 
OBJECTIVE: 
 
To reduce or eliminate grading violations and to restore properties to their original ungraded state, policy 
guidelines are needed to establish a Code Enforcement procedure for abating properties that have been graded 
without permits. 
 
POLICY:  
 
Ordinance 457.96 Section 11, 3306.03 allows for the Department of Building and Safety to place a five year 
hold on the issuance of building permits and land use approvals if that property is graded without permits.  Any 
property owner aggrieved by this decision has the right to appeal to the Board of Supervisors.  To insure that due 
process is followed and graded properties are restored to their original ungraded state the following Code 
Enforcement procedure will be utilized. 
 
PROCEDURE: 
 

1. Upon initial verification that grading without a permit has occurred the following actions will be taken: 
a.  A Notice of Violation and a $100 Administrative Citation will be issued to the property owner. 
b.  A Notice of Non-compliance will be recorded immediately against the property.  The Notice will 

include language that discloses the five (5) year hold on building permits and land use clearances 
(Attachment 1). 

c.  A flag will be placed on the automated permit issuing system notifying all development related 
departments of the five (5) year hold on building permits and land use clearances. 

d.  If applicable, federal and state resource agency will be notified of the grading violation 
e.  A Notice to Abate per Ordinance 725 will be sent certified mail to the property owner and any 

person(s)s having an interest in the property as determined by a title search (Attachment 2). 

2. If the property is not restored to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety so as to prevent 
offsite drainage and slope erosion within 45 days of the date of the first Notice to Abate a $200 
Administrative Citation and a second Notice to Abate will be issued to the property owner. 

3. If the property is not restored so as to limit offsite drainage and slope erosion within forty five (45) days 
of the second Notice to Abate a $500 Administrative Citation will be issued for each subsequent thirty 
(30) days that the property is not restored to prevent offsite drainage and slope erosion. 

4. If within 90 days (90) from the first Notice to Abate the property is not restored so as to limit offsite 
drainage and slope erosion a hearing will be scheduled before the Board of Supervisors for the abatement 
of the illegal grading as a public nuisance.  At the hearing the property owner will have the opportunity to 
present evidence and testimony as to why the property should not be restored. 

5. If the property has not been restored within 90 days of the Board’s issuance of an Order to Abate, the 
county will retain a county approved contractor to reclaim the property to prevent offsite drainage and 
slope erosion. 

6. [there was no item 6] 

7. All costs associated with the abatement action may be recorded against the property in the form of a lien 
as provided for in Ordinance 725. 

8. Upon restoration of the property and payment of the lien the five (5) year hold on building permit 
issuance and land use approvals will be released. 
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3.5 MAPPING PROJECT AND WATERCOURSE LAYER MAP 

The County/City Arroyo-Watershed Committee (CCAC) formed an ad-hoc committee for 
integrating mapped features into a Geographic Information System (GIS), hereinafter referred to 
as the “Mapping Project.”  The objective of the Mapping Project is to create a comprehensive 
“Watercourse Layer Map” for the project area and provide that layer, along with the 
aforementioned policies and planning recommendations, to local agencies:  County of Riverside, 
Flood Control District, and City of Riverside.  It is hoped that this Watercourse Layer will be 
integrated as a Zoning Overlay that serves as a “flag” for identifying parcels impacted by arroyos 
and other watercourses.  See also Appendix 7.12-7.15 for a thorough description of the mapping 
project. 
 
The goal of the Mapping Project is to acquire existing digital data that can be implemented in an 
automated mapping environment (Phases I, II, and III) that provides foreknowledge to 
developers and individual property owners as part of the planning department’s application 
process.  Implementation of a Watercourse Layer as part of the zoning ordinances is a proactive 
and practical solution to land use decisions (see Appendix 7.4 on Model Ordinance).  Rather than 

Box 3-3.  City of Riverside Grading Enforcement and Penalties 
Title 17. Grading. 

Section 17.36.010 Enforcement/Penalties. 

A. Where grading is undertaken without a permit, the Public Works Director may order the work stopped by 
notice in writing served on any person or persons performing such grading or causing such grading to be done. 
Any such person or persons so notified shall stop such grading until all required permits are obtained. 
 
B. Whenever any work for which a permit is required under the provisions of Chapter 17.12 of this title as 
determined by the Public Works Director has been commenced without the authorization of a City issued 
grading permit, the applicable grading permit fee shall be treble the amount of the regular fee as provided for in 
Chapter 17.24 of this title. 
 
C. In addition to the administrative remedies and penalties imposed by the City Public Works Director pursuant 
to this title, any violation of this title may be punishable as an infraction, or as a misdemeanor at the discretion of 
the City Attorney as set forth at Section 16.04.510 of this title. 
 
D. In addition to the requirements of this title, where grading of property is undertaken without required permits, 
the property owner may be required to restore the land to its pre-graded form or condition as determined by the 
Public Works Director. 
 
E. The provisions of this title shall apply to all persons who do or cause to be done, or through action or inaction 
allow or maintain any grading regulated under this title to be done on property without a permit or in a manner 
contrary to the provisions of an approved grading permit or contrary to the provisions of this title. Persons who 
are responsible parties include but are not limited to: 
 

1. Property owners or lessees. 
2. Contractors who perform the work. (Ord. 6453 § 1, 1998) 

 
link: http://www.riversideca.gov/municipal_code/. Chapter 17.36 ENFORCEMENT/PENALTIES 
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a reactive response to periodic flooding and potential flood events (i.e., 100-year flood), a 
Watercourse Layer will provide a tool to protect public and developer interests by providing 
sensible setbacks, crossings, and so on, prior to land modification (see example Figure 3-7).   
 
Implementation of a GIS Watercourse Layer provides an opportunity to guide development that 
is sensitive to the conservation and preservation of arroyos and watercourses.  There are many 
potential applications for a Watercourse Layer Map by a variety of agencies such as for 
protection of riparian vegetation and sensitive species habitat, trail placement, as well as 
residents and the constructed environment.  A variety of environmental models can be applied to 
the Watercourse Layer in an integrative approach for land use decisions and, educational 
materials could be sent to all property owners bordering watercourses.  Dynamic environmental 
models will serve to protect arroyos and watercourses in the project area.   
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-8.  Massive 
Erosion. The banks and 
riparian forest shown in 
figure 3-6 suffered massive 
erosion in 2005 (see also 
Figure 4-4). 

Figure 3-7.  Example of translucent buffers provided by setbacks measured from 
center of watercourse.  Left = 25 ft, center = 50 ft, right = 100 ft.  In this example, there 
would be no buffering of the riparian area if a 100 ft setback was measured from the center 
line.  A better model would measure from the edge of the riparian vegetation or top of bank.  
If contour intervals were shown, it would be possible to illustrate the top of the bank.  In this 
example, the building pads to the right of the watercourse were not set back enough from the 
top of the bank (aerial from 2003).
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Project Description – Phase I, II and III 
In Phase I, several hard copy maps with hand-drawn line work of watercourse segments were 
“heads up” digitized using one-foot aerial photograph images provided by the County as a 
backdrop.  A color scheme was assigned to line types according to source of the data for each 
watercourse (i.e., RWQCB).  These data will be combined, along with named and unnamed 
watercourses (“blue-lined streams”) from the U.S. Geological Survey, into a single Watercourse 
Layer that can be buffered to various extents as, for instance, setbacks of 50-, 100- and 150-feet 
from the centerline of a watercourse (see Figure 3-6), or using a GIS model still to be developed, 
that places the setback line varying distances away from the edge of the riparian area, top of 
bank, or edge of the 100 ft flood plain.  The source of digital data acquired for this project to 
date, with brief descriptions are provided in Appendix 7.14.  
 
The CCAC decided that the one-foot aerial photographs provided by the County of Riverside for 
the project area are a level of accuracy (one-foot) that is adequate for calculating bank widths.  
When combined with 4 ft contour lines, this is sufficient to determine percentage slope by any of 
several methods.  In many cases this can be accomplished from the digital display, without going 
into the field.  Other criteria that are not easily interpreted from aerial photographs need to be 
verified in the field (Appendix 7.13, Metadata).  Field verification with global positioning 
systems (with greater than 10 meter accuracy) by youth groups or scientists (biologists, 
geomorphologists, hydrologists or engineers) will provide information necessary to populate the 
Watercourse Layer database.  Consultation with a geomorphologist and hydrologist (or a 
fluvialgeomorphologist) would be important for targeting difficult segments of watercourses, 
improving the quality and accuracy of data collected, and for interpretation and assignment to 
classification fields (refer to Appendix 7.14, Watercourse Layer Data Dictionary). 
 
In Phase II, aerial photographs will be used to “heads up” digitize a Riparian Layer from visible 
ground vegetation associated with the Watercourse Layer together with photograph collections 
and site visits.  The outer edge of riparian vegetation often coincides with the outer boundary of 
Waters of the State (see Appendix 7.3 and Figure 4.1).  Riparian vegetation provides habitat for 
many sensitive species protected within the Western Riverside County MSHCP (Appendix 7.11).  
A minimum setback from the edge of the Riparian Layer will need to be determined depending 
on the nature of the area and if the area serves or potentially serves as an important wildlife 
corridor that connects open spaces.  The Riparian Layer will have a spatially associated database 
that can be populated with biological data.  Phase III will involve additional data acquisition and 
updating existing data as they become available, such as hydrological data or satellite images.  
The calculation of setbacks can then be based on several alternative models. 
 
There are many potential uses for the CCAC compiled digital data in a 3-dimensional model.  
Most significantly, a 3-dimensional terrain model will provide the basis for modeling downhill 
movement of water, such as flow and volume.  As a combined layer, the Watercourse Protection 
Map will improve planning decisions regarding watercourse channel steepness of slope, meander 
incision, sedimentation, and distance from edge of riparian vegetation.  In a 3-dimensional 
model, watercourses, riparian vegetation and surrounding topography will be visibly apparent as 
a dynamically connected system across a contiguous surface.   
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3.6 MODEL POLICY/ORDINANCE EXAMPLES FROM OTHER COMMUNITIES 
More and more communities in California and across the U.S. are struggling with how to ensure 
economic development while also protecting natural environments.  These concerns are not 
mutually exclusive.  Rather they are linked to each other in nearly every way through community 
quality of life and amenities offered to residents, although land use and economic development 
policies don’t always recognize such linkages.  Development ordinances and regulations often 
work against these goals through requirements that result in needless impervious cover in the 
form of wide streets, expansive parking lots, and large lot subdivisions that require excessive 
clearing and grading (Brown et al. 2000). At the same time, local ordinances often give 
developers little or no incentive to conserve or protect natural areas that are important for 
watershed or other natural resource protection.   Like other communities, the Riverside area 
struggles with these issues. 
 
In developing arroyo/watercourse protection 
policy recommendations for the City and 
County of Riverside, CCAC has been 
reviewing policies and development 
guidelines that are being implemented by 
other communities in California and 
elsewhere.   
 
Perhaps more similar to the CCAC’s current 
study is the City of San Jose’s Riparian 
Corridor Policy Study conducted in 1999 that 
examined General Plan policies meant to 
promote the preservation of riparian corridors 
(Jones and Stokes 1999).  In this study, a 
riparian corridor is:  
 

Any defined stream channels including the area up to the bank full-flow line, as well as all riparian 
(streamside) vegetation in contiguous adjacent uplands.  Characteristic woody riparian vegetation 
species could include ….willows,… cottonwoods, …alders.   

 
Thus this study covered a subset of what the current CCAC study is covering.  The San Jose 
study explained the rationale behind various policies and made recommendations for design 
guidelines that would support and implement General Plan policies. Examples of General Plan 
policies relevant to their study are:  
 

1. Protect important groundwater recharge areas, particularly creeks and creeksides, from 
urban development; 

2. Protect natural riparian corridors outside urban areas from disturbance associated with 
development by a minimum 150-foot setback from the top bank line, wherever feasible; 

3. Preserve significant creeks and natural riparian corridors inside urban areas whenever 
possible; and 

Box 3-4. Common Principles in 
Communities with Established Arroyo, 
Riparian, and Watershed Protection 
Ordinances 
1. Land disturbances are limited only to that 

area necessary to provide for the desired 
use or development. 

2. Native vegetation and habitat is 
preserved to the maximum extent 
possible consistent with the use and 
development allowed. 

3. Impervious cover is minimized to the 
extent possible. 
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4. When disturbances cannot be avoided, appropriate measures are required to restore or 
compensate for damage. 

 
The riparian resources of San Jose were inventoried, classified, and examined in terms of 
potentially competing land uses of development, flood protection, recreation, and habitat 
preservation.  The study provided information important to identifying and managing riparian 
resources in an environmentally sensitive way.  Important concerns included the need to provide: 

 Water quality and habitat for fish, invertebrates, and the animals they feed. 

 Food, cover, and migration corridors for fish, amphibians, and the birds/other wildlife 
they feed. 

 Cover and food for other wildlife that range between riparian and upland habitats. 

 Migration corridors for plants and wildlife during high runoff and high flows. 

 Evidence for riparian corridors having a positive influence on economic value of adjacent 
lands as well as on recreation, aesthetics, and other quality of life was provided. 

 
A map accompanied the text and formed the baseline definition of the riparian corridors, 
allowing the City to expand and refine the map overtime.  As in the current CCAC project, the 
maps were intended to assist both property owners and the City in making appropriate land-use 
decisions.  Aerial photo interpretation of aerials (1-inch : 200-feet) was used together with 
limited field reconnaissance and existing information from various reports and documents.  
Biotic resources were estimated from attributes of riparian vegetation, including composition of 
dominant species.  The study recommended that two important policies be added to the General 
Plan regarding Riparian Corridors:   

1. The City of San Jose should endeavor to preserve, protect and restore riparian 
corridors within the City’s jurisdiction for the protection of vegetation, wildlife, 
and aquatic habitat values. 

2. The City should adopt specific Riparian Corridor Development Design Guidelines 
with the goal that new development and other related activities within and adjacent 
to the corridors does not adversely impact biotic resource values of the corridor. 

 
A number of cross-sectional diagrams were presented to illustrate a stream classification system.  
In addition, several illustrations portrayed types of watercourses and design guidelines for new 
development, including commercial, residential, and recreational development.  For example, 
trails were placed to the outside of the riparian corridor and roads bridged the corridors.  Many 
appropriate design guidelines were presented in the study, including recreational facilities (such 
as golf courses, trails design and layout).  All are relevant to the CCAC area and are worthy of 
consideration by the City Council and Board of Supervisors. 
 
Land use policies, ordinances, and design guidelines from various other communities and 
sources also provide relevance and example for the City of Riverside and County of Riverside.  
The City of San Jose’s Riparian Corridor Policy Study (1994 and 1999), Los Angeles County 
Zoning Ordinance Significant Ecological Areas (SEA) (2004), Santa Barbara’s County Land 
Inventory (2004), and Santa Cruz City Planning and Community Development Citywide Creeks 
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and Wetland Management Plan Ordinance (2006) recognize and address the need for 
Watercourse and Riparian buffers to protect watersheds.  The San Francisco Bay Regional Water 
Quality Control Board (2004) analyzed Local Government Riparian Buffers in the San Francisco 
Bay Area and found that numerous local agencies have independently drafted ordinances that 
protect riparian areas and watercourses with buffers.  In the San Francisco Bay Regional Water 
Quality Control Board report, watercourse buffers are established through a variety of planning 
tools: overlay zoning, General Plan implementation statements, watercourse setback ordinances 
and conservation easements.  In an effort to establish riparian protection regulations to comply 
with federal and state laws, including the Federal Clean Water Act, Endangered Species Act and 
the State of California’s Porter Cologne and Endangered Species Acts.  The responsibility for 
compliance with these acts has increasingly shifted from federal and state agencies to local 
agencies.  A Watercourse Layer that is enforced through a zoning ordinance will protect stream 
function and riparian habitat from new land use modification, while providing for additional 
flood flow capacity unimpeded by manmade constructs in the County of Riverside. Some 
examples from other areas include: 
 

 Creek/Riparian Area Protection: Fremont, Measure T 
Lafayette Creek Setback Policy 
Oakland Creek Protection Ordinance 
Napa Ordinance on Riparian Areas 
Santa Clara Valley Water District Guidelines and 
Standards for Land Use Near Streams 
Santa Cruz County Riparian Corridor and Wetlands 
Protection Ordinance 

 Watershed Protection:  City of Austin, Texas Watershed Ordinances 
City of Santa Barbara Creek Restoration and Water 
Quality Improvement Division Programs 
Lower Colorado River (Texas) Authority 
Watershed Ordinance 
U.S.E.P.A. Model Ordinances 
Center for Watershed Protection 

 Multi-Purpose Protection:  Portland, Oregon Sustainable Stormwater Program 
Low Impact Development Center 
City of Irvine, Sustainable Travelways “Green 
Streets” Administrative Guidelines 
City of Santa Monica, Sustainable City Plan 
Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council, 
Massachusetts Low Impact Development Toolkit 
U.S. Green Building Council 

 
Relevant excerpts of specific ordinances and programs are incorporated into an example 
ordinance in Appendix 7.4. 
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4.0 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The County/City Arroyo-Watershed Committee (CCAC) has created a Geographic Information 
System (GIS) mapping project of arroyos and watercourses in the project area as a GIS 
Watercourse Layer Map.  As suggested by County staff, the digital Watercourse Layer is 
accompanied by recommendations for proactive and sensitive development that occurs near 
watercourses and arroyos within the project area.  Recommended policies and practices are 
intended to assist the Planning Departments of the City and County in making land use decisions 
with watershed implications across adjoining boundaries, and to assist staff in forming planning 
liaisons that preserve and protect watersheds, arroyos, and watercourses throughout the project 
area.  Where appropriate, policy recommendations are accompanied by suggested design 
guidelines.  The policy recommendations, in combination with a GIS Model that includes the 
new Watercourse Layer can be used to create dynamic scenarios for protecting watercourses, 
among other related watershed values.  The Watercourse Layer, as a model, can be expanded to 
other County/City jurisdictions with similar characteristics.  Models for desert areas, especially, 
would need modification. 
 
In order to protect watercourses in their natural and semi-natural state, protect water quality and 
wildlife, and to avoid the need to channelize watercourses, the CCAC makes the following 
recommendations.  The need for bridging systems and protective setbacks are paramount.  
Setbacks to watercourses and steep arroyos are ungraded and undeveloped buffers between 
development and watercourses that serve to protect watercourses and adjacent slopes from a 
variety of negative impacts.  When planning subdivisions, incorporating setbacks and bridging 
systems rather than culvert pipe and fill crossings over U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-delineated 
Waters of the U.S. and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG)-delineated Waters of 
the State can avoid the need for the time consuming permitting processes, and thus, avoid extra 
construction costs. 
 
4.1 GRADING CODES AND ENFORCEMENT 
As discussed in Section 3.4, there has been an ongoing problem with the grading of 
watercourses, clearing of riparian vegetation, and obstruction of watercourses in both the City 
and County.  The rapid development of sensitive areas adjacent to the City has served to 
highlight past inconsistencies in grading and development policy between the City and County 
unincorporated areas. 
 
Recommendation 1: Consistent Illegal Grading Policy 
The CCAC recommends that the City Council and Board of Supervisors adopt a consistent 
policy with respect to illegal grading. The City may wish to consider the addition of higher 
effective penalties, such as the land use restrictions imposed by the County, to achieve 
compliance with abatement requests following illegal grading of watercourses, banks, and 
protective vegetation.  In addition, it is important to require property owners to mitigate any 
damage to a watercourse or its buffering riparian and upland vegetation to encourage 
compliance. Similarly, the County may wish to consider the addition of effective penalties for 
any grading begun without a permit. Penalties with a substantial deterrent effect should facilitate 
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the job of code compliance officers in encouraging landowners to comply with existing 
regulations. 
 
4.2 WATERCOURSE LAYER MAPPING 
As a combined watercourse and riparian layer, the Watercourse Protection will improve planning 
decisions regarding watercourse channel steepness of slope, meander incision, sedimentation, 
and distance from edge of riparian vegetation.  In a 3-dimensional model, watercourses, riparian 
vegetation and surrounding topography will be visibly apparent as a dynamically connected 
system across a contiguous surface.   
 
Recommendation 2: Watercourse Layer Preservation Tool 
The CCAC is providing the City of Riverside and County of Riverside the GIS Watercourse 
Layer and Riparian Layer, and a combined Watercourse Protection Map with the 
recommendation that this spatial information will be considered prior to issuance of permits on 
parcels traversed by watercourses.  The Watercourse Layer and associated data will prove 
particularly useful for future parcel development and subdivision.  Together with an ordinance 
that protects watercourses, wetlands and riparian habitat, the Watercourse Layer will provide a 
significant tool in making land use decisions that preserve and conserve these resources from 
future land use modifications, natural or unnatural.  Addition of the Watercourse Layer as a 
“flag” on parcels impacted by watercourses will minimize disparities between local agency 
permit processes, as a result of different setbacks in areas that are annexed from the County.  
Furthermore, the Watercourse Layer can be used to analyze watercourse change, potentially 
adverse land use impacts, and thus, support land use planning decisions that protect watercourses 
and communities from flood events.   
 
Recommendation 3: Cooperative Arroyo Planning Areas and Conservation Zoning 
A Watercourse Layer that is enforced through a zoning ordinance will protect stream function 
and riparian habitat from new land use modifications, while providing for additional flood flow 
capacity unimpeded by manmade constructs in the County of Riverside.  The Watercourse Layer 
can also provide a foundation for establishing County-City Cooperative Arroyo Planning Areas 
as well as strengthened conservation zoning in both City and County jurisdiction. 
  
4.3 SETBACKS 
Setbacks to watercourses and steep slopes (sides) of arroyos serve a number of functions, 
including protection of scenic landforms and property, trail corridors, dry-land wildlife corridors, 
recreation, buffering other land uses from sensitive wildlife habitat, protecting water quality, and 
preservation of natural functions associated with watersheds and the dynamic nature of streams.  
This is recognized in the December 2005 Draft County of Riverside Land Use and Development 
Ordinance, Section 17.32.080, which states: 

A. All new development shall be required to establish a setback from the floodway edge 
based upon a site specific study that addresses public safety, erosion, riparian or wetland 
buffer, wildlife movement corridor or linkage, and slopes. 

B. Watercourse setback areas may be considered for use as greenways, trails and 
recreational opportunities on a case-by-case basis. 
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This sets the stage for building a model for determining appropriate setbacks.  Development next 
to arroyos and other watercourses should be set back 100 feet from the outside boundary of the 
riparian vegetation, the top of the bank, or the 100 year flood plain, whichever is greater.  The 
dripline of the canopy of the existing riparian vegetation is often the official boundary of Waters 
of the State (Figure 4-1, see 1999 San Jose Riparian Policy Study). 
 

Figure 4-1. Jurisdictional boundaries of Waters of the State (bottom) and Waters of the 
United States (top).  From Permitting Stream and Wetland Projects in Ventura County. 
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Figure 4-2. Inappropriate clearing of steep 
slopes above watercourses promotes erosion 
and sedimentation of streams. 

Many issues should be considered in determining the appropriate width of setbacks:  fuel 
modification, placement of features to improve stormwater infiltration and water quality, 
presence of septic systems and percolation ability, room for management of conservation 
easements, access for stream monitoring, protection of riparian/riverine habitat, protection of 
sensitive wildlife habitat on slopes above streams, and trail placement.  There should be no septic 
systems in this setback, no grading, no fencing, no fuel breaks, and plenty of space for protective 
vegetation to buffer the watercourse from adverse inputs such as unfiltered runoff and pollutants.  
Vegetated setbacks are known to filter excess nitrogen in runoff that is otherwise a major 
pollutant of streams and buffers over. In an analysis of many studies, buffers become more 
efficient filters with increased width, filtering on average 50%, 75% and 90% of nitrogen at 
about 34, 118 and 134 m, respectively (Mayer et al. 2005). 
 

The State requires that structures have a 
100-foot fuel modification zone (horizontal 
distance).  Such fuel modification is dictated 
to be within the footprint of development, 
but if a wide setback area contains a trail, 
that clear area might be logically counted as 
part of the fuel modification zone.  If a trail 
is included, then the setback needs to 
incorporate room for the trail without 
impinging on riparian vegetation, water 
quality, and sensitive wildlife.  If the trail is 
for equestrian use, large setbacks may be 
needed to protect water quality.  Multiuse 
trails within a setback need to be placed no 
closer than 10-feet to the outer edge of 
riparian forest and top of bank.  In areas 
with a riparian forest, it is preferred to limit 
the trail to one side of a riparian corridor to 
protect the integrity of important botanical 

and wildlife resources (Jones and Stokes 1999).  Trail segments should be placed on disturbed 
areas wherever possible and away from sensitive breeding areas.  For watercourses with streams, 
design crossings should be placed in the least sensitive areas and not exceed one per 500 linear 
feet (Jones and Stokes 1999).  Pedestrian bridges for trail crossings should be constructed over 
sensitive riparian areas, not through them at ground level. 
 
The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) recommends large setbacks for different 
activities or land use developments. In gently sloping areas, CDFG recommends a 150-foot 
setback from the outer edge of the canopy of riparian vegetation, especially if the area is 
occupied by rare, threatened or endangered species.  Some local species of terrestrial wildlife 
need as much as 1,500 feet of upland buffer adjacent to riparian (Jones and Stokes study on 
riparian buffers.).   
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Recommendation 4: Model Setback Policy 
 Establish a flexible, model setback 

policy that considers variable 
topography and dynamic stream 
conditions (see Table 4-1) 

 
The CCAC recommends that a flexible model 
for setback policy be included in the ordinance.  
The setback model needs to take into account 
variable topography, slope, the permeability of 
substrates, flow velocity, and the dynamic 
nature of stream meandering.  The steeper the 
land, the higher the velocity of runoff, and the 
lower the filtering of chemical pollutants and 
sediments carried in runoff.  Substrate type is 
also important.  Vertical alluvial banks that drop 
off into an arroyo can be very unstable, 
experience undercutting and bank collapse 
during major storm events, and high flow 
volume and rates (Figure 4-3, 4-4).  Due to 
severe erosion sensitivity, and constant changes 
in the path of the water (stream meander), such 
areas should have wider setbacks than areas 
where channels cut through bedrock.  An 
appropriate setback along highly erosive 
segments of watercourses could be at least 100 
to 150-feet from erosive edges.  On the other 
hand, solid bedrock provides little opportunity 
for infiltration and cleansing of runoff from 
adjacent land.  If bedrock is extensive, setbacks 
need to large enough to incorporate a permeable 
vegetated buffer.  Land uses, slope, substrate 
type and erosion sensitivity need to be 
considered in determining appropriate setbacks.   
 
The County and City should provide decision 
rules to determine setback width under different 
sets of conditions.  A number of buffer models 
are described in by Wenger (1999) in a review 
of riparian buffer widths.  Intuitively, for 
vegetated slopes/banks climbing out of a 100-
year flood plain at a very steep angle (slopes 
greater than 30 percent), it would be beneficial 
to preserve the entire steep slope and vegetative 
cover and enough area to allow migration of the 
channel as streams erode banks and change 

Figure 4-3. Eroding banks resulting in 
private property loss. 

Figure 4-4. Inadequate setbacks and 
grading result in erosion. 

Figure 4-5. Upstream erosion requires 
sediment removal after storms. 
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course over time.  This would protect and preserve water quality and sensitive riparian/riverine 
habitat in the long run.  Such wide setbacks can sometimes incorporate trails without loss of 
important buffering capacity.   

 
Title 17 of the Riverside City Ordinance provides this type of model.  In this case, the setback 
begins at the point where the slope flattens out to less than 30 percent “average natural slope.”  
The City requires a 50-foot setback on either side of the arroyo bank from the top edge.  For 
areas with stable, vegetated ground, permeable surfaces, and shallow slopes (<5%) above a solid 
rock stream channel, a 50-foot setback may be sufficient to protect water quality and guard 
against erosion.  However, if there are impervious surfaces and steeper slopes, or if the riparian 
area also needs to serve as a wildlife corridor or filter to excess nutrients, there is ample evidence 
that setback of 150-feet increases the benefit of the buffer (Wenger 1999; Mayer 2005).  
Likewise, if the channel is cut through vegetated areas with deep, unstable soils, a 50-foot 
setback may be too narrow to provide adequate protection of developed areas against slope 
failure as streams meander over time.  Depending on the type of vegetation cover and substrate a 
wider buffer than 50-feet may be needed.  In areas with meandering watercourses through 

unstable substrate, 150-foot setbacks may be 
appropriate to allow changes in the watercourse 
over time.  Table 3-1 includes CCAC 
recommendations for setbacks under varying 
conditions. 
 
If adopted by the County, a setback model 
similar to the City of Riverside and California 
Department of Fish and Game for establishing 
setbacks to steep-sided arroyos and other 
watercourses would provide improved 
protection of arroyos and other watercourses, 
and facilitate cooperation among agencies.  
Furthermore, consistent models for setbacks and 
land use along arroyos and watercourses could 
provide improved ability to connect City and 

Figure 4-6. Example of protective setback to arroyo that incorporates recreational trail 
and places a fuel modification zone on flat land within footprint of development.  (Figure 
provided by the Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District from 2004 Newsletter 
dedicated to arroyos.) 

 

Figure 4-7. Denuded arroyo slopes 
resulting from inappropriate clearing 
of protective vegetation in “buffer”. 
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County trail networks and avoid difficulties during annexation of unincorporated areas of the 
County by the City. Of particular concern, when there are inadequate setbacks to the slopes of 
arroyos or watercourses, homeowners often remove protective vegetation to create fuel breaks 
along steep slopes adjacent to watercourses.  This causes various problems, most significantly 
severe erosion and sedimentation (Figure 4-7).  
 
Some of the elements of concern (modified from list provided to CCAC from CDFG) in 
configuring a model for setback width include: 
 

 Access for management  

 Incorporation of linear open spaces 

 Integration of trail system.  Increase setbacks depending on type of trail.  Horse trails 
may need wide setbacks to mitigate effects of urine and feces on water quality. 

 Lighting from neighboring development.  Light should not spill into jurisdictional 
wetlands and riparian areas. “Dark skies” lighting is encouraged. 

 Protection of nesting bird locations may sometimes require 200-foot setbacks. 

 Vegetation removal on steep banks causes erosion and sedimentation of streams.  
Vegetation protects soil and increases infiltration of water, thereby cleansing water before 
it reaches groundwater or streams.   

 Fuel modification zones need to be on flatter areas outside of arroyos and watercourses, 
and preferably outside of setbacks so that steep slopes and buffers retain protective 
vegetation. 

 Protection from flammable structures and fill. 

 Decrease invasion of non-native plants into riparian areas. 

 Sanitary systems/septic tanks/settling pits--at least 100 to 150-feet from edge of banks, 
allowing for watercourse meander.  Leach fields at least 50 to 100-feet (greater if 
fractured bedrock exists). 

 Irrigation with reclaimed water--no closer than 100 to 150-feet to riparian or 
jurisdictional area. 

 No removal of native vegetation and no planting of exotic vegetation within arroyos or 
watercourses, or their setbacks 
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 Table 4-1. Watercourse Context and Setback Needs Under Varying Circumstances.  Watercourses are blue in diagrams. 

  Context Diagram  Context and Setback Needs Photograph 

 
 

Meandering stream with variable channel 
width 
A wide setback to channel of watercourse 
can allow for changes in meander over time.  
Measuring setback lines from outer curves of 
channel, noted with stars, can create more 
room for channel (cannel is within solid 
lines, in blue). 

Example is Alessandro Arroyo. 
  

 A confined stream with drop in elevation.  
This stream reach is somewhat confined 
from meandering and erosion.  Measuring 
setback lines from the top of the bank at top 
of slope would be appropriate, but variation 
in channel elevation may require multiple 
setback reference and width. 

Example is Alessandro Arroyo. 
 

 
 
 

Bedrock lined and edged channel. 
There is little ability for runoff to infiltrate, 
but stream channel (solid lines) is relatively 
stable and confined.  Setback lines can be of 
uniform width.. 
Example is Kern River 

 

Setback 
line 

Setback 
line 

Setback 
line 

Watercourse 
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  Context Diagram Context and Setback Needs Photograph 

 Sandy wash below narrow, upland 
channel.  Upper end of wash is narrow, 
grading into a riparian area with steep 
slopes.  Lower end of wash is broad and less 
confined.  Flood plain broadens in lower 
area.  Inner edge of setback can be defined 
by a combination of 100 yr-flood line, and 
top of bank, which ever is further from edge 
of channel.  

Example is middle Prenda Arroyo  
 Riparian area along channel with 

perennial water bordered by flatter 
slopes.  Here, the beginning of setback 
would be measured from the edge of the 
riparian vegetation or the 100 yr-flood line, 
which ever is greater distance from channel.  
This is a good condition for establishing a 
linear park with trail system. 

Example is middle Alessandro Arroyo 

 
 Riparian area with perennial water and 

steep banks.  Native vegetation on steep 
slopes protects watercourse and riparian area 
from excessive runoff and erosion.  Setback 
would begin from top of steep slope where 
flattens out to < 30 %.  

Example is upper Prenda Arroyo 

 

Setback 
line 

100 yr-
flood line

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Riparian habitat

Setback 
line

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Setback 
line 

Top of slope 
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Figure 4-9. Three 
measures of slope 
steepness.  See 
glossary for 
definitions and 
calculations. Source: 
APA Hillside Grading 
Seminar, May 1991. Slope Length 

Sl
op

e 
H

ei
gh

t 

45o –1:1 – 100 % slope 

26.5o – 2:1 – 50 % slope 

14o – 4:1 – 25 % slope 

8.5o – 6:1 – 15% slope 

Recommendation 5: Setbacks to Golf Courses 

 Provide adequate setbacks, at least 50 ft, to existing and proposed golf courses adjacent to 
arroyos and watercourses. 

 
Setbacks to golf courses are important 
because of the copious water, fertilizer, and 
pesticides used to maintain greens and 
fairways.  Too much direct runoff can also 
cause failure of banks.  Water should not be 
allowed to drain directly into streams without 
first being cleansed and allowed to infiltrate 
through a bioswale or other water 
quality/water infiltration feature.  In addition, 
turf grasses, including hybrid Bermuda, 
invade riparian banks and channels and 
should be setback sufficiently to deter 
invasion.  Use of poison for gopher and 
ground squirrel control is also dangerous to 
wildlife.  In addition, setbacks should be wide 
enough to deter ball play into arroyos and 
watercourses, especially those with riparian 
vegetation that is habitat for rare and 
endangered species of wildlife.  Ball play 
should never be across or towards a riparian area. 
 
4.4 SLOPES, SETBACKS, AND MANAGEMENT OF LOT SIZES 
In the western United States, a wide range of permitted land uses have been associated with 
varying steepness of slope.  When the slopes are part of a watercourse with riparian vegetation 
and streams, the CCAC recommends using the more conservative, restrictive land use to 
adequately protect watercourses and property.  A City of Glendora Hillside Overview (LSA 

Figure 4-8. Bermuda grass invasion.  If no 
setback is provided, Bermuda grass readily 
invades riparian areas adjacent to golf 
course. 
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Associates 2002) identified slope problems and land management criteria associated with four 
categories of slope in Figure 4-10.  
 
Less than 15 percent – These lands are not generally considered to be hillside for management 
purposes due to the absence of problems related to slope, although rolling land with slopes 
greater than 5 percent are commonly considered to be hills. Permitted land uses and 
density/intensity of development are generally determined by underlying zoning. 
 
15 to 25 percent – At about 15 percent, slopes begin to create problems for development. Above 
12 to 15 percent, roads must run diagonal rather than perpendicular to slopes, as 12 to 15 percent 
roads are the steepest that are comfortable and safe to drive on, except for very short distances. 
Grading becomes difficult at this steepness, as roads and buildings require extensive cut and fill 
of earth. The more restrictive hillside ordinances prohibit development on slopes in excess of 20 
percent, or limit the maximum allowable density to 1 dwelling unit (du)/10 acres (ac), while 
other ordinances limit density to approximately 1 du/ac or 50 to 75 percent of comparable flat 
land densities within the underlying zone.  
 
25 to 35 percent – Slope becomes a critical factor in development at this steepness. Large 
parcels are often required because of the extensive cut and fill needed to create roadways and 
level building pads. Access between roadways and building pads is difficult, and the design of 
individual lots and buildings to fit site specific terrain conditions is important. Moderately 
restrictive ordinances begin prohibiting development or limiting density to 1 du/10 or 20 ac. 
Where development is permitted, uses are generally limited to single family residential. Other 
ordinances limit density to approximately 1 du/2 or 3 ac or 25 to 50 percent of comparable flat 
land densities within the underlying zone.  
 

Figure 4-10. Slope Categories. From City of Glendora 
Hillside Overview (LSA Associates 2002). 

< 15 % slope 

15 - 25 % slope 

25% - 35% slope 

35% + % slope 
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Over 35 percent – Slope of this steepness is extremely critical. Allowable steepness of cut and 
fill slopes (50 percent) approaches or exceeds natural slopes, resulting in very large cuts and fills 
or the need for retaining walls for creating even small flat areas. By and large, roads should not 
penetrate terrain of this steepness. Because of grading problems, individual sites and homes need 
to be custom designed. Grading in slopes exceeding 50 percent can result in extreme 
disturbances, and are generally considered to be un-developable. Only natural building sites 
within large areas in this steepness category can be developed without extreme disturbance and 
high costs. Development is prohibited or highly restricted (1 du/40 ac), and uses are limited to 
single family residential and open space. Where development is permitted, density generally is 
restricted to 1 du/5 ac or 25 percent of comparable flat land density. 
 
Recommendation 6: Associating Slope, Lot Size, and Setback Distance   
A Graded Topographic/Morphological model for determining lot sizes and setbacks to 
watercourses can protect slopes and banks of arroyos and other watercourses.  Lot size along 
watercourses has a profound influence on the protection of arroyos and other watercourses.  
CCAC recommends the City and County consider zoning land along all watercourses in a way 
that provides a minimum lot size and a minimum setback width suitable for extended protection 
of watercourses.   
 
Recurring problems identified in development plans approved by the City and County currently 
include: 
 

 Designed grading encroachment into riparian and floodplain zones which impacts 
hydrological and habitat function as well as endangers residents and property during 
storm events; 

 Use of  large areas within a watercourse or floodplain to obtain minimum acreage for 
maximum density purposes; 

 Use of large areas within a watercourse or floodplain to obtain the minimum acreage 
necessary for a septic system; 

 Crowding of long narrow lots that perpendicularly intersect arroyos and watercourses and 
complicates protection and management of watercourses; and 

 Use of setback areas and public lands in complying with fuel modification requirements.  
 
Investigating site characteristics and creative options can be useful.  For example, consider 
transfer of development rights with clustering of structures onto flatter areas, as determined by 
Sectional Slope Analysis, (see glossary), while being careful to avoid density bonuses near 
watercourses.  In addition, houses can be setback so that fuel modification does not have to occur 
on steep slopes with native vegetation that protects and stabilizes slopes and thereby 
watercourses. 
 
CCAC suggests modifying the County Land Use Ordinance using a model similar to the City of 
Riverside’s Title 17 Grading.  In Title 17, a 50-foot protective setback to an arroyo begins at the 
point where the slope flattens out to less than 30% Average Natural Slope (see glossary).  This 
could be modified so that all structures would be setback far enough so that fuel modification 
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does not have to occur on steep slopes of arroyos or in the protective setbacks.  Such a model 
could be developed in a GIS model, together with alternative models for determining setbacks.  
In the City ordinance, lot size also increases with steepness of slope, making it easier for 
maintenance of an adequate setback.  In addition, native vegetation is not supposed to be 
removed outside the graded pads.  Limiting lot sizes along steep slopes of arroyos and protecting 
vegetation on these slopes is a progressive approach to limiting excessive runoff, erosion, and 
degradation of watercourses.   
 
The CCAC recommends setback width take into consideration the overall topography and 
geology of arroyos and watercourses.  Suggested setback and lot sizes should be determined 
using the Sectional Slope Analysis (SSA) of the parcel, as determined by a qualified engineer.  
CCAC recommends development of a model that varies setbacks and parcel sizes according to 
steepness of slope, type of watercourse, underlying substrate, and wildlife value of a watercourse 
and its corridor.   
 
Table 4-2. Recommended Lot Size and Setback Schedule 
 

Sectional 
Slope 

Analysis 
(% Slope) 

Minimum 
Lot Size 
(acres) 

Minimum 
Setback 

from 100-
Year 

Floodplain 
to Graded 

Pads 
(feet) 

  

Minimum 
Setback 
from top 
edge of 
slope to 
graded 

pad when 
slope > 
30% 
(feet) 

Setback w/ 
Unstable 

Substrate, 
Impervious 

Soil, or 
Bedrock 

(feet) 

Setback w/ 
Wildlife 
Corridor 

for 
Terrestrial 

Species* 
(feet) 

Setback w/ 
Fuel 

Modification 
Zone ** 

(feet) 

Setback 
w/ Trail 

(feet) 

0 to 15% 1 50 n/a 75 to 100 ft Add 250 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>15 to 20% 2 50 n/a 75 to 100 ft Add 250 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>20 to 25% 5  75 n/a 115 to 150 ft Add 225 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>25 to 30% 10 100 n/a 150 to 200 ft Add 200 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>30 to 40% 20  150 50 225 to 300 ft Add 150 ft Add 100 ft Add 25 ft 

>40% No Building Allowed 

*Increase from outer edge of minimum setback.  If watercourse is deeply incised with steep slopes, add enough 
distance for wildlife to escape high storm flows even if watercourse is not targeted as major wildlife corridor. 
**Increase so that any structure is 100 ft from outer edge of vegetated setback (already adjusted for unstable or 
impervious substrate) to structures 

 
As land surrounding a watercourse grows steeper and the slope distance increases, lot sizes and 
setbacks to the watercourse should get larger.  Minimum setbacks from the edge of floodplains 
or top-of-slope include areas with stable, porous substrate and vegetative cover.  Setbacks should 
be increased by 50 to 100%, depending on severity of condition, in areas with unstable 
substrates, impervious soil, or bedrock.  Slope and setback should be linked, but can vary 
depending on underlying substrate, wildlife corridor needs, and fuel modification requirements 
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of the site.  CCAC recommends that the City and County adopt lot size and setback requirements 
based on the Lot Size and Setback Schedule presented in Table 4-2.   
 
With some types of agriculture, it may be appropriate to reduce the width of a riparian buffer to 
50 ft.  However, herds of grazing animals are known to decrease vegetation and compact soils on 
banks and slopes by watercourses, thus decreasing rainwater infiltration and increasing runoff. 
 

4.5 SENSITIVE ARROYO AND WATERCOURSE CROSSINGS   
New road crossings over or through watercourses, especially 
arroyos, should be discouraged in all new and existing 
development. A set of new guidelines for necessary 
crossings is needed to ensure adequate protection of arroyos, 
watercourses, and watershed resources.  It is most important 
to deter crossing designs that interrupt the natural flow of 
water within watercourses as well as eliminate the ability for 
wildlife to use these corridors for movement.  New crossing 
projects should use design techniques and products that 
allow for a natural free-flowing stream rather than the 
standard culvert pipes used today.  Small culvert pipes that 
constrict channels and change flow rates are not 
recommended.  
 
Recommendation 7: Design Guidelines for Bridging 
Systems 
Bridging systems should provide crossings over rather than 
within watercourses and should avoid impacts to channels 
and riparian resources.  CCAC recommends that design 
guidelines for economical and ecological “bridging” systems 
be studied, prioritized, and incorporated by both the City and 
County.  Crossings should be aesthetically pleasing and open 
to allow the free movement of water, wildlife, and 
watercourse maintenance teams.  
 

 Custom bridging systems designed and constructed 
for the specific physical and aesthetic considerations 
of the site/crossing should be encouraged as a first 
priority. 

 Large soft-bottomed box culverts and prefabricated 
bridging systems for road crossings are an acceptable 
alternative to the custom bridge.  There are 
prefabricated products on the market that can be used 
to span watercourses in a more sensitive and aesthetic 
way.  These bridge systems are fast and economical 
and can avoid the need for streambed alterations that require extensive permitting and 
mitigation. 

Figure 4-11. Example bridge 
design that allows unimpeded 
water flow and movement of 
wildlife along watercourse. 
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 Pedestrian bridges should be required for all trail crossings over streams, particularly for 
stream corridors containing sensitive riparian habitat.  Again, many appropriate, 
attractive prefabricated options are available. 

 For very wide stream corridors, a regular bridge may be needed.  However, bridges can 
provide structure needed for utility crossings.  

 
4.6 CONSERVATION EASEMENTS AND CONSERVATION LOTS 
CCAC has submitted draft recommendations for the contents of agreements for conservation 
open space easements in a separate document and is awaiting feedback from City and County 
staff.  A revised draft of recommended language for a conservation open space agreement is in 
Appendix 7.2.  When delineating watercourse easements or lots, create boundaries that include 
logical, natural topographic configurations rather than confining lot or easement to a static or 
narrow channel that ignores the dynamic nature of the stream channel.  Only “see through” 
fencing should be installed and only to the outside of setbacks, away from watercourse edge.  
Any fuel modification (such as thinning of shrubs and mowing of weedy invasive grasses) 
should be done in a designated fuel modification zone outside the protective setback to a 
watercourse and should occur on the flatter land and within the footprint of the developed areas, 
rather than within the conservation zone.  Do not include the steep slopes of an arroyo or 
watercourse in the fuel modification zone.  No disking of vegetation should be allowed on steep 
slopes or within the setback to a watercourse.  The steep slopes of an arroyo or watercourse 
should retain vegetation cover to prevent erosion of the banks and reduce sedimentation of the 
watercourse.  The canopy of the riparian vegetation should not be disturbed.  A condition should 
state that no non-native species shall be planted within the open space areas and that native 
vegetation shall be conserved. Motorized vehicles should be prohibited (except for maintenance 
purposes).  Lighting should never be directed toward a conservation easement.  

It is unusual for a Home Owners Association (HOA) to have the knowledge and ability to 
properly manage sensitive watercourse sites.  CCAC suggests consideration of a policy that if an 
HOA holds title to a lot traversed by an arroyo or watercourse, Open Space Lot, or Conservation 
Easement, that it employ an experienced non-profit conservation organization or agency to 
manage and maintain the lot.  Alternatively, the land owner can provide for a Conservation 
Easement or Conservation Lot in fee title to a conservation organization with an endowment or 
other mechanism to finance management.  It is important that a conservation and management 
plan (including a draft fire management plan) be properly approved with conditions that protect 
watercourses prior to recording a tract map. 
 
Recommendation 8: Conservation Easements and Conservation Lots 
Conservation lands can be easements or lots in fee title that are dedicated as open space for 
conservation of native plants, animals, and natural resources. 

 Easement boundaries should conform to setback conditions to preserve the natural 
boundary of a watercourse and take into consideration the dynamic nature of the 
watercourse. 

 Only “see through” fencing permitted and limited to the outside of setbacks, never across 
channel of watercourse where it could block flow, or between open space areas. 
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 Fuel modification only in non-sloped portions of easement outside of setback. 

 No planting of invasive species or removal of native species. 

 No lighting of watercourse area. 

 Homeowner's Associations should employ an experienced non-profit conservation group 
to manage /maintain the conservation easement.  

 No OHV use. 

 Alternatively, developers provide for a conservation lot in fee title to a conservation 
organization with an endowment to finance management of the conservation lot. 

 No grazing except for fire and weed management under close supervision. 
  
4.7 STORMWATER RUNOFF AND WATER QUALITY STRUCTURES 
All types of watercourses need to be protected from increased runoff from development and 
redevelopment.  Watercourses need to be safe from pollution inputs.  Vegetated water quality 
structures (such as detention basins and bio-swales) are being installed in many locations to slow 
and filter water before it enters a stream within a watercourse or other waterbody.  Such 
structures should be planted with native plants appropriate for site conditions and the local 
natural conditions. Non-native species that can invade natural watercourses should be prohibited. 
There is a severe problem with invasive species along watercourses and in wetlands. See 
Appendix 7.9-710 for lists of appropriate and inappropriate plant species, respectively. 

Recommendation 9: Water Quality Protection 

 Stormwater detention basins, recharge basins, water quality basins, or similar larger scale 
water capture devices should be incorporated into projects according to the conditions of 
the site and project scope.  In the event such facilities are used, sensitive design and 
placement for ecological and aesthetic conditions should be required.  If at all possible, 
such facilities should be designed for multiple purposes such as parks, playgrounds, street 
medians, or habitat, and so on.  Facilities should treat water before entering a 
watercourse.  They should not be in a watercourse. 

 Biofiltration measures should be incorporated into the site plan and site design, such as 
the use of engineered bio-swales that slow and filter urban water runoff before entering 
an arroyo or watercourse. 

 

Encourage Comprehensive Design Models 

Many opportunities exist for improving the relationship between urban land uses and 
arroyos/watercourses within the CCAC project area.  A new comprehensive design model is 
needed for new and redeveloping areas in and adjacent to arroyos and watercourses that embrace 
and benefit from the natural character of the site.  Communities across the U.S. have adopted 
new land use policies that provide comprehensive design models and are approving new 
development/redevelopment that incorporate low impact development and green infrastructure 
scenarios.  These projects not only provide environmental success for those communities, but 
also are proven financial successes for developers, with economic returns for communities 
because people have a greater desire to live near natural and scenic spaces.   
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Figure 4-13. SENSITIVE SITE DESIGN, 
Parallel Streets. Parallel streets running along 
the watercourse or arroyo provides an 
opportunity for riparian and watercourse 
buffers and trail corridors, as well as streets as 
fuel modification zones.  It eliminates all rear 
yard exposure to the arroyo. 
Source: Santa Clara Valley Water District User Manual: 
Guidelines and Standards for Land Use Near Streams 

Figure 4-14. SENSITIVE SITE DESIGN, 
Cul-de-Sacs.  Cul-de-sacs perpendicular to the 
setback buffer eliminates all rear yard 
exposure to the arroyo but includes some side-
yard exposure.  Requires additional setback for 
fuel modification and trail corridor.  Provides 
opportunity for neighborhood runoff capture 
and biofiltration. 
Source: Santa Clara Valley Water District User Manual: 
Guidelines and Standards for Land Use Near Streams

Figure 4-15. SENSITIVE SITE DESIGN, 
Minor Loop Streets.  Minor loop streets 
eliminate all rear yard exposure to the arroyo 
but includes some side-yard exposure.  
Requires additional setback for fuel 
modification adjacent to side yards but streets 
can act in such capacity at the loop.  Provides 
neighborhood connection to open space. 
Source: Santa Clara Valley Water District User Manual: 
Guidelines and Standards for Land Use Near Streams

Figure 4-16. HARMFUL SITE DESIGN, 
Backyard Exposure.  Backyard exposure to 
watercourses and arroyos damages riparian and 
upland habitat and watershed systems.  The 
arroyo is cut off from the neighborhood 
allowing it to become a detriment rather than 
an asset.  Requires additional setback for fuel 
modification and trail corridors. 
Source: Santa Clara Valley Water District User Manual: 
Guidelines and Standards for Land Use Near Streams
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Recommendation 10: Arroyos/Watercourses 
as Neighborhood Amenities 

 Street alignments should be placed 
between the house and the 
arroyo/watercourse. 

 Open space corridor, park strip, and/or 
trails should be placed between street 
and arroyo/watercourse. 

 
Rather than situating houses with backyards 
protruding into arroyos or watercourses, and 
allowing fire clearance on steep slopes, houses 
should face arroyos or watercourses with the 
street and trail between homes and top border of 
arroyo or watercourse (see Figure 4-17). This 
scenario provides a scenic area to the public and 
a firebreak between homes and native 
vegetation.  Depending on the terrain, trails 
could be placed on the edge of the firebreak 
along the top edge of watercourses and meander 
across watercourses in relatively flat areas or 
where vegetation is open and the likelihood of 

Figure 4-18. An example of 
permeable paving in parking 
strips. 

Figure 4-17.  Example of sensitive development along arroyos. Source: Jones and 
Stokes 1999, Riparian Corridor Policy Study for City of San Jose, California. 
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disturbing nesting birds is minimized. In this way, homes would face open spaces instead of 
separation from watercourses by walls.  Homeowners would take more pride and ownership of 
open space. This model should also have provisions for homes along arroyos and watercourses 
that include placing individual sanitary (septic) systems along the back of the property - as far 
away from the arroyos or watercourses as possible. 
 
Recommendation 11: Stormwater 
Management and Runoff Reduction as a 
Design Element 

 Incorporate use of permeable paving 
materials for parking surfaces, driveways, 
sidewalks and other surfaces requiring 
hard materials. 

 Disconnect sidewalks by relocating them 
away from the roadway or directing their 
runoff into an open drainage system that 
leads to an infiltration area.  

 Build narrower residential streets or 
restrict parking and sidewalk areas to one 
side of the road rather than both. The 
resulting open space creates pervious 
areas, bioretention facilities, or vegetated bio-
swales.  Street parking strips can also include 
permeable paving material. 

 Use permeable pavers for emergency 
stopping areas, crosswalks, sidewalks, road 
shoulders, on-street parking areas, vehicle 
crossovers and low-traffic roads.  

 Use bioretention cells as rain gardens in 
landscaped parking lot islands to reduce 
runoff volume and filter pollutants.  

 Use multi-functional open drainage systems 
in lieu of more conventional curb-and-gutter 
systems such as a curb and swale system, 
concave street medians that capture water, 
and cul-de-sac circles that provide a concave, 
landscaped circle to capture water.  

 Home and public area landscape design that 
incorporates water capture, biofiltration, and 
other measures including the use of native 
plant species and/or noninvasive California 
friendly plant species. 

 Controlled irrigation systems that provide 

Figure 4-19. Example of 
stormwater management and 
pedestrian crossing. 

Figure 4-20. Example of 
stormwater capture and 
biofiltration in urban setting. 
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Box 4-1. Current standards for septic 
system setbacks in County and City 
 
Minimum lot size for use of septic systems is one (1) 
acre in the City, and one half (0.5) acre in the County. 
The minimum setbacks of sewage systems from wells 
cited by County Ordinance No. 682 Section 15 are 
identical to those cited in City of Riverside Municipal 
Code Chapter 6.28 Water and Other Wells: 

 Sewer, 50 ft 
 Watertight septic tank, 100 ft 
 Subsurface sewage leach line or leach field, 

100 ft 
 Cesspool or seepage pit, 150 ft 
 Animal or fowl enclosures, 100 ft 
 Any surface sewage disposal system 

discharging 2,000 gal/day or more, 200 ft 

In addition, distances to ground water and surface water 
depend on soil porosity, site slope, so as not to pollute 
water.  

Minimum distances from streams or other water bodies: 
 50 feet to septic tanks 
 100 feet to leach fields 
 150 feet to seepage pits/cesspools feet  

(2006 Uniform Plumbing Code). See also Appendix 7.8. 

only the amount of water required and result in no overspray or runoff. 

 Retain rooftop runoff in cisterns for later on-lot irrigation use.  

 Use green roofs for runoff reduction, energy savings, improved air quality, and enhanced 
aesthetics.   

  
4.8 RESTRICTED LAND USES FOR WATERCOURSES 
Practices that are incompatible with protection of watershed resources, riparian habitat, water 
quality, and other “beneficial uses” as defined by the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control 
Board should be restricted.   

Recommendation 12: Restrict the Use of Septic Systems on the Slopes of Arroyos and 
Watercourses Outside of Graded Pads  
There is a very high density of septic systems in the Santa Ana River watershed.  When these 
systems are positioned in areas with high ground water, multiple watercourses, springs, and 
either highly porous or impervious soils, the pollution threat can be substantial.  Current policy 
for setbacks is consistent for the County and City except that the minimum lot size is 1 acre in 
the City, and one half acre in the County.  The Uniform Plumbing Code (2006) requires that 
septic tanks, leach lines, and seepage pits/cesspools be setback from streams and other bodies of 
water at least 50, 100, and 150 feet respectively.  Development plans for both the County and 
City are examined by the County 
Department of Environmental Health. 
Regulations for minimum lot size and 
setbacks to wells, groundwater, and 
watercourses may be adequate where 
percolation through substrate cleanses 
effluent before entering groundwater, lakes, 
or streams, but may not be adequate in areas 
with steep slopes, perched water tables, and 
multiple or large watercourses.  For 
additional discussion of septic system 
conditions and needs see Box 3-2 and 
Appendix 7.8.  The installation of septic 
systems on the slopes of arroyos and 
watercourses outside of graded pads also 
causes unnecessary soil disturbance and 
drainage in the direction of the watercourse.  
If the ground should become saturated after 
heavy rains, septic systems on slopes within 
and next to watercourses can overflow into 
the watercourse channel.  Recommendations 
to avoid such impacts in these areas include:  

 Require septic systems and leach 
fields to be located away from 
sensitive steep slopes of arroyos and 
watercourses and require generous 
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setbacks (at least 100 feet from leach fields to a watercourse) to prevent groundwater or 
surface water pollution.  

 Require a minimum lot size of at least two (2) acres along arroyos and other major 
watercourses in hilly areas and one (1) acre in areas with < 18% slope to ensure adequate 
space for setbacks. 

 

Recommendation 13: Restrict New Sewage Pumping Stations Adjacent to Watercourses 
For a variety of reasons, sewage pumping stations periodically malfunction.  To eliminate 
problematic overflow of sewage from malfunctioning pumping stations, CCAC recommends the 
following: 

 Locate new sewage pumping stations away from watercourses. 

 In the event that locations are limited to an area adjacent to a watercourse, provide 
appropriate Best Management Practices (BMPs) that result in strong protection for 
watercourses in the event of an accidental sewage overflow. 

 
Recommendation 14: Restrict Fencing in Arroyos and Watercourse Channels 
No arroyo, watercourse channel or bank should be fenced or otherwise obstructed.  Free flow of 
water and debris is necessary.  Fencing causes debris dams that can dam or divert streams.  
Watercourses are also important habitat and movement corridors for wildlife.  Fencing obstructs 
free travel of many native animals. The perimeter of arroyos and watercourses should not use 
fencing that interferes with the free travel of most animals among the segments of networks of 
open spaces.  To eliminate impacts from fencing in sensitive arroyo and watercourse areas, 
CCAC recommends the following measures: 

 Prohibit fencing across arroyos, watercourses, channels, or banks. 

 Require that any residential fencing used in arroyo planning areas be placed on graded 
pads only. 

 Require that any security fencing for public facilities be placed immediately around the 
facility only and considering water flow and wildlife movement needs. 
 

Recommendation 15: Restrict New Golf Course Development within the Boundaries of 
Arroyos, Watercourses, and Wetlands.  
New golf courses need to protect wetlands and watercourses.  Developers should plan projects 
such that housing and greens are outside of the boundaries of arroyos, watercourses and 
wetlands.  Golf courses can have value as firebreaks between homes and native vegetation, but 
they are problematic to water quality and other beneficial uses.  To eliminate impacts to 
watercourses from golf courses, the CCAC recommends the following:  

 Restrict housing, structures, greens, and landscaping to areas outside the boundaries of 
arroyos and watercourses. 

 Require a minimum 50 to 100-foot setback to watercourses with riparian vegetation for 
all golf course activities. 

 Orient fairways parallel to or away from watercourses. 
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 Orient driving ranges to avoid hitting balls into riparian areas. 

 Use bioswales, infiltration basins, and other water quality and stormwater Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) to capture, treat, and/or slow runoff before it enters 
watercourses. 

 Utilize Integrated Pest Management measures that reduce the use of pesticides, fertilizers 
and other additives that impact water and habitat quality in watercourses through runoff. 

 Use high-efficiency irrigation systems, regionally-appropriate non-invasive landscape 
species, minimal turf, and other water use efficiency BMPs to reduce on-site water usage 
and dry weather runoff. 

 Encourage and assist existing golf courses to install water quality, stormwater, and water 
use efficiency Best Management Practices (BMPs) that protect riparian corridors, reduce 
irrigation and stormwater runoff, and treat runoff water before it enters watercourses. 

 
Recommendation 16: Restrict Domestic Animal and Farm Livestock Keeping in Arroyos 
and Watercourses 
Keeping domesticated animals and livestock in arroyos and watercourses results in significant 
loss of native vegetation, denuded landscapes that are prone to erosion, and water quality impacts 
due to concentrated animal wastes.  The CCAC recommends that the City and County:   

 Require review and permits for animal keeping near arroyos and watercourses so that the 
uses can be analyzed and approved according to site-specific circumstances and probable 
impacts. 

 
Recommendation 17: Restrict Animal Grazing Farm Stock 
Under limited conditions, the grazing of farm stock such as horses, cattle, sheep, and goats or 
other farm stock (not including hogs) can be acceptable but would require large parcels of land 
(open range areas, hundreds of acres).  The CCAC recommends the following measure to ensure 
that protections are included: 

 Require review and permits for animal grazing near arroyos and watercourses so that the 
uses can be analyzed and approved according to site-specific circumstances and probable 
impacts. 
 

Recommendation 18: Restrict Nurseries and Agriculture from Placement in Arroyos and 
Watercourses 
Agricultural uses including nurseries, orchards, and other crops often result in significant impacts 
such as cleared lands, erosion, introduction of non-native invasive species, and runoff water 
containing pesticides and fertilizers.  Placement of these uses should not jeopardize 
watercourses.  Agricultural uses should be avoided or should be very limited in and next to 
arroyos and watercourses to limit runoff of pesticides and fertilizers and to preserve riparian 
habitat. The CCAC recommends the following to reduce any impacts from a proposed new 
agricultural use:  
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 Require review and permits for new agricultural land adjacent to arroyos and watercourses so 
that the uses can be analyzed and approved according to site-specific circumstances and 
probable impacts. 

 Encourage and assist existing agricultural uses to install agricultural Best Management 
Practices (BMPs) that protect riparian corridors, reduce agricultural runoff, and treat runoff 
water before it enters watercourses. 

 
Recommendation 19: Restrict Telecommunication Towers and Utility Infrastructure 
within Arroyos and Watercourses 
Watercourses are often used 
inappropriately as conduits for 
telecommunication and utility 
infrastructure.  Such uses result in 
increased, inappropriate access to 
watercourses, habitat damage, 
facilities in floodplains that require 
special flood protection measures.  
The CCAC recommends the 
following:  

 Prohibit telecommunications and 
utility agency equipment and 
facilities from being placed in or 
along arroyos and watercourses.   

 Prohibit any new access to existing 
or future telecommunication or 
utility facility or corridor from 
being placed through or in an 
arroyo or watercourse. 

 Require facilities with fuel 
modification areas that are placed 
away from watercourses and 
adjacent slopes.  

 Restrict locations of occupied 
structures to be in accordance with 
fuel modification requirement of 
State and Local Governments. 

 
Recommendation 20: Restrict Other 
Incompatible Operations 
Many legal and illegal land uses 
require operations, technology, 
materials, and uses that are 
incompatible with protecting riparian, 
watercourse, and arroyo resources.  

Figure 4-21. Burying utilities along watercourses 
degrades the site.  Erosion can impair the utilities 
and the watercourse.  Site near Watkins Drive. 

Figure 4-22. Impermeable structures increase 
runoff and don’t belong on slopes of watercourses.  

Fuel line 
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The CCAC recommends that the following uses be prohibited in and adjacent to arroyos and 
watercourses: 

 Prohibit land uses that typically generate litter. 

 Prohibit dumping. 

 Prohibit off-road vehicle use. 

 Prohibit removal of native vegetation. 

 Prohibit storage of toxic materials. 
 

4.9 EXCEPTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS TO RECOMMENDED POLICIES 
 
SETBACK EXCEPTIONS 
 
At times it will be appropriate to consider exceptions to the CCAC setback recommendations 
made in Table 4-2.  Exceptions are appropriate only if basic watercourse and riparian habitat 
protections can be faithfully achieved.  The 1999 San Jose Corridor Policy Study guided this 
section, but further study is needed to tailor the exceptions to the Riverside project area.  A draft 
list of exceptions for the project area includes: 

 Sites adjacent to small watercourses or secondary tributaries in which the land use has 
characteristics that could only adversely affect a watercourse to a distance less than the 
associated setback width. 

 Pre-existing approvals of grading plans for single-family dwellings. 

 Sites under redevelopment with uses that are similar to existing use or of significantly 
less potential to impact a watercourse than the original development, which there is no 
further decrease in setback, and which occupy less than or equal to the footprint of the 
previous structure. 

 Instances where the land use would protect and enhance the watercourse and habitat to a 
greater extent than strict adherence to setback width. 

 Recreation facilities that are of critical need and for which alternative sites are not 
available and which include design measures for water quality protection, integrative 
stormwater management and capture, water use efficiency and runoff capture, appropriate 
landscape materials and species, etc. as discussed in other recommendations. 

 Preexisting parcels of the CCAC recommended lot size that have unusual geometry 
and/or disproportionately long watercourse frontages. 

 Replacement or upgrading of utility or equipment installations which have no significant 
disturbance to the watercourse or its riparian corridor during construction or operation. 

 Development adjacent to a closed culverted section of a watercourse. 

If one or more of the above circumstances is present, a reduced setback (up to 25%) may be 
considered if: 
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 There is no reasonable alternative which avoids or reduces the encroachment into the 
setback area. 

 The reduced setback will not significantly reduce or adversely impact water quality or a 
riparian corridor 

 Uses are not fundamentally incompatible with riparian habitats 

 There is no evidence of stream bank erosion or previous attempts to stabilize the stream 
banks which could be negatively affected by the proposed development. 

 The granting of the exception will not be detrimental or injurious to adjacent and/or 
downstream or upstream properties or stream function. 

 A qualified biologist, stream hydrologist and/or other appropriate professional has 
confirmed in writing the above conditions as well as a program to achieve habitat 
protection objectives detailed below. 

 
HABITAT PROTECTION OBJECTIVES (After 1999 San Jose Riparian Corridor Policy 
Study) 
 
Building, paving and activity setbacks, including reduced setbacks, should always be 
sufficient to avoid property damage from floods and flood-related erosion and be sufficient to 
protect habitat values and water quality as follows: 

 Habitat Value:  The habitat value of all riparian/riverine habitats, as provided by the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP, shall be protected.  Shade canopy provided by trees 
and shrubs is a critical element of riparian quality.  Allow no infringement on such 
habitat such that:    

° New development or activities will not interrupt or threaten the continuity of the 
riparian habitat and will not preclude restoration of vegetation along a creek 
channel where upstream and downstream habitats are of good quality. 

° Setbacks are sufficient to protect sensitive species and their habitat from the 
impacts of human and urban activity. (e.g., noise, lights, pets, traffic)  

° Any encroachment will not significantly reduce the amount of moisture 
streamside vegetation receives from natural drainage which percolates down from 
the uplands.  On lands adjacent to streams, the vegetation needs rainfall runoff 
along the banks in order to maintain moist conditions. 

° The ground and vegetation within the riparian corridor remain undisturbed unless 
disturbance is necessary for resource protection or enhancement purposes or to 
accommodate a crossing consistent with these guidelines. 

 Protection from Erosion and Stream Meander:  Private property adjacent to or 
downstream from an eroding and meandering stream channel should be protected from 
damage due to erosion and sedimentation such that: 

° Buildings and impermeable surfaces should not be constructed where they may be 
affected by increased flood flows or shifting channels. 
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° Buildings and impermeable surfaces should not be constructed where they may 
increase the rate and amount of storm water runoff, erosion and sedimentation.  It 
is particularly important that construction of buildings and impermeable surfaces 
not be allowed to occur in areas which exceed 15% slope or within the setback to 
a riparian edge. 

 Water Quality:  Water quality and groundwater recharge should be protected by 
incorporating conditions which promote: 

° Preservation and control of erosion and sedimentation 

° Preservation of natural drainage systems 

° Protection of wetlands 

° Avoidance of impermeable surfaces on areas mapped as recharge areas 

° Control of site runoff to avoid drainage of toxic or other incompatible substances 
into the stream and to minimize potential erosion. 

EXEMPTIONS TO RECOMMENDED POLICIES 

Projects that should be allowed within a watercourse or riparian corridor with an administrative 
permit following consultation and permitting if required by ACOE, CDFG, or RWQCB include: 

 Watercourse and wetland restoration 

 Removal of invasive or exotic vegetation 

 Removal of hazardous trees 

 Channel bank protection and repair 

 Other similar riparian habitat improvement projects 

Examples of projects that should be allowed within a setback area with an administrative permit 
include: 

 Uses allowed within a riparian corridor 

 Upper floor additions to existing structures in zones that allow second floors 

 Replacement of existing impermeable developed structures with permeable structures 
(e.g., permeable paving) 

 Replacement of non-native, invasive vegetation with native vegetation 
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5.0 WATERSHED PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT: RECOMMENDED 
NEXT STEPS 

 
5.1 ARROYO/WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLAN 
The City of Riverside and adjacent County areas encompasses a series of arroyos characterized 
by healthy riparian habitat, severely degraded conditions, and channelized watercourses 
depending on the location. This urbanizing sub-region of the Middle Santa Ana River Watershed 
Management Area is experiencing rapid development with significant impacts to habitat, water 
supply, water quality and open space. Development of a comprehensive Riverside Arroyo 
Watershed Management Plan (Plan) that addresses the connection between land use decisions 
and habitat, water quality, stormwater management, and overall watershed function is needed.  
The necessary challenge will be to incorporate these approaches into the long-term general plan 
and zoning process within the City and County of Riverside.  This should be a multi-objective, 
stakeholder-based Plan to identify short-term actions and long-term strategies for effective and 
responsible watershed management that incorporates measures such as those proposed in the 
proceeding chapters of this document. Key elements should include a habitat mitigation plan, 
identification of water quality BMP sites, a “green streets” approach to transportation, “green 
building” requirements, landowner and resident education framework, integration with regional 
trail and open space plans, additional policy recommendations, watershed management 
organizational structure, and a stakeholder process including public forums and outreach. 
 
5.2 AT-RISK ASSESSMENTS REGARDING LAND USE CONVERSIONS  
The CCAC recommends that the City and County conduct an “at-risk assessment” regarding 
planned and potential land use conversions from open space to a developed purpose.  The 
assessment should take into account potential impacts of such conversions to existing conditions 
regarding stormwater runoff, water quality, habitat and open space, and recreation needs of the 
City of Riverside and adjacent County unincorporated areas.  The assessment should provide a 
realistic view of the cumulative impacts of full build-out of the general plans.  The assessment 
should be used to identify appropriate land use measures in the Arroyo/Watershed Management 
Plan that compensate for short- and long-term impacts to arroyo, watercourse, or hydrologic 
conditions throughout the arroyo watersheds to the Santa Ana River.  
 
5.3 GOVERNANCE AND COORDINATION OF ARROYO/WATERSHED 

ACTIVITIES 
The CCAC recommends that the City of Riverside and County of Riverside establish various 
levels of governance and coordination on a watershed basis.  This could include the creation of a 
decision tree, a multi-agency involvement task force, a steering committee, establishment of a 
stakeholder watershed council, and a foundation to assist in the implementation of programs 
throughout the City’s watersheds. 
 
5.4 EVALUATION: EFFECTIVENESS OF EXISTING PROTECTION MEASURES 
The CCAC recommends that the City of Riverside and County of Riverside, in cooperation with 
a citizen’s committee such as the CCAC, jointly conduct an objective evaluation of the 
effectiveness of existing protection measures and their implementation including, but not limited 
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to, the City of Riverside’s existing grading ordinance, Proposition R, and Measure C, and the 
County of Riverside’s protection measures in protecting arroyo, hillside, and watershed 
resources in the project area.  The committee should identify areas that are working and those 
areas that may require updating to ensure adequate protection of resources. 
 
5.5 NEXT STEPS FOR CCAC WITH REGARD TO POLICY AND MAPPING 
According to the goals in establishing the CCAC, next steps and immediate future roles include: 
 
 Work with City and County staff to refine policy recommendations that further the goal of 

establishing consistent policies for land use and watershed management in areas that affect 
both jurisdictions. 

 Refine GIS Watercourse Protection mapping project and documentation. 

 Provide GIS maps to City and County. 

 Develop Riparian Map Layer and combine with Watercourse Layer into Watercourse 
Protection Map. 

 Develop GIS models for delineating watercourse setbacks and riparian buffers. 

 Promote programs and educational materials to enhance community awareness about the 
importance watercourse preservation and methods to achieve a healthy watershed. 

 Compile resource file of Best Management Practices. 
 
For an outline of existing projects and projected work by CCAC see Appendix 7.15. 
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APPENDIX 7.1: 
GLOSSARY 
 

Aquifer. Geologic formation(s) that is water bearing. A geological formation or structure that 
stores and/or transmits water, such as to wells and springs. Use of the term is usually restricted to 
those water-bearing formations capable of yielding water in sufficient quantity to constitute a 
usable supply for people's uses.  A confined aquifer is soil or rock below the land surface that is 
saturated with water. There are layers of impermeable material both above and below it and it is 
under pressure so that when the aquifer is penetrated by a well or otherwise punctured, the water 
will rise above the top of the aquifer.  An unconfined aquifer has its upper water surface (water 
table) at atmospheric pressure, and thus is able to rise and fall. (Schilling et al. 2005) 
 
Artificial recharge. A process where water is put back into ground-water storage from surface-
water supplies such as irrigation, or induced infiltration from streams or wells. (Schilling et al. 
2005). 
 
Arroyo.  1) In the English language, an arroyo is often defined as a rocky ravine with a 
watercourse at the bottom.  The watercourse can be dry (i.e., intermittent or ephemeral), or it can 
have a stream that runs most of the year (perennial) or it can run through out the year 
(permanent).  2) In Spanish, arroyo refers to a stream or brook.  California was once a part of 
Mexico, and many places, streams, and other landforms were given Spanish names by early 
colonists, rancheros, and missionaries.  3) Scientific usage:  In the field of geomorphology of 
rivers, the term arroyo is used in the southwestern USA for a landform created from cut-and-fill 
river systems.  The arroyos are named for the processes that form them (Brierley and Fryirs 
2005).  The resulting landform can be a deeply incised channel through areas with alluvial 
deposits.  The Alessandro, Prenda, and Mockingbird Arroyos are examples of local arroyos.  
 
Average natural slope method of slope analysis.  A method of determining average slope for a 
particular area as per City of Riverside Grading Ordinance, Section 19.04.038  

"Average natural slope" means the average natural inclination of the ground surface of a 
lot or parcel expressed as a percent and as measured by the following formula: 
S = 0.002296xIxL 

A 
Where: S = average natural slope in percent 
I = natural contour interval in feet 
L = length of natural contours in feet 
A = acres of property (parcel of record existing on November 13, 1979) 
0.002296 = constant which converts square feet into acres and expresses slope in percent 
The average natural slope shall be computed from photogrametric maps, grading permit 
plans and other data or evidence approved by the Public Works Department. (Ord. 5585 § 
1, 1987) 

 
Average slope.  In general, the average slope is the characteristic slope (see slope) over an area 
of land, measured in percent as the ratio of vertical rise to horizontal distance. In the County, 
average slope is to be determined based on the most accurate available topographic information. 
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In the County, unless the slopes on a parcel are clearly less than 15% for residential projects or 
10% for commercial and industrial projects, the Sectional Method of determining slope is to be 
used (see Slope Analysis Sectional Method and Average Slope Sectional Method). The City of 
Riverside uses Average Natural Slope (see Average Natural Slope).   
 
Average slope, sectional method.  In general, this method of slope analysis uses a topographic 
map to determine the distances between contour lines that correspond to the slope contour limits 
(e.g., 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40% and above). For any purpose for which a slope 
analysis is required for a project site located in the unincorporated area of Riverside County, the 
Sectional Method of Slope Analysis (SSA) is to be employed (see Slope Analysis Sectional 
Method for County requirements).  Generally, the Sectional Method of Slope Analysis, is a 
topographic map of a project site whereupon areas of differing ranges of percentage of slope 
(such as: 0% to 10%, 10% to 15%, 15% to 20%, 20% to 25%, 25% to 35%, and above 35% 
slope) are depicted, usually using different colors, to clearly show and classify all areas of the 
site as areas of relatively flat (colored dark to light green, as slope increases), moderate (colored 
yellow to orange, as slope increases), or steep (colored red to purple, as slope increases) 
topography. Differing slope ranges are determined and mapped by measuring the width of the 
spaces between each of the topographic contours on the map, and then delineating polygons on 
that map that correspond to groupings of spaces that fall into each of the various slope 
categories. Areas where spaces between contour lines are relatively wide are areas of flatter or 
less steep topography, and areas where such spaces are relatively narrow have steeper 
topography. The most accurate slope analyses are performed using a computer program; 
therefore, for sites with steeper or more complicated topography, computerized slope analyses 
may be required to ensure accuracy.  
 

Bank.  Any embankment, dike, levee, wall or similar feature of natural or man-made origin 
which adjoins or parallels any watercourse and which has as a function the confinement of the 
water of said watercourse.  
 
Bankfull Channel.  The channel that is formed by the dominant discharge of water through a 
watercourse.  The dominant discharge is that which is equivalent in its effect to the range of 
discharges that determine the shape and size of a channel.  The bankfull width and depth are 
important parameters of a stream channel. 
 
Best Management Practices (or BMP).  Initiatives undertaken to reduce or eliminate pollution 
entering watercourses. They are called Best Management Practices because they employ the 
“best” practices or technologies for reducing these pollutants, as recognized by the general 
stormwater management community. BMPs are often grouped into two categories: nonstructural 
and structural BMPs. Nonstructural BMPs are changes in behavior or operating procedures to 
reduce pollution, and include such things as educational programs aimed at homeowners to street 
sweeping programs in areas of cities to reduce trash on streets. Structural BMPs are structures 
that are constructed to remove pollutants from water. They can be as simple as special gardens 
designed to absorb rainfall, or as complex as large engineered treatment systems capable of 
removing toxic chemicals. (Arroyo Seco Watershed Management And Restoration Plan: Draft 
Report 01-15-06) 
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Bog.  A wet area the results when precipitation saturates soil for a season or longer. 
 
Brook.  A small stream (Macdonald 1972). 
 
Channel.  The stream channel is the conduit for water within a watercourse. The stream can 
continually adjust its channel shape and path as the amount of water passing through the channel 
changes.  Water and sediment discharges are the principal determinants of the dimensions of a 
stream channel (width, depth, and meander wavelength and gradient). Physical characteristics of 
stream channels, such as width/depth ratio and sinuosity, and types of pattern (braided, 
meandering, straight) are significantly affected by changes in flow rate and sediment discharge, 
and by the type of sediment load in terms of the ratio of suspended to bed load.  A channel is not 
limited to land covered by minimal or ordinary flow but also includes land covered during times 
of high water.  Diversity in channel morphology and associated sediments, which form the 
substrate and habitats for ecological assemblages, is a key component and necessary condition 
for biodiversity. The natural environment is best maintained by allowing stream channels to 
function normally through erosion, deposition and morphological change.  Changes in stream 
morphology reflect changes in the hydrological balance and runoff and/or in the sediment 
supply.  Stream channels that have been directly modified and engineered will try to regain their 
natural morphology unless the modifications are continually maintained. 
http://www.lgt.lt/geoin/doc.php?did=cl_stream 
 
Ephemeral drainage. A watercourse that has flowing water for a short time each year, for as 
little as one day per year.  Many ephemeral drainages flow only during storm events. 
 
Floodplain.  The land adjacent to a channel at the elevation of the bankfull discharge, which is 
inundated on average every 2 of 3 years.  The floor of stream valleys, which can be inundated by 
floods.  Ten, 100, and 500 year flood levels are those with a probability of a 10 percent, 1 
percent, or 0.2 percent chance, respectively of being equaled in any given year. 
 
Floodplain, 100-year.  The one-in-100 year floodplain has a probability of a 0.01 chance per 
year of being covered with water. A 100-year flood refers to, a flood level with a 1 percent 
chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year—it does not mean a flood that occurs 
every 100 years.  
 
Floodway.  Under the National Flood Insurance program, the regulatory floodplain that includes 
the channel and the portion of the adjacent floodplain (usually the 100-year floodplain) that 
carries flood waters. 
 
Fluvial—involving streams and rivers. 
 
Fluvial geomorphology. The study of how river systems interact with the geologic features they 
flow through. Particular aspects include the study of sediment transport by rivers and streams, 
the location, configuration, and geometry of stream channels and how they change under 
different conditions, and how man-made developments will affect natural stream channel 
conditions. (Arroyo Seco Watershed Management And Restoration Plan: Draft Report 01-15-06) 
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Geomorphic analysis.  The measurement of the three-dimensional geometry of landforms 
traditionally applied to watersheds, drainages, hillslopes, beaches, and other groupings of terrain 
features.  Morphometric parameters have received much attention from hydrologists and 
geomorphologists for analysis of physical ecosystem processes such as soil erosion, deposition, 
runoff, stream discharge, sediment yield, and sedimentation of streams.  The USGS (Harvey and 
Eash, 1996) is developing GIS software to precisely calculate a variety of catchment 
morphometric parameters which include variables such as average basin slope, the basin 
elongation ratio, compactness ratio, basin relief, and stream density (http://www.basinsoft.com). 
Some parameters, such as slope length can be used to represent hillslope, basin, and channel 
properties.  Hillslope analysis tools for GIS can be found at: 
http://www.blm.gov/nstc/ecosysmod/Download/ILASTARTnote.doc 
Basin morphometry represents one set of variables recommended for use in watershed 
hydrologic condition analysis methods developed by the Department of Agriculture and 
Department of the Interior (McGammon, Rector, and Gebhardt, 1998). Because by contrast with 
the traditional topographic map based methods, the GIS methods are relatively easy to apply in a 
consistent way on large areas of landscape, and because they permit summation of terrain 
characteristics for any region, they can be utilized to provide geomorphometric data and 
therefore insight into the processes affected by terrain morphology for all types of mapping units. 
 
Headcutting.  “The action of a bedscarp or headward erosion of a locally steep channel or gully” 
(Riley 1998). 
 
Headwater streams. Small streams in the upper parts of the watershed that feed into larger 
streams.  
 
Hydrogeomorphic (HGM). Clinton administration and National Action Plan included a 
Hydrogeomorphic Approach for Assessing Wetland Functions (HGM Approach) used in 
conjunction with Clean Water Act Section 404 regulatory program. 
 
Hydrologic indicators: Observable factors used to indicate the presence of a wetland.  For 
example, the presence of hydrophytic vegetation or hydric soils: 
 
Hydromodification. Defined by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as the “alteration of 
the hydrologic characteristics of surface waters, which in turn could cause degradation of water 
resources.” According to EPA, three general types of habitat modification must be addressed by 
states as they develop their nonpoint programs: 1) channelization and channel modification; 2) 
dams; and 3) streambank and shoreline erosion. http://www.ecy.wa.gov/pubs/9926/5f.pdf 
 
Hydromodification/Habitat Modification: Habitat modifications include activities in the 
landscape, on shore, and in waterbodies that alter the physical structure of aquatic ecosystems 
and have adverse impacts on aquatic life. Examples of habitat modifications to streams include: 
removal of streamside vegetation that stabilizes the shoreline and provides shade, which 
moderates instream temperatures; excavation of cobbles from a stream bed that provide nesting 
habitat for fish; stream burial; and excessive suburban sprawl that alters the natural drainage 
patterns by increasing the intensity, magnitude, and energy of runoff waters.  Hydrologic 
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modifications alter the flow of water. Examples of hydrologic modifications include 
channelization, dewatering, damming, and dredging. http://www.scorecard.org/env-
releases/def/cwa_source_class_def.html 
 
Imperviousness / Impermeability. Refers to surfaces that are covered with materials that 
prevent rainwater from soaking into the ground (prevents infiltration). In a natural setting, most 
rainwater soaks into the ground before it enters rivers and streams. Infiltration is improved by the 
presence of plant roots, especially deep rooted shrubs and trees.  Once development occurs, 
much natural soil is covered by hard surfaces such as parking lots, driveways, and rooftops. 
These surfaces convey all of the rainfall that falls on them into watercourses. This water in turn 
carries whatever trash or debris has fallen on the hard surfaces. One goal of watershed restoration 
is to reduce the imperviousness of urban areas. This reduces the amount of pollution entering 
watercourses, and also reduces the volume of water that drainage systems must be designed to 
carry. (Arroyo Seco Watershed Management And Restoration Plan: Draft Report 01-15-06) 
 
Infiltration. The movement of water from the land surface into the subsurface layers.  Also 
called percolation. 
 
Incised channel.  The path of a stream that has degraded and been cut into the bed of a stream at 
the valley bottom (such as in arroyo). 
 
Intermittent stream.  See ephemeral drainage.  A stream that flows off and on during the year, 
generally following precipitation events. 
 
Key or Keyway.  The notch excavated into the side of a gully or stream to anchor a checkdam or 
other structure. 
 
Meander.  “A sinuous channel from in flatter river grades formed by the erosion on one side of 
the channel (pools) and deposition on the other (point bars)” (Riley 1998). 
 
Nonpoint source pollution. Nonpoint source pollution is water-borne pollution such as trash, 
metals, and bacteria that does not originate from a single source or location, but is instead 
generated by the dispersed activities that occur throughout an urban area. Non-point source 
pollution includes trash that is deposited on streets, metals that wear off of car brake pads, and 
bacteria from pet waste. This non-point source pollution is then carried into watercourses by 
rainfall, car washing, over-irrigation, and other events that cause water to flow over impervious 
surfaces. Because there is no one responsible party for nonpoint source pollution, it is very 
difficult to regulate and reduce. In urban areas, non-point source pollution is the vast majority of 
pollution entering watercourses during storm events. 
 
Percolation. The movement of water through the openings or air spaces in a substrate such as 
rock or soil.  
 
Permeability. The ability of a substrate or other material to allow the passage of a liquid. 
Permeable materials, such as gravel and sand, allow water to move quickly through them, 
whereas impermeable materials, such as clay, don't allow water to flow freely.  
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Point source pollution. Point source pollution is pollution such as trash, metals, and bacteria 
that are generated by a specific source or location within a watershed. Factories, junk yards, and 
wastewater treatment plants are examples of point sources of pollution. Point sources are heavily 
regulated and monitored, and are not the largest sources of wet-weather watercourse pollution. 
 
Riparian. Riparian refers to the zone along bodies of water between the aquatic zone in the 
water body and the dry or terrestrial zone above it. Riparian areas often have specialized 
vegetation and animals that are adapted to periodic flooding and wet conditions. These areas are 
very rich in natural resources, and often remain green and vital well after terrestrial areas have 
dried out in the Southern California summer. However, natural riparian zones are very rare and 
under threat, as they are destroyed whenever rivers are channelized and by new development 
along bodies of water. (Arroyo Seco Watershed Management And Restoration Plan: Draft 
Report 01-15-06) 
 
River.  Natural stream of considerable volume-- larger than a brook or creek.  
 
Runoff. Runoff refers to the water generated during storms (or other sources such as over-
irrigation or car washing) that does not drain into the ground but instead “runs off” over streets 
and parking lots, into storm drains, and eventually into local watercourses and the ocean. Runoff 
is increased when natural surfaces are covered by paving, rooftops, and other hard surfaces. 
Runoff is the primary source of non-point source pollution, so increases in runoff caused by 
development can lead to more pollution of streams. (Arroyo Seco Watershed Management and 
Restoration Plan: Draft Report 01-15-06) 
 
Unsaturated zone. Zone immediately below the land surface where the pores contain both water 
and air, but are not totally saturated with water. These zones differ from an aquifer, where the 
pores are saturated with water.  (Schilling et al. 2005) 
 
Scour.  The erosive action of water within a stream channel as it picks up and moves sediments 
and vegetation.  Sediment loads in flowing water create increased scouring action of beds and 
banks of streams. 
 
Sectional slope analysis.  See Average slope, sectional method. 
 
Seep. An area where water seeps from the earth to the surface. 
 
Setback.  The position of developed areas, levees, or other structures away from a stream bank 
or stream channel.  In constructing a setback levee, for example, the levee would occur a 
sufficient distance from the stream to allow the dynamic processes of flood flows, erosion, 
deposition, and natural meandering to occur without causing damage to the levee or other 
structures.  When considering wildlife preservation, setback distances would, in addition, be far 
enough to (1) minimize degradation of riparian vegetation or other vegetation that protects 
stream banks, (2) decrease runoff directly into streams to protect integrity of water quality, (3) 
minimizes disturbance of wildlife, such as nesting birds, and (4) to protect the erosion of 
developed property. 
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Slope. The vertical change in elevation over a given horizontal distance.  There are three main 
measures for representing slope (Figure 4-9):  1.) Slope ratio = rise over run, that is the measure 
of the vertical distance divided by the measure of the horizontal distance; 2) Slope percentage = 
(rise over run) multiplied by 100; and 3) Slope angle = tan-1 (rise over run).  
 
Slope Analysis. A slope analysis is an analysis of the distance between topographic contour lines 
on a topographic map.  To be accepted by the County of Riverside, an official analysis is 
performed by a qualified person such as a registered or licensed architect, landscape architect, 
engineering geologist, land surveyor, or civil engineer based upon a topographic map with 
contour intervals not exceeding 5 (five feet).  For any purpose for which a slope analysis is 
required for a project site located in the unincorporated area of Riverside County, the Sectional 
Method of Slope Analysis (SSA) is required.  In Riverside County, the SSA is a topographic 
map of a project site whereupon areas of differing ranges of percentage of slope (for example: 
0% to 10%, 10% to 15%, 15% to 20%, 20% to 25%, 25% to 35%, and above 35% slope) are 
depicted, usually using different colors, to clearly show and classify all areas of the site as areas 
of relatively flat (colored dark to light green, as slope increases), moderate (colored yellow to 
orange, as slope increases), or steep (colored red to purple as slope increases) topography.  
Differing slope ranges are determined and mapped by measuring the width of the spaces between 
each of the topographic contours on the map, and then delineating polygons on that map that 
correspond to groupings of spaces that fall into each of the various specified slope categories.  
Areas where spaces between contour lines are relatively wide are areas of flatter or less steep 
topography, and areas where such spaces are relatively narrow have steeper topography. 
 
The most accurate slope analysis are performed using a computer program and model; therefore, 
for sites with steeper or more complicated topography, computerized slope analyses are required 
by the County to ensure accuracy. 
 
Slope analyses are generally not necessary where a site is generally flat, very slightly sloped, or 
very gently rolling, where it is certain that the site contains no arroyos or areas exceeding 15% 
slope, and where a slope analysis is not necessary to determine the intensity of development 
appropriate on a project site. 
 
A slope analysis for any project containing an arroyo shall also include a cross-section of the 
arroyo that shows the area starting 50 (fifty) feet from the prominent edge of the arroyo, through 
the arroyo to a distance of 50 (fifty) feet beyond the prominent edge of the other side of the 
arroyo.  
 
See also Average slope, Average natural slope, and Average slope sectional method.   
 
Spring. An outflow of water from the earth (Macdonald 1972)..   
 
Stream. Running water, as in a small river or brook.  
 
Stream bank.  The bordering slopes of an active stream channel. 
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Stream channel. See channel 
 
Swale.  Small low areas or depressions that carry water only after a rain event.  
 
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL). A Total Maximum Daily Load or TMDL is a limit set 
by a regulatory agency such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency or the State (of CA) 
Water Resources Control Board that states the maximum amount of a particular pollutant that 
can enter a stream within a watercourse without impacting the beneficial uses of the respective 
water body. As an example, a nutrient TMDL for the Los Angeles River limits the amounts of 
nitrates, nitrites, and ammonia that can enter the LA River on any given day. TMDLs are the 
regulatory mechanism being used to reduce non-point source pollution. TMDLs are discussed in 
more detail in Sections 2.3 and 4.1 of this document. 
 
Tributary.  Branches of a main watercourse. Primary tributaries collect runoff from smaller 
drainages (secondary and tertiary tributaries) before they converge with the main watercourse.  
The designation of the main watercourse is arbitrary.  
 
Vernal pool.  A pool of water that forms when precipitation saturates soil and supports standing 
water for only a part of the year.  In the southwest, this is generally in winter and spring. 
 
Vernal stream. A stream the flows during the spring, or in the dry southwest, in the winter or 
spring.  
 
Watercourse. A channel through which water flows or has flowed (Macdonald 1972).  A 
general term that includes the channel/area through which all kinds of streams, brooks, and rivers 
flow.  Includes ephemeral drainages. 
 
Water table.  The top of the water surface in the saturated part of an aquifer. (Schilling et al. 
2005) 
 
Water quality. The chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of water, usually in respect 
to its suitability for a particular purpose.  
 
Watershed.  A region or area bounded peripherally by a divide and draining ultimately to a 
particular watercourse or water body. 
 
Wetland Classification Systems. Descriptive system based on amount of time land is inundated 
and by the plants and animals associated with the site.  For example, seasonal, perennial, or 
permanent wetlands are inundated and saturated for part of the year or all year long, respectively. 
A commonly used system is the Cowardin system of wetland classification. In this system, 
features are divided into coastal (tidal or estuarine wetlands) and inland (non-tidal, freshwater, or 
palustrine) types.  Inland wetlands include floodplains along rivers and streams such as riparian, 
riverine, and palustrine wetlands. Lacustrine wetlands are associated with lakes.  

 Lacustrine. Wetlands and deepwater habitats (1) situated in a topographic depression 
or dammed river channel; (2) lacking trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent 
mosses, or lichens with greater than 30% areal coverages: and (3) whose total area 
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exceeds 8 hectares (20 acres); or area less than 8 h if the boundary is active wave-
formed or bedrock or if water depth in deepest part of basin exceeds 2 m at low water.  
Ocean-derived salinities always < 0.5 parts per thousand. 

 Palustrine.  All non-tidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, 
emergent mosses, or lichens and where ocean-derived salinities are < 0.5 parts per 
thousand. Also includes wetlands lacking vegetation but with all of the following 
characteristics: (1) area < 8 ha; (2) lacking an active wave-formed or bedrock 
boundary; (3) if water depth in deepest part of basin less than 2 m at low water.     

 Riverine- all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a channel except 
those wetlands (1) dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, emergent 
mosses, or lichens, and (2) which have habitats with ocean-derived salinities in excess 
of 0.5 parts per thousand. 

Other systems commonly used in southern California included those in Munz and Keck (1958), 
Cheatham and Haller (1975), Holland (1986), and Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf (1995). 
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APPENDIX 7.2: 
OPEN SPACE LANGUAGE 
 

Recommended Open Space Language: 
This project requires a grant of an open space or conservation easement as mitigation pursuant 
California Environmental Quality Act or local County or City ordinances or policy.  The grantee 
of the open space easement shall be placed with an agency or organization that has expertise with 
the management of open space easements.  The easement shall specify that it be for open space 
and/or conservation purposes, and shall generally prohibit the following uses: 

 Unseasonal watering; use of fertilizers, pesticides, biocides, herbicides or other 
agricultural chemicals except when necessary as a tool for restoration of native 
habitat; weed abatement activities; incompatible fire protection activities; and any and 
all other activities and uses which may adversely affect the purposes of the easement; 

 Use of off-road vehicles and use of any other motorized vehicles except on existing 
roadways or for management purposes; 

 Grazing or other agricultural activity of any kind except for management purposes; 
 Recreational activities including, but not limited to, horseback riding, biking, hunting 

or fishing, except as may be specifically permitted under the easement; 
 Commercial or industrial uses; 
 Any legal or de facto division, subdivision or partitioning of the easement property; 
 Construction, reconstruction or placement of any building, billboard or sign, or any 

other structure or improvement of any kind excepting signage regarding the 
easement; 

 Depositing or accumulation of soil, trash, ashes, refuse, waste, biosolids or any other 
materials; 

 Planting, introduction or dispersal of non-native or exotic plant or animal species; 
 Filling, dumping, excavating, draining, dredging, mining, drilling, removing or 

exploring for or extraction of minerals, loam, soil, sands, gravel, rocks or other 
material on or below the surface of the easement property; 

 Altering the surface or general topography of the easement property, including 
building of roads; 

 Removing, destroying, or cutting of trees, shrubs or other vegetation, except as 
required by law for: fire breaks; maintenance of existing foot trails or roads; 
prevention or treatment of disease; or control of non-native or exotic plants; and 

 Manipulating, impounding or altering any natural watercourse, body of water or 
water circulation on the easement property, and activities or uses detrimental to water 
quality, including but not limited to, degradation or pollution of any surface or 
subsurface waters. 

 Fencing shall generally be limited to perimeter fencing and shall not block the 
movement of wildlife among open space areas, shall not obstruct a watercourse, and 
shall be installed only at the direction of the agency or organization. 

This easement is intended to constitute an enforceable restriction within the meaning of 
California Constitution, Article XIII, Section 8, and is also intended to qualify as an enforceable 
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restriction for the purposes of Revenue and Taxation Code Section 402.1.  As a condition of 
approval for this project, the applicant shall fund a long-term management endowment for the 
easement in a reasonable amount to be determined by the agency or organization.  Long-term 
management of the easement shall be performed by the agency or organization, or its designee, 
or by other mechanism subject to the agencies or organization’s approval and in agencies or 
organization’s sole discretion. 
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APPENDIX 7.3: 
WETLANDS DEFINITION AND JURISDICTIONS 
 
 
What are Wetlands? 

 
Wetlands are highly regulated by State and Federal laws.  Portions of arroyo and watercourse 
systems can be classified as wetlands for regulatory purposes and this is important to how local 
ordinances are constructed and implemented.  The classification and definition of wetland differs 
among disciplines and regulatory agencies.  Below, we provide explanations that influence how 
wetlands within arroyos and watercourses are delineated and regulated. 
 
Wetlands and Governmental Jurisdictions.  Generally, wetlands are areas that are inundated 
with water periodically or permanently.  The inundation must be sufficient to “impose 
controlling influences on all biota (plants, animals, and microbes)” (Tiner 2000).  Those 
environments within watercourses that are inundated long enough to qualify as a “wetland” fall 
under the jurisdiction of various State and Federal agencies in addition to land-use restrictions 
imposed by local agencies.  Local policies governing the treatment of watercourses that fall 
under State and/or Federal jurisdiction must be clear about the need for landowners to consult 
with State and Federal agencies about obtaining permits before a local agency may provide 
permission to remove vegetation, grade, fill, grub, or redirect a watercourse.  For this reason, it is 
important for planners, planning commissioners, and elected officials to understand when lands 
fall under non-local jurisdictions and to take care about how local policy development affects the 
likelihood of satisfying State and Federal laws. 
 
Waters of the State.  Areas within watercourses in which water flows at least a day each year are 
under the jurisdiction of the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) and the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) and are called “Waters of the State”.  State criteria do 
not require the presence of plants associated with waterlogged soils or the presence of such soils.  
However, if plants associated with wet soils do occur, CDFG jurisdiction extends beyond the 
channel where water flows to the outer edge of the canopy of any riparian or other hydrophytic 
vegetation that may be present.  CDFG is responsible for enforcing the California Fish and Game 
Code Section 1600 and conserving, protecting, and managing California’s fish, wildlife, and 
native plant resources. The public must notify CDFG about any activity that will substantially 
alter a river, lake, or stream (including the range from permanent to ephemeral stream).  If 
CDFG determines that a watercourse is to be substantially altered, a streambed alteration permit 
(1600 permit) is required prior to undertaking the activity.  As part of the permit, CDFG 
determines methods to mitigate the impacts of the proposed disturbance, ranging from protection 
of wildlife during the disturbance, on-site restoration, to creation or restoration of habitat offsite. 
 
The RWQCB is responsible for implementing the Porter-Cologne Act, California’s clean water 
act.  To do this, the RWQCB examines the various “beneficial uses” of waters of the state (see 
below).  Beneficial uses for the Santa Ana Region are described in Chapter 3 of the area Basin 
Plan and refer to how water can be used to benefit humans and wildlife.  Eighteen such uses for 
regulatory purposes were identified and recognized in the 1983 Basin Plan.  Generally, areas 
covered by a state agency, such as branches of a channel network within a particular watershed, 
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are assigned a set of beneficial uses that the area should support.  Examples of beneficial uses 
include: (1) MUN, municipal and domestic water supply, (2) REC1 and REC2, water contact and 
non-contact recreation, respectively, (3) WARM and COLD, warm and cold freshwater habitat, 
(4) RARE, habitat for rare species, and (5) WILD, habitat for wildlife. As a regulatory agency, 
the RWQCB identifies sources of disturbance or pollution that would impair any beneficial use 
and proposes measures to eliminate or mitigate impairments.  Eventually, every watercourse in 
the state may be assigned a list of beneficial uses and impairments.  This list would then be used 
as a tool to develop and prioritize regulations to restore multiple beneficial uses.  
 
The California Coastal Act of 1976 (CCA) defines wetlands as land within the coastal zone 
which may be covered periodically or permanently with shallow water and include saltwater 
marshes, freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats, and 
fens. (Pub. Res. Code §30121) 
 
The Coastal Commission under the California Code of Regulations defines wetlands as  

...land where the water table is at near, or above the land surface long enough to 
promote the formation of hydric soils or to support the growth of hydrophytes, 
and shall also include types of wetlands where vegetation is lacking and soil is 
poorly developed or absent as a result of frequent drastic fluctuations of surface 
water levels, wave action, water flow, turbidity or high concentration of salts or 
other substances in the substrate. Such wetlands can be recognized by the 
presence of surface water or saturated substrate at some time during each year and 
their location within, or adjacent to vegetated wetland or deepwater habitats. (14 
CCR 13577) 

The Keene-Nejedly California Wetlands Preservation Act defines wetlands as  
...streams, channels, lakes reservoirs, bays, estuaries, lagoons, marshes, and the 
lands underlying and adjoining such waters, whether permanently or 
intermittently submerged to the extent that such waters and lands support and 
contain significant fish, wildlife, recreational, aesthetic, or scientific purposes. 
(Pub. Res. Code §5812) 

The California Wildlife Protection Act defines wetlands as lands periodically or permanently 
with shallow water and which include saltwater marshes, freshwater marshes, open or closed 
brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats, fens, and vernal pools. (Fish and Game Code §2785) 
 
Waters of the U.S.  The criteria for qualifying as a wetland under Federal jurisdiction, hence 
“Waters of the U.S.”, for joint administration of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is 
more stringent.  The Clean Water Act defines wetlands as: 

those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a 
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances 
do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soils. 
Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas. 

 
This requires the ability to support a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation (vegetation associated 
with wetlands) plus the presence of any one of the following criteria: (1) indicators of wetland 
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hydrology-- water that saturates the soil underground for a portion of the year, or (2) indicators 
of hydric soil, such as reducing soil conditions or organic streaking in subsurface horizons.  See 
Tiner (2000) for a detailed discussion of wetland definitions and delineation protocols. 
 
The ACOE uses a “three-parameter test” in order to provide a field method for determining the 
jurisdictional boundaries. An area is considered a wetland only if all three parameter conditions 
are present: hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology.  The ACOE defines 
wetlands as areas that are inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at a frequency 
and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence 
of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include 
swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas. (33 CFR 328.3(b); 40 CFR 230.3(t)) 
 
Habitat for Sensitive Species.  Many rare, threatened, and endangered species occur in wetland 
habitats.  In the project area, this is true of the water-loving (hydrophytic) riparian vegetation 
along many local watercourses.  Mulefat-Willow Scrub and Southern Willow Scrub vegetation 
that occurs in many local arroyos and watercourses are home, for example, to the listed bird, 
least Bell’s vireo.  In addition, much of the Riversidean Sage Scrub habitat that occurs on steep 
slopes bordering riparian areas is critical habitat for the Federally Threatened California 
gnatcatcher.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has an interest in quantifying and 
mapping wetland habitats because they implement the Endangered Species Act and are 
responsible for protection of habitat for Federally listed species.  The FWS defines wetlands as: 

Wetlands: lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the 
water table is usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow 
water. For purposes of this classification, wetlands must have one or more of the 
following three attributes: (1) at least periodically, the land supports 
predominantly hydrophytes; (2) the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric 
soil; and (3) the substrate is nonsoil and is saturated with water or covered by 
shallow water at some time during the growing season of each year (Cowardin, 
1979). 

 
Any area that falls within Waters of the State or the U.S. that contains habitat for listed species is 
of interest to the FWS.   
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APPENDIX 7.4: 
MODEL WATERCOURSE ORDINANCE EXAMPLES 
 

This example ordinance incorporates ordinance language from several sources within California.   
Such language could be used in addition to that presented in the October, 2006 Draft Land Use 
and Development Ordinance for the County of Riverside.  Examples of watercourse ordinances 
can be found at websites for the following entities.  

Encinitas, California: Chapter 20.08. Storm Water Management (Ordinance 2002-14) 

Environmental Protection Agency: http://www.epa.gov/nps/ordinance/mol2.htm 

Alemeda County:  Title 13. Public Services. Chapter 13.012 Watercourse Protection 

http://h2o.enr.state.nc.us/su/PDF_Files/NPDES_PhaseII_Workshops/Example_Ordinanc
es/Montery_CA.pdf. 
 
http://swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb2/download/buffer report 1204.pdf 

7.4.1 Example of section of ordinance that incorporates a map of watercourses (see 
 Appendix 7.12- 7.14 on Mapping Project, Watercourse Layer).  
 
SECTION.  ADMINISTRATION 
 
Section 2.1 – Watercourse Map 

The Watercourse Map as a GIS Watercourse Layer is a guide to the location of Watercourses in 
the City of Riverside and unincorporated Riverside County that are suspected or known to 
contain Waters of the State or Waters of the U.S. The Map shall be used in the administration of 
Ordinance xxxx. 
The Watercourse Map, together with all explanatory matter thereon and attached thereto, as may 
be amended through the Wetlands Verification and Delineation process, is hereby adopted by 
reference and declared to be a part of Ordinance xxxx.  The Watercourse Map shall be on file in 
the office of the City Clerk/County Recorder. 

The Watercourse Map shall serve as a general guide for the location of protected arroyos and 
other watercourses. The Watercourse Map does not create any legally enforceable presumptions 
regarding whether property that is or is not included on the inventory map is or is not in fact a 
wetlands, 

The Wetlands Verification Process, as set forth herein, shall be used to verify wetlands on 
properties where a wetland or watercourse is shown on the Watercourse Map or on properties 
where wetlands exist as defined in Section xxx herein (to be developed). The Wetlands 
Delineation Process, as set forth herein, shall be used to establish the actual boundaries of 
wetlands within watercourses.  The identification of the precise boundaries of wetlands on a 
project site shall be the responsibility of the applicant. 
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A. Verification Process for Wetlands within Watercourses 

1. The property owners of land containing watercourses may initiate a verification of the 
areas shown on the Watercourse Map or on properties where wetlands exists as defined in 
Section xxx herein. The verification shall be limited to a finding of Waters of the State or 
Waters of the U.S., or no Waters of the State or Waters of the U.S. by the Wetlands 
Administrator. The finding shall be based on, but not limited to, aerial photography, 
topographical maps, site plans, and field verification. 

2. Filed verification shall occur in a year with normal or above rainfall if there has been a 
drought for > 1 year or the site has suffered disturbance within 2 years that erases the 
signature of the watercourse.   

3. In the event that there is a finding of no Waters of the State or Waters of the U.S. on the 
property, then no further determination would be required and the finding shall be 
included in the Map Amendment Process (found later in this Section). 

4. In the event that there is a finding of Waters of the State or Waters of the U.S., then the 
establishment of the exact boundary through a wetlands delineation shall be required to 
alter the Watercourse Map through the Map Amendment Process. 

5. The applicant shall pay fees for the Wetlands Verification Process as established in Section 
yyy (to be developed). 

B. Wetlands Delineation Process 

Note: This section would establish a  wetlands board, the hiring of consultants from a list of 
qualified consultants, and/or establish a competitive grant program to finance the independent 
wetland delineation of watercourses shown on the CCAC Watercourse Map. 
 
7.4.2. Example Language for Ordinances on Watercourse and Wetland Protection . 
 
The following example includes language that informs public of need for permits from all 
appropriate external agencies before altering a watercourse:   
 
Section 1.1. Acts Potentially Resulting in a Violation of the Federal Clean Water Act, California 
Fish and Game Code Section 1600, and/or California Porter-Cologne Act. 
 

• Approvals under this Ordinance shall not relieve a person of the need to obtain a permit 
from the California Department of Fish and Game, Regional Water Quality Control 
Board, and/or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, if required, 

 
• Issuance of a permit by the California Department of Fish and Game, Regional Water 

Quality Control Board and/or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers shall not relieve a 
person of the need to obtain approval under this Ordinance, if applicable. 

 
Any person who violates any provision of this Article or any provision of any requirement issued 
pursuant to this chapter, may also be in violation of the Clean Water Act, the California Fish and 
Game Code Section 1600 and/or the Porter-Cologne Act and may be subject to the sanctions of 
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those acts including civil and criminal penalties. Any enforcement action authorized under this 
Article shall also include written notice to the violator of such potential liability." 
Section 1.2.  Purpose.  
This chapter is enacted to safeguard and preserve watercourses, protect lives and property, 
prevent damage due to flooding, protect drainage facilities, control erosion and sedimentation, 
restrict discharge of polluted materials and enhance recreational and beneficial uses of 
watercourses. (Prior gen. code xxxx)  
 
Section 1.3. Definitions.  
 
(insert appropriate glossary) 
 
Section 1.3. Jurisdiction.  
 
(description of jurisdictional boundaries) 
 
Section 1.4. Responsible parties (e.g., Director of Public Works) 
 
It shall be the responsibility of the director of public works to enforce the provisions of this 
chapter and he/she is so authorized. 
 
Section 1.5.  Owner's and tenant's responsibility.  
Every person owning property through which a watercourse passes, or said person's lessee or 
tenant, shall keep and maintain that part of the watercourse within said property reasonably free 
of trash, debris, excessive vegetation and other obstacles which would pollute, contaminate or 
significantly retard the flow of water through the watercourse; shall maintain existing privately 
owned structures within or adjacent to a watercourse, so that such structures will not become a 
hazard to the use, function or physical integrity of the watercourse; and shall not remove healthy 
bank vegetation beyond that actually necessary for said maintenance or other maintenance 
specified in Section xxx of this chapter, nor remove said vegetation in such a manner as to 
increase the vulnerability of the watercourse to erosion.  
Section 1.6.  Not retroactive.  
This chapter shall be prospective in operation only. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply 
to existing construction for which all previously necessary permits were obtained. Said 
provisions shall also not apply to a project or development not yet constructed provided that an 
appropriate permit has been obtained and said permit bears a date prior to the effective date of 
this chapter. 
 
Section 1.6. Administration. 
This chapter shall be administered for Riverside County/City of Riverside by the …….. 
 
No person shall commit or cause to be committed any of the following acts, unless a written 
permit has first been obtained from the director of public works:  
A. Discharge into or connect any pipe or channel to a watercourse;  
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B. Modify the natural flow of water in a watercourse;  
C. Carry out development within a setback, as defined in Article x of this chapter;  
D. Deposit in, plant in, or remove any material from a watercourse including its banks, except as 
required for necessary maintenance;  
E. Construct, alter, enlarge, connect to, change, or remove any structure in a watercourse; or  
F. Place any loose or unconsolidated material along the side of or within a watercourse or so 
close to the side as to cause a diversion of the flow, or to cause a probability of such material 
being carried away by stormwaters passing through said watercourse.  
 
Section 1.7.  Restrictions.  
The intent of this chapter is to safeguard watercourses. A permit shall not be granted where, in 
the opinion of the director of public works, a proposed activity in or adjacent to a watercourse 
could result in disposal or deposition of oils, chemicals, poisons, trash, or other materials harmful 
to said watercourse.  
Section 1.8.  District ordinance in effect.  
Nothing contained herein shall in any way supersede, void or preempt requirements of Ordinance 
No.xxx. Said ordinance includes permit requirements for activities in district-owned rights-of-
way or facilities.  
Section 1.9. Other permits.  
Nothing contained herein shall in any way supersede, void or preempt requirements of other 
governmental agencies, including federal, state, and local agencies, in regard to activities 
affecting watercourses. Also, the requirements of this chapter are not intended to duplicate the 
requirements of another agency. If, in the opinion of the director of public works, the 
requirements of this chapter will be substantially met by conditions prescribed by a permit 
granted by another agency, the director of public works may waive the permit requirements of 
this chapter. Any violation, however, of the requirements of this chapter, regardless of whether 
such violation may have occurred under provisions of another permit, may be subject to 
enforcement procedures and penalties prescribed by this chapter.  
 
Section 1.10. Prosecution of work.  
The permittee shall begin the work or use authorized by a permit issued pursuant to this chapter 
within ninety (90) days from the date of issuance unless a different period is provided in the 
permit. Failure to begin said work or use on time or to prosecute it diligently shall be deemed a 
violation of this chapter.  
Section 1.11. Appeals.  
The issuance, denial, cancellation, or conditioning of a permit pursuant to this chapter may, 
within fifteen (15) calendar days of such action, be appealed in writing by any person to the 
board/city council. An appeal shall set forth the grounds therefore, the work proposed to be done 
and the method of accomplishing said work, together with sufficient factual, engineering and 
technical data to set forth the basis and the reasons for the appeal. Board/City Council shall make 
a final interpretation of requirements and shall announce its decision within thirty (30) calendar 
days after receipt of said written appeal.  
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Section 1.12 Responsibility.  
A. Neither the issuance of a permit nor compliance with the conditions thereof, nor with the 
provisions of this chapter, shall relieve any person from any responsibility otherwise imposed by 
law for damage to persons or property; nor shall the issuance of a permit hereunder serve to 
impose any liability upon the county, the district, a city, a special district, or its officers or 
employees, for injury or damage to persons or property. A permit issued pursuant to this chapter 
does not relieve the permittee of the responsibility of securing and complying with any other 
permit which may be required by any other public agency, ordinance, directive or law.  
B. It shall be the responsibility of any person whose operation may result in discharge into a 
watercourse to comply with applicable federal, state and local water quality standards and 
regulations.  
 
Section 1.13. Fees.  
A. The schedule of fees and costs shall be those established and adopted by the board from time 
to time by resolution. Before a permit is issued, the applicant shall deposit with the director of 
public works cash or a certified or cashier's check, in a sufficient sum to cover the fee for 
issuance of the permit, charges for review of plans, specifications and reports, other engineering 
services, field investigations, and necessary inspection or other work, all in accordance with 
schedules established and adopted by the board.  
B. No fee shall be required of public agencies.  
C. Public utilities may, at the option of the director of public works, make payment as billed by 
the director of public works instead of in advance.  
D. If, upon completion of any work under a permit there remains any excess of deposit or of fees 
or charges, the director of public works shall certify the same to the auditor for refund to the 
permittee or refund the same from any trust fund established under his jurisdiction for such 
purposes.  
E. If, upon completion of any work under a permit there is an insufficient deposit to cover the 
district's cost, the director of public works may require the permittee to reimburse the district in 
an amount equal to the cost deficit.  
Section 1.14.  Exemptions.  
The following activities are exempted from the provisions of this article except as provided 
herein:  
A. Preexisting agricultural operations, as long as these activities do not significantly pollute or 
damage watercourses or cause excessive erosion of banks and deposition of sediments in 
watercourses thereby requiring abatement measures and imposing cost burdens on the district 
and its taxpayers;  
B. Work within a public roadway right-of-way, where said public roadway right-of-way crosses 
a watercourse. The affected jurisdiction shall advise the district of details and schedule for such 
work;  
C. Minor or routine maintenance work performed by a property owner or his tenant on a 
watercourse flowing through his property pursuant to Section xxx of this chapter. Said 
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maintenance work shall be limited to pruning and removal of excessive vegetation and removal 
of trash and debris;  
D. Performance of emergency work necessary to protect life or property when an urgent 
necessity therefor arises. The person performing such emergency work shall notify the director 
of public works promptly of the problem and work required and shall apply for a permit therefor 
within ten calendar days after commencing said work;  
 
E. The director of public works may, at his discretion, exempt the permit requirements of this 
article when an Alameda County grading permit has been obtained and all applicable 
requirements of this chapter have been satisfied. (Prior gen. code § 7-201.10)  
Section 1.15. Performance of work--Inspection.  
The director of public works may inspect any work done pursuant to a permit under this chapter. 
No permittee shall be deemed to have complied with this chapter until a final inspection of the 
work has been made by the director of public works and he has certified in writing that the work 
has been completed in accordance with all requirements and conditions of the permit.  
Section 1.16. Security.  
At the discretion of the director of public works, a permit may be withheld until the applicant has 
posted security in an amount satisfactory to the director of public works for the faithful 
performance of the work or the cost of removing the work or otherwise reconstructing or 
restoring a watercourse to conditions existing prior to such work in the event of default on the 
part of permittee. Said security shall be in the form of cash, a certified or cashier's check, a letter 
of credit, or a faithful performance bond executed by the applicant and a corporate surety 
authorized to do business in this state.  
Section 1.17. Transfer of permit.  
No permit issued under this chapter may be transferred or assigned in any manner whatsoever, 
voluntarily or by operation of law, without the express consent of the director of public works. 
(Prior gen. Code xxxx)  

Section 1.18. Article III. Enforcement 

Section 1.19 Suspension and revocation of permit.  

The director of public works say suspend or revoke a permit for good cause, subject to appeal to 
the board of supervisors. However, no work shall be performed pending appeal except as 
authorized by the director of public works. (Prior gen. code xxx)  
Section 1.20 Abatement.  
Whenever the director of public works determines that any existing condition is a hazard to life 
or limb, or endangers structures, or adversely affects the use, function or physical integrity of a 
watercourse, or that any violation of this chapter exists, any such condition or violation is hereby 
declared to be a public nuisance and may be abated pursuant to the provisions of Chapter xxxx of 
this code. (Prior gen. code xxx  
Section 1.21 Injunction.  
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The county counsel, at the direction of the board of supervisors shall, or in the case of an 
emergency at the request of the director of public works, may petition the superior court for the 
issuance of a temporary restraining order, temporary injunction, or permanent injunction, or 
combination thereof, as may be appropriate, requiring any person not complying with this 
chapter to comply therewith. (Prior gen. code xxx)  
Section 1.22 Nonexclusive remedies.  
The remedies provided herein are not exclusive, and are in addition to any other remedy or 
penalty provided by law for violation of this chapter. (Prior gen. code xxxx)  
 
Section 1.23. Additional Provisions  
Section 1.24 Right of entry.  
Whenever necessary to enforce the provisions of this chapter, the director of public works may 
enter the premises at all reasonable times in the manner provided by law to perform any duty 
imposed by this chapter. (Prior gen. code xxxx)  
Section 1.25 Liability.  
Neither issuance of a permit under the provisions of this chapter nor compliance with the 
provisions hereof or with any conditions imposed in a permit issued hereunder shall relieve any 
person from responsibility for damage to any person or property or impose any liability upon the 
county for damage to any person or property. (Prior gen. code xxxx)  
Section 1.26 Denial of other permits.  
No building, septic tank, water, sewer, electrical, or any other permit shall be issued by the 
county to any person for any premises or portion thereof which is in violation of this chapter and 
which violation is not corrected or approved for correction by the director of public works. (Prior 
gen. code xxxx)  
Section 1.26 Notice to adjacent owners.  
Upon the filing of an application for a permit, the director of public works may notify by mail 
the owners of property abutting the site, as shown on the latest equalized assessment roll, that an 
application for a watercourse protection permit has been submitted pursuant to this chapter, that 
they may comment at any stage of the procedure, and may lodge an appeal pursuant to the 
provisions of this chapter. (Prior gen. code xxxx)  
Section 1.27 Article V. Setbacks.  
Section 1.28 Requirements.  
A. Setbacks are hereby established adjacent to open channel watercourses in conformance with 
details shown in Section 1.29 of this article.  
 
B. The purpose of setbacks is to safeguard watercourses by preventing activities that would 
contribute significantly to flooding, erosion or sedimentation, would inhibit access for 
watercourse maintenance, or would destroy riparian areas or inhibit their restoration. 
Accordingly, no development shall be permitted within setbacks, except as otherwise provided 
herein.  
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C. In certain situations, where, in the opinion of the director of public works, it would be in the 
public interest to permit limited development within a setback, the director of public works may 
grant a permit for said development provided that the above-specified purpose would be 
satisfied. In such cases, the permit applicant shall submit sufficiently detailed plans and 
specifications, and any additional material required by the director of public works, to 
demonstrate that a proposed development adjacent to an open channel watercourse would meet 
said requirements.  
 
D. In all cases where development adjacent to an open channel is permitted within setback limits, 
the owner of the developed property shall assume all responsibility for any damage whatsoever 
to his property or to any structures erected thereon.  
 
E. No development shall be permitted within a setback where it would conflict with the 
requirements or any applicable county, district or city ordinance, regulation, directive or law.  
 
F. Setbacks shall be located outside of floodways.  
 
G. The director of public works shall make the determination as to setback limits and any 
permitted development within a setback. (Prior gen. code xxx)  
Section 1.30 Setback criteria.  
See  Ordinance xxxx for diagrams. (Prior gen. code xxxx) See CCAC recommendations for 
setbacks. 
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APPENDIX 7.5: 
RESOURCES FOR LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT AND GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE INFORMATION 
 

There are currently a number of land use, flood management, water quality, and watershed 
management approaches and terms that have application to the CCAC policy and planning 
recommendations.  Many resources and examples across the U.S., Canada, and elsewhere are 
available to reference for developing policies for the City and County of Riverside.  Some of the 
terms currently in use that can be used for internet searches include: 
 

 Biofiltration 
 Bioremediation 
 Bioswales 
 California Friendly Landscapes 
 California Native Landscaping 
 Green Building 
 Green Development 
 Green Infrastructure 
 Green Roofs 
 Green Streets 
 Groundwater Recharge 
 Living Roofs 
 Low Impact Development 
 Multiple Purpose Projects integrating stormwater management with water quality 

protection, habitat, and recreation, among other uses. 
 Rain Gardens 
 Rainfall Harvesting 
 Sustainable Development 
 Urban Runoff Reduction 
 Watershed Planning and Management 

 
Some websites and links to documents that have potential application in developing policies for 
the City and County of Riverside include, but are not limited to, the following: 
 

 Be Waterwise (http://www.bewaterwise.com/) 

 Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council (http://www.mapc.org/LID.html) 

 Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council (http://www.mapc.org/LID.html) 

 Center for Watershed Protection (http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/) 

 City of Austin, Texas Watershed Protection Ordinances 
(http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/watershed/ordinances.htm) 

 City of Denver South Platte River Restoration Program 
(http://www.denvergov.org/dephome.asp?depid=926) 
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 City of Fremont Measure T 
(http://www.ci.fremont.ca.us/Construction/MeasureTInformation/default.htm) 

 City of Irvine, Sustainable Travelways “Green Street” Administrative Guidelines 
(http://www.cityofirvine.org/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=8762) 

 City of Lafayette (California) Creek Setback Guide 
(http://www.ci.lafayette.ca.us/vertical/Sites/{C1C49B72-3D02-4C7B-82A7-
92186ABD75FF}/uploads/{EB5B0E08-5363-4165-9BA7-31A9DD7B409A}.PDF) 

 City of Napa Riparian Ordinance (http://www.epa.gov/nps/ordinance/documents/a2c-
napa.pdf) 

 City of Oakland Creek Protection Ordinance 
(http://www.oaklandpw.com/Asset514.aspx) 

 City of Portland, Oregon Sustainable Stormwater Program 
(http://www.portlandonline.com/bes/index.cfm?c=defji) 

 City of Santa Barbara Creek Restoration and Water Quality Improvement Division 
(http://www.santabarbaraca.gov/Resident/Community/Creeks/) 

 City of Santa Monica Sustainable City Plan (http://www.smgov.net/epd/scp/) 

 City of Seattle Office of Sustainability and Environment 
(http://www.seattle.gov/environment/building.htm) 

 GreenInfrastructure.Net (http://www.greeninfrastructure.net/) 

 Low Impact Development Center (http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/) 

 Low Impact Development Technical Guidance Manual For Puget Sound 
(http://www.psat.wa.gov/Publications/LID_tech_manual05/LID_manual2005.pdf) 

 Lower Colorado River (Texas) Authority Watershed Ordinance 
(http://www.lcra.org/water/watershedmanagement.html) 

 Maryland Green Infrastructure Assessment 
(http://www.dnr.state.md.us/greenways/gi/gi.html) 

 Natural Resources Defense Council 
(http://www.nrdc.org/water/pollution/storm/chap12.asp) 

 Portland Metro Green Streets (http://www.metro-region.org/article.cfm?articleid=262) 

 Portland Metro Nature in Neighborhoods (http://www.metro-
region.org/pssp.cfm?ProgServID=122) 

 Prince Georges County, Maryland 
(http://www.goprincegeorgescounty.com/Government/AgencyIndex/DER/ESD/low-
impact.asp) 

 Puget Sound Action Team (http://www.psat.wa.gov/Programs/LID.htm) 

 Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden (http://www.rsabg.org/) 

 Santa Clara Valley Water District Guidelines and Standards for Land Use Near Streams 
(http://www.valleywater.org/Water/Watersheds_-
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_streams_and_floods/Taking_care_of_streams/_Guidelines_&_standards/Guidelines_&_
Standards.shtm) 

 Santa Cruz County Riparian and Wetland Protection Ordinance 
(http://www.santacruzcountyplanning.com/brochures/riparian.htm) 

 The Conservation Fund, Green Infrastructure 
(http://www.conservationfund.org/?article=2153) 

 TreePeople Trans-Agency Resources for Environmental and Economic Sustainability 
T.R.E.E.S. Project (http://www.treepeople.org/trees/) 

 U.S. Green Building Council (http://www.usgbc.org/) 

 U.S.E.P.A. (http://www.epa.gov/nps/lid/lidlit.html) 

 U.S.E.P.A. Low Impact Development (http://www.epa.gov/nps/lid/lidlit.html) 

 U.S.E.P.A. Model Ordinances (http://www.epa.gov/nps/ordinance/) 
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APPENDIX 7.6: 
AHWANHEE WATER PRINCIPLES FOR RESOURCE-EFFICIENT LAND 
USES 
 

 

The Ahwahnee Water Principles for Resource Efficient Land Use  
 
Preamble  

Cities and counties are facing major challenges with water contamination, storm water runoff, flood damage liability, 
and concerns about whether there will be enough reliable water for current residents as well as for new 
development.  These issues impact city and county budgets and taxpayers.  Fortunately there are a number of 
stewardship actions that cities and counties can take that reduce costs and improve the reliability and quality of our 
water resources.   

The Water Principles below complement the Ahwahnee Principles for Resource-Efficient Communities that were 
developed in 1991.  Many cities and counties are already using them to improve the vitality and prosperity of their 
communities. 

Community Principles 

1. Community design should be compact, mixed use, walkable and transit-oriented so that automobile-
generated urban runoff pollutants are minimized and the open lands that absorb water are preserved to the 
maximum extent possible.  (See the Ahwahnee Principles for Resource-Efficient Communities)  

2. Natural resources such as wetlands, flood plains, recharge zones, riparian areas, open space, and native 
habitats should be identified, preserved and restored as valued assets for flood protection, water quality 
improvement, groundwater recharge, habitat, and overall long-term water resource sustainability.  

3. Water holding areas such as creek beds, recessed athletic fields, ponds, cisterns, and other features that 
serve to recharge groundwater, reduce runoff, improve water quality and decrease flooding should be 
incorporated into the urban landscape.  

4. All aspects of landscaping from the selection of plants to soil preparation and the installation of irrigation 
systems should be designed to reduce water demand, retain runoff, decrease flooding, and recharge 
groundwater.  

5. Permeable surfaces should be used for hardscape.  Impervious surfaces such as driveways, streets, and 
parking lots should be minimized so that land is available to absorb storm water, reduce polluted urban 
runoff, recharge groundwater and reduce flooding.  

6. Dual plumbing that allows graywater from showers, sinks and washers to be reused for landscape irrigation 
should be included in the infrastructure of new development.  

7. Community design should maximize the use of recycled water for appropriate applications including outdoor 
irrigation, toilet flushing, and commercial and industrial processes.  Purple pipe should be installed in all new 
construction and remodeled buildings in anticipation of the future availability of recycled water.  

8. Urban water conservation technologies such as low-flow toilets, efficient clothes washers, and more efficient 
water-using industrial equipment should be incorporated in all new construction and retrofitted in remodeled 
buildings.  
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9. Ground water treatment and brackish water desalination should be pursued when necessary to maximize 
locally available, drought-proof water supplies.  

 

 

Implementation Principles 

1. Water supply agencies should be consulted early in the land use decision-making process regarding 
technology, demographics and growth projections.  

2. City and county officials, the watershed council, LAFCO, special districts and other stakeholders sharing 
watersheds should collaborate to take advantage of the benefits and synergies of water resource planning at 
a watershed level.  

3. The best, multi-benefit and integrated strategies and projects should be identified and implemented before 
less integrated proposals, unless urgency demands otherwise.   

4. From start to finish, projects and programs should involve the public, build relationships, and increase the 
sharing of and access to information.  

5. Plans, programs, projects and policies should be monitored and evaluated to determine if the expected 
results are achieved and to improve future practices.  

  
Authors: Celeste Cantu, Martha Davis, Jennifer Hosterman, Susan Lien Longville, Jeff Loux, John 
Lowrie, Jonas Minton, Mary Nichols, Virginia Porter, Al Wanger, Robert Wilkinson, Kevin Wolf 
Editor: Judy Corbett 
(Adopted in 2005)  

 
For more information, contact the LGC Center for 

Livable Communities: 916-448-1198, ext 321. 
© Copyright 2005, Local Government Commission, Sacramento CA 95814 

  
Back to Top 
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APPENDIX 7.7: 
DRAFT COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT 
ORDINANCE (Excerpts relating to watercourses) 
 

7.7.1. Suggested Changes to Sections of 17.08.  - Open Space Foundation (OSF) Zoning 
Classifications  
 
Here, the CCAC includes excerpts of language from the Draft of County of Riverside Land Use 
and Development Ordinance related to protection of lakes and streams and arroyos and provides 
suggestions for changes meant to strengthen the ability of the code to protect the intricate system 
of arroyos and watercourses in the project area.  This review is based on the October 10, 2006 
draft. 
 
Section 17.08.010 Open Space Foundation (OSF) Zoning Classification, paragraph A. Purpose of 
OSF Classifications states: 
 

The purpose of all Open Space Foundation Zoning Classifications is to preserve the 
quality, diversity and character of the County’s natural open spaces which include 
remote deserts and mountains, rolling hills and canyons, lakes and streams, protected 
habitat areas and passive and active recreational areas.  These areas are protected in 
order to create a permanent multi-purpose open space system that also accommodates 
some limited single-family development and compatible resource development.  The 
Open Space Foundation Zoning Classifications included Conservation, Conservation 
Habitat, Water, Recreation, Rural and Mineral Resources. 

 
Paragraph 17.08.010.3 describes the Open Space Foundation—Water (OSF-W) zone as: 
 

The OSF-W Zoning Classification is characterized by bodies of water, major 
floodplains and natural drainage corridors, with some ancillary structures and uses 
related to flood control and water recreation.  Some surface mining may also be 
permissible.  The OSF-W Zoning Classification is consistent the Water land use 
designation in the General Plan. 
 

The CCAC notes that this land use classification does not mention the critical roles of the 
MSHCP, the Clean Water Act, the Porter-Cologne Act, and California Fish and Game Code 
(Section 1600) in regulating streams and wetlands that are located within many watercourses 
and flood plains (see Appendix 7.11).  Some of the land uses and permitting requirements 
for OSF-W in Table 17.08010-Ahave not been adjusted to accommodate the presence of 
water, sensitive habitat, and fact that such areas are regulated by State and Federal laws.  See 
Appendix 7.4 for language that may be appropriate. 
 
OSF Zoning Classification Land Uses and Permit Requirements are outlined in Table 17.08010-
A.  The allowed uses and the associated permit requirements for all Open Space Foundation 
Zoning Classifications are provided.  Permit requirements are established in Chapter 17.36 (Land 
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Use Permits  -- Types, Submittal Requirements, Review and Findings).  The following legend 
applies to the table: 
 

“P” Zoning Clearance required.  No public hearing required. 

“I” Level I Permit required.  Typically approved by Planning Department without 
a hearing. 

“II” Level II Permit required.  Typically approved by Zoning Administrator; with 
public hearing only if requested in writing. 

“III” Level III Permit required.  Typically approved by the Planning Commission 
with a required public hearing. 

◊ The use is permitted and subject to regulations outside Title 17 

A blank cell indicates that the use is not permitted 
 
Under the table that is a section called “Notes”.  There are several relevant clarifications with 
respect to OSF-W Zone.: 
 

3. In the W Zoning Classification, no structures shall be permitted. 
6. A minimum setback of 300 feet shall be maintained from a land not zoned OSF-

MR or CDF-HI. 
7. In the W Zoning Classification, mining operations shall not result in increased 

flood hazards and shall be consistent with the maintenance of long-term habitat 
and riparian values.” 

 
CCAC suggests changes with respect to “Allowed uses and Permit Requirements” within Table 
17.08.010-A, column W, water:  CCAC recommends adding a new column of land uses for 
watercourse areas within the OSF-W areas because many of the permitted and conditional uses 
noted in the original table actually require consultation with Federal and State agencies if they are 
proposed to take place within areas that are classified as Federal or Sate jurisdictional waters 
(Waters of the US and Waters of the State).  It needs to be pointed out to readers of the ordinance 
that for many of the stated uses, consultation with US Army Corp of Engineers (CORPS), US 
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), California Department of Fish and Game (DFG), and the 
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) is required.  For watercourses and wetlands 
within any OSF-W Zone (areas with Waters of the State or Waters of the US, many uses that are 
appropriate outside of the watercourse are not appropriate within a watercourse or its setback. In 
the following table, CCAC provides recommendations for changes in county permit requirements 
for those areas within the OSF-W Zone that are traversed by a watercourse or other wetland area.  
Most of the uses listed should require at least a Level II Permit so that land uses will be more 
likely to preserve water quality, stream systems, and arroyos. A more appropriate level of 
permitting could be achieved by having a combining zoning classification of Watercourse 
Overlay with the OSF-W (see next section) or by adding a column to Table 17.08.010A that 
places higher level permitting on watercourse areas as follows: 
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Land Use Watercourses and Setbacks in W  Water OSF Zoning 

Classification 
  
Animal Keeping Restrict to grazing animals and require level II permit (or do 

not allow) 
   Domestic Animals II. Consult RWQCB 
   Farm Stock Animals, 
Including Horses 

II. Consult RWQCB.  Corals should not be placed in 
watercourses. 

   FFA/4-H Project II. Consult RWQCB. Consider discount in permit costs for 
4-H  

Entertainment/Recreational  
   Golf courses and 
associated facilities 

III. Consult RWQCB, FWS, DFG, CORPS at minimum if 
Waters of US and State involved. 

   Multipurpose 
Recreational Trails 

III. Consult RWQCB, FWS, DFG, CORPS is Waters of US 
and State involved. OHV should not be allowed in 
watercourses.  Areas with sensitive species to be avoided. 

   Public Parks, 
Playgrounds and 
Associated Structures 

III. Consult RWQCB, FWS, DFG, CORPS if Waters of US 
and State involved 

Resource Conservation  
   Interpretive Center III. Consult RWQCB, FWS, DFG, CORPS if Waters of US 

and State involved 
Other  
   Telecommunication 
facilities, disguised or 
concealed 

III.  Consult RWQCB, FWS, DFG, CORPS if Waters of US 
and State involved for creating access to communications 
facilities 

   Temporary uses, minor II.  Consult RWQCB, FWS, DFG, CORPS if Waters of US 
and State involved 

 
7.7.2.  Suggested Changes to Sections of 17.32.070  - Watercourse Overlay (WCO) Zoning 
Classification  
 
In this section, the CCAC supports the recent changes noted below in the code regarding WCO 
Zoning noted in the October 10, 2006 draft.  CCAC supports additional changes to protect 
watercourses, including eventually incorporation of the Watercourse Layer Map prepared by the 
CCAC .  

 
Section 17.32.080- covers the Watercourse Overlay, WCO Zoning Classification 
 
The purpose of the Watercourse Overlay (- WCO)  Zoning Classification is to: 
 

designate the watercourses throughout the County, including natural and controlled 
streams, arroyos, and flood controlled channels, and to ensure that the appropriate 
regulations and policies are applied.  Such regulations and policies recognize the 
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dynamic nature of the watercourse and its floodplain while balancing sometimes 
competing needs for open space, habitat protection and flood control.  Where not 
modified by the Overlay Classification, the land use regulations of the underlying 
Foundation-based Zoning Classification apply.  

 
CCAC believes it is critical that property owners be made aware that they have land that is 
covered by State and Federal regulations, and that proposed projects within State and Federal 
jurisdictions need to be discussed with appropriate implementing agencies. Language should be 
added to make this requirement crystal clear.  The following language is taken directly out of the 
October 10, 2006 draft ordinance. 
 
B. Applicability 
 
The Watercourse Overlay Zoning Classification may apply to watercourses located in any 
Foundation-based Zoning Classification which includes all of the following: 
 

1. Open Space Foundation (OSF) Zoning Classifications 
2. Agriculture Foundation (AF) Zoning Classifications 
3. Rural Foundation (RF) Zoning Classifications 
4. Rural Community Foundation (RCF) Zoning Classifications 
5. Community Development Foundation (CDF) Zoning Classifications 

 
C. Land Uses and Permit Requirements 
 
1. Land uses shall be those uses allowed in the underlying Foundation-based Zoning 
Classification, provided the permit requirement is that of the underlying Foundation-based Zoning 
Classification or a Level II Permit, whichever is more restrictive.  

 
2. Policy Review Compliance.  In conjunction with the Level II or higher Permit, proposed 
development or proposed alteration of a floodway that is not associated with a development 
project shall be reviewed for compliance with all policies of the General Plan regarding habitat, 
endangered species, flood control, and any applicable Area Plan design standards.  Consultation 
with outside agencies shall be necessary to fully assess compliance with General Plan policies. 

 
D. Development Standards 

 
Proposed development shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the development 
standards of the underlying Foundation-based Zoning Classification, provided that the 
development also complies with the following additional regulations: 

 
1. Design Standards. 

a. Setbacks. 
i. All new development shall be required to establish a protective setback from 

the floodway edge based upon a site specific study that addresses public safety, 
erosion, riparian or wetland buffer, wildlife movement corridor or linkage, 
stream banks, and sides and slopes of arroyos, and physical characteristics of 
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underlying substrates that can affect infiltration, bank stability, and movement 
of plumes from septic systems into stream systems. 

ii.  Watercourse setback areas may be considered for use as greenways, trails and 
recreational opportunities on a case-by-case basis. 

b. Grading. 
i. Grading shall be limited to the minimum necessary to provide for a house, 

driveway, garage and limited level yard, and shall fit into the natural terrain. 
ii. Any ungraded areas must be left in their natural form, and an open space 

easement shall be recorded over these areas. 
iii. No grading for private crossings of watercourses shall be permitted.  Grading 

for public street crossings shall be limited to the minimum necessary for access 
and emergency access. 

c. No native vegetation shall be removed and no non-native vegetation shall be 
introduced in areas that cannot be graded. 

d. Drainage structures must blend into the natural terrain, and where necessary, shall be 
lined with natural or quarried rock, or other material as approved by the Planning 
Department. 

 
2. Preservation and Enhancement of Watercourses and Riparian Habitat.  Proposed development 
projects on properties within a Watercourse Overlay Zoning Classification shall be required to 
preserve existing native riparian habitat, boulders, rock outcroppings, milling features, and deeply 
incised channels, and shall not obstruct or divert natural watercourses.  In order to determine 
compliance of the proposed project with this requirement, a site specific hydrologic and 
hydromorphologic study shall be required at the time of project submittal to the Planning 
Department. 

 
3.  Alteration of Floodways.  Alteration of floodways shall only be permitted under the following 
conditions: 

a. The alteration is necessary for the protection of public health and safety and all other 
options, as specified in Section 17.32.070(D4) (-WCO Zoning Classification), have 
been exhausted; 

b. The alteration is necessary for an essential public service project where no other 
feasible construction method or alternative project location exists; or 

c. The alteration is necessary due to a project whose primary function is to improve a 
fish and wildlife habitat. 

 
4.  Alternative Options to Alteration of Floodways.  Prior to approval of a substantial alteration of 
a floodway, alternative options that include but are not limited to the following shall be 
exhausted: 

 
a. Excavating to restore a natural meander, stream geometry and channel roughness; 
b. Clearing debris cleanup, 
c. Flood-proofing including minor redesign of buildings or relocation or elevating of minor 

structures; 
d. Removal of structures where feasible; 
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e. Bank stabilization using native vegetation appropriate for the local habitat and ecoregion, 
or combination re-vegetation construction (soil bioengineering) that does not degrade the 
existing natural environment; 

f. Vegetation management that can include selective clearing that retains a riparian canopy 
and root structure to preserve riparian habitat, control unwanted undergrowth and 
stabilizes banks; and 

g. Changes in site design of a proposed development project.  
 

5.  Design Factors for Substantial Alteration of Floodways.  If an substantial alteration to a 
floodway is deemed necessary based upon the conditions specified herein 17.32.070 (-WCO 
Zoning Classification), the project shall be designed to deduce adverse environmental effects t the 
maximum extent feasible based on the following factors: 

a. Stream scour; 
b. Erosion protection and sedimentation; 
c. Wildlife habitat and linkages; 
d. Groundwater recharge capability 
e. Adjacent property; and 
f. Design to achieve a natural effect (such as soft riparian bottoms and gentle bank slopes, 

wide and shallow floodways, minimization of visible use of concrete, and landscaping 
with native plants to the maximum extent possible). 

 
Additional Notes from CCAC regarding 17.52.040 WCO Zoning Classification and Animal 
Keeping 
 
CCAC recommends changing to Table 17.52.040-A and footnotes regarding animal keeping.  The 
OSF-CH zone does not permit animal keeping.  With respect to WCO-W, a watercourse should 
not be counted as animal keeping acreage. A watercourse is not an appropriate area to house 
animals. Place restrictions so that only grazing animals have access and then to a limited extent 
depending on outside agency review.  
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APPENDIX 7.8: 
CURRENT STANDARDS FOR SEPTIC SYSTEM SETBACKS 
 
 
The third leading cause of groundwater pollution (e.g., microbes and nitrates) in Riverside County 
and the City of Riverside is from discharges from septic systems.  Septic systems (septic tanks 
and associated leach fields (disposal fields), cesspools, and seepage pits) that function poorly or 
which are placed too close to water resources are a significant public health and environmental 
threat (USEPA 2002).  There is a very high density of septic systems in the Santa Ana River 
watershed.  When these systems are positioned in areas with high ground water, multiple 
watercourses, springs, and either highly porous or impervious soils, the pollution threat can be 
substantial.  Current policy for setbacks is consistent for the County and City except that the 
minimum lot size is one acre in the City, and one half acre in the County.  Development plans and 
septic system setbacks for both the County and City are examined by the County of Riverside 
Community Health Agency, Department of Environmental Health, Environmental Resources 
Management Division.  Regulations set forth in the Uniform Pluming Code (2006, Table 7.8.1) 
guide decisions about acceptable setbacks of sewage disposal systems to wells, watercourses, and 
other bodies of water.  Standards for minimum lot size and setbacks to wells, groundwater, and 
watercourses may be adequate where percolation through substrate cleanses effluent before 
entering groundwater, lakes, or streams, but may not be adequate in areas with steep slopes, 
perched water tables, and multiple or large watercourses.  Flexibility in the regulations allows 
setbacks to be increased if needed to protect health and welfare.  Unfortunately, flexibility in the 
review and decision process can also allow political pressures to triumph over protection of health 
and the environment.  Strengthening setback regulations in Riverside County where most streams 
are impaired (having excess nutrients and bacteria), and requiring evidence to support relaxation 
of setback distances would benefit the health and welfare of all citizens.  Enlarging development 
setbacks to protect watercourses and wildlife habitat would be consistent with providing setback 
distances required for leach fields, protection of a clean water supply, and protection of health and 
safety.  
 
Table 7.8-1. Setbacks in the Uniform Pluming Code, 2006 Edition, Table K-1, page 428. 
 
Minimum Horizontal Distance in 
Clear Required from: 

Building Sewer Septic 
Tank 

Disposal 
Field 

Seepage Pit 
or Cesspool 

Streams and other bodies of water* 50 feet 50 feet 100 feet 150 feet 
*includes watercourses, mean high tide line 
 
In addition to regulations set forth in the Uniform Plumbing Code, the minimum setbacks of 
sewage systems from wells cited by County Ordinance No. 682 Section 15 are identical to those 
cited in City of Riverside Municipal Code Chapter 6.28 Water and Other Wells: 

 Sewer, 50 feet 
 Watertight septic tank, 100 feet 
 Subsurface sewage leach line or leach field, 100 feet 
 Cesspool or seepage pit, 150 feet 
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 Animal or fowl enclosures, 100 feet 
 Any surface sewage disposal system discharging 2,000 gal/day or more, 200 ft 

Allowable distances to ground water and surface water depend on soil porosity and slope.  

Minimum distances from other sources of pollution or contamination shall be as determined by 
the Department of Environmental Health upon investigation and analysis of the probable risks 
involved. Where particularly adverse or special hazards are involved as determined by the 
Department, the foregoing instances may be increased or specially approved means of protection, 
particularly in the construction of the well, may be required as determined by the Department. 
 
The Water Quality Control Plan for the Santa Ana River Basin (Basin Plan) also covers waste 
discharge prohibitions for septic tank-subsurface disposal systems (septic systems) in Chapter 5, 
Implementation.  These regulations are enforced by the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, Santa Ana Region (RWQCB): 

The Basin Plan currently prohibits septic systems in seven areas in the SAR and a revision 
proposes to add another area to the prohibited list due to considerable septic system failures and 
impairment of water quality standards.  A high water table coupled with poor soil structure or 
fractured bedrock create hazardous conditions for septic systems.  When systems fail, discharges 
enter watercourses and pollute streams and surface waters.  

The Regional Board’s Guidelines for septic systems (RWQCB 1979) require a 10 foot separation 
between the ground surface and anticipated high groundwater and a 5 foot separation between the 
bottom of the disposal facilities and anticipated high groundwater. 
 
In areas with impaired bodies of water, setbacks can be increased to protect water quality.  For 
example, Order No R4-2004-0146 for the LA Region classifies discharges from septic systems as 
high risk if the setback is < 600 ft from a water body identified as impaired for nutrients or 
bacteria, < 900 ft from a water supply well where surface contains alluvial material or if the 
subsurface contains fractured bedrock, or within 100 feet of areas designated as aquatic 
Significant Ecological Areas or Significant Biological Resources in the Basin Plan.  Most riparian 
areas within SAR are significant biological resources.  Other Regional Boards also require 
setbacks of 50 to 150 ft from leach fields or seepage pits (in areas where septic systems are 
allowed) to ephemeral and perennial streams (Banathy 2004). 
 http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/santaana/html/septic_tanks.html 
 
Assembly Bill 885 regulates setbacks to groundwater and wells. 
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/ab885/docs/ab885_matrix.pdf 
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APPENDIX 7.9 
SANTA ANA RIVER WATERSHED NATIVE PLANT TABLE 
 
 
7.9.1 CONTEXT OF THE NATIVE PLANT TABLES 
 
The following tables and diagram were prepared by EARTHWORKS Restoration, Inc. in 
collaboration with the Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District and the County/City 
Arroyo-Watershed Committee as materials for a workshop entitled “Water Quality Basins and 
Bioswales for the Inland Empire Region: Requirements, Design, Native Plants, and 
Implementation” offered through University of California Riverside Extension on October 10, 
2005. 
  
The table of native plant species provided for the workshop, "Plants Native to the Inland Empire 
Region Appropriate for Bioswales, Basins, and Water Quality Wetland Facilities" is a work in 
progress and will eventually include more detailed information.  We plan to add research results 
and information important to making informed decisions about species and population sources 
used for wetland projects, including protective upland buffers in the local region.  
 
Please note that the National List of Vascular Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands: 1996 
National Summary: Indicator by Region and Subregion may still be under review.  For this 
reason, the tables that we prepared for this workshop used the following reference:   
 
Reed, P.B., Jr.  1988.  National list of plant species that occur in wetlands: California (region 0).  
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Fish Wildl. Serv. Biol. Rep. 88(26.10). 
 
In addition to the table of native plant species, we provide a table of species that are not native to 
the area and which have proved to be invasive in riparian areas and riparian buffers (Appendix 
7.10. 
 
Table 7.9.1 is to be used in conjunction with the watercourse cross-sectional diagram that shows 
different moisture regimes (hydrozones) (Figure 7.9.1) utilized by native plant species.  The 
Wetland Indicator Status of each species is listed in the table along with the hydrozones that each 
species inhabits in the Inland Empire Region.  For example, plants that occur at the edge of 
streams in shallow water are in hydrozone 1 and are “OBL”, obligate wetland species.  Plants 
associated with upland areas and dry slopes above watercourses are in zone 6 and are “UPL”, 
upland species.   
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Margot Griswold, Rick Riefner, Ileene Anderson, (EARTHWORKS Restoration, Inc.) 
Arlee Montalvo (Riverside-Corona Resource Conservation District) 
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7.9.2 WETLAND PLANT INDICATOR CATEGORIES 

Code 
 Wetland Indicator Status 
  Explanation 
   Examples of Native PlantS for Region 0, California  ( Data were for entire  
   state of California.  Assignment to categories  FACU, FAC, and FACW may  
   shift upwards for some species if only Inland Empire is considered. ) 
 
  OBL 
 Obligate Wetland  
  Occurs almost always (estimated probability 99%) under natural conditions in wetlands.  
   Typha latifolia, Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea, Salix gooddingii 

FACW 
 Facultative Wetland  
  Usually occurs in wetlands (estimated probability 67% – 99%), but occasionally found in  
  non-wetlands.  
   Baccharis salicifolia, Artemisia douglasiana 

  FAC 
 Facultative 
  Equally likely to occur in wetlands or non-wetlands (estimated probability 34% – 66%).  
    Ambrosia psilostachya, Isocoma menziesii var. vernonioides 

 FACU 
 Facultative Upland  
  Usually occurs in non-wetlands (estimated probability 67% – 99%), but occasionally found  
  on wetlands (estimated probability 1% – 33%).  
   Leymus condensatus, Sambucus mexicanus 

 UPL 
 Obligate Upland  
 May occur in wetlands in another region, but occurs almost always (estimated probability 

99%) under natural conditions in non-wetlands in the region specified.  If a species does not 
occur in wetlands in any region, it is not on the National List.  

   Eriogonum fasciculatum, Salvia apiana 
 
     National Indicators reflect the range of estimated probabilities (expressed as a frequency of occurrence) 
of a species occurring in wetlands versus non-wetlands across the entire distribution of the species. A 
frequency, for example, of 67%-99% (Facultative Wetland) means that 67%-99% of sample plots 
containing the species randomly selected across the range of the species would be wetland. Regional 
Indicators express the estimated probability (likelihood) of a species occurring in wetlands versus non-
wetlands in the region.  

     The wetland indicator categories should not be equated to degrees of wetness. Many obligate wetland 
species occur in permanently or semi-permanently flooded wetlands, but a number of obligates also occur in 
and some are restricted to wetlands which are only temporarily or seasonally flooded. The facultative upland 
species include a diverse collection of plants, which range from weedy species adapted to exist in a number 
of environmentally stressful or disturbed sites (including wetlands), to species in which a portion of the gene 
pool (an ecotype) always occurs in wetlands. Both the weedy and ecotype representatives of the facultative 
upland category occur in seasonally and semi-permanently flooded wetlands.   
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Figure 7.9-1, Cross-sectional Diagram of a Watercourse and Associated Wetlands.  The numbers represent different hydrozones.  
See Table 7.9.1 for a list of species for the Inland Empire Region associated with each hydrozone.  The abbreviations OBL, FAC, 
FACW, FACU, and UPL are the Wetland Plant Indicator Status as described in section 7.9.2. 



Species
Common 

Name

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status, 

Region 0* Height 
Roots and 
Plant Habit

Notes on Substrate, 
Habitat, or Hydrologic 

Regime 

Zone 
Place-
ment**

Ambrosia psilostachya
western 
ragweed FAC to 2'

rhizomatous 
perennial

dry to moist banks or 
sandy sediments 4, 5, 6

Anemopsis californica yerba mansa OBL to 1'

rhizomatous 
perennial with 
stolens

highly adaptive, alkaline 
and shade tolerant 2, 3

Artemisia douglasiana mugwort FACW to 2'
rhizomatous 
perennial

banks and terraces with 
periodic flooding 3, 4, 5

Aster subulatus var. 
ligulatus slender aster FACW to 5' annual

summer-moist or 
seasonally saturated 
disturbed sites 2, 3

Atriplex argentea var. 
mohavensis

Mohave silver-
scale FAC to 2' annual

vernal swales and 
margins of basins on 
alkaline soils 3, 4, 5

Atriplex serenana
bracted 
saltscale FAC < 2' annual

vernal swales and 
margins of basins on 
alkaline soils 3, 5

Bidens laevis
smooth bur-
marigold OBL to 6'

annual or 
perennial

margins of basins in 
shallow or slow-moving 
summer water 2

Carex praegracilis

slender or 
clustered field 
sedge OBL < 2'

perennial from 
rhizome

moist swales and shallow 
basins, tolerant of slightly 
alkaline conditions 2, 3

Cressa truxillensis alkali weed FACW < 1' annual

vernal swales and 
seasonally ponded 
basins that dry by 
summer, alkaline clayey 
soils 3, 4, 5

Cyperus eragrostis
tall umbrella- 
sedge FACW < 3' perennial

highly adaptive and 
disturbance tolerant 2, 3, 4

Cyperus odoratus

fregrant 
umbrella-
sedge FACW < 2' annual

highly adaptive to all 
moist and ponded 
conditions 2, 3, 4, 5

Deschampsia 
danthonioides 

annual 
hairgrass FACW < 2' annual grass

vernal swales and 
seasonally ponded 
basins that dry by 
summer, mostly alkaline 
soils 3, 4, 5

Distichlis spicata salt grass FACW 1 to 1.5'
rhizomatous 
perennial grass

seasonally saturated 
clays or vernally moist 
sandy sites, mostly 
alkaline conditions 3, 4, 5

Eleocharis 
montevidensis

slender 
creeping 
spikerush FACW to 1.5'

perennial with 
long rhizomes

highly adaptive to all 
seasonally moist sites 2, 3, 4

Eleocharis palustris pale spikerush OBL to 3'
rhizomatous 
perennial

adaptive to seasonally 
saturated or ponded sites 
to 6" depth (1) 2, 3

Table 7.9.1.  Plants Native to the Inland Empire Region Appropriate for Restoration, Bioswales, 
Basins, and Water Quality Wetland Facilities

Herbaceous Wetland Species
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Species
Common 

Name

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status, 

Region 0* Height 
Roots and 
Plant Habit

Notes on Substrate, 
Habitat, or Hydrologic 

Regime 

Zone 
Place-
ment**

Eleocharis parishii
Parish's 
spikerush FACW < 1'

rhizomatous 
perennial

seasonally moist swales 
and shallow basins, 
especially sandy 
sediments 2, 3, 4

Elymus glaucus blue wildrye FACU < 4.5' perennial grass
moist to dry banks of 
swales and basins 4, 5, 6

Epilobium ciliatum
green willow-
herb FACW to 4' perennial

highly adaptive to all 
summer-moist conditions 2, 3, 4

Euthamia occidentalis 
(Solidago o.)

western 
goldenrod OBL to 6'

perennial from 
rhizome

all summer-moist 
conditions 2, 3, 4

Frankenia salina alkali heath FACW < 2'
suffrutescent 
perennial

clay or moist alkaline 
soils 3, 4, 5

Gnaphalium palustre

western 
marsh 
cudweed FACW < 1' annual

seasonally moist soils of 
swales and shallow 
basins 3, 4, 5

Heliotropium 
curassavicum

alkali 
heliotrope OBL < 2'

perennial, 
sometimes 
from rhizome-
like root

moist to summer dry 
shallow swales, banks, 
and terraces on sandy to 
alkaline soils 3, 4, 5

Hordeum depressum low barley FACW < 2' annual grass

vernal swales and 
shallow basins on 
alkaline soils 3, 4

Hordeum intercedens vernal barley FAC < 1.5' annual grass

vernal swales and 
shallow basins on 
alkaline soils 
Caution-- CNPS List 3-- 
use increased seed from 
local source 3, 4, 5

Hydrocotyle 
ranunculoides

floating marsh 
pennywort OBL

perennial, 
creeping or 
floating 

shallow or slow-moving 
summer water, especially 
silty sediments of basins 1, 2

Iva axillaris poverty weed FAC < 2' annual

vernally moist swales 
and banks in sandy to 
alkaline soils 5, 6

Juncus balticus wire rush OBL 1.5 to 2'
rhizomatous 
perennial

seasonally saturated 
swales and margins of 
basins 2, 3

Juncus bufonius toad rush FACW < 1' annual
highly adaptive, all in 
vernally moist conditions 2, 3, 4, 5

Juncus mexicanus Mexican rush FACW 1.5  to 2'
perennial with 
heavy rhizomes

seasonally moist swales 
and shallow basins 3, 4, 5

Juncus rugulosus wrinkled rush OBL 1 to 2'
perennial, often 
densely matted

seasonally moist swales 
and shallow basins 2, 3, 4

Juncus xiphoides
iris-leaved 
rush OBL 1.5  to 2'

rhizomatous 
perennial

seasonally moist swales 
and shallow basins 2, 3, 4
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Species
Common 

Name

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status, 

Region 0* Height 
Roots and 
Plant Habit

Notes on Substrate, 
Habitat, or Hydrologic 

Regime 

Zone 
Place-
ment**

Lasthenia californica 
(L. gracilis )

coastal 
goldfields FACU <16" annual

highly adaptive for all 
slopes and banks in 
vernally moist to dry 
conditions, including 
alkaline clays 5, 6

Lemna spp. duckweed OBL

perennial 
floating 
aquatics

swales and basin with 
slow-moving water in 
summer 1, 2

Leptochloa uninervia
Mexican 
spangletop FACW 1 to 3' annual grass

requires summer 
moisture, but tolerates 
disturbance, pollution, 
and alkaline conditions; 
well suited for swales 
with late-season 
nuisance flows 2, 3, 4

Leymus condensatus 
(Elymus c.) giant wildrye FACU 3 to 5'

perennial grass 
with short 
rhizomes

vernally moist slopes and 
banks 3, 4, 5

Leymus triticoides 
(Elymus t.) 

creeping 
wildrye FAC to 3'

rhizomatous 
perennial grass

vernally moist slopes, 
banks, and shallow 
swales, can be mowed to 
form turf 3, 4, 5

Ludwigia peploides ssp. 
peploides

yellow 
waterweed OBL <1'

perennial, 
matted, 
creeping or 
floating 

shallow or slow-moving 
water in summer; tolerant 
of flood scour and 
disturbance 1, 2

Lythrum californicum
California 
loosetrife OBL 1 to 4' perennial

all seasonally or summer-
moist conditions 2, 3, 4

Malvella leprosa alkali mallow FAC < 2'
annual, 
decumbent

seasonally moist soils in 
shallow swales and 
basins on alkaline soils 3, 5

Mimulus cardinalis
scarlet 
monkey flower OBL to 5'

rhizomatous 
perennial

seasonally inundated 
margins of basins or 
swales 2, 3, 4

Mimulus guttatus
streamside 
monkey flower OBL to 4.5'

herbaceous 
annual or 
perennial

highly adaptive and 
tolerant of flood scour 
and disturbance in 
seasonally inundated 
conditions 2, 3, 4

Muhlenbergia rigens deergrass FACW 1.5 - 4.5'

perennial, 
densely 
clumped grass

highly adaptive, all 
seasonally moist banks 
and terraces 4, 5

Najas marina
holly-leaved 
water-nymph OBL <1.5' mat-like annual

submerged aquatic for 
basins with year-round 
water 1

Oenothera elata ssp. 
hirsutissima

Hooker's 
evening 
primrose FACW 0.5-8'

biennial or 
short-lived 
perennial

highly adaptive, all vernal-
to summer-moist 
conditions 3, 4, 5
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Species
Common 

Name

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status, 

Region 0* Height 
Roots and 
Plant Habit

Notes on Substrate, 
Habitat, or Hydrologic 

Regime 

Zone 
Place-
ment**

Paspalum distichum knot grass OBL to 2'

perennial grass 
from stolons 
and rhizomes

seasonally moist to 
summer-wet conditions, 
can be mowed to form 
turf 2, 3, 4

Pluchea odorata
marsh flea-
bane OBL <3'

herbaceous 
annual or 
perennial

seasonally moist to 
summer-wet conditions in 
alkaline conditions 2, 3

Polygonum 
hydropiperoides

mild water 
pepper OBL <3'

perennial from 
extensive 
system of 
rhizomes

fluctuating waters of 
basins and wet swales 2, 3

Rorripa nasturtium-
aquaticum 

white water-
cress OBL <2'

perennial, 
submersed, 
floating or 
prostrate on 
mud

may not be native; 
margins of basins; 
shallow or slow-moving 
water in all conditions 1, 2, 3

Scirpus  acutus var. 
occidentalis 
(Schoenoplectus a. ) 

hard-stem 
bulrush OBL 4 to 12'

perennial, long 
rhizomes; 
dense clonal 
growth

standing water in basins 
up to 3'  water depth 1, 2

Scirpus americanus 
(Schoenoplectus a. )

Olney's 
bulrush OBL 2 -6'

rhizomatous 
perennial

margins of basins and in 
wet swales 2, 3

Scirpus californicus
(Schoenoplectus c.)

California 
bulrush OBL 6 to 12'

perennial with 
long rhizomes

in standing water, 
margins of basins and in 
wet swales 1, 2, 3

Scirpus maritimus 
(Schoenoplectus m. ) alkali bulrush OBL 2 to 4'

rhizomatous 
perennial with 
tubers

up to 6" water depth; 
margins of basins in 
shallow water or in wet 
swales; rapid growth 2, 3

Sporobolos airoides
alkali 
dropseed FAC

1 - 3' 
(veg) tufted perennial

seasonally moist alkaline 
soils in swales and on 
banks 4, 5

Typha domengensis
southern 
cattail OBL

4.5 to 
12'

rhizomatous 
perennial

margins of basins and in 
wet swales 1, 2

Typha latifolia
common 
cattail OBL 4.5 to 9'

rhizomatous 
perennial

up to 12" water depth (1); 
margins of basins and in 
wet swales 1, 2

Urtica dioica ssp. 
holosericea

hoary or 
stinging nettle OBL 3 to 10'

rhizomatous 
perennial moist places 3, 4, 5

Veronica peregrina ssp. 
xalpensis

Mexican 
speedwell OBL 2" to 2' annual

seasonally saturated 
soils, margins of basins 
with fluctuating water, 
swales or drying basins 2, 3, 4
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Species
Common 

Name

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status, 

Region 0* Height 
Roots and 
Plant Habit

Notes on Substrate, 
Habitat, or Hydrologic 

Regime 

Zone 
Place-
ment**

Atriplex lentiformis big saltbush FAC 3 to 9' shrub

extremely hardy; scrub 
and slopes, banks, and 
dry washes; on alkaline 
soils 5, 6

Baccharis emoryi
Emory's 
baccharis FACW to 12'

evergreen 
shrub alkaline tolerant 4, 5

Baccharis salicifolia mule fat FACW to 7'
evergreen 
shrub

highly adaptive, margins 
of basins with fluctuating 
water, and all seasonally 
saturated or ponded 
conditions 2, 3, 4, 5

Isocoma menziesii var. 
vernonioides

coastal 
goldenbush FAC 1.5  to 2'

suffrutescent 
perennial

moist to dry slopes, 
banks, and in open scrub 
on all soils 5, 6

Platanus racemosa
western 
sycamore FACW

30 to 
100'

shallow to deep 
roots, 
deciduous tree

slopes and banks with 
periodic flooding 4, 5

Pluchea sericea
desert 
arrowweed FACW 3 to 15'

rhizomatous 
suckering 
shrub

wet swales and margins 
of basins in shallow 
water, alkaline tolerant 3, 4, 5

Populus fremontii
western 
cottonwood FACW 50 to 75'

rhizomatous, 
shallow roots, 
suckering tree

gravel to sandy soil with 
periodic flood (12) 3, 4, 5

Rosa californica California rose FACW 3 to 9' shrub, climbing
moist banks of basins, 
swales and streams 4, 5

Rubus ursinus
California 
blackberry FAC

shrub, 
clambering

moist banks of basins, 
swales and streams 5

Salix exigua

narrow leaf 
willow, sand 
bar, or coyote 
willow OBL

3 to 15' 
(27')

rhizomatous 
shrub

moist gravel to sandy 
substrate and tolerant of 
flood scour 3, 4, 5

Salix gooddingii black willow OBL < 95' tree

margins of basins with 
fluctuating water; tolerant 
of prolonged ponding, 
and silt-laden soils 2, 3, 4

Salix laevigata red willow FACW < 45' tree

margins of basins and 
moist banks, tolerant of 
sub-alkaline soils 3, 4, 5

Salix lasiolepis arroyo willow FACW 12 to 30'
small, 
multistem tree

highly adaptive, all 
seasonally moist to 
shallow ponding 
conditions, sandy to 
coarse soils 3, 4, 5

Sambucus mexicana
Mexican 
elderberry FACU 6 to 25' tall shrub 

alluvial fans, seasonally 
moist slopes and upper 
margins of banks 5

Woody Wetland Species (Including Subshrubs)
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Species
Common 

Name

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status, 

Region 0* Height 
Roots and 
Plant Habit

Notes on Substrate, 
Habitat, or Hydrologic 

Regime 

Zone 
Place-
ment**

Artemisia californica
California 
sagebrush UPL shrub

tolerates slightly moist 
conditions 6

Artemisia dracunculus terragon UPL
rhizomatous 
subshrub

seasonally wet 
ephemeral washes, 
scour-prone channels 6

Astragalus pomonensis
Pomona 
locoweed UPL

perennial, 
clumped with 
ascending 
stems tolerates disturbance 6

Brickellia californica
California 
brickellbush UPL

many-branched 
shrub dry rocky slopes 6

Bothriochloa barbinodis
plumed 
beardgrass UPL

clumped 
perennial grass stony or rocky soils 6

Camissonia bistorta 
California sun 
cup UPL annual often on sandy soils 6

Centaurium venustum canchlagua UPL annual often ephemeral streams 6

Croton californicus
California 
croton UPL

perennial or 
subshrub sandy soils and washes 6

Deinandra fasciculata
(Hemizonia f.) 

fascicled 
tarplant UPL annual

tolerates slightly moist 
conditions 6

Deinandra kelloggii
(Hemizonia k.) 

Kellogg's 
tarplant UPL annual coarse soils 6

Encelia farinosa brittlebush UPL shrub
stony soils and dry south- 
or west-facing slopes 6

Eriastrum sapphirinum
sapphire 
wooly-star UPL annual 6

Erigeron foliosus var. 
foliosus leafy daisy UPL

perennial with 
woody roots 6

Eriogonum fasciculatum 
var. foliolosum

interior 
California 
buckwheat UPL shrub

all dry slopes with rocky 
or poor soils 6

Eriogonum fasciculatum 
var. polifolium

ash-leaved 
California 
buckwheat UPL shrub

dry, rocky slopes in lower 
rainfall areas of region 6

Eriophyllum 
confertiflorum golden yarrow UPL perennial

locally common, 
especially after fire 6

Epilobium canum
California 
fuschia UPL

clumped 
perennial all dry slopes 6

Gnaphalium bicolor
bicolored 
cudweed UPL perennial dry slopes or rocky soils 6

Gnaphalium californicum
California 
everlasting UPL

annual or 
biennial 6

Keckiella antirrhinoides
yellow bush-
penstemon UPL shrub

in lower rainfall areas, on 
north-facing slopes 6

Layia platyglossa tidy tips UPL annual
tolerates vernally moist 
and alkaline soils 6

Upland Species for Use on Dry Slopes and Boarders
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Species
Common 

Name

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status, 

Region 0* Height 
Roots and 
Plant Habit

Notes on Substrate, 
Habitat, or Hydrologic 

Regime 

Zone 
Place-
ment**

Lotus hamatus fishhook lotus UPL annual highly adaptive 6

Lotus scoparious var. 
brevialatus deerweed UPL subshrub highly adaptive 6

Lupinus bicolor
miniature 
lupine UPL annual highly adaptive 6

Lupinus succulentus arroyo lupine UPL annual tolerates disturbance 6

Lupinus truncatus collar lupine UPL annual
dry slopes, draws, 
alluvial fans 6

Melica imperfecta
small-flowered 
melic grass UPL

perennial 
bunch grass all dry slopes 6

Mimulus aurantiacus
bush monkey 
flower UPL shrub north-facing slopes 6

Mirabilis laevis 

Ca o a
wishbone 
bush UPL perennial rocky or sandy slopes 6

Monardella lanceolata mustang mint UPL annual tolerates disturbance 6
Nassella cernua 
(Stipa c.) 

nodding 
needlegrass UPL

perennial 
bunch grass open slopes 6

Nassella lepida 
(Stipa l.) 

foothill 
needlegrass UPL

perennial 
bunch grass brushy slopes 6

Plantago erecta
California 
plantain UPL annual tolerates heavy clays 6

Phacelia distans
common 
phacelia UPL annual clay or rocky soils 6

Rhamnus crocea spiny redbery UPL shrub dry slopes or rocky soils 6

Salvia apiana white sage UPL shrub dry slopes or rocky soils 6

Salvia mellifera black sage UPL shrub coarse to heavy soils 6

Scrophularia californica 
ssp. floribunda

California 
figwort UPL perennial herb mostly around boulders 6

Solanum xanti
chaparral 
nightshade UPL shrub north-facing slopes 6

Tetradymia comosa cotton-thorn UPL shrub dry slopes, aluvial fans 6

Vulpia microstachys var. 
pauciflora Pacific fescue UPL annual grass all slopes 6

Vulpia octoflora
six-weeks 
fescue UPL annual grass all slopes 6

* Wetland Indicator 
Status for Region 0, 
California 
(after Reed 1988)

** Zone Placement
(adapted from Hoag et 
al. 2001 for Inland 
Empire using Reed 
1988)

Wet

Dry

1 = perennial water
2 = margins of perennial water or seasonal swales
3 = seasonally  inundated; moist areas 
4 = seasonally inundated terrace; seasonally dry areas
5 = upper terrace or slope; occassionally inundated
6 = upland slope; rarely inundated

   OBL = Obligate Wetland
FACW = Facultative Wetland (usually on wetlands, probability ~67%-99%)
   FAC = Facultative (equally likely on wetlands or non-wetlands)
FACU = Facultative Upland (occasionally on wetlands,  probability ~1%-33%)
   UPL = Obligate
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APPENDIX 7.10: 
SANTA ANA RIVER WATERSHED INVASIVE PLANT TABLE 
 
The species indicated in this table should never be planted in watercourses or their protective 
setbacks.  Certain aggressively naturalizing tree and shrub species should not be planted 
anywhere near riparian or other wildland areas.  Examples of particularly aggressive exotic 
species on the “Do Not Plant” list within the CCAC project area include the following: trees (tree 
of heaven, blue gum; Mexican fan palm); grasses (giant reed, red brome, pampas grass, Bermuda 
grass); shrubs (tamarisk, castor bean, Spanish broom); and herbaceous perennials (perennial 
pepperweed, sweet fennel, Bermuda buttercup).  Commonly planted species are in blue font. 
 

Some Invasive Species of Wetlands and Banks 
DO NOT PLANT LIST 

Species Common Name 
Ailanthus altissima tree of heaven 
Arctotis spp. (all species & hybrids) African daisy 
Arundo donax giant reed 
Atriplex semibaccata Australian saltbush 
Atriplex suberecta serrate-leaved saltbush 
Avena barbata slender wild oat 
Avena fatua wild oat 
Bassia hyssopifolia five-hook bassia 
Brassica nigra black mustard 
Bromus diandrus rip-gut brome 
Bromus madritensis red brome 
Centaurea melitensis tacalote 
Centranthus ruber red apple 
Chenopodium ambrosioides epizote 
Cirsium vulgare bull thistle 
Carpobrotus chilensis, C. edulis ice plant 
Cortaderia jubata, C. selloana  pampus grass, jubata grass 
Cynodon dactylon Bermuda grass (and hybrids) 
Echinochloa crus-galli barnyard grass 
Ehrharta erecta panic veldtgrass 
Ehrharta longiflora   
Eichornia crassipes water hyacinth 
Erodium brachycarpum short-fruited filaree 
Erodium cicutarium red-stemmed filaree 
Erodium moschatum white-stemmed filaree 
Eucalyptus globulus, E. camaldulensis blue gum, red gum 
Festuca rubra creeping red fescue 
Ficus carica  common fig 
Foeniculum vulgare sweet fennel 
Fraxinus uhdei shamel ash 
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Some Invasive Species of Wetlands and Banks 
DO NOT PLANT LIST 

Species Common Name 
Gazania spp. (all species & hybrids) gazenia 
Genista spp. (all species) broom 
Hirshfeldia incana (Brassica geniculata) perennial or short pod mustard 
Lactuca serriola prickly lettuce 
Lantana camara common garden lantana 
Lepidium latifolium perennial pepperweed 
Limonium perezii Sea lavender 
Lobularia maritima Sweet-alyssum 
Marrubium vulgare common horehound 
Melilotus alba white sweet-clover 
Melilotus indicus sour clover 
Myoporum species myoporum 
Nicotiana glauca tree tobacco 
Oxalis pres-caprae Bermuda buttercup 
Parkinsonia aculeata Mexican palo verde 
Pennisetum setaceum African or green fountain grass 
Polypogon monspeliensis annual beard grass 
Pulicaria paludosa Spanish sunflower 
Raphanus sativus wild radish 
Ricinus comunis castor bean 
Robinia pseudoacacia black locust 
Rumex crispus curley dock 
Salsola tragus Russian thistle 
Salvinia molesta giant water fern 
Schinus molle  Peruvian (Calif.) pepper tree 
Schinus terebinthifolius Brazilian pepper tree 
Silibium marianum milk thistle 
Sisymbrium irio London rocket 
Sonchus asper prickly sow-thistle 
Spartium junceum Spanish broom 
Tamarix species tamarisk, salt cedar 
Vinca major periwinkle 
Washingtonia robusta Mexican fan palm 

 
Other exotic horticultural species known to naturalize and invade watercourses should not be 
planted by watercourses, including pride of Madeira, pistachio, cotoneaster and others.  Avoid 
planting cultivars that can disperse viable seeds or vegetative reproductive structures into 
wildlands.  Please see updates on invasive species and what not to plant at the following sites:  

http://plants.usda.gov/java/invasiveOne?pubID=CalEPPC 
http://www.cal-ipc.org/ 
http://www.cal-ipc.org/landscaping/dpp/index.php 
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APPENDIX 7.11: 
MULTIPLE SPECIES HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN  

Riparian/Riverine habitat is home to many sensitive species of plants and wildlife.  By signing 
on to the Western Riverside County Habitat Conservation Plan (MSHCP), the County and City 
of Riverside agreed to adopt and implement ordinance or resolution to protect riparian/riverine 
habitats and the sensitive species within them.  If adopted, the recommendations made by the 
CCAC would help to implement this requirement.  The following excerpts from the MSHCP are 
pertinent to the habitats within arroyos and other watercourses.  For example, many riparian 
areas in the project area contain habitat for the least Bell’s vireo and California black walnut, 
both of which are specifically slated for protection by the MSHCP.  Bold text (outside of 
subheadings) often designates passages of direct relevance to watercourses with riparian/riverine 
habitat.  In the excerpted text below, sections in bold are added emphasis. 

 For further details, see the online document: 
http://www.tlma.co.riverside.ca.us/mshcp/volume1/sec5.html#5.3.6 
http://www.tlma.co.riverside.ca.us/mshcp/volume1/sec6.html#6.4 
http://www.tlma.co.riverside.ca.us/mshcp/volume1/sec7.html#7.0 

Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan. Volume 1 

SECTION 6.0 

MSHCP IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURE 

6.1 LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES 

The Permittees have selected a legal mechanism to implement the terms of the MSHCP and the 
Implementing Agreement ("Implementation Mechanism"). The Permits shall become effective 
upon execution of the IA. If, however, within six months of execution of the IA the County, 
Cities and the RCA have not adopted an appropriate Implementation Mechanism, the Wildlife 
Agencies may initiate suspension or revocation proceedings pursuant to Section 23.5 of the IA. 
In that event, the Permittees' obligations to fully implement the terms and conditions of the 
MSHCP and the IA commence upon execution of the IA. After adoption of an Implementation 
Mechanism, the Local Permittees will submit a copy of the appropriate documents to the RCA 
and the Wildlife Agencies. 

A. Cities 

1. The Cities shall adopt an ordinance imposing the Local Development Mitigation Fee as 
analyzed in the Nexus Fee Report. A model ordinance imposing such fees is included as Exhibit 
"G" to the MSHCP Implementing Agreement (IA). The Cities shall adopt ordinances in 
substantially the same form or at a minimum containing the same requirements as the model 
ordinance. 
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2. The Cities shall adopt an ordinance or resolution that adopts the MSHCP and establishes 
procedures and requirements for the implementation of its terms and conditions. A model 
resolution is attached as Exhibit "H" to the MSHCP IA. A model ordinance is attached as Exhibit 
"I" to the MSHCP IA. The Cities shall adopt an ordinance or resolution in substantially the same 
form or at a minimum containing the same requirements as the model ordinance or resolution. 
The ordinance or resolution shall contain, at a minimum, the following conditions: 

a. Commitment to utilize the Habitat Evaluation and Acquisition Negotiation Strategy 
(HANS) or appropriate alternative method to ensure compliance with the Criteria. 

b. Imposition of all other terms of the MSHCP, including but not limited to 
requirements concerning riparian/riverine areas and vernal pools, Narrow Endemic 
Plant Species and appropriate surveys as set forth in Sections 6.1.2, 6.1.3, and 6.3.2. 
A complete summary of all MSHCP species survey requirements is provided in 
Appendix E to this document. 

c. Agreement to enforce all other terms and conditions of the MSHCP, 
Implementing Agreement and the Permits. 

B. The County 

1. The County shall implement the MSHCP through incorporation of the relevant terms and 
requirements into its General Plan, which is currently being updated. The Open Space Element 
of the County General Plan will establish general policies for compliance with the MSHCP, the 
Permits and the IA. 

2. The County shall establish a development mitigation fee for the unincorporated area of the 
County to specifically provide for habitat acquisition pursuant to the MSHCP. 

6.1.1 Property Owner Initiated Habitat Evaluation and Acquisition Negotiation Strategy (HANS) 

6.1.2 Protection of Species Associated with Riparian/Riverine Areas and Vernal Pools 

Purpose 

The purpose of this section is to describe the process through which protection of 
riparian/riverine areas and vernal pools would occur within the MSHCP Plan Area. Protection of 
these areas is important to Conservation of the following listed species: 

Amphibians 
arroyo toad 
mountain yellow-legged frog 
California red-legged frog 

Birds 
bald eagle 
least Bell's vireo 
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peregrine falcon 
southwestern willow flycatcher 
western yellow-billed cuckoo 

Fish 
Santa Ana sucker 

Invertebrates - Crustaceans 
Riverside fairy shrimp 
vernal pool fairy shrimp 

Plants 
Brand's phacelia 
California Orcutt grass 
California black walnut 
Coulter's matilija poppy 
Engelmann oak 
Fish's milkwort 
graceful tarplant 
lemon lily 
Mojave tarplant 
mud nama 
ocellated Humboldt lily 
Orcutt's brodiaea 
Parish's meadowfoam 
prostrate navarretia 
San Diego button-celery 
San Jacinto Valley crownscale 
San Miguel savory 
Santa Ana River woolly-star 
slender-horned spine flower 
smooth tarplant 
spreading navarretia 
thread-leaved brodiaea 
vernal barley 

The purpose of the procedures described in this section is to ensure that the biological functions 
and values of these areas throughout the MSHCP Plan Area are maintained such that Habitat 
values for species inside the MSHCP Conservation Area are maintained. 

Survey, Mapping and Documentation Requirements 

As projects are proposed within the Plan Area, an assessment of the potentially significant 
effects of those projects on riparian/riverine areas, and vernal pools shall be performed as 
currently required by CEQA using available information augmented by project-specific mapping 
provided to and reviewed by the Permittee's biologist(s). Riparian/riverine areas and vernal pools 
are defined for this section as follows: 
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• Riparian/Riverine Areas are lands which contain Habitat dominated by tress, shrubs, 
persistent emergents, or emergent mosses and lichens, which occur close to or which 
depend upon soil moisture from a nearby fresh water source; or areas with fresh water 
flow during all or a portion of the year. 

• Vernal pools are seasonal wetlands that occur in depression areas that have wetlands 
indicators of all three parameters (soils, vegetation and hydrology) during the wetter 
portion of the growing season but normally lack wetlands indicators of hydrology and/or 
vegetation during the drier portion of the growing season. Obligate hydrophytes and 
facultative wetlands plant species are normally dominant during the wetter portion of the 
growing season, while upland species (annuals) may be dominant during the drier portion 
of the growing season. The determination that an area exhibits vernal pool characteristics, 
and the definition of the watershed supporting vernal pool hydrology, must be made on a 
case-by-case basis. Such determinations should consider the length of the time the area 
exhibits upland and wetland characteristics and the manner in which the area fits into the 
overall ecological system as a wetland. Evidence concerning the persistence of an area's 
wetness can be obtained from its history, vegetation, soils, and drainage characteristics, 
uses to which it has been subjected, and weather and hydrologic records. 

• Fairy Shrimp. For Riverside, vernal pool and Santa Rosa fairy shrimp, mapping of 
stock ponds, ephemeral pools and other features shall also be undertaken as determined 
appropriate by a qualified biologist. 

With the exception of wetlands created for the purpose of providing wetlands Habitat or resulting 
from human actions to create open waters or from the alteration of natural stream courses, areas 
demonstrating characteristics as described above which are artificially created are not included in 
these definitions. 

Information necessary for the assessment includes identification and mapping of riparian/riverine 
areas and vernal pools. The assessment shall consider species composition, topography/ 
hydrology, and soil analysis, where appropriate. The assessment may be completed as part of the 
CEQA review process as set forth in Article V of the State CEQA Guidelines. 

The documentation for the assessment shall include mapping and a description of the functions 
and values of the mapped areas with respect to the species listed above, under "Purpose." Factors 
to be considered include hydrologic regime, flood storage and flood flow modification, nutrient 
retention and transformation, sediment trapping and transport, toxicant trapping, public use, 
wildlife Habitat, and aquatic Habitat. The functions and values assessment will focus on those 
areas that should be considered for priority acquisition for the MSHCP Conservation Area, as 
well as those functions that may affect downstream values related to Conservation of Covered 
Species within the MSHCP Conservation Area. 

If the mapping noted above identifies suitable Habitat for the species listed below, and the 
proposed project design does not incorporate avoidance of the identified Habitat, focused 
surveys for those species shall be conducted, and avoidance and minimization measures 
implemented in accordance with the species-specific objectives for those species. Species-
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specific objectives for the species are presented in Section 9.0 of this document and in 
Section B of The Reference Document, Volume II of the MSHCP Plan. 

Birds 
least Bell's vireo 
southwestern willow flycatcher 
western yellow-billed cuckoo 

Invertebrates-Crustaceans 
Riverside fairy shrimp 
Santa Rosa Plateau fairy shrimp 
vernal pool fairy shrimp 

If an avoidance alternative is not feasible, a practicable alternative that minimizes direct 
and indirect effects to riparian/riverine areas and vernal pools and associated functions 
and values to the greatest extent possible shall be selected. Those impacts that are 
unavoidable shall be mitigated such that the lost functions and values as they relate to 
Covered Species are replaced as set forth below under the Determination of Biologically 
Equivalent or Superior Preservation. 

Edge treatments shall also be addressed as part of the avoidance and minimization process for 
areas not to be included in the MSHCP Conservation Area. Edges are areas in proximity to 
sensitive Habitat where land use should be reviewed to provide protection for the sensitive 
Habitat. Consideration of edge treatments is typically required in the review of all projects under 
existing regulations and procedures. The application of these existing regulations and procedures 
can contribute to the long-term conservation of functions and values of riparian/riverine areas 
and vernal pools within the MSHCP Plan Area to assure maintenance of functions and values 
within the MSHCP Conservation Area. The extent and type of edge treatment needs to be 
evaluated on a project-by-project and resource-by-resource basis but should consider the 
following potential indirect impacts: lighting, noise, trash/debris, urban and stormwater runoff, 
toxic materials, exotic plant and animal infestations, dust, trampling and unauthorized 
recreational use, and their relation to the functions and values of the areas to be conserved. 
Guidelines for such edge treatments are presented as Land Use Guidelines Pertaining to the 
Urban/Wildlands Interface in Section 6.1.4 of this document. 

Determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation 

If an avoidance alternative is not Feasible and a practicable alternative is instead selected as set 
forth above, determination of biologically equivalent or superior preservation shall be made by 
the Permittee to ensure replacement of any lost functions and values of Habitat as it relates to 
Covered Species. The determination of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation shall 
include the following information to be supplied by the applicant and reviewed by the Permittee. 

• Definition of the project area. 

• A written project description, demonstrating why an avoidance alternative is not 
possible. 
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• A written description of biological information available for the project site including 
the results of resource mapping. 

• Quantification of unavoidable impacts to riparian/riverine areas and vernal pools 
associated with the project, including direct and indirect effects. 

• A written description of project design features and mitigation measures that reduce 
indirect effects, such as edge treatments, landscaping, elevation difference, minimization 
and/or compensation through restoration or enhancement. 

• A finding demonstrating that although the proposed project would not avoid impacts, 
with proposed design and compensation measures, the project would be biologically 
equivalent or superior to that which would occur under an avoidance alternative without 
these measures, based on one or more of the following factors: 

• effects on Conserved Habitats; 

• effects on the species listed above under the heading, "Purpose" and 

• effects on riparian Linkages and function of the MSHCP Conservation Area 

Prior to approval of Biologically Equivalent or Superior Preservation Determinations, the 
Wildlife Agencies shall be notified and be provided a 60-day review and response period. A 
written record of determinations shall be maintained and shall be included in the annual reporting 
documentation prepared by the Permittees and submitted to the Wildlife Agencies as set forth in 
Section 6.11 of this document. 

Relationship to Existing Wetland Regulations 

Projects that affect wetland Vegetation Communities shall be required to comply with the 
applicable regulatory standards related to wetlands functions and values. The purpose of this 
discussion is to identify current regulatory processes and indicate their relationship to the process 
set forth in the MSHCP. It should be noted that current wetland regulatory processes beyond the 
process described in this section are not relied upon for coverage of species addressed in the 
MSHCP. Many wetland communities (e.g., vernal pools, freshwater marsh, riparian forests, 
riparian woodlands, riparian scrub, open water, disturbed wetlands, flood channel, river and 
stream beds) within the Plan Area include areas subject to California Fish and Game Code (CFG 
Code) Section 1600 et seq. and the federal Clean Water Act (Sections 401, 402 and 404). Such 
areas will continue to be regulated by state and federal agencies. The U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (ACOE) shall continue to consult with the USFWS pursuant to Section 7 of the FESA 
on projects that may affect federally listed species within ACOE jurisdictional wetlands and 
waters. The CDFG shall continue to work closely with the Corps, USFWS, and local 
jurisdictions to ensure that the CFG Code Section 1600 et seq. agreements are consistent with the 
mitigation required for Covered Species. In addition, other existing regulations related to wetland 
Habitats, such as the Porter-Cologne Act shall continue to apply. 
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Additional Species Benefits 

In addition to benefitting the listed species identified in the "Purpose" discussion of this section, 
benefits of following the procedures outlined in this section would also accrue to the following 
additional species: 

Amphibians 
coast range newt 
western spadefoot 

Birds 
American bittern 
black-crowned night-heron 
black swift (breeding) 
Cooper's hawk 
double-crested cormorant 
downy woodpecker 
Lincoln's sparrow (breeding) 
MacGillivray's warbler 
Nashville warbler 
osprey 
purple martin 
tree swallow 
tricolored blackbird (colony) 
white-faced ibis 
white-tailed kite 
Wilson's warbler 
yellow-breasted chat 
yellow warbler 

Fish  
arroyo chub 

Invertebrates - Crustaceans 
Santa Rosa Plateau fairy shrimp 

  
Plants 

California muhly 
Coulter's goldfields 
Davidson's saltscale 
little mousetail 
Orcutt's brodiaea 
Parish's brittlescale 
vernal barley 
Wright's trichocoronis 

Reptiles 
western pond turtle 
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6.1.6 Mitigation Responsibilities 

The Local Permittees shall have the following mitigation responsibilities during the long-term 
implementation process for the MSHCP. 

County and Cities Obligations 

The County and the Cities have the following obligations under the MSHCP and the IA: 

A. Adopt and maintain ordinances or resolutions as necessary, and amend their General 
Plans as appropriate, to implement the requirements and to fulfill the purposes of the 
Permits, the MSHCP and the IA for private and public Development projects. Such 
requirements include: 

(1) the collection of Local Development Mitigation Fees and other relevant fees as set 
forth in Section 8.5 of this document; 

(2) compliance with the HANS process or equivalent process to ensure application of the 
Criteria and thus, satisfaction of the local acquisition obligation; 

(3) compliance with the policies for the Protection of Species Associated with 
Riparian/Riverine Areas and Vernal Pools, set forth in Section 6.1.2 of this 
document; 

(4) compliance with the policies for the Protection of Narrow Endemic Plant Species 
set forth in Section 6.1.3 of this document; 

(5) compliance with survey requirements as set forth in Section 6.3.2 of this document; 

(6) require Urban/Wildlands Interface Guidelines compliance as set forth in Section 6.1.4 
of this document; and 

(7) compliance with the Best Management Practices and the siting and design criteria as 
set forth in Section 7.0 and Appendix C of this document. The County and the Cities shall 
transmit to the RCA and the Wildlife Agencies relevant documents showing adoption 
and/or execution of the Implementation Mechanisms and any subsequent amendments 
thereto. 
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APPENDIX 7.12: 
MAPPING PROJECT 
  
 
7.12.1 GIS AND WATERCOURSE PROTECTION MAP 
Section 3.5 of this report summarized the County/City Arroyo-Watershed Committee (CCAC) 
Mapping Project that integrates digitized data into a Geographic Information System (GIS).  A 
brief summary of the digital data acquired for this project and the sources of the data are 
provided in Appendix 7.13.  Using a computer, the GIS aerial maps of the project area can be 
viewed in concert with the different types of data that have been incorporated into the program.  
The various digitized data occur in “layers” that can be turned on individually and viewed with 
or without other data layers, including the aerial images.  The integration of data with the CCAC 
digitized Watercourse Layer provides a unique GIS for the project area. 
 
The GIS Mapping Project can be a powerful planning aid at regional and local levels.  For 
example, the map can be viewed at numerous scales.  When zoomed out, the “birds-eye-view” 
allows a spatial analysis of the context of particular watercourses relative to the entire project 
area, subwatershed, or tributary watershed (e.g., Chapter 2, Figure 2-2).  The GIS map provides 
the ability for “landscape-level” analysis for planning purposes when the Watercourse Layer is 
viewed with other data layers, for example Flood Control features, engineered contour lines, U.S. 
Geological Survey “blue-line streams,” sensitive species, and a proposed “Riparian Layer”.  This 
type of analysis would also be valuable for larger-scale planning efforts if data from the 
remaining Santa Ana River Watershed were included in the GIS (a possible Phase IV project).  
In addition to viewing a site at the landscape level, zooming in on particular locations on the 
aerial map allows analysis of site-specific details important to understanding permit requirements 
for a particular site.  With this map, the County and City planning departments will be better 
informed about parcels traversed by watercourses and be more able to recommend the level of 
permit likely to be required when a developer or private property owner wishes to develop or 
modify a site.   
 
More detailed analyses will be possible once the CCAC completes its Phase II and III plans 
(Chapter 3.5), including the delineation of a “Riparian Layer” and integration of the Riparian and 
Watercourse layers into a comprehensive “Watercourse Protection Map” for the project area.  
The comprehensive map could accompany policy and planning recommendations to local 
agencies, including the County of Riverside, Flood Control District, and City of Riverside. 
 
7.12.2 EXAMPLES OF DIGITAL DATA LAYERS FOR PROJECT AREA 
The project area is within the Santa Ana River Watershed and centers on the City of Riverside 
and watercourse networks that cross boundaries into unincorporated areas of the County of 
Riverside.  The area is intersected with watercourse networks that eventually drain into the Santa 
Ana River before reaching the Pacific Ocean (see Chapter 2 for detailed description).  The focus 
area relative to the entire Santa Ana River Watershed is shown in Figure 2-1, with specific 
boundaries shown in Figure 2-2.  
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The GIS program was used to generate Figure 2-2 (except project area boundary) relative to 
several data layers.  The data layers shown in Figure 2-2 include blue-line streams, major 
highways, boundaries of incorporated and unincorporated areas of the County of Riverside, 
Master Drainage Plan areas, and the six arroyos mapped by the City of Riverside.  In Figure 
7.12-1, the same area is shown as in Figure 2-2, but the main focus has changed.  In this map 
below, the Master Drainage Plan layer has been turned off, and data layers for an endangered 
species of bird have been turned on.  The new layers include sample grids and two years of data 
provided by the Santa Ana Watershed Association on the least Bell’s vireo, a federally 
endangered bird species that nests in riparian vegetation along watercourses.  Note that the aerial 
image layer is turned off in both Figure 2-2 and 7.12-1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.12-1.  GIS-Generated Map of the Federally Endangered Least Bell’s Vireo 
(LBV).  Data are territories observed in the 2004 and 2005 nesting seasons by the Santa 
Ana Watershed Association (SAWA).  Black circles = 2004 observations; white circles = 
2005 observations.  SAWA supplied digitized data of LBV observations to the CCAC 
database.  Data provided by SAWA are collected from specific survey locations.  Absence of 
data outside survey areas does not mean LBV are absent from other riparian areas with 
appropriate habitat. (For further information about SAWA, see http://www.sawatershed.org/). 
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The GIS maps can be used to illustrate differences in data between the County and City of 
Riverside.  Contour lines can be turned off and on for portions of maps.  Figure 7.12-2 shows a 
City delineated arroyo (transparent blue layer) compared to a portion of the arroyo on the County 
side for which the 4-foot engineered contour intervals provided by County Flood Control (blue 
contour lines) have been turned on.  The contour lines indicate steepness of terrain and will be 
useful for delineating setbacks in a model that incorporates slope and riparian vegetation (see 
Sections 4.4).  Where the transparent arroyo layer overlaps contour lines, it is possible to see that 
the steep slopes of the arroyo are protected from grading by the City grading ordinance.  The 
CCAC intends to build a set of setback models with decision rules that can be illustrated in GIS 
to explore how different setback models look on the map.  One model could follow the rules 
used by the City in their delineation of arroyos to see how it would look on the County side.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 
4-foot contour lines 

City delineated Mockingbird 
Arroyo with 50 foot setback 

Least Bell’s Vireo 

Figure 7.12-2.  GIS-Generated Map of the Mockingbird Arroyo.  This arroyo is 
delineated by the City on the City side by the Arroyo Hillside Grading Ordinance.  On 
the County side, 4-ft contour lines are available to use in a delineation model in GIS. 

CITY OF RIVERSIDE 
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The next example (Figure 7.12-3) shows an area with watercourses that have not been delineated 
by the City or County, and which contain sensitive species.  Having such areas tagged for 
observation by planners would help them to quickly evaluate the sensitive nature of the site.  In 
Figure 7.12-3, riparian vegetation is obvious in the long watercourse and could be digitized as a 
riparian map layer.  The contour lines can be used to calculate slope.  The riparian layer and 
slope data could be integrated into a setback model for buffering the watercourses. 
 

 

 

Figure 7.12-3.  Example of GIS-Generated Map with Watercourse Map Layer.  In this 
example, the following layers are on and can be a valuable planning aid:  Least Bell’s 
Vireo (yellow and green circles), 4-foot contour lines (magenta, for a portion only), 
watercourse layers (blue line and green line (ephemeral drainage)), and aerial image. 

LBV 
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7.12.3 CONTINUING WORK ON GIS MAPPING PROJECT (PHASES II-III) 
 
CCAC intends to digitize a Riparian Layer from visible ground vegetation associated with the 
Watercourse Layer in Phase II of the Mapping Project.  Photographs and site visits would assist 
in delineating the outer edge of riparian vegetation which often coincides with the outer 
boundary of Waters of the State (see Figure 4.1).  The Riparian Layer will have a spatially 
associated database that can be populated with biological data such as the LBV data in Figure 
7.12-1.  A classification scheme has yet to be determined for these data, but the scheme would 
cover regional species and their habitats.  Often, riparian vegetation extends beyond a 
meandering watercourse buffer.  Because riparian areas should not be disturbed, the Riparian 
Layer serves as a precedent for protecting watercourses and their habitat.  The integration of a 
buffered Watercourse Layer with a buffered Riparian Layer into a comprehensive Watercourse 
Protection Map would have great value in making land use decisions and in understanding what 
permits are needed. 
 
Phase III will involve additional data acquisition and updating existing data as they become 
available, such as hydrological data or satellite images.  The National Hydrological Data (NHD), 
Watercourse Layer, Riparian Layer, Watercourse Layer, and other 2-dimensional data, will be 
combined in a 3-dimensional terrain model to simulate downward flow of water (using 
ArcHydro (ESRI) or other downhill flow modeling software).  Combined with the four-foot 
engineered contour lines provided by Flood Control, aerial photograph interpretation in the 3-
dimensional model will assist in populating spatially associated databases, i.e. calculation of 
percent slope and bank width.  Unfortunately, the engineered four-foot resolution digital contour 
lines provided by Flood Control do not cover a portion of the project area within the City of 
Riverside.  It is hoped that the City of Riverside can supply the missing data.  If not, one-foot 
aerial photographs and 10-meter resolution digital elevation model contours may substitute in 
those areas lacking higher resolution topographic information.  
 
Unless a higher resolution terrain surface becomes available to this project, U.S. Geological 
Survey Digital Elevation Models ((DEM), 10-meter) will be used to create the terrain model.  
Nine U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps (1:24,000 scale) and DEMs cover the project 
area.  A variety of raster data can be draped over the terrain model, such as aerial photographs, 
U.S. Geological Survey topographic map images, and Riverside County Flood Control contours.  
Additionally, a variety of vector data - point, line and area – can be draped over the terrain model 
(such as endangered species sightings) for analysis of spatial relationships such as proximity 
between features.  A 3-dimensional terrain model will provide a simulation of surface variation 
and improve decisions about, for instance, where to locate recreation trails in accordance with 
the “Flood Risk/Trail Opportunities” layer (refer to Appendix 8.10, Mapping Project Metadata).   
 
There are many potential uses for the CCAC compiled digital data in a 3-dimensional model.  
Most significantly, a 3-dimensional terrain model will provide the basis for modeling downhill 
movement of water, such as flow and volume.  As a combined layer, the Watercourse Layer will 
improve planning decisions regarding watercourse channel steepness of slope, meander incision, 
sedimentation, and distance from edge of riparian vegetation.  In a 3-dimensional model, 
watercourses, riparian vegetation and surrounding topography will be visibly apparent as a 
dynamically connected system across a contiguous surface.   
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7.12.4 PROPOSED WATERCOURSE LAYER CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA 
Urbanization has resulted in many changes to processes that shape local arroyos and 
watercourses.  Typically, development results in removal of native vegetation and an increase in 
hard surfaces.  Such changes cause a decrease in the infiltration of water and increase runoff into 
watercourses during storm events.  The resulting changes in water flow and patterns of erosion, 
sedimentation, and deposition of sediments, are not readily apparent or closely scrutinized during 
the planning process.  The present planning process is disconnected from the surrounding 
topography - 2-dimensional and parcel specific.   
 
Because different types of watercourses respond differently to peak flows of water, dramatic 
flood events can lead to loss of wildlife habitat, decreased water quality, and damaged 
infrastructure throughout a watercourse channel.  Coleman, MacRae and Stein’s “Technical 
Report 450 for the Southern California Coastal Water Research Project” (April 2005, page 22 
(2005)) offers a new system for classifying channel systems in southern California to assist in 
making more refined predictions of outcomes from land use modification to watercourses and to 
provide information for more successful management of storm water runoff and morphology of 
channel networks.  Box 5-1 presents three important steps proposed by Coleman, MacRae and 
Stein for classifying watercourses.   

 
Coleman, MacRae and Stein (2005) provide a similar approach to a watercourse classification 
system using aerial photograph interpretation or field verification of watercourse channel 
conditions.  Watercourse classification criteria provide an implementation strategy for 
diagnostically describing watercourse segments during aerial photo interpretation or field survey 
(Appendix 7.14, Watercourse Layer Data Dictionary).  As aerial photo interpretation and field 

Box 7.12-1, Watercourse Classification Steps [adapted from Coleman, MacRae and 
Stein (2005)] 
 
Three major steps proposed by Coleman, MacRae and Stein to develop a classification system for 
stream channels in southern California that would examine relationships between impervious 
surfaces and stability of channels.  The goal was to provide a guide for management decisions for 
each stream channel type. 
 
Step 1. Watershed Characteristics. “Define the nature of the watershed.characteristics include 
the physical attributes of the basin including size, shape and topography that may affect runoff 
patterns in the stream of interest.” 
 
Step 2. Watercourse Characteristics. “Define the stream channel type. Stream channel 
characteristics involve the stream channel morphology, channel form (shape and slope), energy 
potential (flows in the stream channel), and degree of alteration.” 
 
Step 3. Watercourse Resistance. “Assessment of the expected, or potential, responsiveness of the 
stream channel system to perturbations in the watershed system by such things as changing land 
uses. This level focuses on a characterization of the ability of the stream channel to resist erosion 
based on the inherent mechanical properties of the bed and banks.” 
 
The authors provide detailed methods for each step in their report. 
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verification of watercourse status proceed, the digital database spatially associated with the 
Watercourse Layer can be populated with classification criteria, nine database fields of criteria.  
In this way, the digital lines of watercourses may be segmented into more meaningful units that 
facilitate watercourse channel classification, watershed and morphological characteristic 
identification, flow rates and so on.  Similarly, the Riparian Layer’s spatially associated digital 
database can be populated, once a classification scheme is defined. 
 
The CCAC proposes a watercourse classification system that can be used to estimate the 
vulnerability of watercourses as a result of land use modification and increased erosion.  This 
watercourse classification system is based on their quantitative physical and descriptive 
characteristics.  The CCAC watercourse classification criteria in Table 7.12-1, was designed so 
that database fields can be added or multiplied by each other to achieve a cumulative system for 
classifying watercourse channels (refer to Appendix 7.14, Watercourse Layer Data Dictionary).  
For instance, watercourse significance or development impact combined as a classification 
scheme that represents “High, Moderate, Low.” Multiplying database fields creates weighted 
values that place emphasis on certain characteristics, for instance, “Flood Risk.” 
 

Table 7.12-1, Classification Criteria for Quantitative Analysis of Watercourses 

Watercourse 
importance 

Bank width 
(feet) 

Bank slope 
(percent) 

Watercourse 
Channel 

% gradient 

Bank and 
Riverbed 

composition 

Flood Risk 

rank description ran
k 

descriptio
n 

rank descript
ion 

rank descriptio
n 

rank description rank descrip
tion 

1 1st order 1 0-5 1 0-10 1 0-7.5 1 Fully lined 1 none 
2 2nd order 2 5-15 2 10-20 2 7.5-18.9 2 Lined banks 2 500 

year 
3 3rd order 3 15-30 3 20-30 3 18.9-

47.3 
3 Natural -

stable 
3 100 

year 
4 4th order 4 30-60 4 30 4 47.3-100 4 Natural -

unstable 
  

5 5th+ order 5 >60   5 >100     
 
In addition, a watercourse can be characterized as to how natural it is.  Simple Risk Value is a 
single category ranking meant only to be used by itself.  It is descriptive and therefore, not to be 
calculated (Table 7.12-2).  The level of current development impact may indicate potential for 
certain beneficial uses, such as habitat for wildlife or recreational trails.   
 
Table 7.12-2, Simple Risk Value.  

Ranking Description 
1 Fully natural 
2 Under urbanization pressure 
3 Substantially modified 
4 ‘Channelized’ and partially armored 
5 Completely armored 
6 Confined to underground structures 
7 Not ranked due to field uncertainties 
8 Large body flow (reservoir or pond) 
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In the Watercourse Layer database, categorical fields can be added as descriptors (Table 7.12-3).  
For example, watercourses that have undergone a wetland delineation or for which the 
designation is obvious from the GIS maps, can be distinguished in the spatially related database 
as, for instance, “Waters of the State” or “Waters of the U.S.”  
 
Table 7.12-3, Example of Categorical Attributes 
Watershed State/Federal Watercourse 
Name of Watershed 1 = no, 2 = yes 
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APPENDIX 7.13: 
MAPPING PROJECT METADATA 
 

The following table provides a brief description about the digital data (information) acquired as 
part of Phase I for creating the Watercourse Layer.   
 

Data Source Information 

Projection ArcGIS 9.1 NAD 1983 StatePlane California VI FIPS 0406 

Coordinate System ArcGIS 9.1 GCS North American 1983 

“Blue-line streams” 
(countywide) 

United States Geological 
Survey 

Provided by Riverside County Flood Control 
and Water Conservation District, consists of 
named and unnamed streams, lacks any other 
classification 

One-foot resolution 
aerial photographs  

Triathlon, 
November/December 
2004 

Provided by County of Riverside – GIS section 
of TLMA 

County Data Layers County of Riverside Centerlines, Parcel lines, Waterbodies, Cities, 
Watersheds, one-meter aerial photograph 
index, delineations and setbacks for six arroyos 
per City of Riverside’s grading ordinance. 

County Data Layers Mt. San Jacinto College Provided by County of Riverside: 2006 NW 
and Countywide CD datasets, including 
parcels, city annexation, and 100-year flood 
layer 

Digital Raster Graphs United States Geological 
Survey 

7.5-minute (1:24,000) topographic quadrangles 
(with and without marginalia): Guasti, North 
Corona, South Corona, Lake Mathews, Steele 
Peak, Riverside West, Riverside East, San 
Bernardino South and Fontana.  Also, provided 
quadrangle index. 

Digital Elevation 
Models 

United States Geological 
Survey 

7.5-minute (1:24,000) topographic quadrangle 
areas for 3D display of elevation changes (10 
meter and 30 meter resolution); Guasti, North 
Corona, South Corona, Lake Mathews, Steele 
Peak, Riverside West, Riverside East, San 
Bernardino South and Fontana. 

Four-foot Contour 
Lines 

Riverside County Flood 
Control District 
(converted by John 
Lavallee, GIS Student) 

Engineered CAD drawing files converted from 
Microstation format and modified for ArcGIS 9 
with annotation layer.  

Flood Facility Shape 
files 

Riverside County Flood 
Control District 

Lines and polygons of flood control facilities, 
such as channels. 
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Data Source Information 
 

Flood Risk/Trail 
Opportunities 

Riverside County Flood 
Control District 

“Heads Up” digitized from hardcopy map of 
Central to Western Riverside showing hand-
drawn lines and areas designating potential trail 
systems in 100-year flood risk areas, digital 
backdrop of one-foot aerials used for feature 
analysis and new feature placement.   

Digitized 
Arroyos/Watercourses 
shapefiles 

Collaborative effort of 
the Riverside-Corona 
Resource Conservation 
District, Santa Ana 
Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, CCAC, 
and members of the 
Mapping Project 
subcommittee  

Significant “blue-line streams” and ephemeral 
drainages, in addition to 6 arroyos named in the 
City of Riverside’s grading ordinance were 
provided by the CCAC – hardcopy aerial maps 
with marking pen locations of linear features of 
watercourses relevant to the CCAC and experts 
in the field.  Heads up digitized with one-meter 
aerial photos as backdrop.  Linear shapefiles 
with various classification schemes. 

DEM Mosaic, 
projection UTM NAD 
83 

Debbie Walsh Prepared for 3D analysis USGS topographic 
quadrangle DEMs: Guasti, North Corona, 
South Corona, Lake Mathews, Steele Peak, 
Riverside West, Riverside East, San 
Bernardino South and Fontana.  (10 meter) 

Arroyos Shapefile City of Riverside Provided by County of Riverside, GIS section 
of the TLMA.  Polygon extent to bank width of 
arroyos and includes edge buffer (50 foot 
setback). 

Vegetation Layer Department of Fish and 
Game 

Index of files on Western Riverside Vegetation 
Map and Classification, digitally distributed on 
CD and downloadable from internet.  
Vegetation Map shapefile with Mutliple 
Species Habitat Conservation Plan and WHR 
crosswalk, includes classification and final 
report. 

Master Drainage Plans Riverside County Flood 
Control 

Important features of Master Drainage plans to 
be cross-referenced with digital facilities 
feature shapefiles. 

Least Bell’s Vireo Santa Ana Watershed 
Association 

GIS data layers for two years of observations in 
survey grids (specific sample areas) of this 
federally listed species (2004 and 2005). 
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APPENDIX 7.14: 
MAPPING PROJECT: WATERCOURSE LAYER DATA DICTIONARY  
 
 
The following is a proposed strategy for diagnostically classifying watercourse segments.  This 
Watercourse Ranking Criteria Data Dictionary may be used for populating a spatially associated 
database.  These watercourse characteristics are adapted from several sources, as noted. 
 

1. Watercourse Importance – Importance of Watercourse based on ranking weights 1-5.   
 Rank 1-4 are based on order lots.   
 Ranking weight 5 is either a “blue-line stream” (protected) or a 5th order stream. 

 
2. Bank width – Width of watercourse bank.  Measured in feet.   

 Bank width ranking weights are ranks 1-5.   
 Rank 1 is less than 5 feet is width.  Rank 2 is 5 to 15 feet.   
 Rank 3 is 15 to 30 feet.   
 Rank 4 is 30 to 60 feet.   
 Rank 5 is greater than 60 feet. 

 
* The bank width categories are based on the Washington Department of Wildlife (1991) and the Washington 
Forest Practices Board (2001). 

 
3. Bank slope – Slope of watercourse bank.  Ranking criteria is based on Ranks 1-4.   

 Rank 1 is less than 10 percent slope.   
 Rank 2 is 10 to 20 percent slope.   
 Rank 3 is 20 to 30 percent slope.   
 Rank 4 is greater than 30 percent slope. 

 
*The bank slope field and values are based on US Fish and Wildlife Services examples of Riparian ranking 

systems. 
 

4. Watercourse gradient – Gradient of watercourse (based on downward flow).  Gradient 
is calculated by dividing the vertical change by the horizontal change (rise/run). 

 Ranking criteria is based on Ranks 1-5.   
 Rank 1 is a 0 to 7.5 percent gradient which is defined by a flat slope.   
 Rank 2 is a 7.5 to 18.9 percent gradient and is defined as a gentle slope.   
 Rank 3 is a 18.9 to 47.3 percent gradient and is defined as a moderate slope.   
 Rank 4 is a 47.3 to 100 percent gradient and is defined as a steep slope.   
 Rank 5 is a 100 and above percent gradient and is defined as a very steep slope.  

 
 *The watercourse gradient field is based on a model developed by a Brooklyn College student. 
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APPENDIX 7.15: 

CCAC LIST OF PRIORITY RECOMMENDATION TOPICS (JULY 10, 2005) 
 
 

The County/City Arroyo-Watershed Committee (CCAC) will provide recommendations, as 
available, to elected representatives and appropriate departments pertaining to, but not limited to: 
 
1. Specifications for sensitive development by arroyos, in parallel with maps of arroyos and 
significant wetland features 

• Definition of “arroyo” and other important geographic and wetland features to be used by 
both City and County. Use to be consistent with language used by regulatory agencies 

o Wetland 
 Types of wetlands: Perennial stream, Intermittent stream, Ephemeral 

drainage, Seep, Spring, Wash, Blue-line stream, Vernal pool 
• Designation of grading and structure setbacks to arroyos and significant wetland features 
• Mechanism for enforcement of code violations along and in arroyos including, but not 

limited to, illegal grading, dumping, storm runoff, and vehicle use 
• List of arroyos and other jurisdictional wetland features worthy of protection, including 

those in the Santa Ana River Watershed and in other county areas the City plans to annex 
• Maps of arroyo/wetland systems worthy of application of specifications 

2. Designation of educational program that includes workshops, flyers, brochures 
• For general public regarding 

o Importance of arroyos and the watershed 
o Invasive cultivated plants to avoid in planting projects along arroyos 
o Why fencing across or in arroyos is a problem 
o Trail access and proper use of trails 
o Methods of appropriate weed abatement 
o How to be a good steward of arroyos and open spaces 
o How to report code violations 
o (please see RCRCD newsletter on arroyos that was a start) 

• For elected officials, planning commissioners, planning staff, relevant city and county 
staff, land developers regarding 

o Fire breaks and fuel modification zones in wildland-urban interface 
 Incorporating fuel breaks within adequately designated setbacks? 
 Design of fuel breaks and fuel modification zones 
 Non-invasive native plant materials appropriate for use within fuel 

modification zone portion of natural open space 
o Watershed issues including but not limited to water quality standards and 

implementation of Water Quality Management Plans, Best Management Practices 
o Design, implementation, and management of structures that manage volume and 

quality of storm water runoff (planning workshop by RCRCD/UC Extension) 
o Importance of sensitive grading plans 

• For all of the above 
o Marketing tools that use open space and trails for enticing clean industry 
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o How arroyos and stream corridors are part of current MSHCP for western 
Riverside County 

o The importance of arroyos and open space to quality of life, wildlife, ground 
water recharge 

o Invasive species to avoid/prohibit planting (specify distances from arroyo) 
o Appropriate native plant species for arroyos, wetlands, and adjacent upland banks 

 Resources for obtaining appropriate plant materials 

3. Change in planning/approval to facilitate preservation of arroyos and buffering open space. 
• Improvements to assure that current environmental standards are actually met. 
• Suggested changes in planning and approval processes that currently allow segmentation 

of project approvals, leaving important planning details for trails, water quality. 
improvements, and arroyo crossings to backend of process instead of beginning.   

• Suggested mechanism for increasing review time and alleviation of potential problems 
such as understaffing that may result in lack of sufficient project review.  

4. Practical design guidelines, and ordinances where necessary, for incorporation into general 
plans and code structure 

• Incorporation of particular arroyo area trails into general plans 
• Trail placement along arroyos outside of stream channel, preferably in setbacks to 

streams—not on steep stream banks 
• Creative road and trail crossing designs that bridge arroyos, other wetlands, and 

important wildlife corridors rather then using fill and culvert systems 
• Guidelines for weed abatement along arroyos 
• Mechanism for monitoring arroyos 
• Mechanism and fee structure for submitting Conservation Easements for County 

Recorder database for easements established prior to January 2002. 

5. Designation of open space and conservation easements that incorporate arroyos and trail 
systems 

• Mechanism for establishing conservation easements or conservation lots to include 
arroyos 

• Requirement that easement title contain words “Conservation easement” so that they be 
listed by County Recorder in database as required per Government Code, Section 27255 

• Requirement that as part of approval process and conditions of approval, that a “Notice of 
Conservation Easement” be submitted to County Recorder 

• Requirement that endowments or fee assessment structure to fund management, by 
qualified entity, of conservation easements and trails along arroyos 

• List of qualifications that land management entities must have to be appropriate managers 
of conservation easements 

• Guidelines for trail management such as signage, erosion control 

6. Mechanism for successful coordination among City and County entities 
• Guidelines for triggering review of proposed developments by County/City Arroyo-

Watershed Committee 
o Review process to begin at early stage of planning process 

• Draft standard conditions of approval to be placed on development impacting arroyos 



 



       November 13, 2007 
To: City of Riverside Planning Division 
From: Friends of Riverside’s Hills 
Re: Comments on the current General Plan Program 2025 DEIR 
 

In reviewing the City’s draft PEIR, we have attempted to focus on whether the 
document has appropriately analyzed the significant effects of the project and how they 
might be avoided or mitigated.  
 
A. Aesthetics – light or glare. 

The City of Riverside has failed to establish local CEQA significance thresholds 
for the problems associated with light or glare (see p5.1-5 PEIR), even though under the 
CEQA guidelines “Each public agency is encouraged to develop and publish thresholds 
of significance that the agency uses in the determination of the significance of 
environmental effects.” (Section 15064.7 of the State CEQA Guidelines). It is recognized 
(p. 5.1-17 PEIR) that the General Plan includes policies that “may facilitate new sources 
of light and glare that will adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area”. The 
question is, can these new sources be reasonably avoided or mitigated? The only 
mitigation measure suggested is MMAes1: “To further reduce impacts related to light 
pollution, the City shall require at the time of issuance of building permits all 
development which introduces light sources, or modifications to existing light sources, to 
have shielding devices or other light pollution limiting characteristics such as hoods or 
lumen restrictions.” This mitigation measure is linked to two implementation polices.  
The primary policy is the Riverside Citywide Design Guidelines (RCDG) and it is argued 
in the PEIR that implementation of these Guidelines “will reduce any potential impacts to 
less than significant”. This conclusion is not supported by fact.  The RCDG encourage 
“high-quality design”, but they do not (a) define acceptable levels of light pollution, and 
(b) do not mitigate the expected increase by reducing the current level of glare.  

With respect to (a), the RCDG are never specific in controlling the level of light 
pollution that is acceptable. For example, it is (quite reasonably) stated that lighting 
should be at levels appropriate for safety in multi-family open space areas and paths (pp. 
III-27, 30 RCDG) and in parking lots (p. IV-9 RCDG), but what is that level and can it be 
mitigated?  Even more of a problem is the failure to define what is meant by the 
statement “Parking lot light sources should be designed, located and/or shielded to 
prevent light spillover onto abutting residential property” (p. IV-9 RCDG). It is 
impossible to prevent spillover in an absolute sense (since some light will always spill 
over), thus some measure of acceptable spillover needs to be defined in terms of lumens 
or some similar measure. Only then can the necessary mitigation be estimated. This has 
not been done. 

Similarly, it is noted (p5.1-5 PEIR) “the City of Riverside approved in 1996, 
street light levels for new street lighting systems..….The City currently uses luminaires, 
which are equipped with reflectors and/or refractors to direct most of the light down on 
the roadway. The majority of the luminaires in the City are equipped with semi or full 
cutoff optics limiting the amount of light above the luminaire to < 5% of the rated 
lumens. The non-cutoff optics which has no limits on the light distribution above the 



luminaire is no longer approved by the City and is rarely used now as communities 
become more aware of light pollution.” Here we have two issues. First, the latest 
guideline limits spillover above the level of the luminaire (which is on top of a light pole) 
to 5% of the rated lumens, but puts no limit on the lumens – leaving the amount of 
spillover into the sky at 5% of some unlimited amount and the spillover to the 
neighboring area completely unlimited. Second, here is an obvious mitigation measure. 
Since the light poles with some cut-off create less of an environmental impact (albeit 
undefined) than light poles with no cut-off, the City could mitigate some of the increased 
light pollution due to new development by requiring the retrofitting of all street lights 
within the City with cut-off devices.  

Instead the City fails to introduce any mitigation measure to compensate for the 
increased light pollution. Its only attempt is the incredibly tenuously worded statement 
that the City will “review the feasibility of creating a “night-time sky” ordinance to 
reduce light pollution” (Policy OS-2.5, p5.1-17 PEIR). There is not even a proposed time 
line associated with such a “feasibility” study.  

Part of the City and Sphere Area is within the Mount Palomar Nighttime Lighting 
Policy Area. It is accepted that “new sources of light, both inside the Mount Palomar 
Policy Area and other areas of the project, from street lights, commercial parking lots, 
parks, office buildings, residential security lighting and industrial areas all will contribute 
to light and glare and affect the nighttime sky” (p5.1-23 PEIR), but that “mitigation 
measure MM Aes 1 will reduce this impact to less than significant levels. Additionally, 
General Plan Policy OS 2.5 was created to review the feasibility of creating a “nighttime 
sky” ordinance to reduce light pollution further” (p5.1-23 PEIR). In fact, as noted above, 
MM Aes1 makes no calculation regarding the absolute lumen level spilling into the sky at 
each site and thus no estimate of the total spillover resulting from the new development 
can be calculated, making it impossible to decide that this mitigation measure will reduce 
the impact to less than significant. And the reference to the feasibility study is, of course, 
irrelevant since the “night time sky” ordinance may never happen. A more appropriate 
approach to mitigation would be estimate the total increase in light pollution and to 
determine how much of this could be mitigated by reducing light pollution already 
present. 

One final comment regarding the RCDG: The Sign Illumination guidelines are 
expressed in terms of bulb characteristics (pA-18 RCDG) and not in terms of the total 
light received by, or reflected from, a sign. Thus the level of light pollution/glare 
affecting the area near to a sign cannot be estimated.   

In summary, there is no objective basis for the conclusion that “with adherence to 
and implementation of the above General Plan policies, MM Aes 1, and City  standards 
related to street lights, the Project’s potential aesthetic impacts will be reduced to below a 
level of significance” (p5.1-25 PEIR). In contrast, the inadequacy of the proposed 
mitigation measure suggests that the impacts will be significant. For example, the area at 
the south end of Sycamore Canyon Park, a scenic vista and important natural open space 
area, is already affected by light pollution from nearby industrial development. More of 
such development is anticipated in the same area under the General Plan and yet there is 
no mitigation proposed that would place an upper limit on the amount of light spilling 
into the park. 



B. Air Quality – Particulate Matter. 
  

It is concluded in the draft PEIR that the effects on air quality cannot be mitigated 
to a less than significant level, but a number of mitigation measures are suggested to 
reduce the environmental impacts of the Project. However, there is one important source 
of air pollution for which effective mitigation exists, and that the City is aware of but 
chooses not to incorporate in its air quality mitigation plan – to ban, under most 
circumstances, disking – as mandated under the SCAQMD rule 403. The PEIR states that 
the City will be required to comply with rule 403 (p5.3-15PEIR). However, with respect 
to disking, it is stated only that “weed abatement should be accomplished by mowing, or 
if mowing is not feasible, disking can be used if the site is watered before the disking 
occurs (p5.3-16 PEIR).  Since the City routinely uses disking (see below), the PEIR fails 
to analyze when “mowing is not feasible” since the use of disking constitutes a 
significant impact. We believe that there are unlikely to be any circumstances within the 
City where mowing is not feasible. The one possible exception is on very steep slopes, 
but these slopes should not be disked because of the environmental impacts of soil 
erosion. The lack of environmental analysis of this issue is a very serious omission. 
Furthermore, the PEIR fails to take note of the crucial point that that soil stabilization is 
required after disking – a procedure that to our knowledge has never been followed by 
the City or private contractors within the City. This omission constitutes a significant 
environmental impact since it results in significantly increased air-borne particulates. 

Disking (aka discing) is a major source of Atmospheric Particulate Matter (PM) 
locally (p5.3-6 PEIR). These particles are divided into PM-10 (< 10microns in diameter), 
and PM-2.5 (< 2.5 microns). As noted in the PEIR, SCAQMD data indicates the largest 
component of PM-10 comes from dust (unpaved roads, unpaved yards, and vacant land 
that has been disked). They then note that PM-2.5 particles are mostly manmade particles 
resulting from combustion sources such as cars, trucks, and other vehicle exhaust, as well 
as other stationary combustion sources (p5.3-6 PEIR). However, it is estimated that when 
the source of the particulates is soil, about 15% of the PM-10 is PM-2.5. For example, L. 
Hagen (2004) (in “Fine particulates (PM10 and PM2.5) generated by breakage of mobile 
aggregates during simulated wind erosion” Trans ASAE 47(1):107-112) showed that the 
average was 15.4%, but that this value tended to be higher as sandiness and dryness 
increased. Thus disking, in generating large amounts of PM-10, also generates a high 
level of PM-2.5. 

The SCAQMD rule 403 is cited in one of the mitigation measures MM Air 2, but 
there is no mention of the part of rule 403 that relates to disking for weed abatement. 
Rule 403 exempts weed abatement from rule 403 provided that: 

“(i) mowing, cutting or other similar process is used which maintains weed 
stubble at least three inches above the soil; 

and 
(ii) any discing or similar operation which cuts into and disturbs the soil, where 

watering is used prior to initiation of these activities, and a determination is made by the 
agency issuing the weed abatement order that, due to fire hazard conditions, rocks, or 
other physical obstructions, it is not practical to meet the conditions specified in clause 
(g)(1)(H)(i). The provisions this clause shall not exempt the owner of any property from 
stabilizing, in accordance with paragraph (d)(2), disturbed surface areas which have been 



created as a result of the weed abatement actions.” (AQMD rule 403. Fugitive Dust). 
Thus rule 403 bans disking under most circumstances and requires soil stabilizing when it 
is used. 

Some time ago, I estimated that disking in the City was causing about 6.7 tons of 
PM-10 pollution (and, based on the 15% conversion figure, about 1 ton of PM-2.5). This 
figure was communicated to the City together with notification that the practice of the 
City to disk for weed abatement was contrary to rule 403. We have attached several 
letters relating to this issue. The first was submitted to the Mayor of Riverside in 2004, 
the second was submitted to the AQMD after they had been petitioned to relax the 
aspects of rule 403 restricting disking and was in part responsible for AQMD deciding to 
retain the rule, and third some recent communication with Scott Barber, Director of the 
Community Development Department of the City and Mayor Loveridge. These make it 
clear that the City has had ample opportunity to stop disking within the City or to propose 
it as a mitigation measure in the General Plan; however, they still continue to allow 
disking within the City and moreover they apparently still allow disking by their own 
weed abatement contractor (at least they did in 2006 – see photo in Appendix Letter 3). 
In fact, in 2006, the City sent a City Code Enforcement Officer to meet with Prof. 
Nunney to emphasize that the disking photographed was being done under the City weed 
abatement contract. The banning of disking is not only an appropriate and important 
mitigation measure; it would also bring the City into compliance with AQMD rule 403. 
 
C. Biological Resources – MSHCP. 
 

The Western Riverside County Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan 
(MSHCP) consists of a variety of existing and proposed Cores, Extensions of Existing 
Cores, Linkages, Constrained Linkages, and Non-contiguous Habitat Blocks (p5.4-37 
PEIR). The MSHCP identifies cores for habitat conservation and linkages for wildlife 
movement and those within the City and Sphere Area are shown in Figure 5.4-5 of the 
draft PEIR (and Fig OS-8 in the General Plan). In this figure, the position of the 
Constrained Linkage 7 is shown in some detail traversing from cell 719 to 721 to 635 (the 
cells are shown in Figure 5.4-4). While this is a reasonable schematic of a possible route 
for a riparian linkage, it is certainly not a complete description of the linkage. For 
example, according to the MSHCP Plan cell 634 will also contribute to assembly of 
Proposed Constrained Linkage 7, focusing on upland scrub habitat. It is required that 
areas conserved within this Cell will be connected to upland scrub habitat proposed for 
conservation in Cell #635 in the Highgrove Area Plan to the east and in Cell #719 to the 
south. Defining the linkage as a narrow line, and not as a collection of criteria cells, is 
false. Since the City is the agency responsible for granting local development rights under 
the MSHCP, this error will have a significant negative environmental consequence if 
acted upon by the City, since it undermines the establishment of an important upland 
linkage. Without that linkage, the core area defined by the Sycamore Canyon Wilderness 
Park becomes isolated for most of the Riversidean sage-scrub species that typify the area. 
An isolated area of this size will progressively lose its biodiversity over time, and thus 
fail to fulfill its anticipated role in the MSHCP.  To avoid this problem, it should be 
emphasized that the route and design of linkages is an on-going process and that the map 



(Figure 5.4-5) is only a very rough guide that does not show the expected final positions 
or extent of the linkages. 
 
D. Biological Resources – SKR HCP. 
 

The Stephen’s kangaroo rat habitat conservation plan (SKR HCP) includes the 
Sycamore Canyon/MAFB reserve, and a crucial part of this reserve has been intentionally 
omitted from the maps included in the draft PEIR. The City is a signatory to the SKR 
HCP and by perpetrating this omission is promoting a change that has undergone no 
public environmental review (or to our knowledge, any scientific review whatsoever) and 
will have significant environmental consequences.  

We queried the City about this omission and they responded that “due to the 
acquisition of other habitat to complete the Reserve, the RCHCA has therefore eliminated 
the referenced area from the proposed Reserve”. (Response to comment #24, Friends of 
Riverside’s Hills).  They also said that they used the “official GIS layers ….come directly 
from the RCA” (Response to Comment #51, Friends of Riverside’s Hills). We note first 
that the RCA has no jurisdiction regarding the SKR HCP; the relevant agency is the 
RCHCA. While we are aware of the attempt to swap the MAFB portion of this reserve 
with land elsewhere (at Potrero), we are unaware of any proposal to alter the part of the 
reserve north of Alessandro Boulevard where the omitted area is located. We are also 
unaware of any land acquisition linked to Sycamore Canyon Wilderness Park. The 
argument presented in the City’s response #51 to the same point was that the inclusion of 
this area in the SKR Reserve was a “mapping error”. This response is in conflict with the 
response to #24. Moreover, the area was clearly included in the Reserve when the 
agreement was signed (and hence is in all of the maps showing the Reserve), and 
furthermore no justification for this “mapping error” has been offered – such an error 
appears particularly untenable given that it leaves a useless “fragment” of SKR reserve 
(see below) that is not considered a “mapping error”.  

 
Where is this missing portion of the Reserve? Ignoring the MAFB portion of the 

Core Reserve, it includes all of Sycamore Canyon Wilderness Park, plus two additional 
areas, one privately owned, the other publicly owned. In Figure 5.4-3 the publicly owned 
fragment is shown as an isolated green spot to the SE of Sycamore Canyon Wilderness 
Park. The privately owned portion links this isolated green spot to the Sycamore Canyon 
Wilderness Park. This portion is shown as part of the reserve in the RCHCA map used by 
the City in April 2007 (see Appendix letter 5: the unshaded region in the SE that is within 
the clearly marked SKR Reserve boundary), which is clearly in conflict with the City’s 
position in the draft PEIR.  This action creates a significant environmental impact 
because it removes a substantial fragment of high quality SKR habitat from the reserve 
(more than 50 acres), and isolates another piece of the reserve as an essentially useless 
fragment (the isolated green patch in Fig 5.4-3). As a result, the functioning of this Core 
Reserve is imperiled by the action. The City has provided absolutely no documentation 
for their action, or environmental review; indeed, as noted above, the map used by the 
City in a restoration grant application in April 2007 shows clearly that the area is within 
the Core Reserve. Thus the map shown for the SKR HCP (Fig 5.4-3) should be corrected 



so that it includes the parcel linking the two pieces of public land currently shown. This is 
the map that the City was using as recently as April 2007 (Appendix 5). 

 
E. Voter-passed Initiative Measures R and C. 
 

The new General Plan, Zoning Code and Subdivision Code conflict in several 
respects with the voter-passed Initiative Measures R and C. 

 
Measure R, among other provisions, says that  
“The Residential Conservation (RC) Zone as described in the Riverside Municipal 
Code on May 15, 1979 is hereby applied to all property having an average natural 
slope of 15 percent or more, except that all lots having an average natural slope of 
15 to 30 per cent shall be limited to one single-family dwelling per two acres. 
Lots having an average natural slope of greater than 30 percent shall be limited to 
one single-family dwelling per five acres.”  

 
Measure C, among other provisions, incorporated the full original text of Measure 

R (which it designated as Proposition R), and prohibited any amendment of that text 
except by a vote of the people. The measures (in Section 6 of Measure R and Section 8 of 
Measure C direct the City to implement their provisions in General Plan and Municipal 
Code. Indeed, Section 8 of Measure C states  

“The City Council and all City agencies, boards, and commissions, are hereby 
directed to take any and all actions necessary to carry out this Initiative measure, 
including but not limited to, adoption and implementation of any amendments to 
the City General Plan, Zoning Ordinance, and/or City Code.” 

 
It follows that all properties in the City with average natural slope (ANS) in 

excess of 15% (unless one of the narrow exceptions in Measure R applies) must be in the 
RC zone and must also be in the corresponding General Plan category, namely Hillside 
Residential. Since the GP and the Zoning Code in the proposed Program are new, any 
properties meeting this criterion, even if previously omitted form the Hillside Residential 
and RC designations must now be placed in the Hillside Residential category and the RC 
zone, and failure to do so is a violation of Measures R and C, and in particular the 
directives of Section 6 of Measure R and Section 8 of Measure C. We now identify some 
such properties. Property with Assessor Parcel Numbers (APN) 258163010 (5.15 acres), 
258163011 (4.57 acres), and 258163012 (3.32 acres), are three contiguous parcels located 
near Goodrich and Broadbent drives and the railroad tracks in the University 
Neighborhood. These parcels are in the R-1-80 zone (medium density residential). A 
recent proposed tract map (TM 34625 – see attached exhibit 6) shows that the 13.04 acres 
of this property has an ANS of 18.79%, well above the 15% threshold. Similarly, a 
Norwood Hill property (on Norwood Ave.), APN 149320007 (3.39 acres, 31% ANS, 
Pending Parcel Map 35556) is in the RR zone. Thus the general plan and zoning 
designations for these properties, and for other properties in the City with ANS greater 
than 15% that are not in the RC or RA-5 zone, are in violation of Measures R and C. The 
new General Plan and Zoning Code must be corrected to avoid this conflict with the 
Measures.  



 
FRH commented in its Sept.7, 2007 letter that in the RC zone, allowing 

measurement of lot area to the centerline of a private street conflicted with Measure R. 
The City’s response (Response to Comment # 12) misstates the decision in the court case 
to which it refers. That case had nothing to do with the manner of lot measurement. The 
case involved City Project uses where according to the City, it had no intention of 
allowing any such use in the RC or RA-5 zone that would be in conflict with the 
Measures, and where FRH failed to exhaust its administrative remedies in raising certain 
issues. In contrast, in the present case, the City explicitly does intend to use the lot 
measurement-to-the-street-centerline provision in the RC zone, and indeed the RC zone is 
one of the handful of zones for which the provision is applicable. The provision certainly 
does affect lot sizes, and in particular the minimum lot size. Lot size had a specific 
meaning at the time the Measures were adopted. Changing the meaning of lot size 
changes the meaning of the Measures, and the City’s claim to the contrary is simply false. 
The City is correct that the Measures are of independent force and effect, which would 
prohibit the use of street areas to meet the minimum area requirement of a lot in the RC 
zone. However, Section 8 of Measure C (quoted above) requires that that restriction also 
be in the Municipal Code. Similar statements hold regarding the zoning and subdivision 
codes’ provisions for measuring lot widths for lots on cul-de-sacs, knuckles, and curves, 
and corridor-access lots.  

 
In previous letters, FRH has commented about PRD provisions in the RC zone. 

However, a more fundamental problem arises, namely, that, under a proper interpretation 
of Measures R and C, the use of PRDs (and thus of the PRD density bonus) in the RC 
zone is prohibited entirely. To see this, we first note that Measure C, Section 3 
Definitions, includes the following: 
 “For purposes of the measure, … 

a. “Effective date” shall mean the date on which the Initiative measure … was 
passed by the voters at the polls … 

b. “Proposition R” shall mean the citizen initiative labeled “Measure R” adopted 
by the voters of the City of Riverside in 1979 attached hereto.” 

 
And Measure C, Section 4 Amendment to Proposition R to Correct City Abuse of 
Proposition R, includes the following: 

“… The full text of Proposition R is attached hereto and incorporated herein by 
this reference. … This Ordinance [Proposition R = Measure R] may amended or 
repealed only by a vote of the people.” 
 
Measure R includes a provision that states  
“Further, the uses permitted in the RA zone as of May 15, 1979, shall be the uses 
allowable in the RC zone, except that those uses defined in Paragraphs 6 and 12 
of Section 19.08.020 of the Municipal Code shall not be permitted unless 
mandated by State Law.”  

Here the A in RA in that sentence is not a typo, as shown by the references to Section 
19.08.020 which refers to the RA zone. While PRDs were originally an allowed use in 
the RC zone prior to the passage of Measure R 1979, PRDs are not and have never been 



allowed in the RA zones. Thus Measure R originally prohibited PRDs as a use in the RC 
zone, and hence in land in the corresponding Hillside Residential General Plan category.  
 

Section 7 of Measure R permitted amendment of the Measure by the City 
Council, until the adoption of Measure C took away that right of amendment by the 
Council. Ordinance No. 5585, adopted by the City Council in 1987, amended Measure R 
to permit PRDs in the RC zone, under certain strict provisions, and even allowed a 
density bonus of up to 25% under even stricter provisions. To clarify the effective date of 
Ordinance No. 5585 and of Measure C, we note that City Charter Section 416 Effective 
Date of Ordinances, states, in pertinent part: 

“No ordinance shall become effective until thirty days from and after the date of 
its adoption, except the following, which shall take effect upon adoption: 

                     (a) An ordinance calling or otherwise relating to an election. 
          (b) An ordinance adopted under some law or procedural ordinance 
providing for a different effective date.” 

 
Ordinance No. 5585 was adopted by the City Council on Nov. 3, 1987, and was 

thus prohibited from becoming effective prior to 30 days after its adoption, i.e., Dec. 3, 
1987. Measure C was passed by the voters on Nov. 3, 1987, and declared to have carried 
and thus adopted, by the City Council in Resolution 16665, passed Nov. 10, 1987. Thus, 
Measure C became effective either on Nov. 3, 1987 (under City charter Section 416 
subsection (b), that being the “effective date” defined in the Measure) or Nov. 10, 1987, 
(under City charter Section 416 subsection (a)). Either of those dates is before the date 
(Dec. 3, 1987) that Ordinance No. 5585 would have become effective. Thus in the case of 
any conflict between the provisions of Measure C and the provisions of the zoning code 
as amended by Ordinance No. 5585, the provisions of Measure C must prevail. Indeed, 
the same would be true even if Ordinance No. 5585, and its PRD provisions for the RC 
zone, had come into effect prior to Measure C, since Measure C stands of its own force.  
 

Since Measure C incorporated the original text of Measure R (= Proposition R), 
and since by the terms of that text, as noted above, PRDs were not an allowable use in the 
RC zone, it follows that the provisions of Ordinance No. 5585 allowing PRDs in the RC 
zone were invalid from the beginning. To the best of our knowledge, this invalidity has 
not yet been the subject of litigation.  

 
The General Plan’s Hillside Residential land use category lists not only a typical density 
(of 0.5 DU per acre) but also a maximum density of 0.63 DU per acre, the latter based on 
the 25% density bonus for PRDs in the RC zone. Thus the maximum density figure for 
this category must be corrected to 0.5 DU per acre. Moreover, it is not appropriate for the 
GP to list a typical density of 0.5 DU per acre for the Hillside Residential land use 
category, since Measure R requires that “Lots having an average natural slope of greater 
than 30 percent shall be limited to one single family dwelling per five acres” (and 2 acres 
for slopes between 15 and 30 percent), and a substantial portion of the RC zone consists 
of properties with sufficiently large steep portions that they cannot be subdivided to 
achieve a density of 0.5 per acre with lots satisfying these requirements of Measure R. A 



typical density that often by law cannot be achieved does not satisfy a reasonable 
definition of typical. This is another conflict with Measures R and C.  

 
By the California Supreme Court decision in the Travis case in 2004 on timing of 

challenges, any planning case proposal for a PRD in the RC zone is subject to an as-
applied challenge of the validity of allowing a PRD in the RC zone on the grounds of 
invalidity of the original ordinance. Moreover, General Plan Program 2025 includes a 
new General Plan and new Zoning Code, with a complete revision of provisions 
pertaining to PRDs, particularly in the RC zone. Thus the provisions for PRDs in the RC 
zone, and associated maximum density in the RHS General Plan category, are subject to 
facial attack as being in conflict with Measure R and C. These provisions must be 
dropped from the Program.  

 
The appropriate thing for the City to do is to correct the new GP and zoning code 

now, in the process of adopting them. What must be done is to eliminate PRDs in the RC 
zone in the zoning code, and to eliminate the 0.63 maximum density, and modify the 0.5 
typical density, in the Hillside Residential land use category,.  

Finally, we should add for the record that Len Nunney, who contributed his 
expertise to this letter, is an expert in the area of conservation biology, ecology, and 
genetics.  He is a Professor of Biology at the University of California Riverside (UCR), a 
member of the steering committee of UCR’s Center for Conservation Biology, and was a 
member of the MSHCP Scientific Advisory Committee established during the 
development of the MSHCP. Part of his research program is focused on conservation 
genetics and the effects of habitat fragmentation, including work on the conservation 
genetics of SKR (having published scientifically on the subject, a work cited in the 
species description of SKR in the MSHCP document). 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Friends of Riverside’s Hills, 
4477 Picacho Drive, Riverside, CA 92507 
(951) 328 0675 
watkinshill@juno.com
Communicated for Friends of Riverside’s Hills by Len Nunney 
(951) 781 7346. 
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1. Disking and Air Quality. Letter from Len Nunney, Professor of Biology, UC 
Riverside to Ron Loveridge, Mayor, City of Riverside. February 29, 2004. 

2. Rule 403 – Fugitive Dust. Letter from Friends of Riverside’s Hills to SCAQMD, 
(CEQA section, Planning, Rule Development and Area Sources). May 11, 2005. 

3. Concerns regarding weed abatement. Exchanges between Len Nunney, 
Professor of Biology, UC Riverside and Scott Barber, Director, Community 
Development, City of Riverside. August 2006. 

4. Disking& PM10 pollution in Riverside. Letters from Len Nunney, Professor of 
Biology, UC Riverside to Ron Loveridge, Mayor, City of Riverside. August 2006. 

5. Sycamore Canyon Core Reserve. Map showing the reserve boundary as part of 
a City Restoration Project. April 2007. 

6. TM34625 showing map and detail of slope analysis. Slope analysis shows that 
the overall average natural slope is 18.79%. 
 
 

 



 

To: Ron Loveridge, Mayor, City of Riverside. 

 

From: Len Nunney, Professor of Biology,  

                                Director, Evolution and Ecology Graduate Research Umbrella, & 

                               Member, Center for Conservation Biology,  

                               University of California, Riverside.   

 

Re: Disking and Air Quality.                                                                29 February 2004 

 

To further the goal of improving our air quality, I would like to propose that you consider the 
advantages of mowing over disking for fire-suppression vegetation clearance in inland 
Southern California. Disking still appears to be the commonest method used for clearing 
vegetation in the City of Riverside and in Southern California in general.  It is usually carried 
out after the final rain of the season.  Generally, this puts the timing of disking sometime in 
April or May, when the soil is very dry and the annual plants have set their seed.  

Disking increases wind and water erosion of topsoil, creates airborne particulates and may 
inadvertently increase some types of fire risk, which itself increases air pollution.  It also has 
adverse effects on the local biodiversity. The continued use of disking is particularly difficult 
to justify when an effective alternative exists - mowing. 

Disking after the winter rains have ended (generally in April or May) has three main direct 
effects on soil and vegetation, but only the first is desirable:   

• It destroys the vegetation in the disked area.   

• It breaks the soil into very fine particles.   

• It mixes the current year's crop of weed seed into the soil. 

 

Effects on air quality. 

 1.  Airborne particulates.  

Destroying the surface crust of the dry soil and breaking the top few inches of soil into fine 
particles maximizes the opportunity for generating airborne particulates.  Repeated disking 
breaks up the natural aggregation of soil particles making it prone to erosion. The potential 
for generating significant respirable dust is high whenever disking and other types of soil 
tillage are performed during hot, dry weather (see Clausnitzer and Singer 1996).  In addition, 
it is inevitable that the dust problem will persist until the next rains - which may be five to six 
months away.  It is commonplace to observe dust being blown from disked areas during 
Santa Ana winds.  

I tried to obtain estimates of fugitive dust created by (a) a disking operation, and (b) leaving a 
disked area "unstabilized" (i.e. with finely powdered surface soil) for 6 or more months (until 



the winter rains). Such estimates apparently do not exist -- at least for the Southern 
California.  

(a) Disking.  

In the absence of direct measurement in our area, we can make some approximations based 
on agricultural data. The "default" Air Resources Board emission factor is 4.02lbs of 
PM10/acre. Merced, for example, has a slightly higher value of 4.64, so probably 4-5lbs of 
PM10/acre is a reasonable estimate. 

The AQMD guidelines for fugitive dust (Rule 403) exempt weed abatement ordered by a 
government body from many provisions of the Rule, but the use of disking instead of 
mowing must be justified in writing (h(1)H(ii)). Taking the City of Riverside as an example, 
I have not seen any evidence that, in practice, this rule is followed or enforced. 

(b) Disked areas.  

The AQMD guidelines for fugitive dust (Rule 403) apply stringent controls to "inactive 
disturbed areas" (see Table 2 of the Rule). While weed abatement ordered by a government 
body is exempt from many provisions of the Rule, they do not exempt the owner from 
controlling fugitive dust (h(1)H(ii)Note). 

Windblown dust emissions have been estimated in the Las Vegas Valley (EPA document on 
the Control of Fugitive Dust Sources, 1988). This included parking lots and other open areas, 
and was certainly not restricted to areas with disturbed soil. The estimated emission factor 
was 25lbs/acre-year. Compare this with the estimate of 135tons per acre-year for Mono 
Lake! 

(c) Conclusions.  

A conservative estimate of PM10 emissions, based on the data I've been able to find, would be 
30lbs/acre-year (5 from the operations + 25 from subsequent wind blown dust).  But in some 
locations it could be substantially higher than this.  

The City of Riverside probably disks significantly more than 500 acres per year (data from 
2001) leading to more than 15,000lbs (6.7 tons) of PM10 pollution. Almost all of this could 
be avoided by mowing. Following the recent housing boom, this acreage may have been 
reduced within the City; however, summing even a fraction of this acreage over the many 
Cities, Towns, and Counties of Southern California reveals a huge tonnage of avoidable 
particulate pollution. 

 

2. Fire risk. 

Paradoxically, disking carried out for fire control can contribute to high flammability and fire 
risk in subsequent seasons.  It does this in two ways.   

• Disking provides an excellent environment for plant growth (see Peoples et al. 1994).  In 
our area, in the rainy season following disking, it promotes the growth of non-native 
plants - primarily alien annual grasses (particularly wild oats, Avena spp., and bromes, 
Bromus spp.). These grasses are more luxuriant in the disked area than elsewhere and as a 
result represent an abundance of flash fuels leading to an increased fire risk in the period 
between seed set and subsequent disking.  This period may be several weeks. Disked 
strips are typically close to roads and houses where fires caused by people tend to start. 



• Disking, by creating a luxuriant growth of grasses and, consequently, very high seed 
production, appears to promote the spread of grasses into non-disked areas (see Allen et 
al. 2000).   In these areas, the alien grasses dry out and persist into the typical fire season.  
An abundance of alien grasses in coastal sage scrub vegetation increases the flammability 
of the plant community.  In particular, grasses dry out quickly so that the risk of early 
season fire increases.  

Risks of mowing.  

Fire Department Officials often argue that mowing creates a high risk for spark-initiated 
fires. This depends crucially on when mowing is done. Sharp mowing blades are designed to 
cut green vegetation, and it is very unlikely that green vegetation would catch fire. Of course, 
it may be that the vegetation is tinder dry when the mowing is occurring - however, this 
suggests that the fire control is occurring too late, when the fire risk is already high (and 
when the excessive vegetation growth due to previous disking will create an extremely 
elevated fire risk from any source, including cigarettes, etc).  It might be justifiably argued 
that some late-season clearance is inevitable - however, it is very important to bear in mind 
that the enormous advantage of mowing in the arid environment of inland Southern 
California is that the soil's surface crust is undisturbed and weed growth is minimized.  As a 
result, the risk of fire from sparks or any other source is dramatically reduced once disking 
has stopped. 

A second, even weaker, argument is that significant fuel is left after mowing. This may be 
valid when an area that has been previously disked is mowed for the first time. Disking 
creates abnormally vigorous annual growth, particularly of invasive annual grasses. 
However, annual mowing, particularly if it is carried out before the weeds have set their seed, 
will reduce the residual fuel load to trivial levels that pose no risk. 

The important point overlooked by such criticisms of mowing and defense of disking is that 
it suggests a comparison of mowing vs. disking in a previously disked area (or at least one 
that was not previously mowed), rather than taking the long-term view of comparing the 
consequences of annual disking with annual mowing. There is no possible dispute that weeds 
grow better the year after disking vs. the year after mowing. Thus over the long term there 
seems little doubt that mowing is the more effective method of controlling fuel load in inland 
southern California. 

 

Effects on biodiversity. 

As noted above, disking promotes a near monoculture of alien grasses that can spread into 
non-disked areas. This potentially increases the fire frequency in neighboring wildlands.  In 
addition to the loss of native plant species, other direct effects include the destruction of the 
underground systems of kangaroo rats and harvester ants.  In short, coastal sage scrub and 
disking are completely incompatible. 

 

 

Mowing vs. disking. 

The advantages of mowing are: 



• Fire-prone above ground biomass is removed. 

• Soil compaction and stability are retained (e.g. Foshee et al. 1997).  As a result, erosion 
and dust problems are minimized. 

• The potential fire risks discussed above are reduced. Mowing helps to suppress weed 
growth, especially if done before weed seeds mature (DiTomaso 2000). By maintaining 
soil compaction, germination rates are much lower. In contrast, disking promotes 
germination and establishment of weedy annual plants (e.g. Bridges and Walker 1985).   

• The necessity of weed clearance on mowed sites is reduced due to the effects of 
compaction and reduced growth of annual plants during each wet season.  With disking, 
clearance actually promotes the growth of annual plants in the next season.  
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May 11, 2005 
To: Ms Kathy C. Stevens, c/o CEQA section,  
      Planning,  Rule Development and Area Sources,  
       SCAQMD 
       21865 Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765  
         Fax: (909) 396-3324, e-mail: kstevens@aqmd.gov 
From: Leonard Nunney, Secretary, Friends of Riverside’s Hills 
       4477 Picacho Dr., Riverside, CA 92507  
       tel: (951) 781 7346     e-mail: watkinshill@juno.com 
Re: Proposed changes to Rule 403 – Fugitive Dust. 
 

Friends of Riverside’s Hills is a non-profit public interest group that seeks to preserve 
environmental quality in and around the City of Riverside. We very much appreciated the 
changes that were made to Rule 403 last year, but we have some major concerns over the 
environmental consequences of the new proposal as it affects weed abatement. As we will 
point out, the analysis in the Draft Environmental Assessment (“DEA”) is fatally flawed. It 
concludes that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant affect on the 
environment (DEAp. 2-3). This conclusion is false. Presented below is substantial evidence 
that the proposed changes concerning disking in the proposed amendments to Rule 403 will 
have a potentially significant adverse impact on a number of important environmental 
factors, including air quality, biological resources, and geology and soils. Therefore an EIR is 
required 
 
I am Professor of Biology, Director of the Evolution and Ecology Graduate Research 
Umbrella, and Member of the Center for Conservation Biology, all at the University of 
California Riverside, with particular expertise in conservation biology. The UCR website, 
http://www.biology.ucr.edu/people/faculty/Nunney.html gives further details on my expertise. 

General Concerns with the Rule Amendment. 

We are concerned specifically with the relaxation of the regulations allowing disking for 
weed abatement and fire clearance. This practice will create more air pollution and biological 
damage, and yet it is counterproductive to its stated goal.  

Fire departments are rightly concerned that mowing may not be effective in preventing fires 
and that mowing at inappropriate times of year may spark a fire, but to our knowledge no 
objective analysis has been carried out. Moreover, the very important long-term benefit of 
mowing in creating a permanent barrier zone has not been considered.  However, the effect 
of disking on weeds is clear even to its supporters – every year the problem of high fire risk 
is recreated. Dave Carlson (City of Riverside Fire Department) in a memo to Mayor 
Loveridge dated Aug 2, 2001 stated that “ the one downside to discing is that the weeds grow 
better the following year”. This pattern has significant environmental consequences not only 
because of the increased fire risk but also because of the creation of a breeding site for weeds 
that invade surrounding areas of natural environment, as discussed below.  

The proposed rule amendment will allow disking to be exempt from rule 403 under almost 
any circumstances. Given that agencies and the weed abatement industry currently favors 
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disking, the result will be the almost exclusive use of disking, whereas under the current rule 
the use of disking is very restricted and hence a shift to mowing is strongly encouraged. 
Under the current rule, disking is allowed only with watering, with Agency determination of 
a fire hazard, rocks or other obstructions, and with subsequent surface stabilization. The 
changes proposed relax the requirements substantially.  

First, the requirement for watering is removed. The agency need only provide written 
documentation (and then only on request, as if the AQMD is going to request such 
documentation – how is it going to find out about the disking in the first place?) of one of the 
following reasons: physical obstructions, slope conditions, safety factors, accessibility of 
water source. There is no requirement that this document must be written and justified in 
advance of the disking, and no criteria are provided for what constitutes sufficiency in any of 
these areas. Note that it is generally in the interest of the Agency to claim that one or more of 
these conditions are satisfied, because disking is the tradition and will be employed whenever 
possible.  It is also favored by many landowners who routinely disc large tracts under the 
guise of weed abatement because it removes any possibility of a threatened or endangered 
species occurring on the property.  

Second, the requirement for surface stabilization has been reduced to satisfying a “flat 
vegetative cover test”. This is a scientific technique that will be shown below to be totally 
impractical for the purposes to which it is put in the proposed amended rule. 

General effects of the Proposed Project. 

The DEA (p. 1-1) claims that the effect of the rule change is a net reduction in PM10 of 144 
lb./day (265 lb. reduction – 121 lb. increase). There are two problems with this claim. First, 
the net reduction is confounding an increase in fugitive dust from disking with a totally 
unrelated reduction in that from confined animal facilities  – an apples and oranges 
comparison if there ever was one. There is no reasonable explanation as to why the AQMD 
should not try to achieve better control of each of these very different pollution sources.  

Second, and more serious, the figure of a 121 lb./day for the increase from the rule change on 
disking is a gross underestimate based in part on a misinterpretation of research in the 
literature, as we now show, and in part on ignoring post-disking fugitive dust emissions, as 
we will discuss below.  

The increase in PM 10 due to increased disking for weed abatement is based on “a CARB 
emission factor” of 1.2 lbs/acre (DEA, p. 2-10). This 1.2 lbs/acre figure comes from the 
January, 2003 version of the Agricultural Land Preparation document, which in turn is based 
on the 1997 update of the Agricultural Land Preparation document. That 1997 document uses 
an emission factor of 4.52 lbs/acre for the South Coast area (Sec 7.4 Table 1) and not the 
1.2lb/acre used in the present DEA. The 2003 version of the Agricultural Land Preparation 
document purports to be based on more recent data that derives the value of 1.2 lb/acre. This 
1.2 lbs/acre figure is based on data from the San Joaquin Valley that were analyzed by 
Holmen et al, 2001 (see the list of references at the end of this letter). They show a mean 
PM10 of 152 mg/m2 i.e. about 1.3 lbs/acre; however, these data are based on 24 estimates of 
which 18 were taken during the wet season (November and December of 1996-1998); these 
18 data points are obviously not relevant to discing operations. The remaining 6 estimates 
were taken in June 1997, a time much more typical of discing operations for weed abatement 
in southern California. Such operations typically occur in May or June, well after the last 
significant rain of the season. Using the 6 relevant data points, the mean is 499 mg/m2, or 
4.45 lbs/acre. This value is a 3.7-fold increase over the 1.2 lbs/acre used to estimate impacts. 
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This value is also completely consistent with the estimate of 4.5 lbs that came from the “old” 
data. 
 
Moreover, the DEA analysis (p. 2-10) assume a 50% control efficiency through watering, and 
so uses “a PM10 emission factor of 0.6 lbs/acre” for disking as presently practiced.  
However, the present rule requiring watering with disking is quite new, and there is no 
evidence that any substantial part of present disking is being accompanied by watering. 
However, as the present rule (if allowed to continue) takes hold and becomes widely put into 
practice, the cost and inconvenience of watering will predictably cause a widespread 
replacement of disking by mowing, with minimal PM 10 emission. Thus it is inappropriate to 
assume “a 50% control efficiency” from the present rule. The difference between the present 
rule (when it becomes widely practiced), which essentially requires mowing instead of 
disking, and the proposed amended rule, which encourages disking by removing the 
requirement of watering, is close to a 100% difference in control efficiency. Taking this into 
account results in a near doubling of the DEA’s calculation of the number of pounds of PM10 
per day.  
 
Thus substituting the appropriate research-based approximately 4.5 lbs/acre figure for the 
inappropriate 1.2 lbs/acre figure, and not using the inappropriate 50% control efficiency 
reduction, results in a nearly 7.5-fold increase (4.5/0.6 = 7.5) over the 0.6 lbs/acre figure used 
at p. 2-10 of the DEA, or about 900 lbs/day (121 x 7.5 = 907.5). This far exceeds the Air 
Quality Significance Threshold of 150 lbs/day listed for PM 10 emissions in Table 2-1 of the 
DEA. The proposed rule does require that “measures, including, not limited to, vehicle speed 
reduction, disc shrouds, or disc setting adjustments are used to prevent visible dust emissions 
from exceeding 50 feet from the source in any direction” (staff report, p. PAR 403-11). Aside 
from the fact that visibility is a rather subjective criterion and that there are already other 
provisions (staff report, p. PAR 403-7) in Rule 403 which, if enforced, would accomplish 
much the same prevention of visible dust emissions, there is a lack of evidence that the 
proposed measures (vehicle speed reduction, etc.) could and would be practiced and 
enforced, nor as to what extent, if they were practiced, they would reduce PM 10 emissions.  
 
Moreover, there is no consideration given to the engine pollution emissions (and not just of 
PM 10) from disking versus mowing. Modern mowers are fast and obviously involve much 
less friction than disking, with concomitant reduction in engine emissions. Also, the proposed 
amended rule/s suggested use of vehicle speed reduction (and perhaps also disc shrouds) 
while disking would result in increased engine emissions.  
 
Estimates of PM10 after disking operations. 

The DEA gives little consideration to wind blown dust arising from disked areas. The 
calculation of PM 10 emissions takes no account of failure to stabilize the surface after 
disking. It assumes that all disked surfaces are fully stabilized, despite having a criterion of 
stabilization, the Flat Vegetative Cover Test Method (staff report, Appendix B), that is 
clearly subjective (in particular in its choice of locations to run line transects) and hence 
subject to abuse. The proposed rule will require that the surface should be stabilized; 
however, no analysis is provided on the extent of fugitive dust that will result from the 
increase in partly stabilized disked areas that result from this rule change. In the DEA we 
could not find information on the link between results of the Flat Vegetation Cover Test 
Method and subsequent fugitive dust emissions. 
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The Flat Vegetation Cover Test Method is, in principle, a reasonable test of vegetation cover 
when used by an objective research scientist. Unfortunately, this kind of transect is extremely 
vulnerable to a subjective application. I have taught the technique of line transects to 
undergraduates at the University of California Riverside for many years and the concept of a 
randomly placed transect is not one that comes naturally. The temptation is to pick a spot 
consistent with one’s pre-conceived ideas. In addition, the precise placing of a dowel from 
the tape can make an enormous difference if it is not done consistently. This sort of problem 
can be overcome by training in a scientific context, but here we have the added problem that 
the operator will, in general, be actively trying to demonstrate that the residual vegetation 
coverage is adequate. The rule requires that the line transect method be applied an additional  
two times (after the first time) “on areas that represent a random portion of the overall 
conditions of the site and average results.” This is obviously intended for scientific and 
technically trained people, and not for disc operators. The method is bound to be abused – 
such operators will “determine” that their area showed greater than 50% cover even if 100 
additional and truly objective transects would fail to come even close! 
 
A second problem is that the test is carried out immediately after disking. It is highly 
likely that much of the vegetation detected in the test (e.g. clumps of grass) will further dry 
and potentially blow away during the hot, dry summer months. This would clearly expose the 
site to high fugitive dust emission. 
 
If, as predicted, enforcement of the requirement to stabilize disked surfaces fails, then 
the additional PM10 could be very large. The Las Vegas estimates from the EPA (on the 
Control of Fugitive Dust, 1988) predicts an additional 25 lbs/acre. Certainly, based on the 
wind characteristics of our area - and based on the casual observation of disked areas during a 
Santa Ana wind - this estimate appears reasonable. 

If we assume only one-half of the value that was estimated in Las Vegas Valley for partially 
stabilized sites in our area (note that even if perfectly applied, the Flat Vegetative Cover Test 
Method is only required to show a 50% vegetative cover (PAR 403-12)), that would be 12.5 
lbs/acre here, or about 2.8 times the 4.5 lbs/acre figure. Recalling that 4.5 lbs/acre spread 
over 90 days corresponded to about 900 lbs/day, we see that if the additional 12.5 lbs/acre is 
spread over 180 days (that is, twice the 90 days used in the calculation for emissions during 
disking), then this gives an additional over 1,200 lbs/day (900 x 2.8/2 = 1,260) over and 
above whatever emissions occcur during the disking operations. (If we assume only one third 
the Las Vegas Valley value, we still get over 800 lbs/day instead of 1,200 lbs/day.) Clearly 
there is a potentially significant impact of this rule change. 

Environmental checklist. 

The proposed rule change would have potentially significant effects in a number of 
categories, including: 
III Air quality. As noted above the proposed change would increase PM10 in our area 
considerably, many times what is estimated in the DEA. The potential for generating 
significant respirable dust is high whenever disking and other types of soil tillage are performed 
during hot, dry weather (see Clausnitzer and Singer 1996). In addition, it is inevitable that the 
dust problem will persist until the next rains - which may be five to six months away. It is 
commonplace to observe dust being blown from disked areas during Santa Ana winds. 
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IV. Biological Resources. Disking provides an excellent environment for plant growth (see 
Peoples et al. 1994). In our area, in the rainy season following disking, it promotes the 
growth of non-native plants - primarily alien annual grasses (particularly wild oats, Avena 
spp., and bromes, Bromus spp.). These grasses are more luxuriant in the disked area than 
elsewhere and as a result represent an abundance of flash fuels leading to an increased fire 
risk in the period between seed set and subsequent disking. This period may be several weeks 
or more. Disked strips are typically close to roads and houses where fires caused by people 
tend to start. 
 
Disking creates a luxuriant growth of invasive species, particularly alien grasses (and also 
mustards), and consequently very high seed production, that causes the spread of these alien 
species into non-disked areas (see Allen et al. 2000) and in particular into any adjoining 
natural habitat, displacing native species and increasing the flammability of the area. In these 
areas, the alien grasses dry out and persist into the typical fire season. An abundance of alien 
grasses in coastal sage scrub vegetation increases the flammability of the plant community. In 
particular, grasses dry out quickly so that the risk of early-season fire increases. 
This effect is a particular problem in areas adjoining the Western Riverside County Multi-
Species Habitat Conservation plan, a plan that covers more than one hundred rare and 
endangered species. Disking near to natural areas are those most likely to easily satisfy the 
new “exceptional” criteria for allowing disking introduced in this rule change. This potentially 
increases the fire frequency in neighboring wildlands. In addition to the loss of native plant 
species, other direct effects include the destruction of the underground systems of kangaroo rats 
and harvester ants. In short, our sensitive coastal sage scrub habitat and nearby disking are 
completely incompatible. On the other hand, mowing helps to suppress weed growth, especially 
if done before weed seeds mature (DiTomaso 2000). By maintaining soil compaction, 
germination rates are much lower. In contrast, disking promotes germination and 
establishment of weedy annual plants (e.g. Bridges and Walker 1985). And the necessity of 
weed clearance on mowed sites is reduced due to the effects of compaction and reduced 
growth of annual plants during each wet season. 

VII Geology and Soils. Disking breaks up the surface crust and makes the soil vulnerable to 
substantial erosion, a problem that is exacerbated by repeated annual disking, which further 
breaks up the natural aggregation of soil particles. This is particularly the case on steep 
slopes, areas where the new rule changes will inevitably allow disking. On the other hand, 
with mowing instead of disking, soil compaction and stability are retained (e.g. Foshee et al. 
1997). As a result, erosion and dust problems are minimized. 

XVIII. Mandatory Findings of Significance. As noted above, disking close to natural open 
space areas has the potential to degrade the quality of the habitat by promoting the invasion 
of non-native annuals. By promoting the luxuriant growth and invasion of these non-natives,  
paradoxically discing cumulatively increases the risk of fire. Disking begets more weed 
growth which begets more disking and on more land. This is a cumulative impact which is 
potentially significant. 

In summary, the proposed changes to Rule 403 will decrease Air Quality, and furthermore 
will have a range of additional negative environmental effects. This change is proposed even 
though the alternative technique of mowing is available.  
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Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2006 15:22:29 -0700 
From: Leonard Nunney <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu Add To Address Book | This is Spam 
Subject: Re: Your concerns regarding weed abatement 
To: Scott Barber <SBarber@riversideca.gov, Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu 
Cc: watkinshill@juno.com, Michael Beck <MBeck@riversideca.gov, Ron Loveridge 
<RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov 
 
Mr. Barber: 
 I am very sad that the City has no interest in improving its weed abatement procedures. Obviously we have 
nothing further to discuss at this time. As I had assumed, the City wishes to continue its environentally 
destructive practise of disking in a manner that clearly violates rule 403, and in the process 
reducing our air quality, destroying valuable native vegetation, and promoting the growth of fire-carrying 
weeds. So much for our environmentally friendly City - we should all be ashamed. 
 Regards, 
 Len Nunney  
 Prof of Biology  
************************************************************************************* 
---- Original message ---- 
Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2006 14:33:00 -0700 
From: "Scott Barber" <SBarber@riversideca.gov  
Subject: Re: Your concerns regarding weed abatement  
To: <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu 
Cc: <watkinshill@juno.com, "Michael Beck" 
<MBeck@riversideca.gov, "Ron Loveridge" 
<RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov 
 
 Mr. Nunney: 
 I am happy to meet with you to discuss your concerns and provide information  to you regarding our 
approach to weed abatement. I  am confident that the City  complies with the guidelines of Rule 403, and  
therefore I am not agreeable to  the terms under which you want to meet. 
 
 As I have mentioned several times, please contact my  office if you would like  to meet.   
Scott Barber 
************************************************************************************* 
 Leonard Nunney 08/09/2006 2:28:02 PM  
 Mr Barber: 
 I'm sorry but do not understand your message -  does this  mean the City is willing to seriously discuss  
reducing the  acreage that it disks, or are we just meeting for  the sake of  meeting. 
 Regards, 
 Len Nunney 
************************************************************************************* 
 ---- Original message ---- 
 Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2006 13:00:00 -0700 
 From: "Scott Barber" <SBarber@riversideca.gov  
 Subject: Re: Your concerns regarding weed  abatement  
 To: <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu 
 Cc: <watkinshill@juno.com, "Michael Beck"  <MBeck@riversideca.gov, "Ron Loveridge"  
<RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov 
  
 Mr. Nunney: 
 My previous offer to meet still stands.   
Scott 
 ************************************************************************************* 
Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2006 12:57:03 -0700 
From: Leonard Nunney <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu> Add To Address Book | This is Spam 
Subject: Re: Your concerns regarding weed abatement 



To: Scott Barber <SBarber@riversideca.gov> 
Cc: watkinshill@juno.com, Michael Beck <MBeck@riversideca.gov>, Ron Loveridge 
<RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov> 
 
 
Mr Barber: 
 For your information - here's just an illustration from 2005 and 2006 of disking on Coyote Hill (along 
Watkins Drive). These images illustrate one aspect of why pm10 release is such an issue with disking - and 
yet the City apparently actively encourages this pollution by allowing their contractors to disk. 
 Regards, 
 Len Nunney 
 

 
   

 
 



 
************************************************************************************* 
Leonard Nunney 08/09/2006 10:20:59 AM  
 Mr Barber: 
  
 Thank you for your response, and I would very  much  like to  set up an appointment, HOWEVER, in 
advance I  need  some  assurance from you that the City is serious  about  reducing the  acreage that it 
disks. Otherwise, the meeting  will  probably be  a waste of my time. 
  
 I have wasted many hours over the last few  years  communicating with various representatives of  the  
City  discussing this issue, but nothing ever happens.  The  culmination of this support for the status quo  is  
well  illustrated by my experience of a few days ago.  The  City code  enforcement officer, Bill Diamond, 
actually came  out  to a  disking site IN ANTICIPATION that I would show  up to  complain.  Naively I 
initially thought that he was there  to  point out to  the City's contractor that the disking was  violating  the 
City  weed abatement contract - in fact he was there  solely to tell  me that code enforcement is not 
enforcing rule  403.  What an  incredible waste of City staff time! 
  
 Regards, 
 Len Nunney 
 Prof of Biology 
 ************************************************************************************* 
 ---- Original message ---- 
 Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2006 09:29:00 -0700 
 From: "Scott Barber" <SBarber@riversideca.gov   
Subject: Re: Your concerns regarding weed  abatement 
 To: <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu 
 Cc: <watkinshill@juno.com, "Michael Beck"  <MBeck@riversideca.gov, "Ron Loveridge"  
<RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov 
  
 Mr. Nunney: 
 As I mentioned in my previous email, I am  willing to  meet with you and discuss  our weed abatement 
practices. Please call  my  assistant at (951) 826-5556 if  you would like to schedule a meeting. 
 Scott Barber 
  
 Leonard Nunney 08/09/2006 9:01:04 AM  



 Mr Barber: 
  
 I would very much like to have a meeting  to  discuss how the  City can cut down on disking by utilizing  
the  vastly  superior  method of weed abatement - mowing. If you  are  willing to  engage is such a 
discussion then we can set  up  an  appropriate  time. To aid possible discussion, I have  attached an  old 
memo,  the last version of which I sent to Mayor  Loveridge  more than  2 years ago. I would very much 
appreciate it  if  you  took the  time to read and understand the issues. 
  
 On the other hand, if the City has no  interest  in  such  environmentally progressive discussions,  then I  
will  be forced  to conclude that the City has no serious  interest in  reducing  pm10 pollution or in using the 
best and  safest  weed  abatement  techniques available. I will forward these  conclusions to the  board of 
the non-profit group Friends of  Riverside's  Hills for  their consideration.   
 Regards, 
 Len Nunney 
 Prof of Biology 
 ************************************************************************************* 
 ---- Original message ---- 
 Date: Tue, 8 Aug 2006 07:55:00 -0700 
 From: "Scott Barber" 
 <SBarber@riversideca.gov 
 Subject: Re: Your concerns regarding weed  abatement 
 To: <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu 
 Cc: <watkinshill@juno.com, "Michael Beck"  <MBeck@riversideca.gov, "Ron Loveridge"  
<RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov 
  
 Mr. Nunney: 
 Rather than have this "back and forth"  email  discussion, why don't you stop by  and see me next time you 
are in City  Hall? 
 Scott 
  
 Leonard Nunney 08/07/2006 6:59 PM 
  
 Mr Barber: 
  
 Thank you for your responses to my 3  questions.  Just a little  further clarification please: 
  
 1. Could you please provide the name of  the  person  at AQMD who  told the City that the current disking  
practise  complies with  rule 403. 
  
 2. You say it is your "understanding"  that  weed  abatement in  Sycamore Canyon Park is not being  
conducted  by  Code  Enforcement - could you please check to  see  if  that  is also  the "understanding" of 
code enforcement  since  last  week Bill  Diamond (City weed abatement team) told  us  that  they  were  
getting ready to disk in Sycamore Canyon  Park!  Could  you  confirm that your "understanding" is  
actually  current City  policy regarding Sycamore Canyon Park.   
 
 3. Since you say that the City considers  the  exercise in  Islander Park to be a pilot project  testing  
mowing,  and since  the mowing did not initiate fires (the  only  criticism that has  been made about 
mowing), can we now  assume  that  from  the  City's perspective mowing has passed the  test  and  that the  
City will from now on do the  environmentally  sound  thing and  have its contractors use mowing for weed  
abatement? 
  
 4. One additional question - could you  please  confirm that,  with the exception of the AQMD  
experimental  area,  that  Islander Park will continue to be  cleared by  mowing  (and not  disking), as has 
been the case for the  last  few  years. 
  
 Regards, 



 Len Nunney 
 Prof of Biology 
 ************************************************************************************* 
---- Original message ---- 
 Date: Mon, 7 Aug 2006 11:46:00 -0700 
 From: "Scott Barber" 
 <SBarber@riversideca.gov 
 Subject: Re: Your concerns regarding  weed  abatement 
 To: <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu 
 Cc: <watkinshill@juno.com, "Michael  Beck"  <MBeck@riversideca.gov, "Ron Loveridge"  
<RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov 
  Mr. Nunney: 
  
 Regarding your email, I have the  following  information:   
1) As I mentioned in my previous  email,  during  the  "pilot project" with AQMD  evaluating mowing 
versus discing,  Code  Enforcement  staff reviewed (had a  verbal discussion) our standard  practices  for  
discing with the field staff of  AQMD who were present. 
 2)Regarding Sycamore Canyon Park, it  is  my  understanding that the Park Ranger  is having 
Conservation Corps.  workers  hand  cut  fire  breaks around the  parameter of the park adjacent to  
residences.  This  work is not being  conducted by Code Enforcement. 
 3) As I mentioned in my previous  email,  the  City  of  Riverside is already  participating in a pilot project  
with  AQMD  regarding  mowing versus discing for  weed abatement purposes. 
  
 Sincerely, 
 Scott Barber 
 ************************************************************************************* 
 Leonard Nunney 08/04/2006 1:14 
 PM 
  
 Hi Scott: 
  
 Thanks for your response - however  there  are  several issues  that I would like you to clarify.  These  stem  
from  the concerns  over analyses that show disking to  be  extremely  environmentally detrimental,  
concerns  that  have  been  communicated in detail to Mayor  Loveridge  over  the  years.  
  
 First - can you please provide  further  details  on  your  statement that the AQMD considers  the  City  to 
be  in  compliance  with rule 403. Is this decision  documented,  and  if  so where?  
  
 Second, we were told that Sycamore  Canyon  Park  will  (or maybe  has been) disked. Is this true. If  so,  
has  there  been an  environmental assessment of the  effect  of  disking  vs. the  previously adopted weed 
abatement  measures. 
  
 Third, we would like to recommend  that  the  City  initiates a  pilot program regarding the use of  mowing,  
taking  into account  the expressed (and in our view  largely  unfounded)  concern of  the fire captain that 
mowing is  problematic.  I  would  be glad  to provide you more detail if you  are  interested. 
  
 Regards, 
 Len Nunney 
 ************************************************************************************* 
 ---- Original message ---- 
 Date: Thu, 03 Aug 2006 17:12:03  -0700 
 From: "Scott Barber" 
 <SBarber@riversideca.gov 
 Subject: Your concerns regarding  weed  abatement 
 To: <leonard.nunney@ucr.edu 
 Cc: "Michael Beck"  <MBeck@riversideca.gov,  "Ron  Loveridge"  <RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov 



  
 Mr. Nunney: 
 Your concerns regarding the City's  Weed  Abatement  activities  have been referred to me so that I  can  
provide  you  with  information in this regard. I  appreciate  your  input, and I  think you will be pleased to 
know  that  the  City  of  Riverside  has been participating in a pilot  project  with  staff  from  South Coast 
AQMD regarding an  evaluation  of  the  effectiveness  and air quality impacts of mowing  versus  discing  
for  weed  abatement activities. A final  determination  of  the  effectiveness and air quality  impacts of  
each  method  (actually, the methods were mowing,  discing  without  water, and  discing after watering) is 
still  pending,  but I  will  be happy  to share this information with you  when  we  receive  it.  
  
 Regarding your comments relating to  the  existing  guidelines  of Rule 403, as I'm sure you are  aware,  
the  Rule  provides for  two exceptions for weed abatement  activities--  mowing and  discing. During the 
pilot project  we  reviewed  our  standard  practices with AQMD regarding the  use of  discing,  and it was  
AQMD's determination that we were in  compliance  with  their  guidelines. 
   
 Again, thank you for providing your  thoughts in  this regard.  As additional information becomes  
available, I  will  be more  than happy to provide you with an  update. 
 Sincerely, 
 Scott Barber 
  
 City of Riverside 
 Community Development Director 
 (951) 826-5556 
 ************************************************************************************* 
 



Date: Fri, 25 Aug 2006 13:39:31 -0700 
From: Leonard Nunney <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu> Add To Address Book | This is Spam  
Subject: Disking& PM10 pollution in Riverside  
To: RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov  
Cc: watkinshill@juno.com, jwc@carney-delany.com, dbetro@riversideca.gov, 
asmelendrez@riversideca.gov, penny.n@ccaej.org  
 
Dear Ron: 
 
You may have overlooked the e-mail (below) that I sent a couple of weeks ago regarding the possibility of 
reducing the extent of disking (aka discing) that is carried out under contract to the City for weed 
abatement. I would very much appreciate a response from you on this important matter, given your unique 
position of being both on the Board of the South Coast AQMD and Mayor of the City of Riverside. 
 
My question remains  – Will the City of Riverside seriously consider ways of reducing disking in favor of 
mowing or other non-polluting weed abatement methods (taking into account fire-risk concerns), or does 
Scott Barber’s refusal to discuss such matters reflect City policy? If this is a problem implementing such a 
program Citywide, how about a project in the University neighborhood area (hence I am also sending this 
e-mail to the two relevant council members)? 
 
DISKING GENERATES PM10 PARTICLES. 
As you know, disking generates PM10 directly during the operation (see attached photo from a City 
contractor’s disking a few weeks ago) and subsequently during windy days (and of course this City gets 
many such windy “Santa Ana” days). I can provide you with estimates of the number of tons that City-
contracted disking probably generates (as I have done in previous communications over the years), but 
suffice it to say that this pollution is avoidable.   
 
PM10 PARTICLES DAMAGE LUNGS. 
Studies show that pm10 particles damage lungs: they reduce the growth of lung function in children, 
increase asthma attacks, aggravate bronchitis, and contribute to premature death and hospital visits of 
people with respiratory and cardiac problems (this list was taken from an EPA document).  
 
DISKING OPERATORS CONTRACTED BY THE CITY DO NOT STABILIZE THE SOIL. 
Weed abatement disking operations in the City do not pre-stabilize or post-stabilize the soil with water or 
any other stabilizer. This maximizes PM10 pollution (again see attached photo). 
 
Thanks in advance for your attention to this important health issue. 
 
Regards, 
  Len 
 
Leonard Nunney 
Prof. of Biology, 
  
Date: Thu, 10 Aug 2006 08:31:13 -0700 
From: Leonard Nunney <Leonard.Nunney@ucr.edu>  
Subject: Disking - comment to the Mayor  
To: RLOVERIDGE@riversideca.gov  
Bcc: watkinshill@juno.com  
 

Dear Ron: 
 
You may have read some of the exchange between Scott Barber and myself regarding the City’s disking 
activities. From my perspective, this discussion is not primarily about whether or not the City is violating 
AQMD rule 403 – it is an issue of the City doing the environmentally right thing and moving towards 

https://webmail.ucr.edu/wm/mail/read.html?sessionid=g7a5fa3a1f03a920cdf7d54224568ee05akhp2h7ijl&op=addsender&uid=2885&msgid=2633&mbox=user.nunney.Sent
https://webmail.ucr.edu/wm/mail/spam.html?sessionid=g7a5fa3a1f03a920cdf7d54224568ee05akhp2h7ijl&op=isspam&uid=2885&msgid=2633&mbox=user.nunney.Sent


lessening its disking activities. However, Scott Barber flatly refuses to discuss this, reinforcing the growing 
view that some City staff will only discuss issues seriously once litigation is initiated. Regarding disking, I 
would very much like to have some productive discussion before that stage. 
 
 I am well aware of the concerns of the City’s fire department regarding mowing, but I know that you are 
also aware of the air pollution and other environmental damage that disking creates (and that mowing does 
not). From my discussions with manufacturers of mowing equipment and contractors who use mowing 
equipment regularly, it is clear that the concerns of the fire department can be resolved – but for reasons 
that I do not understand the City has no interest in doing this. (The experiment with AQMD has nothing to 
do with this issue – I have been aware of this experiment from its inception).  
 
I think that the City could come up with a fire-safe and environmentally friendly set of weed-abatement 
procedures that would be a model for the rest of Southern California.  
 
Can you see any reason why we should not work towards this goal?  
 
Thanks for your attention, 
  Len  
 
Leonard Nunney 
Prof. of Biology 

 
Attachment: DiskingCoyoteHill2Aug06Nunney#1.jpg (902k bytes) 
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TO HONORABLEMAYORANDCITYCOUNCILDATE April3 2007

FROM PARKS RECREATIONANDCOMMUNITY ITEMNOîŁ
SERVICESDEPARTMENT

WARDS 2 4

SUBJECT WILDLIFECONSERVATIONBOARDGRANTAPPLICATIONREQUEST
FORSYCAMORECANYONWILDERNESSPARKHABITAT
RESTORATION SUPPLEMENTALAPPROPRIATION

ISSUE

TheParks RecreationandCommunityServicesDepartmentisrequestingCityCouncilapprovalto
submitagrantapplicationfortherestorationofendangeredspeciesandriparianhabitatin
SycamoreCanyonWildernessPark

RECOMMENDATIONS

ThattheCityCouncil

1 AdoptaresolutionauthorizingthesubmittalofagrantapplicationtotheWildlife
ConservationBoardforfundingassistancewithhabitatrestorationinSycamoreCanyon
WildernessPark

2 AuthorizetheCityManager orhisdesignee tomakeanynonsubstantivechangesin
documentsandexecuteallnecessarydocumentstoimplementtheapprovalofthegrant
application and

3 Uponaward authorizetheacceptanceofsupplementalfundstotheCityin theamountof
476698 andincreaseestimatedrevenueandappropriateadditionalexpenditurestoa

projectaccountasassignedbytheFinance Divisionforhabitatrestoration inSycamore
CanyonWildernessPark

BACKGROUND

SycamoreCanyonWildernessParkarguablycontainsthemostendangeredlistedspeciesofany
regioninCalifornia aswellasa largediversityandabundanceofwildlifeandplantspecies These
combinedfactorscreateanurgentneedtoconserveavailablelandstosupportpopulationsofnative
speciesandhabitats aswellastoensurerecoveryoflistedspecies TheSycamoreCanyon
HabitatRestorationgrantproposesacomprehensive phasedStephensKangarooRat SKR
restorationandnonnativeplantspeciesremovalprogramoverthreeyears implementedand
monitoredbyapartnershipbetweentheCityofRiverside RiversideCountyHabitatConservation
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